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Abstract 

Speaking test scores are increasingly being used to make high-stakes decisions (for employment, 

immigration, university admissions) about learners in many countries.  Ensuring that these scores 

reflect a learner’s skill fairly and accurately is critical.  This mixed-methods study seeks to 

strengthen the socio-cognitive framework for test validation (Chalhoub-Deville & O’Sullivan, 

2020; Taylor, 2011; Weir, 2005) and deepen our understanding of the complexities involved in 

deriving scores from L2 speaking tests.  Adopting an interactionalist perspective, the research 

considers interview-format speaking tests as co-constructed events between candidate, examiner 

and rater.  The research examines how certain elements of scoring validity (rater characteristics 

of ‘Agreeableness’, ‘Extraversion’ and ‘Test Experience Level’) change how raters perceive or 

rate spoken performances and modulate their severity.  Native-speaker, English teachers from 

universities across Japan (n = 86) rated 12 video-recorded speaking test performances and 

afterwards completed a personality instrument.  A Hierarchical Multiple Regression showed that 

‘Test Level Experience’ and ‘Agreeableness’ contributed significantly to the regression model, F 

(6, 79) = 3.126, p = .019 together accounting for 19% of the variation in rater severity.  These 

predictors were negatively correlated with rater severity; higher levels predicted more lenient 

ratings.  Trait ‘Extraversion’ explained an additional 4% of the variation and this was significant, 

F (7, 78) = 3.426, p = .039.    ‘Extraversion’ was positively correlated with rater severity; higher 

levels predicted more severe ratings.  Finally, all raters provided written commentary on their 

rating procedures and three raters took part in Stimulated Recall Interviews.  Thematic analyses 

of the two types of qualitative data suggested that lenient (experienced, agreeable, introvert) 

raters perceive different aspects of examiner performance to more severe (inexperienced, 

disagreeable, extravert) raters and these perceptions sometimes impacted how they cognitively 

approached the task of rating.  In some instances, the differing perceptions and cognitive 

approaches may have impacted raters’ final proficiency scores.  The research findings offer 

suggestions for updating our understanding of the co-constructed nature of spoken interaction as 

well as the scoring validity component of the socio-cognitive framework.  The study also makes 

practical recommendations on future rater training procedures that incorporate the findings from 

this study.   
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1 Introduction           

 

1.1 Background 

Direct speaking tests have been traditionally defined as assessments which elicit candidates’ 

speaking performances via a task or set of tasks in the presence of one or more interlocutors 

under face-to-face conditions (Luoma, 2004).  These tests include different test formats, such as: 

• Oral proficiency interviews with one candidate and one rater/interlocutor. 

• Paired speaking interactions with two candidates, one interlocutor and/or rater. 

• Group speaking format in which three or more candidates are observed by raters.   

 

While semi-direct (person-to-computer) speaking tests have become popular in recent years (e.g., 

Aptis, PTE Academic, TOEFL iBT), direct tests are still widely used in high-stakes test 

environments. For example, International English Language Testing System (IELTS), which 

uses an examiner-candidate interview format, is “a requirement for skilled migration, study and 

work in Australia, Canada, New Zealand and the UK” (IELTS, 2016).  In China, the College 

English Test – Spoken English Test (CET-SET) is a nationwide programme that acts as 

certification of university English achievement and influences chances of employability for 

fiercely competitive jobs in government organisation and international companies (Zhang & 

Elder, 2009).  Although it is important to note that this test has recently digitalised with pairs of 

candidates having online discussions with audio only, the stakes for candidates remain the same 

(Jin & Zhang, 2016).  In Hong Kong, The Hong Kong Diploma of Secondary Education 

(HKDSE), of which a group discussion test is an element, is required for the undergraduate 

admission process to local universities (HKEAA, 2016).  In Japan, the examiner-candidate 

interview format Test of English for Academic Purposes (TEAP) administered by Eiken, is used 

as a selection tool for many Japanese university admissions (Eiken, 2016).  Clearly, there are 

some very important decisions regarding individual candidates’ futures which are being made, in 

part, off the back of these speaking test scores.  Given their high-stakes nature, ensuring speaking 

test scores reflect a student’s actual skill as fairly and accurately as possible is a critical part of 

the test validation process (e.g., Weir, 2005). 
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At this stage it is important to clarify the nomenclature referring to the test roles of interlocutor, 

examiner, and rater. In this thesis, interlocutors are defined as any individuals who interact 

verbally with a candidate. An examiner refers to a trained individual whose role is to facilitate 

the test, issue instructions, read out the prompts/questions and reply to candidate utterances when 

required by the interlocutor frame). Thus, both an examiner and another candidate might 

(depending upon test format) fall under the superordinate term ‘interlocutor’. Examiners may or 

may not also use a rating scale to score candidates’ overall language proficiency. Distinct from 

examiners, raters (sometimes also referred to as assessors) are trained individuals who utilise 

rating scales to assess candidate language proficiency but who do not interact directly with the 

examiner or candidate. These individuals may sit in on live tests or watch video recorded 

performances, but they function in a strictly observational capacity. 

 

Raters are a critical component to the issue of scoring validity when it comes to human-scored 

speaking tests – however rigorously raters are trained and standardised, it is essentially their 

perception of the performance that is the candidate’s score.  Research has shown that despite 

efforts to standardise and train raters, variance cannot be removed entirely (O’Sullivan, 2008; 

Taylor, 2011) .  Individual raters even after training, still display a tendency to: 

• award higher/lower scores in general (severity) 

• focus on a specific analytic scale for the overall proficiency score (halo effect) 

• avoid awarding the top or bottom scores (central tendency) 

• be inconsistent in their approach to scoring (randomness) 

• be lenient/strict in their scoring based on factors other than candidates’ proficiency (bias) 

 

The use of raters presents us with a fundamental scientific challenge, an ‘observer effect’ (a 

definition coined here to describe the phenomenon of measures derived from human judgements 

which is not to be confused with the more commonly known Hawthorne Effect).  “People are not 

machines” (Taylor & Galaczi, 2011, p. 211) and their interpretation of events within the world 

are constructed, to varying degrees, by a whole host of cognitive and experiential influences.  

While raters’ rating process is guided by rating scales, scores are unavoidably the result of a 
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subjective process of judging by raters who exhibit varying characteristics which can affect the 

process, leading individual raters to evaluate more or less severely.  It is the purpose of this study 

to explore whether (and how) a rater’s personality might be one such characteristic contributing 

to rater severity.  While personality has been looked at in L2 testing research, it has been done so 

only as a test-taker characteristic which is somewhat interesting given the co-constructed nature 

of spoken interaction (discussed shortly).  Indeed, before moving on to discuss the theory behind 

personality and the research into the various traits, it is necessary to contextualise the present 

study within the broader validity landscape. 

 

To better understand the complexities involved in human rated, direct speaking tests and provide 

a theoretical scaffold, the study draws on the socio-cognitive framework (Chalhoub-Deville & 

O’Sullivan, 2020; Taylor, 2011; Weir, 2005).  This framework serves as a roadmap which test 

developers can use to validate their speaking tests.  It depicts how the different types of validity 

evidence fit together conceptually and temporally in the development process.  The socio-

cognitive framework informs the structure and direction of the subsequent literature review by 

focusing on how aspects of context validity (examiner behaviours and co-constructed 

performances) can impact elements of scoring validity (what raters observe during test 

interactions and how they score).    

 

The study also makes connections to another key theory in language assessment – co-

construction.  From an interactionalist perspective, spoken discourse can be conceptualised as 

entangled (Lay, Patton, & Chalhoub-Deville, 2017).  Direct speaking tests are interactive events, 

and the performance is affected by a variety of factors beyond solely the candidate, such as the 

task, the examiner and the rater (McNamara, 1997; O’Sullivan, 2008).  Consequently, research 

into how examiner behaviours might impact candidate performance has shown a wide variety of 

accommodative features designed to assist shared understanding between discourse participants 

even when Interlocutor Frames (i.e., examiner scripts) may have specified otherwise (Brown, 

2003; Lazaraton, 2002; Seedhouse & Egbert, 2006; Seedhouse & Harris, 2011; O’Sullivan & Lu, 

2006).  These different examiner accommodations have been shown to lead to variable candidate 

performance from a single individual (Brown, 2003), while McNamara and Lumley’s (1997) 
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research indicated that raters perceive the variety in examiner behaviours in terms of greater or 

lesser interview competency and thus may compensate candidates accordingly in the score they 

award.  Examining rater behaviours in greater detail, in a very broad sense raters appear to 

conceptualise speaking proficiency very similarly (when asked to do so intuitively) (Brown, 

Iwashita & McNamara, 2005).  However, there can be much variety in what raters perceive in 

interactions and how they interpret those observations – for example, dysfluencies might 

sometimes be viewed negatively as a language limitation, positively as a communicative 

strategy, or neutrally and ascribed to nervousness (Brown, 2006; Brown, Iwashita & McNamara, 

2005; May, 2009).  Raters have also displayed off-scale personal bias in their rating (Ang-Aw & 

Chuen Meng Goh, 2011; Orr, 2002) or favoured certain scale categories over others such that 

their scoring is biased in favour of the specific criteria (in a halo effect; Hongwen, 2015) and 

even been shown to approach the task of rating itself in cognitively diverse ways (Ang-Aw & 

Chuen Meng Goh, 2011; May, 2009). 

 

Moving onto personality itself, the construct is defined via Trait Theory (Boyle, Matthews, & 

Saklofske, 2008).  Personality comprises of a number of component traits each of which falls 

along a temporally stable continuum and thus can be measured (Asendorpf, 2009; Deary, 2009; 

Matthews, Deary, & Whiteman, 2009). While there was much debate in the field of psychology 

as to how best to model traits (Costa & McCrae, 1992a, 1992b; Eysenck, 1992a, 1992b) it is 

generally now accepted in modern psychology that the lexical hypothesis – using adjectives to 

help define the variety of traits that we perceive - is an adequate foundational theory for 

constructing measurement instruments (De Raad, 2000).  Presently, the zeitgeist for trait 

measurement is the Five Factor Model (McCrae & Costa, 2006) but recently a newer six factor 

model – HEXACO - is gaining wider adoption for use by researchers from a variety of fields 

(see section 2.1 for specific studies).  While both models of personality vary slightly in the 

number of traits they define, both include the trait extraversion, which has been the focus of 

research within the language testing community. 

 

To date the literature surrounding personality research in language testing has been focused on 

the candidate with number of studies indicating a complex relationship between candidate 
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extraversion and an element of context – the group size and composition, such that it is far from 

a simple case of concluding that extravert candidates score higher than introvert candidates in all 

situations (Berry, 1994; Nakatsuhara, 2011; Ockey, 2009; O’Sullivan, 2008).  Looking further 

afield to explore how other traits might have affected raters in other disciplines (e.g., business 

management and health professional training), there is some evidence to suggest more agreeable 

and conscientious raters tend towards more generous scores (leniency) (Bernardin et al., 2009; 

Dewberry et al., 2013; Yun et al., 2005).  One study also indicated that extraversion may also 

account for some of the variance in leniency too (Cheng, Hui & Cascio, 2017). 

 

The rating process and its impact upon scores is further complicated by a demographic 

characteristic of the raters themselves – experience.  Greater experience has been correlated with 

both increases (Bonk & Ockey, 2003) and decreases (Kang et al, 2019; Trofimovich & Isaacs, 

2012) in rating severity. This complexity is, in part, due to prior research defining experience in 

many different ways: as a dichotomy (Bonk & Ockey, 2003; Trofimovich & Isaacs, 2012), a 

polychotomy with multiple levels (Kim, 2015), sometimes it was defined by educational level 

(Isaacs & Thomson, 2013) rather than practical experience (Bonk & Ockey, 2003).  Perhaps 

because of this fuzzy conceptualisation, research into experience has yielded conflicting 

conclusions.   

 

1.2 Goals of the Study 

Based on the prior research and arguments established in the literature (see section 1.1 for the 

executive summary and Chapter 2 for the expanded review), rater personality (as a component of 

scoring validity), has been overlooked in the language testing literature and theory to date, while 

studies on raters from other scientific fields (e.g., psychology, health care and work performance 

appraisals, see section 2.8 for more details) has suggested that certain personality traits can 

impact raters’ severity.  Therefore, this study investigates personality as a potential element of 

Scoring Validity (specifically as a Rater Characteristic) while taking account of the nature of 

speaking tests as co-constructed events.  The study hypothesises whether who we are (when 

acting as raters) affects how we judge performance, and hence modulates rater severity.   
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The study achieves this goal by using an explanatory, mixed methods design to provide 

triangulation to the quantitative data.  This approach intends to address the limitations of the 

purely quantitative studies into rater personality reviewed in section 2.8 – that correlation does 

not imply causation.  The inclusion of rater commentary into their perceptions of the test 

interaction as well as their thought processes may explain what raters of differing personality 

traits might be keying into when observing a test and how they choose to interpret and score 

those interactions. 

 

The findings from this study may have some consequences for testing theory which could be of 

value to test developers and researchers.  If certain personality traits among raters are associated 

with higher or lower scoring severity, then our understanding of how we theoretically construct 

scoring validity requires updating and this in turn may suggest test developers need to factor a 

new rater characteristic into their validation process or develop extra protocols for rater training.  

If raters perceive and cognitively process how various examiner behaviours have influenced 

candidate performances then it may be necessary to also update how we model spoken 

interaction in direct speaking tests, which presently models performance through a single 

channel; examiners and candidates interact together and with the task to produce a performance 

which is scored by a rater interacting with a set of scales  (McNamara, 1997; Skehan, 1998).  

 

1.3 Setting of the Study  

As mentioned in section 1.1, there are a number of direct speaking tests which are being used to 

make high-stakes decisions on candidates’ futures, be those opportunities for employment, 

immigration or higher education.  One of the tests mentioned was a direct, oral proficiency 

interview speaking test named the Test of English for Academic Purposes (TEAP) (Eiken, 2016) 

which is administered by one of the leading testing bodies in Japan.  The government of Japan 

has a clear impetus in re-focusing its educational goals towards globalisation, internationalising 

its universities (Ministry of Education, 2014a) and as such is emphasising educational reforms 

that focus on building and evaluating communication skills (particularly speaking) (Ministry of 
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Education, 2014a).  Consequently, speaking tests are becoming one of the selection tools that 

Japanese universities are incorporating into their admissions process.  As such, the constructs of 

such high-stakes tests should be designed and validated based on empirical evidence (e.g., 

Nakatsuhara, 2014).  Furthermore, if scores are to be representative of candidate English 

proficiency as accurately as possible, then it is necessary to investigate all factors that may 

contribute to score variance.  Therefore, the current study’s exploration of whether aspects of the 

raters themselves (personality traits) could have affected their ratings in the TEAP speaking test, 

might also serve as part of the collective endeavour of providing research evidence that informs 

continued improvements of this locally developed test in Japan.  

 

While this study was not designed as validation research for the TEAP speaking test per se, the 

participants who enrolled as candidates were Japanese university students, whose demographics 

and proficiency levels match the target candidate population of the TEAP test. Additionally, the 

instrument used to conduct the sample speaking tests was the example TEAP test which is 

viewable on their website (Eiken, 2016). 

 

1.4 Organisation of the Study 

The remainder of this study is composed of five chapters and a brief explanation of the contents 

of each is now presented.  Chapter 2 begins by covering the relevant theoretical context which 

situates the study within the broader testing validity landscape as well as informs and guides the 

later components of the literature review that are most salient to the study.  The chapter then 

examines the nature of spoken interaction and covers how prior research has shown how aspects 

of both context (examiner behaviours) and scoring validity (rater experience, the rating process) 

have interacted to impact candidate scores.  In this way the chapter moves from broader context 

to more detailed focused analysis of specific components, thus building a case for it as co-

constructed and how examiners and raters both can and do impact final test scores.  Finally, 

Chapter 2 attends to the experimental variables which are the focus of this study – personality 

traits.  The chapter defines the construct of personality, explains how psychologists have 

attempted to measure the traits and reviews how personality traits have been researched within 
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the field of language testing as well as other fields of social science, business, and health to gain 

a better understanding of the role it may play in this study.  Chapter 2 closes by presenting the 

research questions within a summarisation of the literature reviewed.  Chapter 3 describes the 

methodology utilised in this study and includes detailed demographic data for each of the three 

participant groups (candidates, examiner and raters) involved in the study as well as selection 

protocols.  The chapter also details the various instruments which were sourced or created for the 

collection of both quantitative and qualitative data.  An explanation of the data collection 

procedures and data analysis procedures rounds out the chapter.  The explanation of data analysis 

importantly, includes explanations of the two statistical procedures used to generate results – the 

Rasch and Hierarchical Multiple Regression models.  Chapter 4 begins with the presentation of 

the quantitative results.  First, the chapter provides an analysis of how the dependent and 

independent variables were estimated using Rasch analysis.  Next, a discussion of regression 

model assumptions precedes the Hierarchical Multiple Regression and an analysis of the results.  

Chapter 4 then takes a combined approach to the presentation and discussion of the qualitative 

results.  The analysis and discussion begins with a broad overview of general themes identified 

in rater commentary and then narrows to focus onto the thematic analysis proper.  The thematic 

analysis is split into two sub-sections each of which examines themes from the two different 

types of rater commentary – written and interview.  The results and discussion of the qualitative 

findings occurs in lockstep for easier digestibility.  Finally, Chapter 5 concludes the study by 

summarising the aims and methodological approaches of the study before presenting the 

principal findings.  The findings are discussed in reference to the research questions and each sub 

question is addressed directly.  Then, the conclusion turns to the contributions that this research 

has made to test validation theory, research methodology and outlines a possible practical 

suggestion for rater training.  In closing, the study considers the limitations of the research 

methods and notes possible directions for future research.   
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2 Literature Review          

Due to the exploratory nature of this study and the fact that, to a certain degree, it is cross-

disciplinary, the purpose of this chapter is to draw together the literature from the fields of 

language testing as well as personality psychology in order to build a case for seeing personality 

traits as rater characteristics which are integral components of Scoring Validity.  Sections 2.1 and 

2.2 define the theoretical framework of the study and then develops the argument for speaking 

test scores as products which have been co-constructed by candidates, examiner and raters (for a 

definition of these roles, see section 1.1).  Section 2.3 expands upon this interactionalist 

perspective (Chalhoub-Deville, 2003; McNamara, 1997) of speaking tests to review the literature 

surrounding how examiner behaviours have impacted speaking performances.  Then, section 2.4 

covers what raters notice with regards to these examiner behaviours and how they cognitively 

approach the task of rating.  The goal of both sections was to develop, via an inductive/deductive 

approach, two taxonomies which would form necessary methodological components for 

generating qualitative data (see sections 3.3.3 and 3.5.2).  Section 2.5 delves into the literature 

surrounding rater experience as this factor has been an important element examined in earlier 

research (O’Sullivan, 2008; Rogers, 2018) into rater severity and therefore may be of relevance 

to this study.  With the broader testing validity research landscape laid out, the literature review 

then narrows its focus in on the critical issue of interest in this study.  From section 2.6, the 

literature review begins to bridge disciplines into psychology.  The section defines our current 

understanding of personality and how it can be measured which should provide sufficient 

background for a critical evaluation this study’s methodology, results, and findings to be 

possible.  Sections 2.7 and 2.8 review the literature surrounding personality traits on language 

performance as well as rater performance (from fields outside language testing) to identify 

predictors on rater severity likely to be of most relevance for this study.  The chapter concludes 

with an overall summary of the main avenues drafted through the literature and which helped to 

shape the research questions, all of which are presented in section 2.9. 
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2.1 An Integrated Theory of Validity – The Socio-Cognitive Framework 

Building on Messick’s (1989) unified view of validity, the study draws upon the socio-cognitive 

framework for test validation (Chalhoub-Deville & O’Sullivan, 2020; Taylor, 2011; Weir, 2005) 

which functions as a roadmap of the various theoretical and pragmatic considerations that test 

developers should consider while creating or validating their tests.  This framework has been 

successfully employed in the development and validation of a number of large-scale tests: 

Cambridge General English tests (Taylor, 2011), the General English Proficiency Test (GEPT) in 

Taiwan (Wu, 2012), the Test of English for Academic Purposes (TEAP) in Japan (Nakatsuhara, 

2014), and a refined model has also been applied to develop and validate the British Council’s 

Aptis test (O’Sullivan, 2015; Weir & O’Sullivan, 2017).  A brief definition of the components of 

this framework is provided here:  

• Test-taker Characteristics regard the appropriacy of a test from the perspective of a 

candidate’s physical, psychological and experiential attributes. 

• Context validity regards the degree to which test format, administration and tasks can 

operationalise real-life conditions.  

• Cognitive validity regards the degree to which a test elicits the same mental processes 

required for language performance that would occur in real-life conditions. 

• Scoring validity is a superordinate term for reliability and regards the degree to which the 

scores generated from a test are reliable measures of the construct under investigation. 

• Consequential validity regards the degree to which tests and test scores are acted upon in 

the outside world and the consequences of those actions in the classroom and broader 

society. 

• Criterion-related validity regards the degree to which the test scores can be shown to 

correlate with external benchmarks believed to also measure the same construct. 

 

A crucial benefit of the socio-cognitive framework is that it affords an understanding of how 

changes in one component can have knock on effects for other components, thus it provides an 

integrated and mutually supportive means of collecting validity evidence. Furthermore, 

systematises the various types of validity to be collected by test developers/researchers at each 

phase of the development cycle (Taylor, 2011). The socio-cognitive framework also addresses 
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some of the criticisms towards other earlier models of communicative competence used for test 

validation, such as those by Canale and Swain (1980) or Bachman (1990) which focused too 

heavily on test-takers’ linguistic competencies with limited attention to social and interaction 

dimensions (McNamara, 2003).  This framework was selected because the focus of this study 

draws on both context and scoring validity components and the ways in which the two 

components interact.  The aim of this study is to understand the degree to which raters’ 

personality traits might impact their scoring severity when observing candidate-examiner 

interactions in an interview test (the Eiken TEAP).  While rater personality falls within the 

scoring validity component, the study also necessitates an examination of aspects of context 

validity (as they pertain to the task types of interview, roleplay and extended interview in the 

Eiken TEAP, see section 3.3.2 for details).  As will be argued in the literature review (see 

sections 2.2, 2.3), discourse in direct speaking tests involving multiple interlocutors can be 

highly variable (given that the task requires dialogic input), with a variety of linguistic and non-

linguistic features employed by both candidates and examiners (e.g., Brown, 2003; Lazaraton, 

2002; O’Sullivan and Lu, 2006).  Thus, raters’ scoring process might be considered context-

bound because scores are derived from observations of interaction (context) which are then 

cognitively processed by raters (scoring). Furthermore, it is likely that different tasks may 

complicate the impact (if any) that rater personality may have on scoring. Thus, the findings of 

this study would only be relevant for tests employing similar interview and roleplay based 

dialogic tasks while also further highlighting the complex interactions between context and 

scoring validity. Therefore, it is important to understand what aspects of interlocutor (in the case 

of this study, candidate-examiner) interactions are the focus of rater attention, how these features 

of interaction might be viewed vis-à-vis determining a proficiency score for the candidate, and 

whether any of this might be associated with specific personality traits among the rater sample.  

In presenting the argument for examining rater personality, the next section examines the co-

constructed nature of spoken interaction, a central issue to the context-scoring validity 

interaction. 
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2.2 The Co-constructed Nature of Speaking Test Interactions 

Accelerated by the advent and wide adoption of the internet, as well as the rapid maturation of 

the field of language testing research, high stakes test developers have produced speaking tests 

which display a diverse array of formats, delivery modes and scoring methods.  Direct format 

tests frequently use an interview format where a candidate (e.g., IELTS, Eiken TEAP) or pair of 

candidates (e.g., Cambridge B2 First) has a live interaction with an examiner while advances in 

internet bandwidth and accessibility have seen the development of semi-direct tests where 

computers are used to direct candidates and present tasks but where raters are used to score the 

recorded performances (e.g., TOEFL iBT).  More recently, scoring too has become fully 

automated such as with the Pearson Versant (Bernstein, Van Moere, & Cheng, 2010) which not 

only presents candidates with the tasks but also scores the performances using an algorithm, 

while TOEFL iBT combines the use of AI scoring with alongside human raters (ETS, n.d.).  This 

diversification of how speaking has been administered and scored has also necessitated a 

widening of how the construct of speaking is operationalised.  Nevertheless, it is direct speaking 

tests, whether paired with another candidate or an examiner, and regardless of the mode of 

delivery (e.g., face to face or videoconferencing), that are more suited to eliciting interactional or 

discourse aspects of the speaking construct. 

 

 However, while the interactional aspects of dialogic speaking are undoubtedly important to 

measure direct speaking tests all share a commonality which complicates the validity of 

individual candidates’ scores – the co-constructed nature of interaction. In striving for context 

validity – replication of the conditions, functions and features of the Target Language Use (TLU) 

domain as closely as possible (Weir, 2005) – it is the very nature of the construct of speaking 

that also confounds our measurement of it for individual candidates.  Speaking tests are 

interactive, social events between a number of “actors” (McNamara, 1997).  How the 

interlocutor manages the encounter, what the interlocutor says, or does not, how they act, or do 

not, the length of their turn could all influence a candidate’s performance and create variability 

between individual candidate’s test experiences.  McNamara (1997:453) also goes on to state 

that even the process of rating (interpreting the performance) “is an inherently social act”.  An 

element of the test context (interlocutor), in McNamara’s (ibid.) interactionalist view of testing, 
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becomes an inseparable variable of the performance.  Here, the study moves on to examine some 

of the research into how interlocutors have affected candidate behaviour and scores. 

 

Studies have shown that interlocutors have distinct styles they use consistently across interviews. 

These interlocutor effects include, level of rapport, functional and topical choices, the way they 

ask questions or develop topics and the degree they modify their speech to accommodate a 

candidate (e.g., Brown, 2003; Lazaraton, 2002; Seedhouse & Egbert, 2006). In her study, Brown 

(2003) examined the effect of interlocutors’ elicitation techniques on a candidate’s spoken 

performance and the subsequent judgements of those performances made by raters.  Brown 

(ibid.) found evidence of two interview management styles which led to qualitatively different 

performances by the same candidate and very different holistic rating scores by the raters.  It was 

concluded that a candidate’s spoken proficiency score would be in-part a product of the 

interlocutor’s technique/elicitation skills.  Nakatsuhara (2008), expanding on Brown’s (2003) 

work, examined how inter-interlocutor variables altered candidate performances and raters 

scores on an analytic scale.  The study employed two interlocutors testing one candidate in turn 

with the videoed performances being scored by 22 raters using a five-category scale 

(pronunciation, grammar, vocabulary, fluency, interactive communication).  Results showed that 

the candidate did receive statistically significant, higher mean scores (in pronunciation and 

fluency categories) when interviewed by one of the interlocutors.  The score difference was 

equivalent to 0.6 of a band on the IELTS rating scale.  Conversation Analysis (Sacks, Schegloff, 

& Jefferson, 1974) suggested that these higher scores were associated with the interlocutor’s lack 

of control over interview direction, questioning style and topic shifting.  The interlocutor also 

gave more verbal feedback and response tokens, which seemed to skew rater perceptions of 

fluency. These studies suggest that interlocutors co-construct test performances and the 

interaction leads to different performances which lead to different estimates of ability.  

 

So far, we have examined the role of interlocutor effects within the confines of context validity 

and observed instances where they are evident, and the resulting different scores given by raters. 

And we will now return to McNamara’s (1997:453) key assertion that the rating process as well 

“is an inherently social act”.  What evidence is there that these behaviours alter ratings? Are 
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raters aware of these different interlocutor effects and attempting to account for them in their 

scores?  In other words, might the issue be an element, not only of context validity, but also of 

scoring validity as well?  

 

McNamara and Lumley’s (1997) study sheds light on the issue by examining rater perceptions of 

interlocutor behaviour.  Seventy video-taped samples of the Occupational English Test for health 

professionals were rated twice by a pool of seven raters.  The raters were then asked to complete 

a questionnaire to evaluate three interlocutor variables: interlocutor competence in test 

management, interlocutor competence in the role-play, and effectiveness at establishing rapport.  

Results showed that raters did seem to compensate (by giving a higher score) candidates who 

had a test with a “less competent” interlocutor, both in terms of managing the test and 

establishing rapport but not as a role-play participant.  The study hypothesised that raters may 

have perceived interlocutors’ lack of competence or rapport as an issue of test fairness, leading 

raters to adjust their scores.  Alternatively, McNamara and Lumley (1997) suggest that lack of 

competence by the interlocutor manifest as interlocutor-dominated interaction, meaning the rater 

had too little evidence for an accurate score, again resulting in a favourable compensation to the 

scores of candidates who interacted with the “less competent” interlocutors.  

 

2.3 Examiner Behaviours in Speaking Tests 

The previous section made the case for elements of context validity (the interlocutor/examiner) 

affecting the candidate’s performance as well as, seemingly, aspects of scoring (raters’ adjusting 

candidate scores based on interlocutor behaviour).  Given that speaking test performances are co-

constructed events in which interlocutor behaviour may sometimes influence score outcomes, the 

aim of this section is to review the literature and codify the breadth of behaviours that 

interlocutors (specifically for this research – examiners) have displayed and which may affect 

context validity.  This review also serves as a foundation for the construction of an Examiner 

Behavioural Taxonomy (see section 3.3.3), an important instrument that was used as a reference 

guide during Stimulated Recall Interviews (a method used for qualitative data collection, see 

section 3.4.4).  Consequently, the review takes an almost classificational approach by cross-
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referencing common behaviours noted across multiple studies as well as parsing out behaviours 

unique to each study. 

 

Conversation Analysis (CA), while originally a sociological method for the study of everyday, 

naturally occurring, unsolicited talk, has been adopted by the social sciences more broadly 

(including the field of language assessment).  CA is the study of verbal (and even nonverbal) 

behaviours between participants of a discourse in an attempt to identify recurring patterns of 

interaction from which to derive models of interaction for particular social contexts (J. M. 

Atkinson & Heritage, 1984; Heritage, 1984; Liddicoat, 2011).  CA has been successfully used as 

an exploratory approach to the understanding of examiner-candidate discourse in the field of 

language testing and has provided evidence of many interactional differences employed by 

examiners. As will be exemplified below,  these studies have identified examiners’ interactional 

features that resemble “accommodation behaviours” (Giles & Powesland, 1997) or “foreigner 

talk”(Long, 1981) whose purpose is to ‘facilitate mutual understanding’ between participants of 

an interaction (Nakatsuhara, 2013). 

 

For example, Lazaraton (2002) details research from two studies conducted on the Cambridge 

Assessment of Spoken English (CASE), an experimental test which fed into the revised design of 

tests such as IELTS and FCE.  CASE was a two-part exam with the first being a five-minute 

interview with an interlocutor (teacher-interviewer) and the second a longer task-based 

interaction with another candidate (although there were three pairs undergoing assessment 

simultaneously).  The test developer (UCLES) wanted to understand how well interlocutors 

adhered to the prompts in the Interlocutor Frame or whether they diverged away from them, 

particularly in stage 2 where examiners were to give instructions and then observe candidate 

interactions only.  CA revealed eight non-prescribed interlocutor speech accommodations for 

stage 1 interactions and discovered six for stage 2 (summarised below for convenience): 

Stage 1 

• Fronting; using closed questions to establish a topic. 

• Drawing conclusions; summarising a candidate’s response for them. 
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• Repeating/Correcting responses; using a correct grammatical form of a candidate 

utterance in formulations/assessments. 

• Slowing rate/Increasing pitch; parsing sections of / modulating the intonation of their 

utterances to focus attention on important instructions, signpost turn-taking etc. 

• Supplying vocabulary/Completing responses; finishing a candidate’s sentence or offering 

a vocabulary in a question form as a formulation. 

• Confirmation questions; using closed questions to try and elicit extended responses. 

• Rephrasing questions; changing the prompt question in response to a comprehension 

failure by the candidate. 

• Evaluating response; use of verbal feedback (amazing, very good, that’s interesting etc,) 

to show comprehension or signpost topic closure. 

Stage 2: 

• Intervening; taking over a candidate turn and asking questions to prompt or encourage 

talk from quieter candidates 

• Explaining vocabulary; using a simpler word or phrase soon after a vocabulary item from 

a prompt or instruction to signpost meaning. 

• Explaining procedures; rephrasing instructions differently from the Interlocutor Frame. 

• Prompting a focus on task; redirecting candidates toward addressing the prompt when 

going off topic 

• Asking questions; attempting to create candidate-candidate discussion by employing 

interview questions to candidates individually. 

• Suggesting questions; prompting discussion by offering question forms for candidates to 

use. 

These behaviours were similar to the accommodative behaviours noted in prior SLA research 

(Freed, 1980; Long, 1983).  The findings were especially interesting because the examiner 

behaviours displayed in stage 2 were not only unexpected (examiners were to only introduce 

tasks and observe pairs of candidates), but universally present in the entire sample (n = 8).  All 

examiners, to varying degrees, attempted to support candidates against the express directions of 

the Interlocutor Frame. Furthermore, Many-Facet Rasch Model (MFRM) analysis of test scores 
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showed that 4 of the 8 examiners affected candidate ratings significantly.  Interestingly, only one 

“hard examiner” behaviour (accommodations used by an examiner that led to a candidate 

receiving a lower score) was identified in this research (confirmation questions) but it was not 

labelled as such until Brown (2003) discovered use of it again in her work which began a 

categorisation of behaviours associated with “easy” or “hard” examiners. 

 

Brown (2003) used CA to explore why a (pre-2001 revisions) IELTS candidate interviewed by 

two different examiners was given very different holistic scores.  She concluded that each 

examiner had a very different interview style and managed the interview differently such that, 

they altered the perception of the candidate’s proficiency.  The “easy” examiner from this study 

also displayed several speech accommodations to manage the interview.  In addition, Brown 

(2003) also identified three new behaviours associated with giving feedback and establishing 

rapport.  The “easy examiner’s” employment of all these skills facilitates “an effective-appearing 

piece of communication” (Brown 2003:17).  The eight behaviours associated with “easy 

examiners” from Brown (2003) are summarised here: 

• Topic Priming (earlier called ‘Fronting’ by Lazaraton (2002)); using a closed question to 

establish topic and following up with an open question for extended response 

• Topicalization; Using the candidate’s response to establish a follow up question for 

further extended response 

• Recycling; The use of a modified earlier prompt to elicit more detail about a topic 

• Reformulation; Changing the prompt question after a candidate seems to fail to 

comprehend the original expression 

• Explicit closure (similar to Lazaraton’s (2002) ‘Drawing conclusions’); Using 

formulations (summaries of candidate response) or assessments (evaluation) to signpost 

closure of the topic 

• Verbal Feedback; Frequently using newsmarkers and continuers as positive feedback 

• Active Listening (similar to Lazaraton’s (2002) ‘Evaluating response’); Using 

formulations and assessments to show comprehension 

• Engaging; using explicit statements of surprise or interest 
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Conversely, the “hard” examiner’s behaviours mirrored a more casual, conversational approach 

with less structure or explicit support.  The Interlocutor’s reliance on fewer behaviours whose 

pragmatic intent may have been less obvious to a non-native speaking learner, left the raters with 

the impression that this same candidate was less capable, cooperative, or focused in her dialogue.  

The seven behaviours associated with the “hard” interlocutor are: 

• Topic Shifting (also called ‘Confirmation questions’ by Lazaraton (2002)); Using 

ambiguous, closed questions on differing topics to elicit extended response 

• Pausing; using silence or continuers to elicit extended response 

• Tokens; using echo, echo-plus-tag, mhm, yeah, right, ok etc. to elicit more details 

• Abrupt Closure; using tokens to signal the end of a topic 

• Non-reactive; minimal or infrequent positive verbal feedback 

• Passive Listening; little demonstration of comprehension via verbal cues 

• Disengaging; little use of explicit statements of surprise or interest 

 

Brown’s (2003) identification of a more casual, conversational approach taken by the examiner 

allows this study to establish a baseline of potentially polarizing behaviours for the taxonomy 

(see section 3.3.3).  However, two further studies commissioned to evaluate the validity and 

reliability of the IELTS speaking test have yielded further new behaviours.  Seedhouse and 

Egbert (2006) report on a qualitative study of 137 transcribed IELTS interviews.  The study 

analysed aspects of internal organisation (repair, turn-taking and sequence, and topic 

development) of the examiner-candidate discourse as well as the extent to which examiners 

adhere to the frame and directives.  The aims of the report were to identify “instances of trouble 

which may have been created by the test format or procedures themselves and which…have an 

impact on test validity and reliability” (Seedhouse & Egbert 2006:10).  In general, they produce 

findings consistent with earlier papers by Lazaraton (2002) and Brown (2003) in that they 

discover IELTS examiners providing instances of non-prescribed behaviours during interactional 

trouble and repair events.  Their findings, as relevant to the context of this study, are briefly 

annotated here, so that the overlap with previous findings can be made explicit.  They found 

evidence of: 
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• Prosodic Adjustment; examiners changed their intonation, stress keywords, or add pauses 

to break up phrases 

• Reformulation; examiners modified the question after candidate initiates repair request 

• Synonym; examiners rephrased questions and substituted simpler vocabulary 

immediately after a prompt question due to candidate repair initiation 

• Correction; an examiner initiates repair of a candidate utterance before she has finished 

speaking, supplying the correct form to the candidate 

• Supplementary question (similar to Brown’s (2003) ‘Recycling’): the examiner supplies 

an unscripted supplementary question when they assume the candidate failed to address 

the topic.  The examiner is trying to elicit more information from the candidate to see if 

they can self-repair. 

• Supply (similar to Lazaraton’s (2002) ‘Completing responses’); an examiner finished a 

candidate’s utterance by supplying the vocabulary which the candidate then exploits in 

follow up utterances. 

• Evaluations; There were a few instances where examiners offered positive assessments of 

candidate talk or show interest, far more frequently examiners used continuers or tokens 

to shift topic or take over the turn. 

Only one “new” behaviour is identified from the examiner transcripts in the Seedhouse and 

Egbert (2006) research and is to do with how examiners respond to candidates that fail to address 

the topic question directly or talk off-topic.  The IELTS training materials specify that examiners 

should not interrupt nor take any action (Seedhouse & Egbert 2006:16).  However, in one sample 

excerpt they observe a behaviour where the examiner explicitly states that the candidate did not 

provide a direct answer and restates the question which allows the candidate to formulate another 

reply.  While Seedhouse and Egbert (2006) did not formally provide a label for this behaviour, 

(possibly because there was only a single instance in the 137 test transcripts analysed) for 

inclusion in the Examiner Behavioural Taxonomy (see section 3.3.3) this behaviour has been 

termed Refutation: 

• Refutation; explicitly denying the candidate’s response as off-topic and re-stating the 

question 
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However, another study by O’Sullivan and Lu (2006), which looked into examiner deviations 

from the Interlocutor Frame (IF) in the IELTS test, found that even when examiners did repeat or 

paraphrase questions (thus deviating from the IF) “the impact on candidate language appears to 

have been minimal…” (O’Sullivan & Lu 2006:22).  Although they are quick to point out that the 

research did not consider whether such accommodations impacted candidates’ final scores.  

 

Seedhouse and Harris (2011) follow up earlier research (Seedhouse & Egbert, 2006) into the 

IELTS speaking test to see if the earlier findings on examiner variation giving advantage to some 

candidates can be replicated with regard to topic development.  One of the study’s aims was to 

reveal how examiner style might contribute to topic development as well as look at the extent to 

which examiners adhere to the interlocutor frame and any associated affects this has on the 

interaction.  The study conducted CA on 60 transcribed audio-recordings of the IELTS speaking 

test, and many of the examiner behaviours that were seen in the earlier studies were observed 

again here (e.g., supplying vocabulary, back-channelling and evaluations).  However, the focus 

on topic development in this data set highlighted another way in which examiners may affect the 

perceived quality of the interaction: how they mark or shift topics.  The types of Topic Boundary 

Markers (TBM) identified by Seedhouse and Harris (2011) again tie in with the earlier findings 

from Lazaraton (2002) and Brown (2003): 

• Unmarked Topic Shift; Examiners move to the next topic by asking a direct question 

immediately without any marking 

• Generic boundary; Using tokens such as right, OK, thank you, alright to signal an 

upcoming shift of topic 

• Explicit boundary; Using prefabricated TBM gambits (let’s move on to, now we’re going 

to etc.) to explicitly signal a topic shift 

 

A single new behaviour is also identified in this study: 

• Challenge; a negative evaluation where the examiner either disagrees with or asks 

justification on a candidate’s opinion.   
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We may assume that this behaviour would be associated with “hard” examiners.  There is an 

asymmetric power dynamic inherent in this institutional interaction.  Examiners are “performing 

a gate-keeping role in relation to the candidate’s performance.” (Seedhouse & Egbert 2006:33).  

Such verbal behaviour on the part of the examiner might cause the student to backpedal or adjust 

their opinion from fear of a negative assessment and hence perhaps seem less fluent or proficient 

at extension of the topic.  However, Seedhouse and Harris (2011) did note that, in this single 

instance, the candidate’s score did not seem to be adversely affected.  

 

Another finding of note for this study is the way candidates can use topic development to 

construct an identity or image of themselves, which, they argue, may influence the 

examiner’s/rater’s perception of them in some way.  “Candidates who achieved a very high score 

typically developed topics that constructed the identity of an intellectual and a (future) high-

achiever on the international stage.” (Seedhouse & Harris 2011:25).  There are three possibilities 

in the correlation between identity development and higher scores in the Seedhouse and Harris 

(2011) data: random chance, causation, or covariable.  

• Random chance: Self-constructed, positive identity does not increase proficiency scores 

and is a function of sampling selection.   

• Causation: Examiners/raters consciously or subconsciously notice self-constructed, 

positive identities and view such candidates as more deserving and thus award increased 

proficiency scores. 

• Covariable: Candidates who employ self-constructed, positive identities in their test 

performances are also likely to be highly motivated and driven in many aspects of their 

life and thus have higher L2 proficiency due to their effort.  Due to this proficiency, they 

are more able to articulate these more abstract or future oriented goals and hence are 

more proficient L2 speakers.   

 

Additionally, it is interesting to see how examiners/raters might pick up on these displays of 

‘status’.  Do raters use the ‘how’ of topic development to construct an impression of proficiency, 
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or are they also listening to the ‘what' (message) and evaluating a candidate’s score based off 

future ‘worth’?  This concept of “identity” in language testing is also discussed by Lazaraton and 

Davies (2008)  with their research into the Cambridge ESOL FCE an PET speaking tests.  They 

argue that test-takers try to position themselves (both collaboratively or dominantly) as proficient 

and competent (in the eyes of the examiner/rater) by locally constructing Language Proficiency 

Identities (LPIDs) during test discourse with interlocutors.  They note that these LPIDs can be in 

constant flux, changing in relation to task and partner and thus candidate proficiency is difficult 

to measure because it is, in part, contextual.  They too note the importance of studies into 

determining how raters may respond to such behaviour with regards to final scores for 

candidates. 

 

Given the discussion above, and as Taylor (2011) suggested, validity is a complex picture of 

interrelated variables. Issues of context (the interlocutor) can impact on aspects of scoring (rating 

process).   

 

2.4 The Rating Process in Speaking Tests 

In this section, attention turns to the third element in McNamara’s (1997) co-construction 

triumvirate – the rater.  Thus far, research has shown that a component of context validity (the 

examiner as an interlocutor) can display a variety of verbal accommodations during L2 speaking 

tests, and that this is despite training (Seedhouse & Egbert 2006; O’Sullivan & Lu 2006).  These 

behaviours have led to qualitatively different test taker performances (Brown 2003) which raters 

are aware of and likely to compensate for in their scores (in the case of Brown’s (2003) study, a 

difference of 0.6 of a band on the IRLTS rating scales, while in the case of McNamara and 

Lumley’s (1997) study examiners perceived competence and rapport impacted scores by ± 0.26 

logits; the study does not contextualise this effect size in terms of the original scale).  If examiner 

behaviours are impacting on scoring validity, how might rater behaviours (i.e., rating as a 

cognitive process) impact scoring validity?  This section reviews the literature into what raters 

focus on when rating in L2 speaking tests, and how those observations affect their rating process.  

Understanding how the rating process might differ between individuals is an important first step 
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when attempting to examine why those differences occur.  Furthermore, the findings from this 

literature review are also important foundations for the creation of a codebook matrix of rater 

perceptions and cognitive processes which serves to guide the thematic analysis of rater 

commentary. The thematic analysis is important for addressing the qualitative research questions 

of this study (for the coding methodology see section 3.5.2, for the codebook matrix itself, see 

section 4.2.1)  

 

In developing rating scales for the TOEFL speaking test Brown, Iwashita and McNamara (2005) 

sought to identify what raters claimed to value when assessing spoken performances as a means 

for empirically deriving rating scales for the test.  Assessments were made without reference to a 

rating scale; the study was an exploration of what self-selected criteria raters might intuitively 

employ to judge L2 spoken proficiency.  The study involved the use of ten experienced EAP 

university teachers listening to and providing stimulated verbal reports on 25 performances 

across five different task types which were created for a TOEFL pilot study.  Qualitative analysis 

of the verbal reports indicated the raters consistently referred to five conceptual categories when 

justifying their assessments of the spoken performances.  The categories were noted by Brown, 

Iwashita and McNamara (2005:13) as those “often used to define analytic criteria on assessments 

of speaking”.  However, raters did display differences in their perceptions of these categories, 

which is discussed below. Briefly, the categories were:  

Linguistic Resources 

• Grammar; frequency of errors, impact of errors on intelligibility  

• Vocabulary; adequacy of lexis for the task, accuracy and appropriateness of specific 

choices, the range and sophistication of a test-taker’s vocabulary, impact of word choice 

on intelligibility 

Content 

• Task Fulfilment; degree of task completion, degree of focus on the topic 

• Ideas; number of ideas for allocated time, sophistication of expression, mistakes 

attributed to listening errors 

• Framing; conversational vs academic structure of content 
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Fluency 

• Hesitation; the use of pauses and fillers 

• Repair; the use of repetition, rephrasing and false starts 

 

Regarding grammar and vocabulary, commentary focused on the number of errors via an 

impressionistic summary of the performance, but also, importantly, the impact of the errors on 

comprehension.  This suggests that raters might focus more on the degree to which 

comprehension is affected by inaccuracy than basic frequency of errors alone.  Important 

differences in rater assessments regarding vocabulary proficiency did occur, however.  The use 

of paraphrasing and register drew contrasting evaluations from raters.  Some raters valued test 

takers recycling vocabulary from prompts while others perceived an ability to use 

synonyms/paraphrase prompts as more indicative of mastery.  Commentary on style (perhaps 

more appropriately termed register) also suggested that raters differed in their perceptions of 

lexical appropriacy.  Some raters valued academic word use, while others valued more informal 

vocabulary choices. Though it is important to remember that preferences for academic 

vocabulary use should be interpreted in relation to the task type. 

When evaluating content, Brown, Iwashita and McNamara (ibid.) noted that raters 

compartmentalised three subcategories: task fulfilment, ideas, and framing.  Raters would make 

global assessments of task fulfilment in one of two ways – the extent to which test takers 

completed the task and/or whether they addressed the topic or went off on tangents. Regarding 

ideas, commentary indicated that raters focus on the number of ideas presented in the time 

allowed for the task, whether those ideas are expressed in a sophisticated way, and then whether 

the ideas are factually correct.  Factually incorrect ideas might not be negatively assessed (in 

terms of accuracy) if they could be interpreted as a listening problem from the test task, for 

example.  The issue of framing, however, highlighted some differences in rater expectations.  It 

was suggested that due to the real-time processing of spoken interaction most raters seemed more 

lenient when it came to assessing the degree to which spoken responses followed an ‘academic’ 

format.  However, some raters did expect to see ideas developed and expressed along a more 

written processual framework (introduction – body – conclusion). 
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Aspects of fluency were also another area where rater assessments diverged.  Hesitations such as 

pauses and fillers were, overall, viewed as negatively impacting fluency and intelligibility.  But 

sometimes they were viewed as ‘native-like’ and suggestive of someone who is constructing 

language ‘on the fly’.  Hesitations proved tricky to evaluate and Brown, Iwashita and McNamara 

(ibid.) suggested that raters might tend towards leniency.  Some raters seemed to interpret 

hesitations as due to task-induced cognitive planning, rather than lack of fluency or vocabulary 

recall etc.  Regarding instances of repair, raters appeared split between a small minority seeing 

these features as indicative of self-monitoring (positive evaluation), while most saw repair as 

disruptive to comprehension (negative evaluation). 

 

In a study which sought to validate the 2001 IELTS analytic rating scale, Brown (2006) wanted 

to see how raters interpreted and used the scales as well as record what off-scale features they 

might use as indicators of spoken proficiency.  The study used six IELTS raters (referred to as 

examiners in the study) to rate L2 audio taped interviews of test takers with varied national 

backgrounds and language proficiencies.  The method of data collection followed a stimulated 

recall verbal report protocol.  Raters listened to an interview, rated it, record their rationale for 

the score, and finally re-played the audiotape to comment upon any salient features of the 

performance.  Brown (ibid.) identified a few perceptual and processual differences which are 

summarised here: 

• Fluency; attributing hesitations, repetitions, restarts to lack of proficiency vs non-

linguistic causes 

• Lexis; attributing unusual or inappropriate word forms to dialectal or style rather than 

error. 

• Coherence; attributing poor topic development and organisation to lack of language skill 

vs content knowledge or even age 

• “Confirmatory” Rating Process; making provisional scores and then using performances 

in later sections of the test to revaluate those initial impressions 
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Brown discovered that raters found the fluency scale very difficult to evaluate.  Consensus varied 

widely on how to perceive dysfluencies such as hesitations, repetitions, and restarts.  Inferences 

on the causes of the dysfluencies ranged widely, such that they might be interpreted as a 

language limitation or as a positive communication strategy or waived because of a non-

linguistic factor (e.g., hesitations due to nervousness, or shyness).  Test taker ability to stay on 

topic and develop a train of argument logically was how raters addressed the construct of 

coherence.  As with fluency, raters were sometimes unsure as to the causes of poor coherence, 

sometimes attributing it to lack of content knowledge or as a language limitation.  Lack of 

coherence was also attributed to youth: the ability to develop a topic logically might be 

something easier for mature test takers to do and hence was not proficiency based.  Regarding 

lexis, most of the time raters commented negatively on incorrect lexis, but at times, some raters 

would attribute unusual lexis/collocations as a function of a test-taker’s dialect (e.g., with test 

takers from countries where English is the second language such as India).  Finally, raters remark 

on the ways they go about gathering information on candidate performances in order to generate 

scores.  Brown (ibid.) identifies one common approach which is here termed “confirmatory”.  

This term was not coined in this research, as it was only very briefly mentioned in the report and 

not elucidated upon in detail save for one selected rater comment as an exemplar.  Nevertheless, 

the excerpt suggests that most raters in the study would make an early provisional estimate of the 

candidate’s proficiency and then use subsequent performances in later sections to either bolster 

or weaken their feelings on this initial impression.  This notion of differing cognitive 

process/approach to rating was subsequently replicated and expanded upon by Ang-Aw and 

Chuen Meng Goh (2011), which will be reviewed next. 

 

Ang-Aw and Chuen Meng Goh (2011) report on rater variability in a high-stakes national 

English interview test (called the ‘O’ Level English exam) administered to high school students 

in Singapore.  The small-scale exploratory study involved four Singaporean high school students 

who created sample interview performances that were audio recorded.  Seven trained raters (who 

were also high school teachers in Singapore) scored the audio taped performances according to a 

holistic rating scale focused on three components (personal response, clarity of expression, 

engagement in conversation).  Raters also carried out Concurrent Verbal Protocols (CVP) for 
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each performance.  After the CVPs, raters were given a Likert-scale survey which was designed 

to reveal their beliefs about the construct of the speaking skill as well as the degree of 

importance they place on each of the three broad speaking components outlined by the holistic 

scale.  Relevant findings from this study were that raters focused on the components selectively, 

with three of the seven raters omitting the element “engagement in conversation” from their 

consideration of test taker performances.  Ang-Aw and Chuen Meng Goh (ibid.) note that this 

was potentially impactful on test-taker scores.  One aspect of “engagement in conversation” was 

“effort” and all other raters commented they were awarding credit if they perceived test takers as 

trying to participate.  Also of note was that this de-emphasis on “effort” was in contradiction to 

rater training and directions, suggesting that training did not, in this instance, eliminate personal 

bias as a potential component in L2 speaking test scores.  In addition to selective application of 

the rating scale, raters seemingly applied different models of spoken performance to their rating 

by using off-scale criteria.  Three off-scale factors occurred consistently, with the majority (71-

100%) (Ang-Aw & Chuen Meng Goh, 2011:37) of the rater sample including them in their 

CVPs: 

• Novelty of Idea; the ability to express new/interesting responses to tasks 

• Inter-test taker comparison; evaluating a performance against other test takers rather than 

a rating scale (see also Orr, 2002 below). 

• Personality of Candidate; unclarified but likely linked to how outgoing the test taker 

appears 

 

Novelty of idea is a new element identified from this review and suggests that raters (in this 

study) were conflating intellectual ability (or perhaps an ability to differentiate oneself from the 

competition in terms of message/content) with language ability. Inter-test taker comparisons is a 

feature of off scale rating that was also recognised by Orr (2002) (also reviewed later in this 

section), and suggests that, instead of applying the written criteria of the scales to a given 

performance, raters instead, juxtapose a mental impression of a prior test taker’s ability to the 

current performance they are observing.  The remembered performance becomes a benchmark 

for a specific level of proficiency and supersedes the written, defined criteria of any rating scales.  

Personality of the candidate was not elaborated on in any detail and so we cannot be sure as to 
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how raters defined personality or the criteria they were selecting for/against in their assessments.  

However previous research  (Berry 2007; Ockey 2009; Nakatsuhara 2011) indicates that the 

degree of Extraversion among test takers may play a role in how raters perceive their 

performance.  Assertiveness and Extraversion more generally, tends to positively correlate with 

better performance ratings. 

 

Finally, Ang-Aw and Chuen Meng Goh’s (2011) paper sheds light on raters’ approaches to the 

scoring process by suggesting raters utilised one of three distinct cognitive modes which were 

termed: 

• Synthetic; form an initial impression, subsequent performance phases either bolster or 

weaken this first impression. 

• Objective; compartmentalising task performances and averaging them into an average 

final overall score. 

• Mixed; a combination of synthetic and objective strategies. 

 

The synthetic approach involved raters forming an initial impression of a test-taker’s 

performance and setting a score.  These raters would then observe whether the rest of the 

performance confirmed or denied this initial impression.  The second approach, termed 

objective, entailed the rater scoring the test-taker performance on each task within the test and 

deriving a final score as an average of these sub scores.  The mixed approach incorporated 

aspects of the former two, but this was with a minority of the rater sample. Ang-Aw and Chuen 

Meng Goh (ibid.) suggest this mixed cognitive strategy may have been deployed when the rater’s 

preferred approach was insufficient for whatever reason. 

 

More recently, Hongwen (2015), in a mixed-methods approach, sought to classify raters into 

types based on the “weight” (measure of importance) each type prescribed to the various 

categories of a speaking test rating scale.  Another way of conceptualising this might be as a 

Halo effect (evaluations of one criterion tend to overshadow others).  This aspect of the study 
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used computer generated data rather than sample performances. Verbal protocols of real TEM-4 

(a national college level test in China) test performances then provided qualitative evidence of 

whether rating processes differed according to rater “type”.  120 hypothetical five-scale analytic 

scores were generated, and 126 Chinese raters were asked to summarise each ‘performance’ into 

a single holistic value.  This data would be put through a hierarchical cluster analysis to derive 

rating patterns/bias and thus “types” of rater.  Following this, 21 raters were then selected to rate 

and provide verbal reports on five real TEM-4 test excerpts to justify their scoring and comment 

upon their rating process.  Hongwen’s (ibid.) data revealed three types of scoring pattern among 

the 126 Chinese teacher-raters:  

• Form-oriented; scoring emphasis is placed on pronunciation, grammar & vocabulary 

scales 

• Content-oriented; scoring emphasis is placed on how well the test taker stays on and 

develops a topic rather than deviating from the prompt. 

• Balanced; tends to emphasis topic relevance over other scales for final score but to a 

lesser degree than content-oriented raters. 

 

Form-oriented raters tended to overemphasise the importance of pronunciation and grammar-

vocabulary categories in terms of awarding a final score.  Content-oriented raters tended to 

overcompensate for topic relevance (the extent to which the test taker performance remained 

focused on the theme of the prompt) while the balanced raters were also more topic relevance 

focused but to a lesser degree.  Thematic analysis of rater commentary also revealed biases in 

cognitive processes by type.  Form-oriented raters seemed to make evaluations about the 

academic or intellectual content of candidate performances based on their impressions of 

pronunciation and also confused criteria related to content with those related to grammar-

vocabulary.  Balanced and content-oriented raters seemed more able to parse out aspects of 

performance in accordance with the rating scales, thought content-oriented individuals 

commentary tended to focus on topic relevance digressions.  It is important to note here that 

these scoring pattern types may be a product of the context because of the potential L1 rater 

background (raters were Chinese speakers).  It may be the case that the context of this study 

(native English raters in Japan) reveals yet further types. 
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From this point, a number of studies that comment on findings from speaking tests that utilise a 

paired format (interlocutors are test takers rather than one test taker with an examiner) will be 

reviewed.  The instrument used in this research to collect sample performances from test takers 

(the Eiken TEAP, for more details see section 3.3.2), includes a roleplay section where the test 

taker is required to display interactional, discourse management skills as they might in a paired 

format test.  Therefore, the findings on rater perceptions from such studies may be of relevance 

here. 

 

Orr (2002) aimed to better understand the degree to which raters’ processes matched the model 

of speaking upon which the Cambridge FCE (now known as Cambridge B2 First) rating scales 

were based.  Orr (ibid.) collected verbal reports from 32 official Cambridge FCE raters who 

watched two videos of the FCE speaking tests and rated the four test takers (paired format).  

Ratings were made along the FCE’s 5-point analytic scale with the following categories: 

Grammar & Vocabulary, Discourse Management, Pronunciation, and Interactive 

Communication.  Both scoring and commentary revealed “the variety and contradictory nature of 

rater perceptions of the same performances.” (Orr, 2002:149).  Of note and relevance for this 

study, is that despite these raters being trained and experienced, they were noting “non-criterion 

related” aspects of the performances in their justifications for scoring.  The three most widely 

commented upon off-dimension criteria were: 

• Test-taker presentation; visual cues of body language and perceived “effort” on the task. 

• Inter-test taker comparisons; evaluating a performance against other test takers rather 

than a rating scale. 

• Global impressions; generating a holistic perception of the performance as a whole which 

overrules criterion-based rating processes. 

 

With test-taker presentation, raters were evaluating visual cues as to the test takers body 

language, perceived effort during the test and including these perceptions into their rating 

processes for discourse management and interactive communication scales.  31 of the 32 raters 
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also made comments suggesting that their rating process involved mental comparisons of one 

test-taker’s performance to another’s in a kind of “benchmarking” or rank ordering to arrive at 

performance scores.  Importantly, these comparisons were made not only within test dyads but 

also across different administrations.  Finally, despite the analytic scales many rater comments 

indicated that raters were constructing overall impressions of a performance for deriving scores 

rather than breaking down aspects of performance in the way the scales specified.  Orr 

(2002:151) astutely notes that, while these criteria were off-scale the volume of commentary 

referring to them during evaluations was so large that “they are an integral, and not incidental 

part of the raters’ thought processes”. 

 

In a qualitative analysis of paired speaking tests involving two test takers as interlocutors, May 

(2009) identifies a series of rater processes while examining how asymmetric interactions 

between test takers are viewed and scored by raters; are these unequal performances viewed as 

co-constructed in the eyes of raters?  Four raters observed videotaped paired speaking test 

involving Chinese test-takers undertaking a problem-solving discussion task.  Importantly, video 

was chosen as including body language of test takers was seen as potentially important to rater’s 

observations.  The test takers took the test twice (each time with a different prompt), once with a 

candidate of similar proficiency level, once with someone of a different proficiency level.  Raters 

made use of a five category (fluency, accuracy, range, effectiveness, overall) rating scale that had 

been developed in-house at the site where data was collected (a university language centre) to 

score the performances.  To focus on the rater process, May (ibid.) used stimulated verbal recall, 

rater notes and post- video, rater discussions to generate qualitative data.  Rater commentary 

revealed several different perceptions and rating decision processes.  Visual cues in test takers 

body language, facial expressions and eye contact were noted by raters as signposts for 

establishing rapport and hence interactional effectiveness.  Raters also perceived dominance or 

assertiveness through lack of conversation management skills.  In terms of cognitive decision 

making, rater discussions hint towards two distinct approaches.  One rater notes that training 

requires her to refer to test taker output to resolve her score, while the other rater displayed a 

very different approach.  The second rater views the test taker as hampered by the interlocutor 

and intuitively feels that the test taker might do better in another situation and adjusts their score 
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higher.  Perhaps we could define the first behaviour as an ‘evidential’ approach and the later as a 

‘predictive’ approach. 

 

Another study which discusses the issue of co-construction from the point of view of the raters is 

Ducasse & Brown (2009).  This qualitative study focused on test taker dyads in a paired format 

and was designed to elucidate raters’ operationalisation of the interactional aspect of spoken 

performance.  The elements of interaction that were observed, and described by raters, were used 

in the development of rating scales for an in-house university speaking test.  The study involved 

17 videotaped recordings of pairs of Australian university students undertaking a 10-minute 

Spanish discussion test, with 11 native Spanish-speakers and one non-native Spanish-speakers 

forming the rater cohort.  The study methodology saw raters watch three of the 17 videos twice 

and then produce a stimulated recall audio on their impressions of each performance with regards 

to interactional features.  Ducasse and Brown’s (ibid.)  analysis of the verbal report data 

indicated that raters operationalised the construct ‘interaction’ by observing behaviours that 

could be categorised into three broad sets (summarised below):  

Non-verbal skills 

• Eye contact; facing towards and sustaining a gaze with a partner 

• Hand gestures; as an emotive device to convey feeling 

 

Interactional listening skills 

• Comprehension; use of supply, comments, feedback, requests for clarification to show 

that interlocutor is taking part.  This could be considered “Vocalisation of the cognitive 

aspects of understanding”. 

• Supportive behaviour; using back channelling to show interest 

 

Interactional Management  
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• Response speed; the length of pause when yielding or taking up a turn between 

interlocutors 

• Turn length; the degree to which an interlocutor yields the dialogue or engages their 

interlocutor 

• Topic cohesion; switching topics to develop/extend a conversation  

 

 Regarding non-verbal behaviours, sustained eye-contact was seen as an important attribute of 

successful interactions.  The use of hand gestures, however, proved more divisive.  One rater 

commented that using hand gestures while speaking is congruent with Latin American culture 

and is used to display feeling and investment in the dialogue.  As such, hand gestures can convey 

an image of fluency to the interaction.  Conversely, a separate rater perceived hand gestures 

negatively when overused by a test taker who was struggling to recall vocabulary.  Verbal 

components of comprehension, such as the act of supplying vocabulary to a struggling 

interlocutor, finishing an interlocutor’s sentence for them or even asking for clarification were all 

seen as positive displays of interaction.  In the minds of the raters, test takers were attempting to 

comprehend the message and facilitate a smooth interaction.  Silence, on the other hand, was 

viewed poorly; raters took it as a signal of either being unsupportive or as a lack of 

comprehension.  Back channels (nods, ‘yeah’, ‘mmm’) were also viewed positively as signifiers 

of an attentive, cooperative interlocutor.  Interactional management referred to those skills that 

facilitated the control of topics and turns.  Taking up a turn too slowly or monopolizing a topic 

(not yielding the turn) were viewed negatively.  The former behaviour was perceived as either a 

lack of understanding or lack of linguistic resources to formulate a response rep; the latter 

behaviour was perceived as too domineering and less cooperative.  Finally, an interlocutor’s 

ability to maintain a cohesive dialogue, (by connecting new topics to previous dialogue or 

inserting new topics as an assist a slow responding partner) was another gauge of proficient 

interaction. 

 

To summarise then, on the surface it appears that raters construct models of spoken performance 

similarly (when left to their own intuition) in a very broad sense.  However, the devil is in the 

detail, and in fact, there can be tremendous variety in the rating process.  Raters can, despite 
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training and reference materials, incorporate off-scale or ‘personal constructs’ into their scoring 

rationale.  Additionally, even when raters only reference rating scale criteria, they may 

selectively focus on one scale to a greater degree and at the expense of others (in the case of 

analytic scales).  Alternatively, holistic scoring may be weighted in favour of those preferred 

criteria.  Furthermore, it appears that raters who agree on the same metrics, and make the same 

observations on a performance, can and do, interpret those observations in different ways which 

can lead to either positive or negative assessments of proficiency.  Finally, at the macro-level, 

raters approach the cognitive task of rating differently too.  Some raters seem to favour forming 

an initial impression of performance early on and allow subsequent utterances in later phases of 

the test to either improve or decrease that estimate, while other raters favour a more 

compartmentalised approach.  These raters will score each test phase separately and then average 

these into a final assessment. 

 

The literature review now turns to another component within scoring validity, and one that may 

potentially affect raters’ scoring behaviours and cognitive processes – rating experience.  The 

following section reviews the relevant L2 literature on this topic.   

 

2.5 Rater Experience 

In section 2.4, evidence was presented which indicated that raters can display a wide variety of 

rating behaviours in terms of what aspects of performance they may focus on, what they value in 

a spoken performance (in terms of weighting specific scales over others), how they interpret 

what they observe and even how they mentally approach the job of rating.  This variety occurred 

despite many of the studies using professional and trained teachers or examiners.  Therefore, a 

review of the literature surrounding rater experience is necessary to better understand how prior 

research has defined this characteristic and how it may have influenced raters’ severity, 

perceptions of spoken discourse or their cognitive processes when making judgements.  The 

inclusion of a research review surrounding experience is included at this stage because it is 

another already well researched and established facet of the socio-cognitive framework that may 

well have an impact on the quantitative and qualitative findings of this study.  Therefore, it 
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seems prudent to continue to outline aspects of the broader theoretical context in which the study 

is situated before discussing the main experimental variable foci of this study (personality traits). 

 

Research into rater experience has revealed a wide variety of effects on raters’ cognitive 

processes and rating behaviours, with much of this work stemming from studies based around 

the writing skill and rating of essays (Barkaoui, 2011; Cumming, 1990; Eckes, 2008; Royal-

Dawson & Baird, 2009; Sakyi, 2003; Wolfe, Kao, & Ranney, 1998).  There are comparatively 

fewer studies into the effects of rater experience within the speaking assessment literature but the 

research that has been done is complex/conflicted – both for the findings and how they have 

defined the term “Experience”.  Early work by Bonk and Ockey (2003), in which they sought to 

validate an in-house, group-format speaking test at a Japanese university, defined experience 

only in terms of whether raters had administered the in-house test before or not (defined as 

returning raters).  Both experienced and new raters received training before the administration 

and all had teaching experience as well as MA qualifications (in TESOL or related fields).  Their 

results showed that over half (four of the sample of seven) of the new raters were inconsistent in 

their use of the analytic rating scales (high misfit to the Rasch model), while the experienced 

raters tended towards greater consistency but also became more severe in their ratings.  They 

suggested these issues may, in part, be explained by raters (who were also teachers at the 

university) becoming more familiar with the teaching context and student population over time. 

 

A qualitative study by Kim (2015) sought to understand how experience influenced raters in their 

use and interpretation of analytic scales while examining test-taker performances during a 

placement speaking test (this test utilised a semidirect format in which tasks were supplied via 

computer).  Kim’s (ibid.) study involved nine participants who were a mixture of fresh MA 

students or graduates of the universities TESOL program.  These individuals were assigned to 

one of three groups that denoted their “experience”: novice, developing or experienced.  

Assignment was determined via the use of the following four background characteristics of each 

participant: rating experience, TESOL (teaching) experience, rater training and coursework (the 

degree of educational attainment).  The study defined “novice” raters as those who had recently 

enrolled onto an MA in TESOL and thus had no teaching or assessment experience.  
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“Developing” raters were individuals who were recent MA graduates who had just begun their 

careers in language teaching.  They were reported to have around three years of teaching 

experience and had rated a placement speaking test between one and three times.  The 

“experienced” raters had more than five years classroom evaluation experience and administered 

the placement speaking test between four and six times.  Results suggested that the three groups 

engaged with and utilised the rating scales to differing degrees of success/accuracy (this might be 

termed as an ability to internalise or memorise the scales and descriptors) and that their ability to 

improve in their rating skill over time (three sessions) also differed by experience group.  In the 

first rating sessions “novice” raters frequently displayed broad confusion in their use of the 

analytic scale descriptors, mentioning descriptors from one scale while assigning ratings on a 

different scale.  The “developing” raters also displayed such behaviour although to a lesser 

degree.  These individuals experienced the most confusion in understanding and applying only 

two scales (control of conversational structure, response meaningfulness).  In contrast, “expert” 

raters generally displayed much tighter control and understanding of the scales and associated 

descriptors – although even this group experienced problems with the scale “control of 

conversational structure”.   Kim’s (2015:248) commentary analysis revealed the expert raters 

considered interruptions – elements of the phonological control scale - to the “overall flow of a 

response as an examinee’s lack of ability to control the conversational structure (pauses, 

hesitations, run-on sentences)”.   The degree of attention to performance level descriptors was 

another area of difference between the experience groups.  Novice raters could only internalise 

the specifics of scale descriptors for two scales related to grammar and pragmatic meaning, 

paying only selective attention to aspects of the other three scales.  Developing raters appeared to 

score based on a holistic summation of candidate performance for each scale rather than 

commenting of specific features of that scale. Expert raters displayed the most balanced attention 

to all features of the descriptors for all five scales.  Additional rounds of feedback, training and 

rating indicated that the pace of improvement differed for each group with the novice group 

being slowest to improve and still displaying some misunderstanding between three of the five 

scales.  The developing group displayed much improvement after only the second round of 

training and rating, while the expert group changed little between test sessions. 
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Research focusing on fluency, accent and comprehensibility (Derwing, Rossiter, Munro, & 

Thomson, 2004; Trofimovich & Isaacs, 2012) looked at how experience might impact the 

scoring of these three separate aspects of spoken performance.  Derwing et al.’s (2004) research 

examined how reliably inexperienced raters could rate the construct of fluency and exclude other 

features of spoken performance such as grammar or lexical errors while listening to L1-accented 

English.  Furthermore, they were interested in seeing whether these inexperienced raters could 

understand and define the idea of fluency to include “temporal variables” (i.e., pauses, fillers, 

speech rate).  The study enrolled 28 native-speaker undergraduate TESOL students from the 

education faculty to act as the inexperienced raters who were also unfamiliar with the L1 of the 

test participants (Mandarin Chinese).  Their results showed that inexperienced raters did 

associate pauses, filler and speech rate with holistic judgements of fluency.  Additionally, their 

results also indicated that raters’ scores of comprehensibility were correlated more closely with 

test-taker fluency than accent.  In a related mixed-methods study Trofimovich and Isaacs (2012) 

built on this research by parsing the aspects of L2 speech that were connected to accent from 

those connected to comprehensibility.  Their study was focused on 60 novice raters and three 

experienced raters.  The novice raters were native English-speaking undergraduates from non-

TESOL or linguistics fields.  Importantly, they were only familiarised with the task materials but 

received no prior training.  The three experienced raters (also native speakers of English) were 

classed thusly because they had MA level ESL degrees and 10+ years teaching experience.  They 

did not however, have prior experience with standardised, high-stakes assessments.  Regression 

analysis revealed that, for inexperienced raters, word stress and rhythm were the predictors that 

explained the score variance for accentedness (R² = .76, Adj. R² = .74, Cp = 1.87, p < .0001), and 

comprehensibility was best predicted by three aspects of speech – type frequency, word stress 

and grammatical accuracy (R² = .86, Adj. R² = .85, Cp = 4.76, p < .0001).  Analysis of 

introspective reports from the experienced raters was then conducted to corroborate or contradict 

these findings.  The qualitative results suggested that experienced raters also considered 

accentedness and comprehensibility as distinct categories of performance.  However, 

experienced raters perceived accent somewhat differently - in terms of vowel/consonant and 

syllable structure errors and nativelike pronunciation.  For experienced raters, as with the novice 

group, comprehensibility was best explained by grammatical and lexical accuracy. 
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Issacs and Thomson (2013) extended the work done by Trofimovich and Isaacs (2012) with a 

follow up study that looked at the qualitative differences in decision-making when rating L2 

speech (specifically pronunciation) between inexperienced and experienced raters.  In their 

study, novice raters were “linguistically untrained NSs matched for education level” i.e., 

graduate students on courses other than linguistics, with no prior assessment training or 

experience (Isaacs & Thomson, 2013:9).  The experienced raters were ESL teachers with 

postgraduate qualifications and between 3 to 25 years of teaching experience.  Only 10 of the 40 

raters had any assessment training.  Results suggested that experienced raters achieved higher 

levels of agreement on their scores than did the novice group and conclude that this was most 

likely because ESL teachers “have a greater shared notion with their teacher colleagues about 

high and low manifestations of ability than do novice raters, who lack experience formally 

evaluating L2 speech” (Isaacs & Thomson, 2013:25).  The study found no statistically significant 

difference between the two groups’ mean ratings (no difference in severity).   However, there 

were differences between novice and experienced raters when it came to the cognitive process of 

rating.  Experienced raters seemed to acknowledge that their L2 teaching experience might affect 

their scoring of comprehensibility with some even attempting to correct for this by placing 

themselves into the shoes of a “regular joe off the street” and scoring from this new perspective.  

Experienced raters often recalled or referred to personal experiential anecdotes during the 

interviews as external benchmarks for evaluating L2 speech.  They also used more field-relevant 

vocabulary to talk about aspects of L2 learner speech.  In contrast, novice raters, having no such 

personal experience, used L2 speaker acquaintances or even celebrities as their reference models 

for L2 spoken performance and were much more creative in their descriptions of the elements of 

L2 speech as they lacked the knowledge of or technical vocabulary to describe certain 

phenomena of spoken language. 

 

As reviewed earlier in section 2.5, Ang-Aw and Chuen Meng Goh’s (2011) study has important 

findings regarding experience.  Their study defined experienced as individuals who were 

teachers familiar with the context of the study (Singaporean high school students and test) while 

also having the relevant training in and experience of the test instrument and process (a high-

stakes, national speaking test).  The findings, while exploratory and qualitative, suggested that 
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these seven raters continued to incorporate off-scale biases, and engage with different 

components of the scale selectively (three of the seven did not appear to reflect on the 

“engagement in conversation” scale which, in part operationalised the concept of “effort”).   

 

The concept of experience has also attracted attention once again from two very recent studies.  

Duijm, Schoonen and Hulstijn (2018) examined how experience affected raters’ perceptions of 

fluency and linguistic accuracy in scripted excerpts of spoken Dutch adapted from real 

candidates’ responses in a high-stakes national exam (STEX-DL2).  The study termed 

experienced raters as professional, and these 55 individuals were current, certified national exam 

raters with an average length of certification and experience of 12.7 years.  The inexperienced 

raters (n = 41) were termed non-professional and were selected from the national exam’s stake-

holder population which in this instance were human resource managers.  This group had no 

experience or training in L2 testing but had worked with or supervised Dutch L2 speakers.  

Findings from this research revealed that both the experienced and inexperienced raters viewed 

accuracy as a more important measure of L2 proficiency than fluency, but that it was much more 

important for the professional (experienced) group.  Similarly, despite fluency being less 

important to either rater type overall, it was appreciated more by the human resource managers 

(inexperienced group).   

 

Finally, in a study into the effects of rater backgrounds and social attitudes on their score 

variance, Kang, Rubin and Kermad (2019), quantified how effective subsequent training was in 

reducing these sources of error impact on holistic measures of spoken proficiency and 

comprehensibility.  The study made use of 82 individuals that were termed “naïve” raters (i.e. 

they had no prior experience with standardised language assessments).  The sample also varied 

on a number of other background factors – native speaker status, general educational 

background, linguistics educational background, and EFL/ESL teaching experience.  Results 

from a regression analysis on the background factors showed that native speaker raters gave 

overall higher scores on the holistic scale and were generally more lenient than non-native 

speaker raters.  Regarding the effect that training had on these novice raters, the study appeared 

to support the idea of training as a homogenising process – both severe and lenient rater groups 
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converged in terms of severity of holistic scores, while only severe raters increased their 

comprehensibility scores.  Lenient raters’ comprehensibility scores remained unchanged. 

 

The issue of experience as it pertains to raters of speaking assessments and their application of 

scales to derive scores of performance is highly complex and at times conflicting, not only in 

terms of findings but also in how the characteristic of experience has been defined.  Qualitative 

research has shown that with experience and training raters display greater understanding and 

control over the use of scales and descriptors (Kim, 2015), while other research has indicated 

that experienced raters can still include personal constructs of language proficiency into their 

judgements (Ang-Aw & Chuen Meng Goh, 2011).  Quantitative approaches have also led to 

variable results with regards to how experience can modulate rater severity.  Experienced raters 

have displayed greater severity than less experienced raters (Bonk & Ockey, 2003), equal 

severity to inexperienced non-TESOL graduates acting as raters (Isaacs & Thomson, 2013) and 

even been shown to have reduced in severity as experience increased (Kang et al, 2019; 

Trofimovich & Isaacs, 2012).  At least some of this variability in the effects that experience has 

had on raters’ scores and judgements is due to the various ways that researchers have defined this 

characteristic.  Experience has most often been considered a dichotomy (novice/experienced) 

(Bonk & Ockey, 2003; Isaacs & Thomson, 2013; Trofimovich & Isaacs, 2012) and only rarely a 

polychotomous one (novice, developing, experienced) (Kim, 2015).  Furthermore, the category 

“novice” has, at times, included participants who were non-linguistically trained with no 

assessment experience (Derwing et al, 2004; Duijm et al, 2018) and yet at other times, included 

newly trained assessors (Bonk & Ockey, 2003; Kim, 2015).  Likewise, the category 

“experienced” has, at times, been defined in terms of relevant educational attainment 

(undergraduates/post-graduates) (Isaacs & Thomson, 2013; Trofimovich & Isaacs, 2012) and not 

necessarily actual practical experience of spoken assessment contexts (Ang-Aw & Chuen Meng 

Goh, 2011; Bonk & Ockey, 2003; Duijm et al, 2018).  Summarising the research into the 

expertise characteristic in this way is not intended to be a criticism of these earlier researchers’ 

efforts or their methodologies.  Instead, it is an acknowledgement of the multitude of contexts 

from which these studies and their participants were derived.  The studies on rater experience 

that have been reviewed in this section have highlighted the importance of defining experience 
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and controlling the various components of it in a more systematic way than has been attempted 

previously. A final note must also be raised as to the way the field of testing views the rater role, 

as it is not hegemonic. It is also possible that the variability in effects of experience on rater 

judgements could be the result of how the testing instrument (TEAP; see section 3.3.2) 

operationalises raters as professionals, trained to observe the candidate-examiner interaction 

through a set of descriptors.  Within the field of SLA, researchers have also looked at how 

listeners have evaluated speech intuitively, without reference to descriptors (sometimes referred 

to as naïve listeners/raters) (Kennedy & Trofimovich, 2008; J. Lee, Jang, & Plonsky, 2014; 

Thomson & Derwing, 2014).  Nevertheless, the present study defines raters in line with the 

context in which the study resides, a high stakes speaking test which utilises trained, professional 

raters and thus any findings should be interpreted within this narrower understanding of how L2 

testing research defines the role of raters. 

 

The literature review up until now has presented the broad-brush overview of the testing validity 

landscape as it pertains to this study.  Speaking test are co-constructed social events between 

candidate, examiner and rater.  What examiners say and how they interact with candidates can 

impact performance, what raters perceive during an interaction and how they cognitively assess 

performances can also vary greatly, which may also result in the same performances being 

awarded different scores as well as variance in rater severity more generally.  Rater experience 

can also impact rating behaviour and does not completely remove variability in rating severity.  

The aim of this study is to address why this may the case.  One possible explanation could be – 

personality.  Before reviewing how personality has been researched already within the field of 

testing it is necessary to understand how the field of psychology’s understanding of personality 

has evolved and how it is measured currently, which is the focus on the next section. 

 

2.6 Defining and Measuring Personality - Trait Theory and HEXACO 

Historically, personality has been theoretically defined in a number of different ways but the 

conceptualisation of it as a series of traits seems to have been around since ancient Greece 

(Boyle et al., 2008; Deary, 2009).  All the personality studies that follow in sections 2.7 and 2.8 
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have used psychological instruments that (attempt to) operationalise a theory of personality 

known a Trait Theory.  Consequently, if this study is to build on and contribute to this aspect of 

testing research it makes sense to adhere to established practice so that the variables under 

investigation fall within the same frame of reference.  In Trait Theory, traits are recurring, 

temporally stable tendencies of thought, emotion and behaviour that characterise the personality 

of an individual (Asendorpf, 2009).  Importantly, the theory conceptualises traits not as types 

(which are binary in nature) but as having a dimensional property such that individuals can fall 

along a continuum, displaying more or less of a particular trait (Matthews, Deary, & Whiteman, 

2009).  Another principal perspective to the theory is the notion of situation. Temporality or 

stability is a key issue in the criticism surrounding the idea of traits. Is it personality or the 

situation that is causing the behaviour observed?  The debate was a false dichotomy and while 

evidence suggests both influence behaviour (Wagerman, 2009), psychologists argue that traits do 

change over longer periods of time but remain stable over many years for adults, and they are 

consistent across highly similar but non-identical situations (Asendorpf, 2009; Deary, 2009).  

Given this stability, even if it can only be applied within the confines of a finite temporal 

situation, it seems that Trait Theory could be an adequate model for describing persistent (if 

habitual) behaviours of raters within a test situation.  As such it is useful to explore later, from 

other fields, which traits (personality dimensions and their facets) may be relevant to this study.  

For test-takers, the literature indicates that extraversion was considered important for spoken 

interaction (e.g., Berry, 1994; Nakatsuhara, 2011; Ockey, 2009) but for the rating (a focused job 

requiring concentration and analytical thinking) other traits may also be relevant (e.g., 

agreeableness, conscientiousness; see section 2.8).  The specific trait model used in this study is 

outlined in more detail in section 3.3.1.  However, a brief explanation of the evolution of 

personality models follows here to clarify how traits were conceptualised differently by different 

psychologists and how the academic discussion shaped the current definitions of the personality 

traits under investigation in this study. 

 

Work on trait models stretches back to the early-mid 20th century with psychologist Raymond 

Cattell being the first to implement factor analysis to define an early model of personality which 

identified 16 factors (Matthews et al., 2009).  That work opened a pathway for a stream of 
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research on how to better model personality traits.  The discussion came to a head in the early 

1990s with Eysenck (1992a, 1992b) and Costa and McCrae (1992a, 1992b) (the authors of, at the 

time, the two leading models) exchanging a salvo of blows that would end up cementing McCrae 

and Costa’s (2006) Five-Factor Model (FFM) as the hegemonic ‘paradigm shift’ that became the 

most widely accepted model to date (De Raad, 2009).  Eysenck (1967, 1992b) took the view that 

psychological traits should be rooted in a physiology and have a genetic basis.  He criticised 

Costa and McCrae’s model, arguing that it was atheoretical due to its use of factor analysis to 

inform the theory rather than have theory confirmed by analysis.  Corr (2016) argued that this 

view lacked perspective and that, in fact, the FFM was based on a theoretical approach, it is just 

that the approach was situated within language, not biology.  The FFM followed in the footsteps 

of Cattell’s (1943, 1946) work in that it was based on the lexical hypothesis.  This hypothesis 

argues that the personality characteristics that are important to societies are likely to appear 

within the language as lexical items, and that analysing groups of adjectives for synonyms might 

provide some means of identifying the number and variety of traits that humans perceive (De 

Raad, 2000; Saucier & Goldberg, 1996, 2001).  While Costa and McCrae’s FFM is considered 

the de facto conceptualisation of personality traits, there is a more recent six-factor model, 

known as HEXACO, which is offering stiff competition and has been widely adopted for use in 

studies across a variety of fields, such as business management and leadership (Lemoine, 

Aggarwal, & Steed, 2016; Roulin, 2016), learning and education (De Vries, De Vries, & Born, 

2011; McAbee, Casillas, Way, & Guo, 2019), technology and social media (Baiocco et al., 2017; 

Molho, Roberts, De Vries, & Pollet, 2016), as well as environmentalism and sustainability 

(Marcus & Roy, 2019; Pavalache-llie & Cazan, 2018).  The present study adopts this newer, 

HEXACO model of personality traits. For an explanation of HEXACO-PI-R self-report 

instrument and the practical reasons why it was selected for use in this study see section 3.3.1.  

While there is much overlap between the HEXACO and FFM there are some important 

differences with how the traits are defined.  Therefore, it is now useful to explain how the 

HEXACO model defines three traits which are the specific focus of this research.  This thesis 

will continually reference the traits 'Extraversion’ (spelled using a lower case ‘e’ and capital ‘X’ 

to make the HEXACO acronym), ‘Agreeableness’ and ‘Conscientiousness’. For a rationale on 

why only these three traits were selected see section 2.8. This section now goes on to provide the 

definitions of these three traits which form the independent variables of this research.  
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Extraversion and agreeableness can be considered “prosocial” traits as they contain behaviours 

or intentions that are focused on helping or benefitting others or society at large (Corr & 

Matthews, 2009).  Specifically, extraversion refers to the tendency for individuals to engage in 

social activities such as socialising, leading groups of people and entertaining audiences.  Higher 

levels of this trait will tend to reward such leaders/socialisers with social benefits such as greater 

exposure to a wider variety of potential mating partners, for example (Ashton & Lee, 2008).  

Highly extravert people are characterised as outgoing and lively with a positive image of 

themselves.  Frequently these types of people seek out or create the conditions for social 

interactions and enjoy taking on leadership roles.  Extraverts often report feelings of increased 

levels of enthusiasm and energy from these social interactions and leadership roles.  Conversely, 

introverts form a more negative view of their personal value in social situations, are less likely to 

desire leadership roles or be willing to entertain others (shyness) due to feelings of awkwardness 

when they are the centre of attention.  Such individuals also report feeling less optimistic or 

energised by social activity (Ashton & Lee, 2008; K. Lee & Ashton, 2009). 

 

Agreeableness in HEXACO is somewhat differently defined than its counterpart in the FFM.  In 

the FFM, agreeableness is defined by the core concepts of sympathy, gentleness and 

sentimentality (McCrae & Costa, 2006).  In HEXACO, agreeableness excludes sentimentality 

and instead includes a patience/anger facet.  Highly agreeable people are altruistic (willing to 

help others benefit) and avoid antagonising others (unwilling to take advantage of others) 

(Ashton & Lee, 2008; Graziano, Habashi, Sheese, & Tobin, 2007).  These individuals have a 

“tendency to be forgiving and tolerant of others, in the sense of cooperating with others even 

when one might have suffered some exploitation by them” (Ashton & Lee, 2008, p. 245).  In this 

model, higher levels of agreeableness increase an individual’s chances of ongoing or longer-term 

personal gains from mutual cooperation with other people but at the cost of an increased risk of 

being exploited by others due to their faith in social interactions as being inherently reciprocal 

(ibid.).  Individuals who are highly agreeable, once treated badly, would be more willing to 

display trust in the offender and give that person “another chance”, whereas low scorers would 

be more likely to feel resentment and anger and less likely to try to re-establish friendly relations 

with the offending individual.  Regarding gentleness, highly agreeable people tend to be more 
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lenient in their expectations and dealings with others; generally finding it difficult to judge others 

harshly as, in their world view, this could be considered intolerant or anti-social and thus risk 

negatively impacting the cooperative relationships they seek.  On the other hand, disagreeable 

individuals are more apt to be critical and judgmental of others and less willing to overlook their 

flaws or deficiencies (Ashton & Lee, 2008; K. Lee & Ashton, 2004).  Agreeable people are 

reported as more flexible and willing to compromise and accommodate others’ ideas during 

disagreements while more disagreeable individuals are more stubborn in their positions and 

unwilling to concede or cooperate (ibid.).  The final facet of agreeableness is termed patience 

and measures an individual’s tendency to respond to provocation with displays of anger.  High 

scores on the patience facet mean that individuals can control their composure while 

experiencing elevated levels of anger.  Conversely, low scorers in patience are more likely to 

display anger more openly and more quickly, finding it more difficult to remain composed in 

response to perceived mistreatment by others (K. Lee & Ashton, 2009). 

 

The final trait which requires defining for this study is conscientiousness, and the FFM and 

HEXACO models define this trait with great overlap albeit with differing terminology.  Under 

the FFM, conscientiousness is defined by six facets: competence, order, dutifulness, achievement 

striving, self-discipline, and deliberation (McCrae & Costa, 2010).  In the HEXACO model there 

are four facets: organisation, diligence, perfectionism, and prudence.  In the HEXACO model, 

high levels in this dimension reflect a willingness to engage with task-related endeavours more 

so than social ones.  Thus, higher conscientiousness increases an individual’s probability of 

greater material or economic gains at the cost of energy and time (Ashton & Lee, 2008).  People 

with high scores in this trait seek order and tend to organise their surroundings and time more 

efficiently, preferring greater structure to tasks they undertake.  Less conscientious people tend 

to be sloppy and less methodical in their work.  The facet diligence refers to individual’s “work-

ethic”.  People low in conscientiousness are unmotivated by success or achievement and more 

self-indulgent, while those high in conscientiousness are self-disciplined and derive satisfaction 

from achieving goals they have set/been set.  Regarding perfectionism, this facet measures 

someone’s propensity for meticulousness and ability to focus on details.  Highly conscientious 

individuals approach their work carefully, checking for errors thoroughly and improving output 
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where necessary.  Those low in conscientiousness are unconcerned with a degree of error to their 

work and may neglect significant details or be less precise with provided details.  The final 

aspect of conscientiousness, termed prudence, focuses on impulsivity and the degree to which 

someone makes decisions after a degree of thought and reasoning.  Conscientious people are 

more likely to be careful and purposeful in their decision-making process, considering a variety 

of possibilities whereas, unconscientious people tend to be more reflexive, acting on “gut 

instinct” and with less attention paid to possible consequences (Ashton & Lee, 2008; Lee & 

Ashton, 2004, 2009).   

 

A summary of the key definitions and theoretical interpretations laid out by Ashton and Lee 

(2008; 2009) regarding the HEXACO traits of eXtraversion*, Agreeableness, and 

Conscientiousness can be seen in Table 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* = For clarity and consistency, hereafter when referring to the Independent Variable from the HEXACO-PI-R in 

models, figures or tables or referencing such in text, this thesis uses the HEXACO nomenclature - eXtraversion.  At 

any other time, the trait will be spelled in line with standard APA 7th Edition conventions. 
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Table 1   
Summary definitions of eXtraversion, Agreeableness and Conscientiousness traits (adapted from Ashton & Lee, 2008) 

Trait 
Common defining 
adjectives in lexical studies 

HEXACO-PI-R 
(instrument) facet 
scales 

Theoretical 
interpretation 

Benefits of high 
level 

Costs of high 
level 

eXtraversion 

outgoing, lively, 
extraverted, sociable, 
talkative, cheerful, active  
 

versus 
 
shy, passive, withdrawn, 
introverted, quiet, reserved  

Social self-esteem 
Social boldness 
Sociability 
Liveliness 

Engagement in 
social endeavours 

Social gains (friends, 
mates, allies) 

Energy and time, 
risks from social 
environment 

Agreeableness 

patient, tolerant, peaceful, 
mild, agreeable, lenient, 
gentle  
 

versus 
 
ill-tempered, quarrelsome, 
stubborn, choleric 

Forgiveness 
Gentleness 
Flexibility  
Patience 

Reciprocal 
altruism 
(tolerance) 

Gains from 
cooperation (mutual 
help and non-
aggression) 

Losses due to 
being exploited 
by others 

Conscientiousness 

organised, disciplined, 
diligent, careful, thorough, 
precise  
 

versus 
 
sloppy, negligent, reckless, 
lazy, irresponsible, absent-
minded 

Organisation 
Diligence 
Perfectionism 
Prudence 

Engagement in 
task-related 
endeavours 

Material gains (i.e., 
improved use of 
resources), reduced 
risks 

Energy and time 
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2.7 Test-taker Personality in Speaking Tests  

Although there have been a number of studies into personality in language testing, they seem to 

have been limited to the candidate and focus exclusively on the extraversion-introversion 

dimension.  Berry (1994) conducted two studies.  The first examined how different combinations 

of extravert-introvert candidates affected oral performance in interview tests.  The study used 36 

female Japanese university students of the same proficiency level placed into one of four group 

types (extravert-extravert, introvert-introvert, extravert-introvert, individual) for an interview 

test. This study revealed that extraverts performed better when in a pair than as an individual 

(particularly when paired with another extravert).  Introverts generally performed better in a pair 

of either make-up but, interestingly, both personality types performed much worse as 

individuals.  The second study in Berry’s (1994) paper looked at how the mean level of 

extraversion in a group oral test would influence an individual candidate’s spoken performance.  

102 university students in Hong Kong were placed into groups of five for a “seminar discussion” 

test and a mean extraversion score for each group was calculated.  The findings indicated that the 

performance scores of introverts were affected by the degree of extraversion within the test 

group, but extraverts were not similarly affected. Berry (1994) proposed that when mean group 

extraversion was high, introverts may have responded positively to the group dynamic and were 

thus rated higher. 

 

A subsequent study by Ockey (2009), found contradictory evidence.  Ockey (2009) looked at 

whether test-taker speaking scores were affected by the assertiveness of the other members in a 

group speaking test.  Assertiveness is a facet of the extraversion dimension and defined by 

“…speaking without hesitation and enjoying being a leader of a group” (G. Ockey, 2009, p. 

168). The study used 225 Japanese university students and 34 native English speaker raters.  

Students were assigned to one of four group types: all assertive, majority assertive, majority non-

assertive, all non-assertive. Results showed that assertive test-takers in groups comprised of 

assertive personalities received significantly lower scores, but those placed in groups of non-

assertive personalities received significantly higher scores.  No effect of group composition was 

detected for non-assertive test-takers in contrast to Berry (1994). 
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Nakatsuhara (2011) also investigated whether test-taker extraversion (as well as proficiency 

level) influenced their conversation styles in groups of different sizes.  The study used 269 

Japanese high school students placed into test groups of either three or four.  Conversational 

style was measured (through CA) as a test-takers goal orientation (the proportion of topics 

initiated), interactional contingency (the proportion of group members topics responded to by the 

test-taker) and quantitative dominance (the proportion of words spoken in relation to other group 

members).  Results indicated that extraverts tended to initiate topics more often and talk more 

overall, particularly in groups with less extravert members.  This influence was also much 

greater in groups of four. The CA suggested that groups of three attempted more collaborative 

interactions which may explain the lesser influence of extraversion in the smaller group size.  

Furthermore, in groups of four it was observed that introverted test-takers found it easier to 

remain quiet in groups of four and contribute less.  It was also discovered that a group size of 

four encouraged an unnatural, artificial turn-taking interaction pattern, further highlighting the 

effect of context on the cognitive processes undertaken by test-takers. 

 

O’Sullivan (2008), in a multivariate study involving 565 candidates who sat the Cambridge FCE 

speaking test, examined how series of interactions between six variables (Candidate Sex, Partner 

Sex, Partner Age, Partner Personality, Partner Level, Acquaintanceship) impacted candidates’ 

overall test scores based on both analytic and holistic rating scales used by a rater (observer) and 

examiner (interviewer) respectively.  The results of this study indicated a number of complex 

three-way interaction effects which O’Sullivan (2008:221) notes “are a reflection of the 

complexity of the design of this study and of the complexity of the topic”.  Of relevance to the 

present study was a statistically significant interaction (F (4, 560) = 2.69, p = 0.031) between 

candidate sex, the degree to which they perceived their partner as outgoing (personality), and 

how well the candidate and partner knew each other (stranger, acquaintance, or friend).  Female 

candidates showed the greatest variance (5.5 points, 22% of overall score) in mean scores when 

paired with partners perceived as similarly outgoing.  Male candidates, on the other hand 

displayed the greatest variance in means scores (6.2 points, 24% of overall score) when paired 

with partners perceived as more outgoing.  This interaction between candidate sex and 

interlocutors’ outgoing personality is also of potential relevance for this study.  Sex may be a 
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factor for co-variance in a study which did not determine suitability for enrolment of raters based 

on the sex of applicants (see section 3.2.1).  Additionally, psychology research indicates that 

males and females are distributed differently along the agreeableness trait such that, generally 

speaking, females tend to be higher in trait agreeableness than males (Corr & Matthews, 2009; 

McCrae & Costa, 2010).  This is not a value judgement, nor an absolute, there is plenty of 

overlap between the sexes in this trait.  According to McCrae and Costa’s (2010) data, female 

mean agreeableness was between 0.54 – 0.61 standard deviations higher than the male mean.  

However, given the possibility that sex may, to some degree, impact the distribution of rater 

along some personality traits it may be prudent to capture this aspect of the rater demographic. 

 

The role of personality as a test-taker characteristic within context validity is complex but 

evident.  However, this element is absent from the literature and theory surrounding scoring 

validity (specifically, rater characteristics) despite McNamara’s (1997) assertion that the test 

event is a three-way social interaction between all participants.  The aim of this study is to 

investigate this gap in the socio-cognitive framework. 

 

2.8 Rater Personality Research from Other Fields 

Thus far the literature has been establishing a case for speaking tests to be seen as interactive, 

social events where language performances (and their scores) are co-constructed by test takers, 

examiners and raters.  Evidence has also been presented that indicate factors other than purely 

language skill can impact not only the performance but also scores, and that one of those factors 

was the test taker’s personality trait extraversion.  The study therefore proposes that, given 

speaking tests are socially co-constructed and that test-taker personality can impact on their 

contribution to that performance, might rater personality also play a role?  To examine this 

hypothesis further it was necessary to explore the literature from outside the language and testing 

communities.  Therefore, this section address work from the fields of psychology, health, and 

human performance appraisals where there has been some work done on examining the roles of 

personality traits in mediating rater severity/leniency. 
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Kane et al. (1995) were first to theorise a link between a rater’s personality and their scoring 

severity.  They argued that more agreeable people are more lenient under certain cognitive and 

motivational conditions (such as when having to give negative feedback, when raters expect 

future interactions with the candidates and when the ratings have administrative or work 

promotion significance).  Bernardin et al. (2009) expand on this idea, arguing that raters high on 

agreeableness might be more lenient because they are more sympathetic and cooperative or that 

they have a desire for social approval or to avoid conflict that more severe ratings might generate 

between them and a candidate or between them and other assessors.  They provide additional 

reasoning to link conscientiousness to severity also by suggesting these types of people have 

high performance standards and insist on excellence and therefore will likely be less lenient.  A 

few studies (reported below) have reported small to medium effect sizes between these two 

variables.  

 

Dewberry et al. (2013) conducted a study on a group (n = 174) of consultant paediatricians who 

were assessing medical doctors’ performance during clinical examinations in a hospital.  Their 

study looked at the interaction between rater personality (agreeableness and conscientiousness), 

leniency in an evaluation environment where there was no post-evaluation contact between 

assessor and candidate. Dewberry found a weak correlation (r = 0.10) between rater 

agreeableness and leniency and a weak correlation (r = 0.17) between conscientiousness and 

(bizarrely) greater leniency.  

 

Bernardin et al. (2009) used undergraduate human resource management students (n = 126) who 

undertook a number of group exercises and the peer-rated all other members of the group on 

their performance.  Students were informed that their peer ratings would be feedback to the other 

students, but confidentiality would be maintained. The study also reported weak correlations 

between agreeableness and leniency (r = 0.18) as well as conscientiousness and leniency (r = 

0.20). 
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Yun et al. (2005) advanced these studies into personality by looking at the degree to which rater 

agreeableness and conscientiousness was moderated by the social context (face-to-face feedback 

vs. no face-to-face feedback).  This study also used undergraduate students (n = 246) to rate 

videotaped performances of teams engaged in problem solving tasks. The study predicted that 

raters high in agreeableness and low in conscientiousness would be more lenient when they 

expected to give ratings in the face-to-face setting.  The results showed a statistically significant 

two-way interaction (F (1.87, 444.15) = 3.08, p < .05) between, rater agreeableness and social 

context with moderate to high performing candidates.  For moderate candidates, the raters who 

were high in agreeableness gave more lenient scores (M = 3.94, SD = 1.29) than those who were 

low in agreeableness (M = 3.76, SD = 1.24) when they expected face-to-face feedback sessions 

with the candidates.  In the no feedback condition, it was the low agreeableness raters who 

scored more generously (M = 4.01, SD = 1.40) than the higher agreeableness raters (M = 3.68, 

SD = 1.22).  For higher performing candidates, agreeable raters who were anticipating a post-

assessment face to face feedback session with the candidate scored more leniently (M = 5.14, SD 

= 1.91) than when they were not expected to give feedback (M = 4.73, SD = 1.60).  Low 

agreeable raters displayed much less scoring variance due to social context with the higher 

performing candidates (with feedback, M = 4.55, SD = 1.57; no feedback, M = 4.57, SD = 1.68).  

Yun et al. (2005) argued that this finding was expected as raters high in agreeableness tend to 

avoid confrontation and negative interactions.   

 

Finally, Cheng, Hui & Cascio (2017) addressed the issue of extraversion from the point of view 

of raters.  Their study investigated the role of a number of personality traits on work appraisal 

ratings in both peer-rating and self-rating contexts.  Of relevance to this study the authors 

hypothesised that extraversion and agreeableness would be positively correlated with leniency 

when peer-rating. The study was conducted with 74 employees of a real estate agency based in 

Hong Kong.  The participants sat in on a training workshop and then took part in customer 

service roleplay tasks.  The estate agents were then asked to self-assess their own performance as 

well as be peer-reviewed by up to five other participants.  Results showed that while extraversion 

(r = 0.31, p < 0.01, 95% CI = 0.08 – 0.51), agreeableness (r = 0.24, p < 0.05, 95% CI = 0.01 – 

0.45) and conscientiousness (r = 0.24, p < 0.05, 95% CI = 0.01 – 0.45) positively correlated with 
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peer-rating leniency a hierarchical regression suggested that only extraversion (B = 0.01, SE = 

0.00, p < 0.00) and conscientiousness (B = 0.01, SE = 0.01, p < 0.05) were statistically 

significant  predictors of peer-rating leniency. 

 

In conclusion, the above studies utilised a variety of methodologies administered in varying 

contexts and to an assortment of different ‘classes’ of participants/raters.  The overarching 

inference that seems to emerge from this body of work is that rater personality has impacted 

severity in varying ways, under varying conditions.  More specifically, it seems likely that higher 

agreeableness and/or conscientiousness might predict greater leniency.  The impact of 

extraversion is less clear cut due to the limited focus it has received in the literature, but it seems 

prudent to include this trait to attempt to replicate the findings from the Cheng, Hui and Cascio 

(2017) study and thus contribute further data which may help to resolve the, currently, granular 

picture.  Therefore, this study will include, in its examination of rater severity, the traits 

extraversion, agreeableness, and conscientiousness.  It is important to also provide a rationale as 

to why the study limited the exploration of personality to these three traits.  The study faced a 

constraint in terms of power and precision (for details, see section 3.2.1) brought about by the 

limitations in sample size possible for independent (conducted by an individual rather than 

institution) research that requires participants to invest significant time into the work required of 

them (for more details see sections 3.4.2, 3.4.3, and 3.4.4).  Anticipating effect sizes similar to 

prior research (r = 0.10 - .20, [Bernardin, 2009; Dewberry et al., 2013]) and with an achievable 

sample size set to a minimum 79 participants, the study could only include up to seven variables 

(Soper, 2016). Consequently, inclusion of IVs necessitated a selective rather than comprehensive 

approach.   After the inclusion of the three personality trait variables highlighted by the research 

presented earlier, there were four slots remaining. It was decided that these should be allotted to 

as many control variables as possible (Sex, Time Teaching, Test Experience Time, Test 

Experience Level; see sections 3.2.1 and 3.5.1b for more details). While inclusion of other 

HEXACO traits may have been interesting, the researcher decided to adopt a policy of robust 

examination of three traits with as many controls accounted for as possible , rather than 

exploring new traits with limited statistical power and fewer controls.  
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2.9 Summary and Research Questions 

Based on the literature review above, a series of broad conclusions can be made regarding the 

nature of spoken interaction and how raters perceive and score said interactions.  Spoken 

interaction is a social event and thus the discourse is co-constructed between examiner, candidate 

and rater (McNamara, 1997).  Examiners can display a variety of accommodative behaviours 

which can facilitate or impede candidate performance (e.g., Brown, 2003; Lazaraton, 2002; 

Nakatsuhara, 2008; Seedhouse & Egbert, 2006; Seedhouse & Harris, 2011).  Raters perceive 

both the candidate and examiner behaviours during a performance and may choose to factor 

examiner display of accommodation into their rating process when considering how to score a 

candidate performance (e.g., McNamara & Lumley, 1997).  The act of perceiving and 

cognitively processing performance is not straightforward either with a variety of approaches 

employed based on qualitative evidence supplied by verbal protocols or stimulated recall (e.g., 

Brown, Iwashita & McNamara, 2005; Brown, 2006; Ducasse & Brown, 2009; Hongwen, 2015; 

May, 2009; Orr, 2002).  Raters may even display personal bias despite experience and training 

(e.g., Ang-Aw & Chuen Meng Goh, 2011).  Experience appears to also play a role in influencing 

rater judgements but the variety of ways it has been defined in earlier studies (e.g., Bonk & 

Ockey, 2003; Derwing et al., 2004; Issacs and Thomson, 2013; Kim, 2015) means a more 

detailed conceptualisation of it may offer a clearer picture of how it impacts the rating process 

too (or at least controls for it as a confounding variable while exploring the role of personality 

traits).  Finally, certain personality traits, specifically extraversion, agreeableness and 

conscientiousness have been shown to correlate with rating leniency in some fields of research 

(e.g., Bernardin et al.. 2009; Cheng, Hui & Cascio, 2017; Dewberry et al., 2013; Yun et al., 

2005).  Whereas in assessment research, candidate personality (trait extraversion) has been 

shown to interact with elements of a test context, such as format and interlocutor groupings 

which influenced how much test takers decided to say and how they co-constructed the discourse 

(e.g., Berry, 1994; Nakatsuhara, 2011; Ockey, 2009; O’Sullivan, 2008).   Of secondary relevance 

is the issue of how sex may partly determine the rater samples’ overall distribution of personality 

traits and thus, possibly, act as a confounding variable (Corr & Matthews, 2009; McCrae & 

Costa, 2010).  That personality has only been examined from the perspective of the candidate, 

and only appears as a component of the socio-cognitive framework with respect to candidates, is 
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intriguing given our understanding of speaking test discourse as being co-constructed between 

all participants – candidate, examiner and rater. 

 

Considering the above summary, the study addresses two main research questions (RQs) related 

to the role of three personality traits (extraversion, agreeableness, and conscientiousness, for why 

the study chose to focus on these traits, see section 2.8) or experience as rater characteristics and 

how they may modulate rating severity: 

 

RQ1.  How is raters’ severity affected by their personality traits or experiential factors? 

 

RQ1a. Are the relationships statistically significant? What is the effect size?  

RQ1b. What is the nature (linearity, direction) of the relationships, if any?  

 

RQ2.  How do raters of differing personality traits and experiential factors perceive various 

aspects of co-constructed discourse between the examiner and candidate? 

 

RQ2a. Do their differing perceptions impact upon their rating process?  If so, how?  

RQ2b. Do the differing perceptions and rating processes impact upon raters’ final 

judgements of test-taker proficiency?  

 

The first question explores, from a quantitative perspective, whether the rater traits of 

extraversion, agreeableness, and conscientiousness can explain any of the variance observed in 

rating severity.  The question also provides scope for defining how much of the variance in 

rating severity is attributable to each variable and whether those associations are positive or 

negative correlations.  The question also addresses the need to define and parse out the key 

elements of rater experience which might better address the shortcomings of earlier research.  If 

statistically significant results are obtained then personality might need to be added to the scoring 
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validity component of the socio-cognitive framework, just as it forms part of the candidate 

characteristics component.  However, correlation does not imply causation, and the inferences 

made from purely statistical data are limited, hence the second set of research questions.  These 

questions are designed to provide triangulation. By examining what aspects of test discourse 

raters choose to focus on, how they mentally process those observations and the degree to which 

those differences might be consistent with individual raters’ personality traits, the qualitative 

data helps to explain how and why raters act in the way they do. Thus, it supplies additional 

evidence for considering a causal, rather than purely correlational, relationship between 

personality traits and rating severity.   
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3 Methodology            

This chapter describes the procedural framework by which the quantitative and qualitative data 

were collected and analysed.  Due to the mixed-methods design utilised in this study, the chapter 

begins (in section 3.1) by defining the type of mixed-methods design and the reason for its 

selection.  Section 3.2 describes the three participant groups involved in the research – raters, 

examiners and candidates including summaries of key demographic information for each group 

and a final sub-section dealing with how ethical concerns were addressed.  Then, the chapter 

explores (in section 3.3) the various instruments used to generate both quantitative and 

qualitative data sets.  This is followed by section 3.4 which outlines how the instruments were 

used chronologically, and thus reports the procedure of data collection.  Finally, the chapter 

culminates with an explanation of the statistical methods used in the preparation and analysis of 

the quantitative data, as well as a description of the exact form of thematic analysis performed on 

the qualitative data (section 3.5). 

 

3.1 Design and Purpose 

This section describes the methodology of the main study which employs a mixed-methods 

design.  More specifically, according to Creswell & Clark (2018) and Moeller et al.’s (2016) 

work on mixed-methods typologies, it can be classified as an explanatory sequential design with 

a case-selection component. The typologically-based approach to selecting a research design 

allows the study to pick an already tried and tested blueprint (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2018).  

The explanatory sequential design was the most appropriate for this study because it addressed 

two key decisions that affected the study: purpose and timing.  The research utilised Rasch 

analysis to compute the dependent variable (Rater Severity) and independent variables (estimates 

of rater personality traits eXtraversion, Agreeableness, Conscientiousness) preparing the data to 

address RQ1.  These results were also used to select individual participants for follow-up semi-

structured Stimulated Recall Interviews (SRIs) used to tackle RQ2.  Meanwhile, Rater Severity, 

the three personality traits and demographic control variables (Sex, Time Teaching, Test 

Experience Time, Test Experience Level; see sections 3.2.1 and 3.5.1b for more details) were 

run through a Hierarchical Regression, the results of which answered RQ1.  A thematic analysis 
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was then performed on two types of qualitative data (rater survey comments and Stimulated 

Recall Interviews) to triangulate the quantitative findings, which was the focus of RQ2.  If there 

were any statistically significant correlations between certain personality traits or control 

variables and Rater Severity, quantitative data alone would be insufficient to make any claims of 

causation or interpretation.  The inclusion of a nested, qualitative component in the explanatory 

sequential design made triangulation at least possible.  Furthermore, the explanatory sequential 

design is suited to research involving sole researchers with multiple phases of data collection, 

thus addressing one of the key constraints of this research project (Moeller et al., 2016).  

Furthermore, all instruments were successfully trialled via a small-scale (rater n = 8, examiner n 

= 6, candidate n = 6) pilot utilising the explanatory sequential design prior to the main study.  A 

basic procedural diagram of the explanatory sequential design used in this study can be seen in 

Figure 1 on the following page. 
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Figure 1: Visual Model of the Explanatory Sequential Design 
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3.2 Participants         

 

3.2.1 Raters 

In order to set a stopping rule for the data collection phase, an a-priori sample size calculation 

(Soper, 2016) was performed for a Hierarchical Multiple Regression with the following 

parameters: anticipated effect size = 0.15, power = 0.8, and probability = 0.05. The minimum 

rater sample size for detecting statistically significant variance is n = 79. 

 

A total of 86 raters were enrolled in one of two data collection phases.  The first phase ran from 

July, 2017 until January, 2018 and the second phase took place between October, 2018 and 

January, 2019.  Participants were inducted via non-probabilistic, voluntary sampling (Salkind, 

2010) (for an explanation on the limitations of this sampling method see section 5.4).  Raters 

were admitted based on availability and willingness to take part as long as they met two 

enrolment criteria (see next paragraph).  A call for participation letter was sent to several 

universities in Japan.  The letter detailed the enrolment criteria, the work raters were being asked 

to undertake, the total time commitment for the study, and details of the financial remuneration 

for completing the tasks.  Participants were asked to contact the researcher if they wished to 

enrol, as well as forward the letter to other teachers they thought might be interested in taking 

part.   

  

All raters were native-English speakers currently living and working as university English 

teachers/lecturers/professors, in Japan.  Enrolment was restricted to native-speaker teachers to 

avoid L1 background becoming a potential covariate in the study based on prior research and 

recommendations by Winke, Gass and Myford (2013) and Xi and Mollaun (2011).  The blanket-

term of native speaker was used instead of a more granular account of individual raters’ country 

of origin as research by Chalhoub-Deville and Wigglesworth (2005) indicated that while scoring 

severity could be modulated by nationality, the effect size (1% of the variance in severity) was so 

small that the differences within national groups dwarfed those between national groups. All 
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raters were paid participants and payment was necessary to increase uptake due to the 

considerable time commitment involved in study.  The time required to complete all tasks 

(TEAP training, rating videos, HEXACO survey) could be up to 3 hours. Informed consent was 

obtained from all participants prior to their participation in the study.  

Apart from raters’ L1 background, other rater characteristics including sex and the range of 

teaching/testing experience were unable to be controlled via pre-selection in this study due to 

practical constraints. However, raters’ demographic information was captured as presented in 

Table 2. 

Table 2     

Rater Demographics       
  Teaching Experience (Japan) Testing Experience 

ID Sex Years Months 
Years of 

Experience Test Type 
1 Male 12 9 - - 
2 Male 13 3 13 in-house 
3 Male 11 5 11 in-house 
4 Male 8 - 4 in-house 
5 Male 5 5 - - 
6 Male 16 7 7 Eiken STEP 
7 Male 13 - 2 Eiken STEP 
8 Male 11 - 4 in-house 
9 Male 20 6 - - 
10 Male 16 5 3 in-house 
11 Female 18 - 7; 3 Eiken STEP; TEAP 
12 Male 15 6 - - 
13 Male 9 3 - - 
14 Male 5 6 - - 
15 Female 1 7 - - 
16 Female 9 - 3 in-house 

17 Male 8 7 2 

Public School Teacher 
English Certification, 

Korea 
18 Male 15 5 10 in-house 
19 Male 10 - - - 
20 Male 26 10 4 DATE* 
21 Female 9 7 - - 
22 Female 14 - 3 Eiken STEP 
23 Male 8 - 0.5 IELTS 
24 Female 17 3 5 IELTS 
25 Male 17 - 4; 2 TOEFL; IELTS 
26 Male 16 - 5 in-house 
27 Female 10 1 - - 
28 Male 19 4 - - 
29 Male 33 - 33 in-house 
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30 Male 12 6 3 in-house 
31 Female 7 6 0.5 IELTS 
32 Female 12 - 3 IELTS 
33 Male 13 4 - - 
34 Male 25 - - - 
35 Female 4 9 4 in-house 
36 Female 3 3 3 in-house 
37 Male 6 11 - - 
38 Female 15 - - - 
39 Male 12 6 3;1 Eiken STEP; TEAP 
40 Male 14 - 5 in-house 
41 Male 27 3 17 in-house 
42 Male 13 - 4 IELTS 
43 Male 8 4 2 IELTS 
44 Male 4 2 3 in-house 
45 Male 20 1 - - 
46 Male 3 5 - - 
47 Male 6 3 0.5 IELTS 
48 Female 1 - 1 in-house 
49 Female 17 - 5 Eiken STEP 
50 Female 4 3 - - 
51 Male 6 4 - - 
52 Female 10 2 3 in-house 
53 Male 12 8 7 Eiken STEP 
54 Male 8 7 - - 
55 Female 7 7 - - 
56 Male 7 1 - - 
57 Male 27 - - - 
58 Male 19 3 - - 
59 Male 22 - - - 
60 Male 11 2 0.5 Eiken STEP 
61 Male 20 - - - 
62 Female 10 3 - - 
63 Male 18 6 - - 
64 Male 4 8 0.08 (1 month) in-house 
65 Male 21 6 - - 
66 Male 15 - 7 Eiken STEP 
67 Male 33 4 - - 
68 Male 32 6 - - 
69 Male 27 6 - - 
70 Male 14 9 - - 

71 Male 10 4 2 
Cambridge English 

Qualifications 
72 Male 9 1 - - 
73 Male 20 10 2; 2 PET; FCE 

74 Male 18 6 2 
Japanese National Guide 
Interpreter Examination 

75 Male 23 4 - - 
76 Male 35 3 1 IELTS 
77 Male 10 - - - 
78 Male 30 3 1 Eiken STEP 
79 Male 4 10 - - 
80 Male 7 10 4 IELTS 
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81 Male 13 - 0.08 (1 month) FCE 
82 Male 17 6 - - 
83 Female 2 6 - - 
84 Female 12 1 - - 
85 Male 6 - 6 in-house 
86 Male 12 4 3 Eiken STEP 

* = Diagnostic Analysis Test of English. A proprietary tool used in the 1990s by Tokyo-based Interac-Selnate 
Corp.  

 

Of the 86 raters who took part, 66 participants were male (approximately 77 %), 20 were 

females.  The mean length of teaching experience in Japan for the whole sample was 13 years, 

10 months (SD = 7.83), the median length of experience was 12 years, 6 months.  The sample 

contains individuals with a wide range of teaching experience, the most experienced rater was 

rater 76 with 35 years of service, the least experienced were raters 15 and 48 with a single years’ 

experience each.   

 

Regarding testing experience, the sample is almost evenly comprised of individuals with 

experience (as examiners or raters) of speaking tests (53.5%) and those without any experience 

(46.5%).  For participants who recorded experience as an examiner or rater for a speaking test, 

the mean length of this experience was 4.6 years (SD = 5.46), the median length of experience 

was 3 years.  The individuals with least experience were raters 64 and 81, each with only one-

month post-training experience.  The participant with most test experience was rater 29 with 33 

years’ experience (with an in-house test). 

 

As discussed in section 2.5, the research surrounding the characteristic of experience in complex, 

in part, due to the ways in which earlier research has defined the concept (Bonk & Ockey, 2003; 

Duijm et al., 2018; Isaacs & Thomson, 2013; Kang et al., 2019; H. J. Kim, 2015; Trofimovich & 

Isaacs, 2012).  Given this prior research, it is highly probable that the differing amounts and 

degrees of prior testing experience in this rater sample could act as confounding variables. It is 

also important to note that the definition of raters in this study is contextually bound and a 

product of how high stakes speaking tests conceptualise the role – that of professionals trained to 

interpret performance through a set of scales rather than intuitively (Saito & Plonsky, 2019), as 

even the ‘no experience’ raters in this study received training on the TEAP rating scales. 
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Therefore, any findings from this study must be couched within this operationalisation of speech 

assessment; cross-interpretation of the findings to other fields such as SLA where mode of 

judgement can also be intuitive may be limited.  Consequently, the demographic data regarding 

raters’ prior testing experience was broken down into two discreet control variables (Test 

Experience Time, Test Experience Level).  Test Experience Time was a continuous, interval 

variable (in months) to control whether the temporal aspect of experience affected severity.  Test 

Experience Level was a three-tier categorical variable (no experience, in-house, standardised) to 

separate out whether it was the degree of training that raters underwent which affected severity.   

The ‘in-house’ category refers to non-commercial speaking tests developed by the universities 

themselves for admissions, placement or proficiency purposes and for which raters have had 

some training or orientation for.  The ‘Standardised’ category refers to those raters who have 

passed the training programs of large, commercial speaking tests.  In cases where raters stated 

experience with multiple standardised test types over differing lengths of time, the greater length 

was used.  Details of these aspects of the demographic controls for each individual rater have can 

be viewed in Table 2. 

 

The great degree of variability in rater experience and teaching that is noted in table 2 might 

raise additional questions regarding the need to control for a whole host of background 

characteristics. For example, SLA research into the scoring of accented English has shown raters 

to be more lenient if they are familiar with the accent (Bradlow & Bent, 2008) or multilingual 

themselves (Saito & Shintani, 2016). Thus it could be argued that there would be a need to know 

how familiar raters are with the Japanese language, as studies have shown that raters who have 

experience in the students’ L1 tend to be more lenient too (Winke et al., 2013).  However, the 

issue is complex and other studies failed to find such scoring dispositions or noted only very 

small between group differences (Crowther, Trofimovich, & Isaacs, 2016; Munro, Derwing, & 

Morton, 2006; Park, 2020). The potential for raters’ backgrounds to impact their scoring is 

evidently complex and (probably) context dependent. A complete accounting of these factors 

was not possible in the present study due to the limited number of experimental variables 

possible that was dictated by the power and precision estimations (Soper, 2016). However, while 

the explicit accounting of these rater characteristics was not within the scope of this study, it 
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could be argued that the issues surrounding Japanese language familiarity might be subsumed 

under the broader Time Teaching variable. The mere fact that raters were working in Japan at the 

time of the study heavily implies that participants would have had a degree of accent familiarity 

necessitated by their job (university English teachers).  Furthermore, as all raters were residing in 

Japan at the time of data collection, a degree of Japanese language proficiency for all participants 

was also highly likely. However, raters’ L1 accented English familiarity or Japanese language 

proficiency were not explicitly examined, and thus may be a limitation of this study. 

 

3.2.2 Examiners 

Twelve university language teachers were enrolled as examiners (E1 – E12).  These participants 

were native English speakers currently living in Japan and working full or part-time at a single 

Japanese university (convenience sample).  The examiners selected were native speakers of 

English, again to avoid potential of any L1 background becoming a covariate in the study.  All 

twelve were unpaid volunteers, who agreed to interview one candidate for a single video-taped 

speaking test.  This sample size was selected for three reasons: - 

1) To try and ensure there are three videos for each of the main CEFR bands (<A2, A2, B1, 

B2) on the TEAP analytic scale (see Appendix 4). 

2) Creating more than 12 x 10-minute videos would increase the demands on raters such 

that even raising remuneration commensurate with workload would show diminishing 

returns in terms of enrolment numbers. 

3) Raters provide five ratings per candidate on each video according to the TEAP Analytic 

scale (Pronunciation, Fluency, Lexical Range & Accuracy, Grammatical Range & 

Accuracy, Interactional Effectiveness; see section 3.3.2 and Appendix 4).  A total of 60 

data points per rater slightly exceeds the minimum requirements (50 data points) for 

increasing the odds of stable measures in the Rasch analysis of the rating data (Linacre, 

1994). 

 

Table 3 provides the demographic data for the examiners.  As the examiner group was 

convenience sampled, no control of the ratio of males to females was possible.  Consequently, 
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male examiners outnumber females by 3 to 1.  Examiner sex (O'Loughlin, 2007; O’Sullivan, 

2002) should not be a confounding variable for this study as all raters were required to rate all 

performances and thus any potential effects on performances due to gender differences between 

candidate and examiner would be observed by all raters. 

 

Table 3 
Examiner Demographics     
   Speaking Test Experience 

ID Sex 

English 
Teaching 

Experience 
(Japan) As Examiner As Rater 

E1 Male 9 - - 

E2 Male 3.33 
1 year (IELTS), 6 months 

(TEAP) 
1 year (IELTS), 6 months 

(TEAP) 
E3 Female 12.17  6 months (UK in-house) - 
E4 Female 23 - - 
E5 Female 20.25 - - 
E6 Male 5.17 5 years (KET and PET) 5 years (KET and PET) 
E7 Male 18.17 - - 
E8 Male 10 - - 
E9 Male 10.5 5 years (Eiken STEP) - 
E10 Male 9.67 - - 
E11 Male 9 - 4 years (Japan, in-house) 
E12 Male 23.42 - - 

 

All the examiners were highly experienced at teaching in a Japanese context with the average 

length of teaching experience in Japan being 12 years, 10 months (SD = 6.75), and a median 

length of 10 years, 3 months.  Four participants (E2, E3, E6, E9) had prior experience as 

speaking test examiners in various formats, with one examiner (E2) having experience with the 

test format used in this study (TEAP).  Three participants (E2, E6, E11) also had experience of 

rating spoken performances under various test formats and scales with E6 again familiar with the 

format selected for this pilot study.  Regardless of test experience all examiners received an 

orientation/training pack that consisted of an explanation of the TEAP test and sections, a sample 

rating scale and sample script which included the prompts they would be using.  They also 

viewed a sample video of a TEAP test that followed the same script and prompts. 
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3.2.3 Candidates 

The twelve candidates (C1 – C12) were Japanese university students from the researcher’s place 

of employment.  The participants were convenience sampled from the researcher’s language 

classes to ensure that candidates and examiners were unfamiliar with each other.  All candidates 

were native speakers of Japanese, again to avoid L1 background becoming a potential covariate 

in the study.  Participants were selected based on the researcher’s estimate of their speaking 

ability from in-class tasks.  The researcher’s students completed a series of paired-speaking tasks 

such as conversations on daily topics (family, hobbies, future plans etc.) and discussions of 

recent world news.  These tasks were scaffolded with sample questions as well as preparation 

time.  During a two-week period prior to being invited to enrol in the present study, the 

researcher observed pairs of students undertaking the speaking tasks and, with the TEAP scale as 

reference, scored each student’s performance.  These scores helped the researcher to enrol 

candidates with a range of spoken ability across the four levels of the TEAP rating scales.  

Candidates were offered payment for taking part in the video test performance, but enrolment 

was voluntary.  As the group was convenience sampled with a priority given to trying to match 

the different rating scale categories of the TEAP test, the group was not selected for by sex.  As 

can be seen on Table 4, the final sample is predominantly female with an identical but reversed 

ratio as the examiner pool (three female candidates to every male).  The average age of the 

sample was 18 years, 5 months (SD = 0.51), the median age was 18.  Two candidates (C3, C7) 

had studied abroad before enrolling in the study.  Slightly more than half the sample (seven 

candidates) had experience of a speaking test with six candidates having sat Eiken STEP and one 

student having sat Eiken STEP as well as TOEIC. 

Table 4      
Candidate Demographics       
     Speaking Tests Taken 

ID Sex Age 
English Study 

(years) 
Study Abroad 

(years) Test 
C1 Female 19 7.58 - Eiken STEP, TOEIC 
C2 Female 18 10.83 - Eiken STEP 
C3 Female 19 9 0.83 (USA) Eiken STEP 
C4 Female 19 7 - Eiken STEP 
C5 Male 19 6 years - - 
C6 Female 18 6.25 - Eiken STEP 
C7 Male 18 8 1.75 (USA) Eiken STEP 
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C8 Female 18 6 - - 
C9 Female 18 8 - - 
C10 Female 19 7.17 - - 
C11 Male 18 6.17 - - 
C12 Female 18 7 - Eiken STEP 

 

   3.2.4 Ethics 

In line with the University of Bedfordshire’s research ethics guidelines, all participants – raters, 

examiners, candidates - were informed of the nature of the study, their roles, duties and benefits, 

their right to withdraw themselves from the study, their rights to confidentiality, and their rights 

to anonymity such that their personal identity would not appear in any reports, articles or 

presentations. Informed consent was obtained from all participants prior to their participation in 

the study. 

 

3.3 Instruments           

 

3.3.1 Personality Inventory – The HEXACO-PI-R 

This section explains the instrument that was used to collect estimates of rater personality 

dimensions which address RQ1.  The personality estimates also provided the selection criteria 

for participants of the Stimulated Recall Interviews (see sections 3.4.4 and 4.2.3) which were 

important in addressing the qualitative RQ2.  The six factor HEXACO-PI-R (Lee & Ashton, 

2009) was the instrument selected to measure personality and this was constructed around the 

HEXACO model of personality which was explained in section 2.6.  This instrument was 

selected primarily for two reasons.  Firstly, the HEXACO-PI-R has been extensively validated 

(Lee & Ashton, 2008) and has already been used in a many peer-reviewed studies across a wide 

spectrum of fields (e.g., Baiocco et al., 2017; Casillas, Way, & Guo, 2019; De Vries, De Vries, 

& Born, 2011; Lemoine, Aggarwal, & Steed, 2016; Marcus & Roy, 2019).  Secondly, the 

HEXACO-PI-R is freely available to researchers online while other personality inventories such 

as McCrae and Costa’s (2010) NEO-PI-R is a proprietary instrument that would add significant 

extra costs to the study.  Furthermore, the NEO-PI-R is only sold as a paper-based instrument.  
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The inability to collect data in a computerised form would also add further financial and time 

constraints. 

 

The HEXACO-PI-R instrument models personality structure along six traits – Honesty-Humility 

(H-H), Emotionality (E), Extraversion (X), Agreeableness (A), Conscientiousness and Openness 

to experience (O) (K. Lee & Ashton, 2008). The model shares commonality with, and builds on 

Costa and McCrae’s work on the Five Factor Model (FFM) which is now widely accepted in the 

field of social psychology (Corr & Matthews, 2009).  The HEXACO-PI-R consists of 16 Likert-

scale agreement items across each of the six traits for a total of 96 items and takes approximately 

20 minutes to complete.  The complete HEXACO-PI-R can be viewed in Appendix 6. 

 

An online version of the 96 item HEXACO-PI-R was created with Google Forms.  The 

instrument already uses a randomised question order to avoid participants guessing the specific 

traits, so the online version was made simply by copy-pasting the items from the original files. A 

five-point, clickable, agreement scale was also added next to each item, see Figure 2 for 

examples. 

 

 

Figure 2.  Sample Question from the HEXACO-PI-R 

 

3.3.2 TEAP Speaking Test 

Eiken’s TEAP speaking test was selected as the most relevant test format.  Test-takers sit a 10-

minute interview with an interlocutor.   The interview consists of four sections, summarised in 

Table 5 (adapted from Eiken, 2015; Nakatsuhara, 2014).  This test was deemed most suitable for 
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the context of this study as it is currently in use in Japan and was designed to closely model the 

intended target language use (TLU) domain – university Academic English class (Nakatsuhara, 

Joyce, & Fouts, 2014).  For scoring the test performances, raters used an analytic rating scale 

(see Appendix 4) consisting of the following five categories: Pronunciation, Fluency, Lexical 

Range and Accuracy, Grammatical Range and Accuracy, and Interactional Effectiveness.  Each 

category has four proficiency levels (Levels 1 to 4 which correspond to Below A2, A2, B1, and 

B2 or above of the CEFR, respectively) defined by TLU-specific descriptors that have been 

developed using the CEFR as a reference point (Eiken, 2015). Since the TEAP analytic scale 

used in operational tests is confidential, the scale used in this study was constructed by parsing 

descriptors from a publicly available version of the holistic scale from the TEAP website (Eiken, 

2016). 

 

Table 5     
Overview of the TEAP Speaking Test     
  Cognitive Demands  

Task/Phase 
Time 
(Min) 

Grammatical 
Encoding Conceptualisation Example Topic 

Interview 2 

Personal information 
in different temporal 
frames (past, present, 
future) 

Ideas, low The candidate's high school life, 
hometown 

Discourse 
framework 
Examiner-
Candidate, low 

Roleplay 2* 

Initiating interaction Ideas, low Interviewing a school teacher 
Asking for 
information/opinions 

Discourse 
framework 

Commenting Candidate-
Examiner, high 

Monologue 1* 

Agreeing/disagreeing Ideas, mid Computer games are bad for 
children Justifying opinions Discourse 

framework 
Elaborating Candidate, mid-

high 

Extended 
Interview 4 

Expressing opinions Ideas, high Do you think reading 
newspapers is better than 
watching the news on TV? 
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Justifying opinions Discourse 
framework 

Comparing Examiner-
Candidate, high 

Speculating 
 

Elaborating   

* preceded by preparation time of 30 seconds   
 

3.3.3 Examiner Behavioural Taxonomy 

To address RQ2 it was necessary to map out the potential scope of how examiners co-construct 

spoken discourse with candidates.  Section 2.3 reviewed the literature related to examiner 

variation and from that a basic taxonomy of examiner behaviours was created. This taxonomy 

served as a reference guide during a subsequent analysis of test performance videos; the aim of 

which was to catalogue as wide a variety of behaviours from the examiners as possible.  It would 

be inaccurate to describe the approach used in this study as true Conversation Analysis (CA; e.g. 

Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson, 1974) as it breaks a key tenet: “unmotivated looking” – the idea 

that data drives theory on how conversation works, not the other way around (Galaczi, 2014; 

Liddicoat, 2011; Psathas, 1995).   Scrutinising a data set to find instances of behaviour would be 

considered antithetical to the goals of CA.  Yet, for this study, framing the data within a 

taxonomy that has been informed by CA findings is useful.  The principle of “unmotivated 

looking” was laid down by Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson (1974) at the inception of a discipline 

in need of a set of protocols to explore talk-in-interaction almost 50 years ago.  Since that time 

spoken assessment research utilising CA has advanced our understanding of the breadth of 

examiner behaviours (see section 2.3).  Furthermore, spoken assessment interaction is much 

more predictable and defined than ‘ordinary conversation’.  Institutional talk (of which spoken 

assessment interaction is one type) tends toward less variable interactional behaviours to achieve 

more predictable goals (Drew & Heritage, 1992).  A taxonomy, therefore, acts as a reference list 

of extant behaviours predicted to occur in spoken assessment interactions.  The specific 

examples of examiner behaviour that were catalogued from the video tests formed the focal point 

of the SRIs with raters.  How raters with differing HEXACO dimensions perceived the various 

examiner behaviours could shed light upon their rating process and hence triangulate (or provide 
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supporting evidence for) any relationships between rater personality dimensions and severity 

(and any other salient rating behaviours). 

 

All the studies covered in section 2.3 looked exclusively at linguistic features of examiner 

behaviour. Non-linguistic/visual behaviours were not explored.  Seedhouse and Egbert (2006:23) 

in fact note this limitation and in fact recommend “a more systematic video analysis would be 

necessary to shed light on the systematic use of body posture, eye contact, head movements, 

handling of written materials…” in relation to whether they provide unfair advantage to 

candidates in anyway.  Therefore, while the examination of the TEAP videos for examiner 

behaviour used a taxonomy and thus was not a true CA approach, it was also beneficial to 

include an “unmotivated look” for any non-linguistic examiner behaviours as well as any unique 

linguistic behaviours that may have occurred in the video excerpts that had not been identified in 

the literature to date.  As these did not appear in the taxonomy, a more unbiased CA analysis was 

possible.  Therefore, the analysis of the TEAP videos in this study might be considered a hybrid 

deductive and inductive CA approach (Nakatsuhara, 2012).  The taxonomy allowed for quick 

identification of known, verifiable verbal behaviours, while the CA focused on drawing out 

examiner’s non-linguistic behaviours. All these behaviours may be relevant to rater’s 

impressions of performance and hence were included in the SRI materials.  In fact, there is 

evidence to suggest that visual elements to test rating can impact candidate scores.  A study by 

Nakatsuhara, Inoue and Taylor (2017) that compared the performance of candidates during live, 

audio or video versions of the IELTS speaking test suggested that examiners scored audio 

performances more harshly.  Visual cues helped examiners provide context to sources of 

hesitation or pausing for example. 

 

A final cautionary note must be made about the issue of ascribing certain examiner behaviours as 

either positive or negative accommodations.  It is likely that this binary attribution of behaviours 

is an oversimplification.  As Ross and Berwick (1992) note, overly accommodative behaviour on 

the part of the examiner can actually inhibit a candidate from displaying more complex language.  

Hence an “easy” examiner that is displaying many accommodative behaviours could be 

negatively affecting a candidate’s score.  Furthermore, McNamara and Lumley’s (1997) findings 
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suggested that candidates paired with “hard” examiners (those displaying few accommodations 

or thought to be less supportive of candidates) were also given a compensatory bump in their 

score by raters.  It is not clear how often these two phenomena occur or how they interact, but 

they do suggest a co-constructed nature to test performance, and that the interaction is complex 

with many variables.  However, this issue was beyond the scope of this research.  What was 

important for this study was to use the taxonomy and hybrid inductive/deductive CA approach to 

select interesting examiner behaviours that may have been of relevance to rater’s during their 

rating process. The purpose of this study was to understand how a rater’s personality may have 

affected what they noticed about the examiner-candidate interaction and how (if at all) those 

behaviours informed their rating process and final scores.  The fact that the examiner behaviours 

may have affected the original performance was of no regard, rather it was the rater’s perception 

of the co-constructed performance that was of relevance.   

 

The Examiner Behavioural Taxonomy is presented in Tables 6 and 7 and was informed by 

Brown (2003), Lazaraton (2002), Long (1981), Seedhouse and Egbert (2006), and Seedhouse 

and Harris (2011).  As noted in the above paragraph, while overly accommodative behaviours on 

the part of the examiner may not always be advantageous to the candidate, the accommodation 

can be categorised, in very broad terms, as more or less facilitative of an interaction.  The table 

nomenclature reflects this, where the title phrasing of higher/lower levels of accommodation 

infer behaviours associated with greater/lesser facilitative intent respectively. 
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Table 6 

Examiner Behaviours Associated with Higher Levels of Accommodation 

Behavioural 

Function 

Behaviour Definition 

Topic 
Initiation Priming Using a closed question to establish topic and following up with an open question to prompt an 

extended response 

 

Topic 
Extension 

Topicalization Using the candidate’s responses to establish a follow up question for further extended response 

Recycling The use of a modified earlier prompt to elicit more detail about a topic (what do you like about 
X, what else do you like?) 

Topic Shift Explicit Topic 
Shift 

Using formulations (summaries of candidate response), assessments (evaluation) or Topic 
Boundary Marker (TBM) gambit (let’s move on to) to signpost shift/ closure of topic 

Repair 

Supply Finishing a candidate’s sentence by supplying the vocabulary or offering a vocabulary item in a 
question form as a confirmation of understanding 

Reformulation Changing/Repeating the prompt question either immediately or after candidate seems to fail to 
comprehend or initiates repair request 

Correction Repeating incorrect word form(s) to draw the candidate’s attention to it, or replying to the 
candidate with the correct word form(s) 

Prosodic 
adjustment 

Prosodic 
Adjustment 

Parsing sections of utterances, or modulating intonation, stress, rhythm to focus attention on 
keywords or signpost turn-taking etc. 

Interventions 
Intervening Taking over a candidate turn and asking questions to prompt or encourage talk from quieter 

candidates 

Explaining Rephrasing instructions differently from the Interlocutor Frame (i.e., examiner script) 
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Synonym Using a simpler word or phrase soon after a vocabulary item from a prompt or instruction to 
signpost meaning 

Suggestions Prompting discussion by offering question forms for candidates to use 

Refutation Explicitly denying the candidate’s response as off topic and restating the question 

 

Feedback/ 

Rapport 

Back-
channelling 

Frequently using newsmarkers (e.g., really? I see, oh*) and continuers (e.g., uh-huh, mmm, mm 
hm, yeah*) as positive feedback 

Example. C: After [graduation] I want to be a [civil servant], yeah, and 
I’d like to [help the people from my hometown] 

       E:           [mmm]                      [uh-huh]                                                       
[oh really?] 

Active 
Listening Using formulations and assessments to show comprehension 

Engaging Using explicit statements of surprise or interest 

* The specific linguistic phenomena used as examples for specific behaviours may be also used to fulfil other different behavioural 
functions and should not be treated as absolute, discreet indicators of a specific function necessarily. 
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Table 7 

Examiner Behaviours Associated with Lower Levels of Accommodation 

Behavioural 
Function 

Behaviour Definition 

 

Topic Initiation 

Non-priming Using ambiguous, closed questions on unrelated topics to try and elicit extended response (e.g., 
Do you like school? > Do you have a hobby? > Do you play the piano?) 

 

 

Topic Extension 

Pausing Using silence or continuers (e.g., uh-huh, mmm*) to elicit an extended response 

Example. C: After graduation I want to be a civil servant. 

        E: mmm…(1.0)…uh-huh… 

Tokens Using response tokens (e.g., echo, echo-plus- tag, yeah? *) to elicit more detail about a topic 

Example. C: After graduation I want to be a civil servant= 

        E:                                              = a civil servant, 
do you?                                                                      

Challenge A negative evaluation where the examiner either disagrees with or asks justification on a 
candidate’s opinion 

 

Topic Shift 

Generic 
Topic Shift 

Using response tokens (e.g., right, ok, yeah, thank you, alright*) to signal the upcoming shift of 
topic 

Example. C: After graduation I want to be a civil servant. 

        E: Alright, thank you. Now let’s talk about… 

Unmarked 
Topic Shift 

Examiners move to the next topic by asking a direct question immediately without any marking 
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Feedback/ 

Rapport 

Non-reactive Minimal or infrequent use of newsmarkers (e.g., really?, I see, oh*) or continuers (e.g., uh-huh, 
mmm, mm hm, yeah*) as positive feedback 

Example. C: After graduation I want to be a [civil servant], yeah, and I’d 
like to help the people from my hometown= 

E:                                           [oh]            

                                        = Thank you. Next question… 

Passive 
Listening 

Little demonstration of comprehension via use of formulations and assessments 

Disengaging Little use of explicit statements of surprise or interest 

* The specific linguistic phenomena used as examples for specific behaviours may be also used to fulfil other different behavioural 
functions and should not be treated as absolute, discreet indicators of a specific function necessarily. 
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 3.3.4 Building the SRI Material: Selecting the Examiner Behaviour Excerpts 

This section describes the selection and creation of video excerpts which were the focal point for 

Stimulated Recall Interviews (SRIs).  For the SRIs to produce more systematic and directly 

comparable rater comments, it was deemed critical to focus raters’ attention on specific 

candidate-examiner interaction events within the videos.  This entailed the analysis of selected 

excerpts from six (half) of the TEAP test performance videos which had been used to generate 

raters’ severity estimates.  The analysis highlighted as wide a variety of examiner behaviours as 

possible.  These behaviours were then used in the SRIs as focus points for discussion with 

selected raters to provide additional, highly contextualised, qualitative data which would address 

RQ2. 

 

The analysis of examiner behaviours observed in the six video excerpts is subsumed within the 

thematic analysis of SRI commentary (see section 4.2.3), rather than in this methodology section.  

It can be argued that this description of examiner behaviour from the video excerpts is part of the 

process which constructs the ‘instrument’ that was used to focus raters’ attentions and extract 

commentary during the SRIs and thus is a methodological element.  However, this study adopts a 

different stance - one of contextualisation.  It seems more logically consistent (and perhaps more 

easily readable and conducive to discussion) to place the CA of video excerpts (and associated 

examiner behaviours) and the rater commentary on those events directly side-by-side.  For a full 

explanation of the rationale for use and definition of the CA approach used in this study see 

section 3.3.3. 

 

The six excerpts were selected to ensure that there were two examiner performances for each of 

the three ‘interactive’ phases of the TEAP test (interview, roleplay, and extended interview) that 

provided more opportunity for candidate-examiner discourse (unlike task 3 which was a 

monologue task).  The aim of this selection strategy being to try and display a range or contrast 

of examiner behaviours across the whole test while also keeping the viewing materials for a one-

hour SRI practical.  While excerpts were primarily selected based on the presence of interesting 
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examiner behaviours, attention was also paid to try and ensure a range of candidate proficiencies 

was also covered. 

 

After repeated close viewing (with the behavioural taxonomy as reference guide) of all the TEAP 

videos used in the main data collection, the two most interesting (in terms of examiner 

behaviours such as those described in Tables 6 and 7 in section 3.3.3) excerpts for each phase of 

the test were selected.  These excerpts were then transcribed, and the linguistic features of 

interest highlighted.  A final pass of the transcription and video was made to identify any new 

behaviours (both linguistic and non-linguistic) which were also coded.  The six transcribed video 

excerpts and behavioural taxonomy were then passed to two independent speaking assessment 

researchers (both hold PhDs in speaking assessment research) who were asked to verify and 

comment upon the researcher’s findings.  Only instances of behaviour that had been verified by 

both researchers were kept in the final transcripts.  

 

3.3.5  Stimulated Recall Interview Support Model 

Rater interviews were conducted using a semi-structured approach based on Gass and Mackey’s 

(2000) model for collection of stimulated recall data. A set of interview protocols (see Appendix 

7) were drafted and used by the interviewer (i.e., the researcher) to ensure consistency across 

interview sessions. The Support Model (Gass & Mackey, 2000) decreased the likelihood of 

obtaining false-memory, researcher influenced, or less relevant, recall data in several ways which 

shall now be briefly covered.  The Stimulated Recall Interviews (SRIs) made use of six video 

excerpts from the original set of 12. During the SRI participants had access to the display 

software and could pause and comment on any aspect of the excerpts as they wished.  The use of 

stimuli for prompting memory recall is effective for reducing false memories of activities which 

may have occurred days or weeks later (Gass & Mackey, 2000).  However, the support model 

also allowed for a mixed interaction approach with the researcher also prompting the participants 

at specific moments in each video excerpt.  Consequently, the SRIs were low-structured because 

the researcher posed general, open-ended, non-leading questions of the type recommended by 

Gass and Mackey (2000).  The low structured approach is less likely to influence participant 
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focus or commentary which could be the case with more regular, focused or closed questioning.  

The provision of stimuli in the form of video excerpts also promoted immediate consecutive 

recall.  Immediately after viewing each excerpt, an SRI for that excerpt was conducted before 

commencing with the viewing of the subsequent excerpts.  Proceeding in a lock-step fashion 

reduces the opportunity for associating the memories of one examiner’s behaviours with a 

different examiner.  Pausing the video excerpts at specific key behaviours aids the relationship of 

raters perceptions to specific actions.  Raters commented on their thoughts and perceptions of 

examiners’ performances in relation to their ratings as they occurred.  Therefore, the information 

recalled could be considered more relevant because they were related to a specific action or 

behaviour which had just been witnessed. 

 

 

3.4  Data Collection Procedure 

This section details the methodological procedures involved in the collection of the quantitative 

and qualitative data.  The first round of data collection was conducted according to the flowchart 

(Figure 3) on the next page.  Quantitative data collection ran in two phases, the first being from 

June 2017 to January 2018, with another round running from October 2018 to January 2019.  

SRIs were conducted within a week to two weeks after the second round (and on individuals 

selected from this second round only) to minimise the time delay between participants 

completing rating and taking part in the SRIs.  Note that the rating session itself was not the 

stimulus, rather selected, specially edited video excerpts formed the SRI material (see sections 

3.3.4 and 3.4.4). 

 

3.4.1 Creating the TEAP Speaking Test Videos 

Twelve Japanese university students and twelve native-speaking English university teachers 

were convenience sampled from a public University in Japan.  These participants were given 

information packs which explained how the TEAP test would be conducted.  The examiners also 

received sample test materials and watched an example video from the TEAP website (Eiken, 

2016).  Unlike the operational TEAP test no specific training was provided on sticking rigidly to 

the examiner script due to one of the aims of this study – the observation of a range of examiner 
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behaviours.  Candidates and examiners were paired together randomly, and checks made to 

ensure both candidate and examiner were not known to each other, in order to avoid potential 

acquaintanceship effects (O’Sullivan, 2002).  The test room was set up to replicate the conditions 

seen in the sample test from the TEAP website (Eiken, 2016).  No rehearsal was permitted 

between the examiner and candidate before the live test to avoid potential practice effects 

(Bachman, 1990).  Only one test recording was permitted for each test session so that each video 

would be a single, uncut take.   

 

Regarding test lengths, the TEAP test should take around 10 minutes to complete but examiners 

were told not to adhere too strictly to this time to avoid cutting candidates off mid-sentence or 

causing awkward long silences for very low-level students during the more demanding Extended 

Interview (Part 4 of the test). In other words, for the purpose of this research, it was more 

important to capture varied interactional characteristics between the examiner and candidate than 

ensuring fairness to the candidates who participated in the experimental test.  Consequently, 

there was some variance in test lengths of the rating videos (see Table 8).  

 

The videos were edited and labelled with a number from 1-12.  This numbering was done 

randomly to avoid raters being able to guess a candidate’s likely proficiency based on viewing 

order.  The videos were uploaded to a Google Drive folder for remote viewing by raters.  Table 8 

also indicates an estimated (by the researcher when enrolling candidate-participants from his 

classes) proficiency for the candidate as well as which videos were selected for inclusion in the 

SRIs along with a note of the relevant section of the test featured in that excerpt. 
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Figure 3.  Flow
chart Show

ing the Phases of the Study 
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Table 8       
TEAP Speaking Test Video Information 

Video Number 
Video Length 

(min : sec) 
Candidate Proficiency 
Estimate (CEFR band) 

SRI Material: Test 
section used 

1 10:08 B2  
2 08:15 B2 Roleplay 
3 12:09 B2  
4 14:16 A2 Extended Interview 
5 12:10 <A2 Interview 
6 12:27 B1 Roleplay 
7 10:16 A2  
8 12:34 <A2  
9 11:36 B1 Extended Interview 
10 13:08 B1  
11 12:35 <A2  
12 11:54 A2 Interview 

 

 

3.4.2 Rating the TEAP Speaking Test Videos and Collecting Written Comments 

Raters were emailed a set of instructions, the analytic rating scales, and a training manual (see 

Appendix 8) which was based on actual TEAP self-access, initial rater recruitment and training 

material that the researcher undertook himself as part of the study planning phase in 2016.  This 

was done with consent from Eiken TEAP (Joyce, 2015).  The participants read the manual and 

watched/practice rated the two example test videos in the Google Drive folder.  After 

participants had confirmed they had completed the training and sought clarification on any 

outstanding rater training issues, individuals were then provided a link to the main rating videos.  

They then rated the twelve test videos in different orders according to a simple, staggered rating 

scheme (Rater 1’s first video was 1, Rater 2’s first video was 2, Rater 5’s first video was 5 and so 

on up to Rater 13 who’s first video was 1 again, with the pattern repeating).  This staggered 

marking scheme helped control for potential practice effects and/or rater drift that could occur 

over the 2.5 hour rating period between the first and last videos (Congdon & McQueen, 2000).  

The raters rated the videos remotely, at a time of their choosing but were instructed to complete 

all ratings in a single session.  Raters were free to view each video as many times as they wished 
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but to record the number of views along with their ratings on an online data collection instrument 

(Google Forms).   

 

For their first 11 videos, raters provided analytic scores according to the TEAP training 

procedures.  On their final video, after they had submitted their ratings, there was a final 

qualitative component to the data collection instrument (Google Forms).  Raters were asked 

directly to focus attention on the examiner and answer two questions (see Figure 4) which were 

required for completion of the instrument and could not be skipped, but no minimum or 

maximum limit to the character input was set.  Thus, all raters could be tapped for surface-level 

awareness of examiner behavioural data without disclosing the true nature and focus of the study 

to raters before they had performed the rating task.  The staggered rating scheme made it 

possible to collect commentary across all video performances.  This data underwent a thematic 

analysis (for an explanation of the relevant methodology see section 3.5.2) and the results were 

discussed within the broader context of the quantitative findings of this study (see section 4.2.2) 

as well as being compared to the results from the thematic analysis of SRI data (see section 

4.2.3).  Where the SRIs focused on eliciting specific feedback on concrete instances of examiner 

behaviour, the volunteered written commentary from all raters painted a much broader 

impression of rater perceptions (of examiner behaviour) while attempting to compensate for the 

limited number of SRI participants. 

 

 

Figure 4.  Qualitative-focused Questions from the Data Collection Instrument 
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3.4.3 Online HEXACO Personality Inventory 

Immediately after the raters had completed their rating, each participant was contacted by email 

and asked to complete the HEXACO-PI-R instrument (to address RQ1).  A copy of the original 

HEXACO-PI-R instrument (K. Lee & Ashton, 2018), including all item-statements can be found 

in Appendix 6.  This survey was constructed in a Google Form and accessed via a link in the 

email.  The rationale for getting participants to complete this after taking part in the study was to 

avoid the potential for individuals to guess the possible traits under investigation and then try to 

modulate their performances/ratings to what they assume the researcher may want to see 

(Holtgraves, 2004; Paulhus, 2017; Steenkamp, De Jong, & Baumgartner, 2010). 

 

3.4.4 Stimulated Recall Interviews 

After raters had finished the rating and completed the HEXACO-PI-R survey, individuals were 

contacted to take part in Stimulated Recall Interviews (hereafter SRIs) to collect the qualitative 

data necessary to address RQ2.  A list of potential SRI participants was drafted based on a 

combination of their Severity, Experience Level, Agreeableness and eXtraversion estimates (For 

explanations of these factors see sections 2.5, 2.6 and 2.8. For an account of the results which 

determined their selection as criteria for determining individuals to interview for SRI, see results 

section 4.1.3b).  However, the final number of interviewees ultimately depended upon raters’ 

availability and willingness to participate.  The study selected (from the second round of data 

collection), 3 individuals with severity estimates around the high, middle and low points and who 

also displayed (where possible) scores in the three predictor variables associated with severity 

which were (as closely as possible) in accordance with the quantitative results (i.e. the high 

severity SRI participant would be inexperienced, be disagreeable and extravert, for more 

information on which predictors impacted severity see section 4.1.3b). These individuals 

undertook the SRIs within 1 to 2 weeks of completing their main ratings but the SRIs used video 

stimuli for memory support (Gass & Mackey, 2000) to reduce possible impact time could have 

had on participants’ memories of their rating processes at the time.  At this stage of the 

qualitative analysis, the goal was to provide a much richer, more narrative explanation of 

individual raters’ observations and their impact on thought processes and exemplify whether 

these individuals would recall or describe the rating process or examiners’ behaviours 
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differently.  It is important to clarify here that the comments from the individual participants 

selected for the SRIs were not intended to be representative of certain rater ‘groups’ (such as 

‘severe’ raters, or ‘agreeable raters’ for example).  Rather, the purpose of the SRIs was to better 

understand the complexity and variety presented in the rating experience at the level of the 

individual. 

 

The SRIs were conducted in the following way: the researcher played the six video test excerpts 

in an order which allowed the raters to observe, in sequence, two different examiners conducting 

the same test section (either Interview, Roleplay or Extended Interview).  The raters were free to 

pause the video at any time to comment on their thoughts or observations of their rating process 

as well as the test performance in general (they were instructed to comment on any aspects of 

candidate or examiner behaviour that they noticed).  Furthermore, the researcher also paused the 

video at key examiner behaviours and ask a focused, but not leading series of questions (“What 

did you notice about the examiner’s behaviour here? Do you think this affected your rating 

process? If so, how?”).  The focusing of raters’ attentions was aimed at generating explicit and 

directed responses to definitive behaviours which can be directly compared with other 

interviewees responses.  The procedure was repeated for all six video excerpts.  A complete 

interview protocol instruction sheet can be seen in Appendix 7 and was created in line with Gass 

and Mackey’s (2000) model of a semi-structured approach to stimulated recall outlined in 

section 3.3.5. 

 

3.5 Data Analysis 

This section describes and rationalises the quantitative and qualitative procedures conducted 

after the main data collection phase.  These procedures can be contextualised into the broader 

flow of the study by viewing Figure 3, in section 3.4. The quantitative methodology involved 

two separate phases of score analysis: measure estimation and hypothesis testing.  Rater 

judgements of L2 spoken performance were coded as categorical data.  Candidates were awarded 

one of four levels of proficiency across five scales according to the descriptors (for details see 

the TEAP analytic scales in Appendix 4).  Rater personality traits (eXtraversion, Agreeableness 
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and Conscientiousness) were collected by means of Likert-scale responses which many 

researchers also consider to be categorical rather than interval data (Bond & Fox, 2015; Boone, 

Staver, & Yale, 2014).  The first step was to generate interval measures of severity from the rater 

judgement data, as well as the three personality traits from rater responses to the HEXACO-PI-R 

survey.  The process of interval measure estimation was achieved using Rasch analysis 

(explained in section 3.5.1a).  After the interval measures had been computed a Hierarchical 

Multiple Regression (HMR) was performed in IBM SPSS v.23.0 (IBM Corp., 2015) followed by 

an interaction analysis for moderation and mediation effects in PROCESS v4.1 (a macro for 

SPSS) (Hayes, 2022).  The qualitative procedures involved the use of a hybrid inductive-

deductive exploration of themes across a mixture of written comments and interview transcripts.  

The thematic analysis involved the use of two independent co-coders for inter-coder reliability 

purposes (Mackey & Gass, 2016).  The three procedures used to generate the quantitative and 

qualitative results are now covered in greater detail. 

 

3.5.1a    Score Analysis: The Rasch Model 

To answer RQ1, the study generated interval measures for the Dependent Variable (DV), Rater 

Severity, and three of the Independent Variables (IVs) from the six-factor HEXACO model of 

personality (IVs), specifically the eXtraversion, Agreeableness and Conscientiousness traits.  

This section provides the explanation and rationale for the mathematical model used to produce 

these measures.  Details of the Rasch analysis undertaken to generate the above measures are 

reported in Chapter 4. 

 

Rasch analysis is a mathematical model which allows the additive measurement of categorical 

data sets of the kind commonly produced from Likert surveys or judged performances across the 

human sciences (Bond & Fox, 2015; Eckes, 2015).  The Rasch model assumes the trait under 

examination is a uni-dimensional continuum (or latent variable) along which both the people 

measured and the items used to elicit responses can be plotted giving useful information 

regarding person ability and item difficulty (Linacre, 2019a).  The model is prescriptive in that it 

requires data to fit the model rather than fitting model to the data because it is based around 
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expected response probabilities (Shaw, 1991). Items or people that fall close to model parameters 

contribute to the measurement of the latent variable.  Those items or participants that deviate 

substantially from the model (underfitting) threaten the robustness of measure estimates or may 

reflect some other trait or construct. 

 

The basic mathematical model in Rasch is dichotomous and deals with data that can be coded as 

zero or one, yes/no, right/wrong.  The model for dichotomous data predicts the probability P that 

person n, of ability Bn, succeeds on item i, of difficulty Di.  Expressed mathematically it appears 

thus: 

𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒 �
𝑃𝑃𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛

1 − 𝑃𝑃𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛
� = 𝐵𝐵𝑛𝑛 − 𝐷𝐷𝑛𝑛  

          (Linacre, 2019a) 

 

Probability of success in the Rasch model depends on a logistic function of the differences 

between item and person and is measured in Log-Odds Units (Logits), an equal interval scale.  

Any given item difficulty or person ability can be predicted from its logit value.  Items with 

higher logit values represent those items that are more difficult to answer, while people with 

higher logit values represent individuals who are more able (at whatever is being measured).  

When an item difficulty matches person ability the Rasch model expects a 0.5 probability of 

success. 

 

Of relevance to this study are the more complex, polytomous and Many-Facets Rasch 

Measurement (MFRM) models.  The polytomous model (Rating Scale Model) was used for the 

estimation of trait measures from the HEXACO-PI-R instrument which used ordinal scales of 

agreement for item responses.  The polytomous model sees rating scales as a series of 

dichotomies between each of the scale categories (Eckes, 2015; Linacre, 2019b).  

Mathematically, this model is the probability that person n, of ability Bn, is observed in category 

k, of a rating scale F, applied to item i, of difficulty Di: 
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𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒 �
𝑃𝑃𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛

𝑃𝑃𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛(𝑛𝑛−1)
� = 𝐵𝐵𝑛𝑛 − 𝐷𝐷𝑛𝑛 −𝐹𝐹𝑛𝑛 

          (Linacre, 2019b) 

 

MFRM is suited for more complex estimations involving multiple variables (facets) beyond the 

person, item, scales matrix of the polytomous model.  MFRM was used to generate the estimates 

of the dependent variable (rater severity) to control for an additional facet – video rating order.  

Raters have been shown to exhibit drift in their scoring over extended periods of time (Congdon 

& McQueen, 2000).  The mathematical formula for the many-facets model is the probability that 

person n, of ability Bn, being awarded rating k, by judge j, of severity Cj, using rating scale F, 

applied to item i, of difficulty Di: 

𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒 �
𝑃𝑃𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛

𝑃𝑃𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛(𝑛𝑛−1)
� = 𝐵𝐵𝑛𝑛 − 𝐷𝐷𝑛𝑛 − 𝐶𝐶𝑛𝑛 −𝐹𝐹𝑛𝑛  

          (Linacre, 2019b) 

 

As this study requires the use of both the polytomous and MFRM models, both Winsteps® 

(version 4.4.7) and Facets (version 3.83.0) software were used.  These software present certain 

benefits for the study.  Firstly, the ordinal scores obtained from test performance ratings and the 

personality instrument can be mapped onto a common interval scale (logits).  Placing as many of 

the variables as possible onto a common scale with the dependent variable (Rater Severity) will 

allow effects to be more easily comparable.   Secondly, the Rasch suite of models are robust, the 

presence of ‘some’ missing data does not substantially bias item parameters (Ludlow & O'Leary, 

2000; Waterbury, 2019).  In this study, raters have to input a total of 60 separate rating (five 

analytic scores for each of twelve video performances), the chance that some raters accidentally 

miss a rating are high given the added cognitive load of having to rate performances at the same 

time as observing them.  Finally, Rasch analysis produces diagnostic person-item fit statistics.  

The fit statistics will be of use in the analysis of quantitative data by addressing two potential 
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limitations in the study: A) the fact that rater personality estimates are generated from the self-

report HEXACO-PI-R, and B) The study relies on raters scoring the video performances 

remotely and submitting their data to an online repository.  Regarding the self-report limitation, 

very muted infit and outfit (Mean-squares <0.5 in both) observed in the HEXACO-PI-R 

estimates of personality traits may be indicative of participants attempting to answer in a socially 

desirable way by constraining their input to central response categories  (Conijn, Sijtsma, & 

Emons, 2016; Ferrando, 2014) .  In the case of raters working remotely, the degree of rater 

‘attitudinal disposition’ cannot be observed directly by the researcher but it may be inferred 

through misfit values.  Large misfit (Mean-squares >2), might indicate issues with individuals’ 

rating processes (carelessness, rushing, central tendency etc.) and this could (if pervasive 

enough) degrade the measurement system, introducing error into the estimates of the dependent 

and independent variables under investigation (Linacre, 2002).  By identifying individuals with 

large outfit, it is possible to perform an additional diagnosis that may enhance reliability of 

measures (Linacre, 2010; 2019a).  The findings of these fit analyses are covered in Chapter 4, 

specifically sections 4.1.1, 4.1.2). 

 

 
3.5.1b    Score Analysis:  Hierarchical Multiple Regression 

This section provides an explanation of and rationale for the selected statistical model used to 

identify the presence/absence and degree of relationship between Rater Severity (DV) and the 

three rater personality traits eXtraversion, Agreeableness and Conscientiousness, which form the 

IVs of interest in this study.  

 

A Hierarchical Multiple Regression (HMR) was selected as the most appropriate statistical 

approach for answering RQ1.  HMR, also referred to as a Sequential Regression (Larson-Hall, 

2010), is an advanced correlational procedure popular in language testing and (more generally) 

social science research involving human participants, where there are often complex interactions 

between co-variables upon a dependent variable (Bachman, 2004; Gelman & Hill, 2006; Plonsky 

& Ghanbar, 2018).  Multiple Regression (MR) is used to examine the extent to which a given 

value of a dependent variable can be predicted based on the values of two or more other 
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independent variables (Darlington & Hayes, 2017; Gelman & Hill, 2006).  MR can also 

determine the degree to which each of the predictors (IVs) contributes to the total variance of the 

regression model.  The regression equation fits a line to cross-plotted data on the DV and IVs in 

which the sum of squared distances between the data points and that line are as minimal as 

possible (Darlington and Hayes, 2017; Gelman & Hill, 2006).  Expressed mathematically, the 

multiple regression equation describes how the mean value of the DV 𝑌𝑌 is predicted by each of 

any number n, of IVs 𝑋𝑋, where 𝛽𝛽 are the coefficients of change and 𝜖𝜖 is the random error 

term/residual because the IVs never perfect predictors: 

𝑌𝑌 =  𝛽𝛽0 +  𝛽𝛽1 𝑋𝑋1  +  𝛽𝛽2 𝑋𝑋2  +  ⋯+  𝛽𝛽𝑛𝑛 𝑋𝑋𝑛𝑛 +  𝜖𝜖 

(Darlington & Hayes, 2017) 

 

A key feature of multiple regressions is the “automatic provision of regression coefficients, 

proportion of variance and correlational measures of various kinds, all of which are kinds of 

[effect size] measures. “ (Cohen, Cohen, West, & Aiken, 2002). Furthermore, the effect sizes in 

multiple regressions are standardised indexes, unlike in other approaches such as 

ANOVA/ANCOVA.  This is important for language testing research because, frequently, the 

measures of dependent and independent variables are not commonly understood or easily 

conceptualised units (ibid.).  For example, mean heights between groups of male and female 

students in class is easily conceptualised (and indeed visualised) through commonly used interval 

scale measures (centimetres or feet and inches).  Contrast this to say, measures of spoken English 

ability between those same groups of male and female students.  Just how big of a difference is it 

when we say, ‘his English is good’ vs ‘his English is very good’ or even ‘his English is very 

good but she is a little better’?  We cannot visualise these degrees or differences, nor can we say 

these quantifiers have a standardised size between individual observers with absolute certainty 

(Bond & Fox, 2015). 

 

HMR, specifically, was selected because it compares models of various theoretical interactions 

between sets of IVs via a series of nested regressions.  These nested regressions are known as 
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blocks in SPSS (IBM Corp., 2015).  As reviewed in section 2.8, the literature already provides 

some hypothetical order to the predictors of interest with Agreeableness and Conscientiousness 

considered the strongest predictors (Bernardin et al., 2009; Dewberry et al., 2013).  Moreover, 

earlier research has shown that there are a number of other rater characteristics or demographics 

that have been shown to impact rating behaviours; briefly, those factors as they pertain to the 

present study are:  training and experience (Davis, 2016; H. J. Kim, 2015; Weigle, 1998), Shared 

L1 background with or accent familiarity of, the test-taker (Browne & Fulcher, 2016; Carey, 

Mannell, & Dunn, 2011; Y.-H. Kim, 2009; Winke et al., 2013).  Interestingly, as Rogers 

(2018:66) notes it might also be the case that teaching experience interacts with some or all of 

the above factors due to how some of the literature has defined rating experience: “…much of 

the research on experience actually focuses on language teaching experience or experience of 

studying language, rather than experience of making judgements”.  Therefore, it was important 

to build upon this earlier research and control for it, where possible, in this study to gain a deeper 

understanding of the impact of personality traits over and above the factors already identified by 

earlier research.  The use of nested regression models allows us to see the amount of additional 

variance in severity which can be accounted for by each individual personality trait after first 

explaining the variance in terms of already established predictors.  Another key selection 

criterion behind the use of HMR is the notion that as all three personality dimensions (IVs) are 

always present in each participant there could be a degree of inter-correlation between the IVs in 

their predictive ability on the DV.  Understanding how these variables add to any prediction of 

rater severity will be useful.  

 

The number of variables included in any regression must be tempered by the limitations of 

expected effect size, sample size and power of the study.  Assuming the accepted scientific 

practice of alpha = 0.05 and power = 0.80 (Cohen et al., 2003), then with a sample size of 86 

raters, and assuming a conservative R2 of 0.15 (in line with earlier research findings, see 

Bernardin et al., 2009; Dewberry et al., 2013) this study can support up to seven IVs based on 

Larson-Hall’s (2010) sample size vs effect size table. 
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Regarding the sequence of nesting in the HMR, usually demographic variables are included in 

the first model.  Then, the second and subsequent models include known important variables 

taken from earlier research, or other IVs of interest (Cohen et al., 2002; A. Ross & Willson, 

2017).  Given this procedural guideline for HMR, a rationale will now be outlined for the 

sequencing of IVs. 

 

Model 1: Severity = Intercept + Sex + Time Teaching + Test Experience Time + Test Experience 

Level 

The first block attempted to capture and control for as many demographic variables as possible 

given the upper limit of seven IVs dictated by the statistical power of this study.  As previously 

noted in section 2.7, personality research has indicated that some traits can be modulated by sex 

(Corr & Matthews, 2009; McCrae & Costa, 2010).  Therefore, sex may act as a confounding 

variable which could distort the effects of the IVs of interest (personality traits) and thus it was 

included as a control variable in the first block. 

 

Rater experience (see section 2.5 for more in-depth discussion) has been defined in different 

ways, whether as a temporal, experiential or combination thereof (Rogers, 2018), and with 

varying findings as a result.  Given the complexity in teasing out this facet of ‘experience’ the 

study provided an opportunity to include these various interpretations of the construct into a 

single data set and under a more comprehensive control.  Thus, ‘rater experience’ was parsed 

into three variables:  the length raters had been teaching in Japan (in months), the length raters 

had been involved in speaking tests as either an examiner or rater (in months), and also the 

‘level’ of training they had.  Test Experience Level was a nominal variable that categorised the 

rater sample into three levels 0 = no experience with speaking tests, 1 = experience with in-house 

speaking tests, where there may have been training but this cannot be qualified by external 

evidence, and 2 = experience with international, standardised speaking tests. 
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Model 2: Severity = Intercept + Sex + Time Teaching + Test Experience Time + Test Experience 

Level + Agreeableness + Conscientiousness 

The second block will contain the theoretically relevant variables that have been identified in the 

earlier literature (see section 2.8) and considered most likely to impact rater severity. 

 

Model 3: Severity = Intercept + Sex + Time Teaching + Test Experience Time + Test Experience 

Level + Agreeableness + Conscientiousness + eXtraversion 

The final model contains extraversion in isolation as it is considered more experimental due to 

the lesser degree of attention in the research literature surrounding raters (see section 2.8).  

Nevertheless, within the psychological community the trait was shown to be a component of 

leniency bias (Cheng et al., 2017), and thus was included in this study as an additional 

exploratory variable. 

 

Based on the findings of the hierarchical analysis (see section 4.1.3b), it was deemed necessary 

to perform an additional examination for possible interaction between statistically significant 

variables, particularly if IVs from model 1 (control/demographic variables) only become 

statistically significant in later models (which is indeed what happened in this study, see section 

4.1.3b for details). In this situation the interaction analysis will consider analysing sets of 

predictor variables on the dependent variable via two models; Model A examined for moderation 

and Model B examined for mediation (Hayes, 2022). 

 

Model A: IV (X) → Moderator (Mo) → DV (Y) 

The moderation analysis examines the degree to which an intervening IV affects the strength or 

direction of the relationship between a predictor variable and the DV (Hayes, 2022). 

 

Model B: IV (X) → DV (Y) + IV (X) → Mediator (Me) → DV (Y) 
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The mediation analysis examines the underlying process through which a predictor variable is 

related to the DV. This model computes for the possibility that the predictor affects a third 

mediating variable which in turn impacts the DV either partially or wholly (Hayes, 2022). 

 

3.5.2.  Interactional Data Analysis:  Written Commentary and SRIs 

Regarding the method of analysis of the rater written commentary which appears in section 

4.2.2, the task was to isolate and focus on raters who conformed to quantitative expectations.  

Therefore, the analysis was based on comments from the extreme ends of the severity-leniency 

continuum.  Raters whose severity was over one Standard Deviation above or below the mean 

were selected.  It was assumed that these raters would be more likely to display the most 

divergent rating behaviours that could be contrasted against each other to understand the causes 

behind such variety in severity.  This resulted in a total of 13 lenient and 16 severe raters 

available for analysis.  At this point all individuals were cross-checked on their values for the 

three variables of interest identified in the quantitative results (i.e., Test Experience Level, 

Agreeableness and eXtraversion - for explanations of these factors see sections 2.5, 2.6 and 2.8. 

For an account of the results which determined their selection as criteria for determining 

individuals to interview for SRI, see results section 4.1.3b).  For example, individuals high in 

severity but who indicated experience in standardised testing, displayed greater than one 

Standard Deviation in agreeableness and/or introversion were removed from the analysis.  This 

was done to filter out individuals whose profiles opposed the general correlations revealed in the 

quantitative data but still acknowledge and retain as much diversity in the data as possible.  Due 

to this cross-checking, three raters from the extremely lenient group and six raters from the 

extremely severe group were removed.  Consequently, the thematic analysis of rater written 

commentary in section 4.2.2 was based on the contributions of 10 extremely lenient and 10 

extremely severe raters (for details on these individuals, refer to Table 25 in section 4.2.2).  It is 

important to note here that the reporting of these sample sizes is to describe the methodology 

rather than to situate the data within a quantitative framework.  That the sample sizes of both 

groups ended up being equal was coincidental and not intentional on the part of the researcher.  

The goal of this thematic analysis was to provide a “rich and holistic” description of meaning 

that goes beyond merely “how many?” and examines how and why raters ascribe very different 
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assessments to the same test performances (Miles, Huberman, & Saldaña, 2014).  The approach 

is a common one in mixed-methods research and is frequently termed an ‘explanatory sequential 

design’; for an explanation of this design and its purpose, see section 3.1. 

 

Stimulated Recall Interviews were transcribed using basic orthographic transcription and then 

subjected to a thematic analysis in Microsoft Excel in their entirety.  A previous section has 

already outlined how the three SRI participants were selected (see section 3.4.4).  The 

methodology by which the thematic analyses for both forms of qualitative data is now presented.  

 

As was the case with the development of the Examiner Behavioural Taxonomy (see section 

3.3.3), the development of sub-themes for the analysis of the written commentary and SRI 

commentary might be best termed a hybrid approach – sub-theme codes were created 

deductively as well as inductively.  The study utilised a two cycle coding system with both 

elemental and procedural methods of coding utilised for the first cycle (Saldaña, 2016).  

Specifically, for the first cycle, the generation of sub-themes was achieved via a mix of concept 

and protocol coding techniques.  Concept coding is useful because it allows the researcher to 

identify not only new behaviours (from raters) but also new meanings within the data at both 

macro and micro levels.  Furthermore, concept coding is focused on ideas, particularly where 

“the analyst wishes to transcend the local…study…” (Saldaña, 2016:120).  Given the degree of 

cross-pollination with the field of psychology and the need to begin to explain the perceptions 

and behaviours of raters through the lens of personality, concept coding was deemed appropriate.  

The other technique, employed simultaneously with concept coding, is known as protocol 

coding.  Protocol coding relies on the use of pre-established codes, i.e. a priori defined lists of 

themes already identified from prior research (Miles et al., 2014).  As this study’s primary focus 

is in using qualitative data to explain the patterns from the quantitative results in a triangulation 

(attempting to explain how an personality variables might cause differences in rater severity), the 

inclusion of pre-existing themes from prior research is sensible not only from an efficiency 

standpoint, but also in terms of ensuring that the codes established within this research have a 

tangible “pedigree”; the themes and their associated codes have been previously identified across 

multiple instances of research (for a summary of this prior research see section 2.4). 
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The focus of the second cycle of coding was to generate the broader themes within the data.  

This was achieved through the use of pattern coding.  The aim of this pattern coding was to 

summarise the various sub-theme codes into more meaningful groupings (macro-themes) with 

the aim of generating a matrix display.  Matrix displays (a table or codebook) help to systematise 

the large and dispersed qualitative notes/codes into a more concise and accessible format 

“…which can make a more effective and memorable impact on our audiences” (Miles et al., 

2014).  The results of this process and the matrix display (codebook) are reported in section 

4.2.1.  An initial codebook was created after multiple passes of both the written commentary and 

SRI transcriptions by the researcher.  The codebook (see section 4.2.1) played an important role 

in validation, which Creswell & Clark (2018) note is a crucial part of qualitative research.  To 

help ensure that the researcher coding was an accurate and credible reflection of the dataset the 

study employed independent experts to externally validate the findings.  Providing a measure of 

objectivity to an inherently subjective approach is noted by both Mackey and Gass (2016) and 

Creswell and Clark (2018) who suggest intercoder agreement be employed as standard for 

qualitative research.  Therefore, this study employed two individuals to co-code (at least) 25% of 

all qualitative data (both written comments and SRI transcripts).  The individuals were language 

researchers holding PhDs, familiar with the Japanese university context and familiar with 

qualitative research methods.  Coding for both the written commentary as SRI transcripts took 

place in Microsoft Excel.  The co-coders were provided with excerpts of text in which sub-

themes had been underlined but the researcher’s codes removed.  Co-coders used the codebook 

to independently label the underlined sections.  To ensure that the excerpt sample supplied to the 

co-coders reflected the diversity of the full data set, sampling strategies were employed.  In the 

case of rater written commentary, it was to randomly sample two rater comments from each of 

the 12 test performance videos, resulting in 24 of the 86 (27%) written rater comments being co-

coded.  For the SRI data, there were a total of 18 transcripts, six from each of the three SRI 

participant.  Therefore, two randomly sampled excerpt transcripts were selected from each of the 

three SRI participants which represented 33.3% of the SRI data.  Excerpt selection also ensured 

that of the six total excerpts selected, there were two from each phase of the TEAP test phases 

(Interview, Roleplay and Extended Interview) to also ensure a wider variety of interaction types 

to be co-coded.  Inter-coder reliability was calculated as a function of the percentage agreement 

between the researcher and co-coders (Mackey & Gass, 2016).  As shown in Table 9, for the 
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written commentary, a total of sixty segments of commentary were highlighted for independent 

labelling by the co-coders, resulting in a possible maximum of 180 agreements.  The co-coding 

processes resulted in 164 agreements and 16 disagreements between the researcher and both co-

coders.  The inter-coder reliability rate for the written commentary data was 91.1%.  For the SRI 

commentary a total of ninety segments were available for independent labelling, for a maximum 

of 270 possible agreements.  The co-coding process for the SRI data led to 244 agreements and 

26 disagreements with an inter-coder reliability of 90.4%.  Where disagreements occurred, they 

were rigorously discussed with the co-coders and a consensus reached on a single appropriate 

coding label.  The codebook was then modified to reflect the refinements after the discussions 

and then the remaining written comments and SRI transcripts were coded single-handedly by the 

researcher according to the revised changes. 

 

Table 9 

Inter-coder Reliability for Two Types of Interactional Data 

 Written Commentary SRI Commentary 

Segments Coded 60 90 

Total Agreements  180 270 

Agreements 

 % 

164 

91.1% 

244 

90.4% 

Disagreements  

% 

16 

8.9% 

26 

9.6% 
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4 Results and Discussion          

 

This chapter describes the findings from both the quantitative and qualitative approaches of the 

study.  The first section covers the three statistical approaches that were necessary in generating 

the interval scale data for answering RQ1 - whether the independent variables of eXtraversion, 

Agreeableness, and Conscientiousness modulate the dependent variable Rater Severity.  To 

achieve this goal, a Hierarchical Multiple Regression (HMR) was performed, the results of 

which are presented in sub-section 4.1.3.  However, prior to running the HMR, it was necessary 

to establish a series of interval scale estimates of the dependent (DV) and independent (IVs) 

variables and to check the suitability and functionality of said data considering certain data 

collection limitations mentioned in sections 3.5.1a and 5.4.  Sub-section 4.1.1 details the results 

of the Many-Facet Rasch Measurement (MFRM) estimation process used to generate the interval 

measures of Rater Severity (DV).  Sub-section 4.1.2 describes the results from the Rasch RSM 

analysis used to establish interval measures of the three personality traits (IVs).   

 

The second half of this chapter (section 4.2) is devoted to the qualitative aspects of this research 

that attempt to address RQ2 - how raters of differing personality dimensions perceive various 

aspects of co-constructed discourse between the examiner and candidate, and whether these 

differing perceptions have any relationships with upon their rating process and final judgements 

of test-taker proficiency.  Consequently, this section also includes the discussion element of this 

study as it attempts to draw inferences from the textual data that provide evidence towards 

understanding the quantitative results, specifically with the idea of explaining causation between 

personality and rating severity.  This framing of qualitative results within the discussion to 

address the quantitative findings is in line with the explanatory-sequential design of this study 

(Creswell & Plano Clark, 2018; Moeller et al., 2016) for more details of which see section 3.1.  

For a more detailed breakdown of the qualitative analysis see the introductory explanation in 

section 4.2. 
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4.1 Quantitative Results 

 

4.1.1 Rater Severity Measures using Rasch MFRM 

A Many-Facets Rasch Measurement analysis was undertaken using the Facets program, version 

3.83.0 (Linacre, 2019d) to generate the rater severity measures.  The facets selected for this 

analysis were ‘rater’, ‘video’ and ‘rating scales’.  The model that specified how these facets were 

to interact was: ?, ?, #, R4.  This model directed the Facets program to analyse the interaction 

between any rater and any video performance on a series of five, independent scales, each 

consisting of four levels.  The hash symbol (#) instructs the model to choose the parameterisation 

with the Partial Credit Model instead of the Rating Scale Model so that each of the five scales 

used for generating measure estimates has a unique scale structure (Bond & Fox, 2015; Wright, 

1998).  This was done because each of the analytic scales has the potential to function 

independently since each scale has distinct criteria for assessment. 

 

The rater facet (being the object of interest) was allowed to float while the video and scale facets 

were centred.  This was achieved with the use of the ‘Noncentered=’ specification function as 

“The usual convention is to center the frame of reference on the agents of measurement…This 

establishes the origin. Then the objects of measurement…are positioned with respect to this 

origin.” (Linacre 2019b:144).   

  

For the purposes of this study, the dependent variable (rater severity) is an overall measure 

calculated from individual raters’ scores across all five rating categories on the analytic scale.  

Generating individual severity estimates for each of the five categories of the TEAP scale was 

not possible in this study due to limitations in response strings.  For stable measures of a latent 

trait Linacre (1994) recommends a minimum of 50 data points per rater for polytomous data.  

This study generated a combined response string for each rater of 60 (five ratings for each of the 

12 videos per rater) which is just over the practical limit suggested by Linacre (1994).   
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The analysis generated severity estimates for each rater on an interval scale of logits (details of 

this measure were provided in section 3.5.1a).  Positive values denote higher severity, while 

negative values indicate greater leniency.  This section will now cover the general descriptive 

statistics to provide an overview of this aspect of the sample, followed by an examination of 

misfit to see how well the data fits the Rasch model. 

 

Figure 5 (on page 98) shows a variable map from the Facets (Linacre, 2019d) program that 

presents a visual account of the distribution of severity of the raters in relation to the other 

elements of the analysis.  The variable map also functions as a histogram along the severity 

variable.  The visual distribution of raters along the y-axis suggests that sample is reasonably 

normally distributed.  The median severity is slightly skewed negative, indicating a tendency 

towards leniency in this sample.  It could also be argued that the overall distribution appears 

slightly leptokurtic (narrow peak, thin tails).  Examining Table 10 (on the next page), gives 

further information on this sample.  Mean severity was -0.67 with a Standard Error of 0.27.  

Therefore, there is a 68% probability that the reported Mean severity value lies somewhere 

within 0.27 logits of the “true” severity values.  The sample Standard Deviation was 1.13 logits. 

The most severe rater was #62 with a value of 2.31 logits (SE = 0.28), the most lenient rater was 

7 with a value of -3.21 logits (SE = 0.28).  The ‘fair average’ score for rater 62 was 1.86, while 

the ‘fair average’ score for rater 7 was 3.40.  The ‘fair average’ converts the Rasch measures 

back into averaged, raw scores (the band from the analytic scales) that the raters would have 

awarded if they had all rated the exact same candidate at the same time, under the same 

conditions (Linacre 2019b).  The TEAP analytic scale and its categories’ criteria were developed 

using the CEFR as a reference point (Eiken, 2015; 1 = Below A2, 2 = A2, 3 = B1, 4 = B2).  

Candidate raw scores are, therefore, indicative of and correspond to the four levels of CEFR 

proficiency which contextualises those abstract values within an international standard for 

describing ability.  In this study, when the most severe rater (62) observes a performance that 

they consider to be ‘Below A2’, the most lenient rater (7) would evaluate that same performance 

as ‘B1’.  A speaker below A2 is considered a ‘breakthrough’ user in the CEFR framework, and is 

summarised as able to: 
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“interact in a simple way, ask and answer simple questions about themselves, where they live, people 

they know, and things they have, initiate and respond to simple statements in areas of immediate 

need or on very familiar topics, rather than relying purely on a very finite rehearsed, lexically organised 

repertoire of situation-specific phrases.” 

        (Council of Europe, 2018:163) 

In contrast, a speaker at B1 is considered to be at the “Threshold Level specification for a visitor 

to a foreign country” with the ability to:  

“maintain interaction and get across what you want to, in a range of contexts…[and] cope flexibly with 

problems in everyday life…enter unprepared into conversations on familiar topics; make a complaint; 

take some initiatives in an interview/consultation (e.g. to bring up a new subject) but is very 

dependent on interviewer in the interaction; ask someone to clarify or elaborate what they have just 

said.” 

(Council of Europe, 2018:163) 

 

The raw score conversions, in this case, clearly exemplify the importance of understanding the 

complexities involved in the rating process that can lead to such huge disparities between 

judgements. 

Table 10        
Summary Statistics of Rater Severity           

 
Severity 
(logits) 

Fair Average 
(4 band scale) Model SE Infit Outfit 

    MnSq ZStd MnSq ZStd 

Mean -0.67 
 

2.65 0.27 0.97 
-

0.20 1.19 0.20 
SD (sample) 1.13 0.33 0.00 0.30 1.50 1.05 1.50 
Max (severity) 2.31 1.86 0.28 1.13 0.70 1.64 1.20 
Min (leniency) -3.21 3.40 0.28 2.15* 4.30 1.78 0.90 
        
RMSE              0.27 
Adjusted SD    1.10 
Separation       4.01 
Strata               5.68     
Reliability (KR-20)   0.94 

Fixed (all same) Chi-square   1433.4 d.f.: 85   sig. 0.00 
Random (normal) Chi-square 80.6    d.f.: 84    sig. 0.59 
Inter-rater agreement opportunities 219046 
Exact agreement  123581  (56.4%) 
Expected  121195.2  (55.3%) 
Rasch-kappa  0.02 

* value suggests rating behaviour that is degrading the accuracy of the Rasch Model  
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Figure 5.  V
ariable M

ap of R
ater Severity (positive = severe, negative = lenient).                
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When considering reporting the number of statistically different, hypothetical levels of 

performance in a broader population, Wright and Masters (2002) recommend using the 

‘Separation’ value rather than ‘Strata’ value when the participant sample outliers follow a normal 

distribution.  As noted earlier in the visual inspection of Figure 5, the distribution of raters is 

slightly leptokurtic; there are no significant outliers or “heavy tails”. The Random Chi-square 

value (p = 0.59) is not significant indicating that we cannot reject the null hypothesis that the 

raters are sampled at random from a normally distributed population (Linacre, 2019b).  Results 

suggest that there are four statistically significant levels of severity (Separation = 4.01) in the 

hypothetical rater population.  The relative reproducibility of the sample severity estimates (KR-

20) is 0.94.  The Fixed chi-square value (p < 0.01) (a significance test for the hypothesis that all 

raters in the sample are equally severe) is significant, we therefore reject the null hypothesis that 

the raters are all equally severe.   

 

In table 10 two methods of examining inter-rater reliability are also provided.  The first, is a 

simple comparison of the proportion of exact agreements observed in the data vs the expected 

number of exact agreements as determined by the MFRM model (Linacre, 2019b).  Observed 

exact agreements (56.4%) were slightly greater than the model prediction under the same 

conditions (55.3%) but this difference is small and suggests that the raters in this sample were 

acting as independent experts.  This is further supported by the Rasch-kappa index (0.02) which, 

near zero, suggests the data fit the assumption of local independence (Baghaei, 2008; Eckes, 

2015). 

 

As mentioned in 3.5.1a, independent, remote rating input was a potential limitation to the data 

methods employed in this study.  It is possible this collection method affected rater behaviour in 

some way.  To examine whether rating behaviour seems less predictable than should be expected 

under the Rasch model, it is necessary to perform a person-fit analysis.  For purposes of misfit 

diagnosis, infit/outfit mean-square values above two are considered to distort the measurement 

system and thus highlighted for further examination (Linacre, 2019e).  If misfit is severe and 

pervasive enough to impact the estimation measures of other raters significantly, it would be 

necessary to perform additional procedures to mitigate the induced error, as the data should 
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accord with the probabilistic, prescriptive Rasch model (Bond & Fox, 2015).  Examining the 

Rasch Estimates of Rater Severity table (see Appendix 9), the researcher identified 10 of the 86 

raters had mean-square values greater than two that were potentially distorting the measurement 

model.  Following Linacre’s (ibid.) protocols, the 10 underfitting raters were removed and a new 

MFRM estimation was performed. The improved estimations were then subtracted from the 

original values to observe the difference that removing the misfitting raters had on the Rasch 

model’s performance.  The average change to estimates was ±0.05 logits with a maximum range 

of between -0.15 and 0.19 logits change.  Consequently, the study accepted that the change was 

minimal and unlikely to affect subsequent analyses in a substantive way, so the original 

estimations were kept for the main regression analysis. 

 

To provide further evidence on the adequate functioning of the Rasch Model used to generate the 

DV (rater severity), the study also includes summary statistics on the other two facets involved in 

the estimation process and observed in the variable map (Figure 5, earlier in this section), which 

are now reported. 

 

Video performances (labelled hereafter as V1 through V12) refer to the recorded test interactions 

between candidate and examiner used by raters to generate the severity estimates.  The 

‘Proficiency’ logit values in Table 11 are estimates of each candidate’s speaking ability.  Positive 

values, or higher, vertical placement on the map denotes greater proficiency, while negative 

values (towards the bottom of the map) indicate lesser proficiency.  The variable map (Figure 5) 

shows that the video performances have a broad spread of proficiency measures that exceed the 

tails of the distribution of rater severities.  Furthermore, this spread appears evenly distributed 

along the latent variable without significant skew or clustering of performances at any single 

point along the continuum.  As this facet was centred, the mean proficiency is 0.00 logits (SE =  

0.11).  The Standard Deviation for the sample of video performances was 3.64 logits.  V2 was 

the most highly rated performance, resulting in a score of 6.32 logits (SE = 0.23).  The ‘fair 

average’ for V2 was 3.97 (the maximum possible for each of the five analytic scales of the TEAP 

test is four, the minimum possible score is one).  Contextualising this value within the CEFR, the 

performance recorded in V2 is equivalent to that of a B2 ‘Vantage’ user capable of arguing 
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effectively, being a fully active participant in social discourse, while also having greater 

language awareness (Council of Europe, 2018). 

 

 

V8 contained the least proficient speaker of the sample who was estimated at -5.97 logits (SE = 

0.13), which converts to a ‘fair average’ performance score on the TEAP scales of 1.19.  This 

places the candidate from V8 at the A1 ‘Breakthrough’ level on the CEFR.  These individuals 

are capable of more than memorised, situation-specific phrases but they are, however, limited to 

basic generative language, e.g., simple statements related to basic needs or familiar personal 

topics (ibid.).  Overall, the summary data suggests that person-item targeting was sufficient for 

reasonable precision of the rater severity measures (Linacre 2019b).  

 

The Fixed chi-square value (x2 (11) = 8589.3; p < 0.01) suggests that the differences between the 

performance scores for each video are statistically significant and unlikely due to measurement 

error.  The Random Chi-square value (x2 (10) = 11.0; p = 0.36) is not significant; the videos (and 

by implication, candidates) were selected from a broader theoretical population that can be 

assumed to be normally distributed.  Separation estimates (Separation = 30.59) suggest that this 

Table 11  
Summary Statistics of Video Performances         

 
Proficiency 

(logits) 
Fair Average 

(4 Band Scale) Model SE Infit Outfit 
    MnSq ZStd MnSq ZStd 
Mean 0.00 2.63 0.11 1.01 -0.20 1.20 0.20 
SD (sample) 3.64 0.90 0.04 0.15 1.80 0.62 1.70 
Max 
(proficiency) 6.32 3.97 0.23 1.24 1.20 3.08* 3.60 
Min 
(proficiency) -5.97 1.19 0.13 1.33 3.90 1.19 1.20 
        
RMSE              0.12 
Adjusted SD    3.64 
Separation       30.59 
Strata               41.12     
Reliability (KR-20)   1.00 

Fixed (all same) Chi-square   8589.3  d.f.: 11   sig. 0.00 
Random (normal) Chi-square 11.0     d.f.: 10    sig. 0.36 
 

 * value suggests rating behaviour that is degrading the accuracy of the Rasch Model  
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broader population likely contains around 31 statistically significant levels of ability.  Reliability 

of the video performance measures in this sample is also very high (KR-20 = 1.00). 

 

The high outfit mean-square (Outfit MnSq = 3.08) evident in Table 11 necessitates a more in-

depth examination of fit values for the video facet to ensure certain performances are not 

contributing undue noise to the Rasch model which may have skewed the estimation process for 

the rater severity values (Bond & Fox, 2015; Linacre, 2019e).  Based on the Rasch Estimates of 

Video Performances table (see Appendix 10), V2 was the only performance with a mean-square 

value greater than two.  Following protocols established by Linacre (2019e), the misfit analysis 

showed that removing video 2 from the estimation process of rater severity caused an average 

change in that measure of +0.57 logits; the minimum change was +0.45, the maximum change 

was +0.67 logits.  Severity increased by around half a logit across every single rater.  However, 

in this case there are two contextual issues to consider before accepting these updated measures.  

Firstly, removing V2 from the estimation process reduces the number of data points associated 

with each rater which in turn threatens person measure estimate stability.  By removing V2 from 

the estimation process the study reduces the number of data points per rater from 60 to 55.  A 

minimum of 50 data points/items is considered necessary for stable person measures (Linacre 

1994).  It seemed of little benefit to exchange one source of measurement error (a possibly 

poorly fitting video) for another (reducing the number of data points towards the ‘safe cut off’ 

point).  Secondly, the noise generated by V2 affected all rater estimates in a uniform way 

(severity increases between 0.45 and 0.67 logits) and was likely a product of the context - a very 

high ability candidate (C2 has 1.8 years’ worth of study experience over the next most 

experienced candidate) who exceeded the criteria descriptions for many, if not all, categories of 

the TEAP test.  In this regard, it is perhaps a benefit to see that all raters employed the use of 

extreme categories when presented with a performance that warranted it, ensuring as wide an 

interaction with the rating scale criteria as possible.  Accordingly, updated measure estimates 

were rejected, and the original severity measures were retained for the main quantitative 

analysis. 
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The final facet of the Rasch model to report on is named ‘Rating Scales’ and represents the 

functioning of all four performance levels across each of the five analytical categories from the 

TEAP rating criteria.  On the right side of the variable map (Figure 5, presented earlier in this 

section), they are coded S.1 – S.5 and refer to Pronunciation, Fluency, Lexical Range & 

Accuracy, Grammatical Range & Accuracy and Interactional Effectiveness, respectively.  Table 

12 displays the summary statistics for this facet, where the ‘Difficulty’ logit values are estimates 

of how difficult each scale is to ascend.  Positive values indicate areas on the scales with greater 

difficulty threshold estimates (candidates require higher abilities to increase the probability of 

scoring successfully at that level), while negative values indicate lower thresholds estimates 

(Bond & Fox, 2015; Eckes, 2015).  As this study utilises the Partial Credit Model, each scale 

defined itself independently from the others and this could have resulted in very different 

difficulty structures across the five analytical scales.  Figure 5 indicates some evidence for 

independent scale difficulties, with Pronunciation and Interactional Effectiveness being 

somewhat “easier” for candidates to get higher scores on.  The remaining three scales on the 

variable map, appear similarly difficult but slightly higher up, indicating they are more difficult 

for candidates to score higher on.  Inspecting Table 12 provides greater resolution to this 

observation.  The rating scale facet was centred, so the Mean difficulty for all scales was 0.00 

logits (SE = 0.07), with a Standard Deviation of 0.45 logits.  The most difficult scale was Lexical 

Range and Accuracy at a value of 0.43 logits (SE = 0.06).  The ‘fair average’ for this scale was 

2.52 out of 4 on the original TEAP scales used by raters (with a SE of 0.06).  The easiest scale 

was Pronunciation at a value of -0.64 logits (SE = 0.07), which replicates findings from the 

earlier validation study on the TEAP test (Nakatsuhara, 2014).  This converts to a ‘fair average’ 

of 2.76.  Under the CEFR framework, both of these scales’ (an indeed the mean) ‘fair average’ 

values fall within the proficiency band of A2+ “strong Waystage” which is a sub-division and 

update of existing CEFR descriptors on spoken language in the CEFR 2018 Companion Volume 

(Council of Europe, 2018).   

 

The Fixed and Random Chi-square values are of more relevance to the person (rater severity) 

and item (video performances) facets of Rasch analysis.  Nevertheless, those values are reported 

here out of a sense of completeness and as evidence towards the general performance of the Rach 
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model.  The Fixed Chi-square value (x2 (4) = 180.5; p < 0.01) is statistically significant, and we 

must reject the null hypothesis that the scale’s category difficulties are the same.  However, 

while variable difficulty between the TEAP category scales may be objectively true, when one 

contextualises those observations within the original scoring framework by using the ‘fair 

average’ estimates it becomes clear that for all practical purposes the five scale categories can be 

considered of equal difficulty.  The Random Chi-square value (x2 (3) = 3.9; p = 0.27) shows that 

the scale categories are randomly sampled from a hypothetical, larger population of normally 

distributed scale categories.  Furthermore, this ‘population of category scales’ contains about six 

statistically different levels of rating-scale difficulty (Separation = 6.72).  The reliability of 

difficulty estimates from this sample is very high (KR-20 = 0.98). 

 

Infit and Outfit mean-square values fell within acceptable limits and did not distort the 

measurement model.  Therefore, no further fit analysis was required for this facet of the Rasch 

model. 

 

 

 

Table 12      
Summary Statistics of Rating Scales         

 
Difficulty 

(logits) 
Fair Average 
(4 band scale) 

Model 
SE Infit Outfit 

    MnSq ZStd MnSq ZStd 
Mean 0.00 2.63 0.07 0.97 -0.70 1.20 0.80 
SD (sample) 0.45 0.16 0.00 0.14 3.1 0.71 4.8 
Max (Lexical R&A) 0.43 2.52 0.06 0.91 -1.8 0.84 -1.6 
Min (Pronunciation) -0.64 2.76 0.07 1.02 0.50 0.94 -0.6 
        
RMSE              0.07 
Adjusted SD    0.45 
Separation       6.72 
Strata               9.30     
Reliability (KR-20)   0.98 

 Fixed (all same) Chi-square   180.5  d.f.: 4   sig. 0.00 
Random (normal) Chi-square 3.9     d.f.: 3    sig. 0.27 
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In conclusion, the rater sample is normally distributed with a slight tendency to leniency.  The 

overall tendency is also ‘peaky’ with fewer extreme individuals.  Nevertheless, the results 

indicate that the rater sample likely contains four distinct levels of severity, and that at the 

extremes of the distribution, this difference could be considerable.  The most severe rater (62) 

was scoring test performances two whole CEFR levels lower than the most lenient rater (7).  

Inter-rater reliability data indicate the sample were functioning as independent experts and the 

assumptions of local independence were not violated.  A person-fit analysis indicated that while 

10 of the 86 raters underfit the Rasch model, the misfit did not degrade the measures in any 

appreciable way.  Furthermore, the fit analysis suggests that remote, online rating did not result 

in behaviours that have impacted measurement estimates, addressing a potential limitation of the 

study raised in section 3.5.1a.  Analysis of the video performance facet revealed that there was 

sufficient variety of performances such that raters were able to employ all four scoring bands on 

the TEAP analytic scales and this contributed to the precision of severity estimates.  The sample 

of candidates was from a normally distributed population with a theoretically high degree of 

separation.  The fit analysis of video performances showed that the removal of a single misfitting 

video would not have substantively impacted the severity estimates but removing said element 

and its associated data points may have.  Inspection of the rating scale facet indicated that scales 

were independently defined in terms of difficulty and the Pronunciation scale was much easier 

than the remaining four.  However, this difference was academic, and for all intents and purposes 

all five scales could be considered of equal difficulty for real world applications.  Given the 

adequate performance of the Rasch model that has been reported in this section, and that misfit 

within the rater and video facets was determined to be minimally impactful on the measures of 

the dependent variable (rater severity), the study retained the original estimates for inclusion. 

 

4.1.2 Rater HEXACO Personality Measures using Rasch RSM 

A polytomous (Rating Scale Model) Rasch measurement analysis was performed using the 

Winsteps® program for two-facet models, version 4.4.7 (Linacre, 2019c), to produce estimates 

of the rater personality traits (eXtraversion, Agreeableness, Conscientiousness) which would 

form the independent variables (IVs) in this study; for more information on these traits and why 

they were selected see section 2.6, 2.7, 2.8 and 2.9.  The facets included in the polytomous 
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analysis were ‘rater’ and ‘item’.  The ‘item’ facet refers to the Likert-scale statements of 

agreement that the HEXACO personality inventory associates with specific personality traits.  

Though raters completed the 96-item personality inventory on all six traits, the estimation 

process for each independent variable was done in isolation with the use of the control variable 

‘iselect=’ during the ‘extra specifications’ dialogue, pre-analysis (Linacre, 2019a).  Therefore, a 

series of three discrete computations were performed on each of the respective clusters of 16 

items from the HEXACO inventory that corresponded to the relevant independent variables. 

 

The analyses produced three personality trait estimates for each rater using a measure known as 

logits (see section 3.5.1a for explanation).  This interval scale measure makes the independent 

variable estimates directly comparable to the dependent variable (Boone et al., 2014; Eckes, 

2015).  One logit of agreeableness, for example, is of the same ‘weight’ or value as one logit of 

severity.  Positive logit values indicate raters higher in the associated trait (e.g., more extravert, 

more agreeable, more conscientious) and negative logit scores designate less of those traits or 

more of each trait’s antonymic properties (e.g., less extravert, more dishonest). 

 

The following sub-sections cover the person-item histograms, summary statistics and misfit 

analyses for each personality trait under investigation.  These personality traits will be reported 

upon in order of their position within the HEXACO acronym, rather than due to any importance 

or significance to the researcher or this study. 

 

 4.1.2a eXtraversion 

The histogram in Figure 6 plots the dispersal of raters (n = 86) along the personality trait 

(extraversion), with reference to the difficulties of the 16 extraversion statements from the 

personality inventory administered to the sample.  The x-axis is a shared scale measuring both 

the extraversion trait and inventory item (Likert scale statements of agreement) difficulty on a 

universal interval scale – logits.  Negative logit values indicate lower levels of extraversion and 

items that are easier to agree with.  Positive logit values specify higher levels of extraversion and 
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items that are more difficult to agree with.  The y-axis is a simple tally of either individual raters 

(blue histogram) or items (red histogram) located at various points along the logit scales 

(extraversion or difficulty).  The person histogram (blue) shows no skew and has a somewhat 

leptokurtic distribution.  The rater sample displays overall higher levels of extraversion with the 

mid-point of the peak sitting around 0.5 logits.  The red histogram shows a much more 

platykurtic distribution for items which did not bracket the rater sample.  Most of the items are 

clustered over the ‘easier to agree with’ tail of the sample instead of being spread out across and 

extending beyond both tails of the rater distribution.  Almost a third of the rater sample (n = 28) 

failed to encounter any items against which they could strongly disagree.  As a result of this 

narrow item distribution, the person estimates for highly extravert raters could exhibit greater 

error margins (larger standard errors) and hence measures of ‘traditional’ reliability (KR-20) 

might also suffer (Bond & Fox, 2015; Linacre, 1997). 

 

 

Figure 6.  Histogram of Rater eXtraversion 
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Table 13 details the summary statistics from the Rasch analysis of the extraversion trait.  Mean 

extraversion was 0.51 logits, supporting conclusions from the histogram (Figure 6) that the raters 

in this sample tend to be more extravert.  The Standard Error of 0.30 provides the bounds within 

which the “true” sample mean lies; between 0.21 and 0.81 logits at 68% probability.  The 

Standard Error of the Mean (SEM) was 0.09, revealing that a good degree of precision between 

the mean of this sample versus the “true” mean of the hypothetical wider population of raters.  

The sample’s Standard Deviation was 0.83 with an error adjusted “true” population SD of 0.76 

logits.  The most extravert rater was 22 (3.50 logits, SE = 0.62), the least extravert rater was 65 (-

1.48 logits, SE = 0.33).  The impact of insufficient items targeting the right most tail of the 

sample led to a halving of the estimate precisions for extraversion as exemplified by the 

discrepancy in SE reported above.  The average measurement error of reported measures, or Root 

Mean-Square Error (RMSE) is 0.33.  Real RMSE is used in this table because it is a 

conservative, ‘worst-case’ value that adjusts for misfit (Linacre 2019a), which is present based 

on the mean-square scores (discussed shortly). 

 

Rater Separation (2.32) implies the broader rater population contains nearly two-and-a-half 

statistically discrete levels of extraversion.  Person reliability is the Rasch equivalent to the more 

common test reliability measures such as KR-20, and both are reported here for convenience. 

(Linacre, 2019a).  Reproducibility of person measures for extraversion is 0.84 (Person 

Reliability) or 0.86 (KR-20), and these values are, in part, due to this rater sample reporting 

themselves as particularly high in trait extraversion. 

 

The summary statistics for extraversion (Table 13) also provide an overview of how well the 

person data fit the Rasch model.  The large (>2) infit mean-square score (3.42) for the maximum 

extraversion estimate suggests the need for a closer examination of all rater fit statistics to 

establish whether, and to what degree, raters’ response behaviours might have adversely 

impacted the estimation process (Bond & Fox, 2015; Linacre, 2019e).  A table (Rasch Estimates 

of Rater eXtraversion) containing individuals’ fit scores for the extraversion trait can be found in 

Appendix 11.  Seven raters (16, 36, 42, 44, 46, 81, 85) displayed fit values which suggested their 

scoring patterns were contributing excess noise to the measurement system.  Consequently, these 
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individuals were removed from a follow up analysis in Winsteps® (Linacre, 2019c) using the 

‘pdelete=’ command.  The result was an increase in mean extraversion of 0.06 logits.  The 

greatest change in extraversion estimates was 0.44 logits, the smallest change in estimates was -

0.01 logits.  These changes fall within the modelled SEs for the trait extraversion and are 

therefore, statistically insignificant.  The original estimates were retained for the Hierarchical 

Multiple Regression reported in Section 4.1.3. 

 

Table 13       
Summary Statistics of Rater Extraversion       

RATERS (n=86) 
eXtraversion 

(logits) 
Model 

SE 
Infit Outfit 

MnSq ZStd MnSq Zstd 
Mean 0.51 0.30 1.00 -0.18 1.01 -0.16 
SEM 0.09 0.01 0.06 0.18 0.07 0.18 
SD (sample) 0.83 0.05 0.58 1.65 0.61 1.65 
Max 3.50 0.62 3.42* 4.85 3.65* 5.04 
Min -1.48 0.27 0.24** -3.42 0.24** -3.47 

       
RMSE (real)                    0.33           
True SD (real)                 0.76      
Separation (real)              2.32      
Person Reliability (real)   0.84      
Test Reliability (KR-20)  0.86      

ITEMS (n=16) 
Difficulty 

(logits) 
Model 

SE 
Infit Outfit 

MnSq ZStd MnSq Zstd 
Mean 0.00 0.13 1.00 -0.13 1.01 -0.02 
SEM 0.14 0.00 0.07 0.48 0.07 0.46 
SD (sample) 0.55 0.01 0.29 1.92 0.29 1.84 
Max 0.61 0.14 1.61 3.86 1.63 3.89 
Min -0.97 0.12 0.62 -3.07 0.62 -2.98 

       
RMSE (real)               0.13             
True SD (real)            0.52       
Separation (real)         3.92       
Item Reliability (real) 0.94           
* = suggests response behaviour that degrades the accuracy of the Rasch Model (MnSq > 2) 
** = suggests response behaviour that overfits the Rasch Model (MnSq < 0.5)  
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Another aspect of the fit analysis is with regards to extremely muted (< 0.5) mean-square values.  

This type of noise to the data does not pose a threat to measurement but rather ‘overfits’ the 

Rasch model in the sense that the degree of stochasticity to the data is less than the Rasch 

equation has modelled (Rudner & Wright, 1995).  Muted mean-square values, therefore, might 

indicate individuals who have trouble consistently selecting the most socially desirable response 

categories for each trait and so, tend to play it safe by overusing the middle categories (Conjin et 

al. 2016; Ferrando 2014).  Using a misfit interpretation approach developed initially by Wright 

and Stone (1979) and then expanded upon by Smith (1996) it is possible to produce Table 14 (on 

the following page) to aid with interpretation of these overfit values.  This approach 

contextualises fit scores by including individuals’ response string data.  These data can then be 

compared to Smith’s (ibid.) diagnostic pattern models to expose idiosyncratic response 

behaviour. 
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Table 14                 
Overfit Diagnosis for Rater Extraversion                   

 
Item Response String  

(Likert Scale 1= strongly disagree, 5 = strongly agree) (items re-ordered from easiest to hardest, left to right) 

Rater 28 70r 76r 4 46 52r 10r 94r 16r 64 88 58 34 40 22 82r 
Infit 

MnSq 
Outfit 
MnSq Diagnosis 

5 4 4 5 4 4 4 3 3 4 4 4 3 3 4 3 2 0.44 0.43 low discrimination 
13 4 5 5 4 3 4 4 4 3 4 3 3 2 3 2 2 0.49 0.51* low discrimination 
15 4 3 2 3 3 2 2 1 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0.35 0.33 restriction; low 
17 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 2 3 2 3 3 3 2 3 0.26 0.24 restriction; central 
20 4 4 3 4 4 3 3 3 4 4 4 3 3 2 2 4 0.51* 0.48 restriction; central 
21 4 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 1 0.41 0.42 low discrimination 
25 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0.44 0.44 high discrimination 
34 4 3 2 3 3 4 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 0.36 0.35 low discrimination 
35 5 4 4 4 4 3 2 3 4 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 0.41 0.44 low discrimination 
39 4 5 5 4 4 4 4 4 3 4 4 4 4 2 4 4 0.51* 0.49 restriction; high 
59 4 4 5 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 3 2 2 3 3 0.42 0.41 restriction; central 
62 4 4 3 4 4 4 4 4 5 4 4 3 3 4 3 4 0.43 0.45 restriction; high 
64 4 5 3 3 4 3 4 3 3 4 4 3 2 2 3 3 0.44 0.45 restriction; central 
66 4 4 3 3 3 3 4 3 2 3 3 3 2 2 3 4 0.39 0.38 restriction; central 
73 4 5 4 3 4 4 4 3 4 2 3 3 3 3 3 2 0.35 0.36 low discrimination 
82 5 4 4 4 4 4 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 4 4 0.24 0.28 restriction; high 
83 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 2 4 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 0.32 0.3 restriction; central 

* exceeds threshold for overfit 
r = reverse code item; this has been corrected for consistency purposes (high score = high measure)   
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Examining the response patterns of raters on the overfit diagnosis (Table 14) of immediate note 

are the three individuals restricting their responses to exclusively (or almost exclusively) high 

categories (4, 5).    These raters (39, 62, 82) all have response strings that consist almost entirely 

of (75% or greater) ‘strongly agree’ or ‘agree’.  Rater 82 is the most extreme and has responded 

to all but three items with a single category ‘agree’, while 62’s response string is 69% ‘agree’ 

and rater 39’s response string is 75% ‘agree’, for example.  Given the person-item targeting issue 

displayed in Figure 6 and discussed earlier in this section it would be very difficult to ascribe 

obfuscating intent (socially desirable responding) to these unusual response strings.  Certainly, 

for most of this group of raters (except for 82, see below for discussion of this individual) it 

could be argued that their response strings are the result of highly extravert individuals who are 

only beginning to encounter a handful of more difficult to agree with items before the instrument 

ends.  Indeed, it may even be the case that the sample is drawn from larger population that is not 

truly random.  One might go further and propose that the English teaching profession naturally 

selects for individuals who are more inclined toward extraversion and thus the sample reflects 

this inherent skew.  As Ashton and Lee (2009) note, extraverts “feel confident when leading or 

addressing groups of people, enjoy social gatherings and interactions…” clearly advantageous 

predispositions for teaching. Also, raters 39 and 62 do display a willingness to disagree with 

certain items which suggests that this is perhaps a targeting issue more so than a response 

strategy.  For rater 82 the interpretation leans more heavily towards socially desirable responding 

due to the sheer overwhelming lack of variability to the responses for this individual.  Rater 82’s 

used ‘agree’ for 81% of their response string.  However, even this interpretation must be hedged 

with the understanding that the HEXACO items did not bracket the participant sample and so it 

could equally be the case that this individual does, indeed, represent the very right-most tail of 

extraversion who failed to encounter any items with which they could disagree.   

 

In a related response pattern, rater 15 also displays a restricted response set, but this time it is to 

the low categories.  62.5% of rater 15’s response string consists of a single category: ‘disagree’.  

The fact that the response string does include neutral and agreement responses means that the 

overfit is, again more likely due to reduced stochasticity and thus of little further concern as a 

threat to the estimation of extraversion measures (Smith, 1996). 
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Raters 17, 20, 59, 64, 66 and 83 present a different pattern which should also be discussed.  

These individuals have restricted their responses to the central categories; perhaps overly relying 

on the central category or not using the extreme ends of the scale.  In the case of raters 17, 20 

and 83, the issue is relatively straight forward and of little impact to the study.  These individuals 

limited responses have reduced the overall stochasticity of the Rasch model predictions for their 

measures but do not limit the usefulness of the data for estimation purposes.  On the other hand, 

raters 59, 64 and 66 require further explanation.  Between 50 - 56% of these raters’ response 

strings are ‘neither agree nor disagree’, and this is despite the person-item targeting (Figure 6) 

showing the instrument is generally easier to agree with overall.  These highly muted response 

patterns might indicate individuals who have attempted to manage their social image (Conjin et 

al. 2016; Ferrando, 2014).  While it is impossible to know, definitively, the motivations behind 

such a response behaviour, it perhaps does serve to highlight the limitations of self-report 

instruments.  Do the individuals really wish to avoid committing to extreme positions for fear of 

social judgement?  Or might they, perhaps, find it difficult to interpret the somewhat hypothetical 

and de-contextualised situational statements?  Take item 52 from the extraversion scale, for 

example: - 

“I feel that I am an unpopular person.” 

(K. Lee & Ashton, 2018) 

 

One might well be tempted to play a ‘game of definitions’ with such a statement; Is ‘unpopular’ 

meant in the literal sense of ‘not liked’ or might it be interpreted in a professional context as 

‘rebel’ – someone who will not follow the status quo? Then there is the issue of introspective 

ability, ‘How can I really know what other people think of me?’.  Participants might not truly 

understand themselves well enough (or congruently enough with how others view them) to 

answer accurately.  Regardless, this overfit does not distort the Rasch estimates of extraversion, 

rather it points to shortcomings of data collected via self-report instruments, but this is already a 

well-researched phenomenon (Holtgraves, 2004; Paulhus, 2017; Steenkamp et al., 2010).   
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The remaining raters in Table 14 are of much lesser concern, though are reported here for the 

sake of completeness. Raters 5, 13, 21, 34, 35, and 73’s low fit values can be explained by the 

low discrimination (and hence lack of statistical information for the Rasch model) to their 

responses (Smith, 1996).  These raters display a muted response pattern of neutral to slight 

agreement/disagreement for 75% (or greater) of responses.  Rater 25, however, displays an 

opposing (but related) diagnosis of high discrimination.  This individual approached the 

instrument with an almost binary outlook; 44% of their responses were ‘agree’ with another 44% 

‘disagree’.  There is almost no transitional zone between these two states.  Both types of 

discriminant patterns are less statistically informative because the full range of categories have 

not been used, and thus are too predictable.  There is little here to suggest socially desirable 

responding or other phenomena that might impact estimate measures for extraversion. 

 

This section now moves on to examine the summary statistics for the HEXACO-PI-R (K. Lee & 

Ashton, 2018) items on the extraversion trait.  This is done to present a full accounting on the 

functioning of the Rasch model and its generation of one of the IVs of the study.  Items refer to 

the Likert scale statements of agreement, of which there were 16 that specifically targeted the 

trait extraversion.  The logit value on the summary statistics (see Table 13) when referring to 

items is termed ‘difficulty’.  Items which have positive values are more difficult to agree with; 

items with negative values are easier to agree with.  The mean item difficulty was 0.00 logits (SE 

= 0.13).  The Standard Deviation for the sample of items was 0.55 logits with an adjusted 

hypothetical item-population SD of 0.52 logits. Item 82 (“I tend to feel quite self-conscious when 

speaking in front of a group of people”) was the most difficult item to agree with at 0.61 logits 

difficulty (SE = 0.12). (Important note: SE reported in the summary table for max/min rows 

represents the largest and smallest SEs in the data set as a whole, and are not associated, 

necessarily, with the reported difficulty values in those rows.  Therefore, the SE reported here is 

from the item – see Appendix 12). There were two items that shared the same degree of easiness 

(28, 70r), with item 70 being a reverse coded (r) item where disagreement was indicative of 

higher extraversion.  Items 28 (“I think that most people like some aspects of my personality”) 

and 70r (“People often tell me that I should try to cheer up”)  item difficulties were both -0.97 
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logits (SE = 0.14).  The difference between modelled values of item difficulty and observed 

values in this sample utilises the more conservative estimate (real) of RMSE which is 0.13. 

 

Item Separation (3.92) suggests there are almost four levels of extraversion to the 16 items of the 

HEXACO-PI-R (Lee & Ashton, 2018).  Item Reliability is 0.94 and suggests the replicability of 

the item difficulty ordering with other samples would be more probable than not (Bond & Fox, 

2015). 

 

Infit and Outfit mean-square values for extraversion items are presented in full in Appendix 12.  

Fit values for all 16 extraversion items were nominal (between 0.5 and 2) and within the 

thresholds for productive measurement (Linacre, 2019e) so no further fit analysis was required. 

 

4.1.2b Agreeableness 

This section will examine how well the Rasch model estimated raters’ levels of the personality 

trait agreeableness.  Figure 7 presents another histogram that combines the distribution of all 86 

raters along the trait of agreeableness (blue histogram), while also plotting the relative difficulty 

of the 16 items from the HEXACO inventory that were used to generate responses (red 

histogram).  The x-axis is an interval scale of logits and defines both the level of rater 

agreeableness as well as how difficult the 16 HEXACO items of agreement were to concur with.  

Movement on the scale from left to right denotes increases in agreeableness and difficulty.  The 

y-axis represents the sum of raters/items at the various points along the interval scale.  Rater 

agreeableness is normally distributed, perhaps slightly leptokurtic.  Overall, the sample does not 

display skew and is distributed around the neutral disposition for this trait.  For this trait, person-

item targeting (red histogram) is much better with only one highly disagreeable individual falling 

outside the item dispersion, which is slightly leptokurtic.  Table 15 displays the Rasch analysis 

summary statistics for the agreeableness trait.  Mean agreeableness was 0.06 logits.  
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Figure 7. Histogram of Rater Agreeableness 

 

The Standard Error (0.28) is the same as that for the conscientiousness trait reported in section 

4.1.2a suggesting that the item-targeting issue seems to have had little impact upon error margins 

after all.  A more detailed examination of the SE of all rater agreeableness estimates (see 

Appendix 13) show a range of values between 0.27 – 0.33 logits. The statistical average of the 

Standard Errors (RMSE) was 0.31.  SEs within ±0.3 logits are as good as one can reasonably 

expect for most variables, indicating that the HEXACO-PI-R produced acceptably stable 

measures (Linacre, 1994).  The SEM was 0.07 logits; the probability that this sample mean 

agreeableness reflects the wider rater population ‘true’ mean is high.  The sample’s SD was 0.63 

logits, with an error adjusted ‘true’ population SD of 0.55 logits.  The most agreeable rater was 
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36 at 1.49 logits (SE = 0.33), while the most disagreeable rater of the sample was 16 at -1.27 

logits (SE = 0.32). 

 

Table 15       
Summary Statistics of Rater Agreeableness       

RATERS (n=86) 
Agreeableness 

(logits) 
Model 

SE 
Infit Outfit 

MnSq ZStd MnSq Zstd 
Mean 0.06 0.28 1.01 -0.12 1.00 -0.14 
SEM 0.07 0.00 0.06 0.16 0.06 0.15 
SD (sample) 0.63 0.02 0.54 1.46 0.53 1.40 
Max 1.49 0.33 3.32* 4.39 3.26* 4.22 
Min -1.27 0.32 0.31** -2.81 0.32** -2.87 

       
RMSE (real)                     0.31           
True SD (real)                  0.55      
Separation (real)               1.79      
Person Reliability (real)   0.76      
Test Reliability (KR-20)  0.79      

ITEMS (n=16) 
Difficulty 

(logits) 
Model 

SE 
Infit Outfit 

MnSq ZStd MnSq Zstd 
Mean 0.00 0.12 1.00 0.01 1.00 0.00 
SEM 0.16 0.00 0.03 0.25 0.03 0.22 
SD (sample) 0.65 0.01 0.14 0.99 0.13 0.90 
Max 1.62 0.15 1.29 2.04 1.32 2.19 
Min -1.17 0.12 0.81 -1.49 0.82 -1.34 

       
RMSE (real)                0.12             
True SD (real)             0.61       
Separation (real)          4.93       
Item Reliability (real)  0.96             
* = suggests response behaviour that degrades the accuracy of the Rasch Model (MnSq > 2) 
** = suggests response behaviour that overfits the Rasch Model (MnSq<0.5)   

 

 

The hypothetical rater population likely consists of nearly two statistically distinct levels of 

agreeableness (Separation = 1.79), confirming the leptokurtic distribution noted in the histogram 
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earlier (Figure 7).  Test reliability measures for the agreeableness scale were 0.76 (Person 

Reliability) and 0.79 (KR-20). 

 

Regarding how well person data fit the Rasch model, we note both excessive underfit (Infit 

MnSq = 3.32, Outfit MnSq = 3.26) as well as excessive overfit (Infit MnSq = 0.31, Outfit MnSq 

= 0.32) for the trait estimates of agreeableness in this sample.  Therefore, a more in-depth 

analysis of fit was also reported (Rasch Estimates of Rater Agreeableness, Appendix 13) to 

gauge potential distortion of the measurement system.  The fit analysis was conducted in the 

same way as described in section 4.1.2a and as prescribed by Rasch research (Bond & Fox, 

2015; Linacre 2019c).  Five raters (32, 36, 42, 44, 51) had mean-square values in excess of 2.0, 

ranging from 2.17 up to 3.32.  The re-analysis (minus these underfitting raters) revealed no 

change in mean agreeableness (0.00 logits change), while the greatest change in agreeableness 

was -0.14 logits, the smallest change was zero.  This small difference to rater estimates falls 

within the modelled SE for agreeableness (0.28 logits) and is not statistically significant.  The 

original estimates of rater agreeableness were kept for the Hierarchical Multiple Regression 

covered in Section 4.1.3. 

 

The rater sample estimates for agreeableness also displayed some overfit, with seven raters 

exhibiting muted mean-square values under 0.5.  Table 16 provides a diagnosis of this overly 

predictable behaviour.  It could be argued that raters 61 and 82 are displaying evidence of 

socially desirable responding, particularly given the better person-item targeting evident in 

Figure 7 and discussed earlier in this section. Rater 61’s response string is 87% ‘strongly 

agree/agree’, while rater 82 is 94% ‘strongly agree/agree’.  The only instance of responses 

indicative of a more disagreeable disposition occurs for the most difficult item (51r “If someone 

has cheated me once, I will always feel suspicious of that person”).  For this item, both raters 

originally scored it as 4 ‘agree’ but as this is a reverse coded item, agreement = less of the trait 

agreeableness and so converts to 2 for Rasch estimation purposes.  Such uniformly high scoring 

for all items could indicate socially desirable responding but this conclusion is far from absolute.  

For one thing, these raters did not display such patterns for both of the other two traits (see 

sections 4.1.2a and 4.1.2c for relevant overfit diagnosis tables).  It seems far more likely that 
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individuals seeking to present themselves in a socially positive manner might be expected to also 

appear more extravert and conscientious.  For additional contextualisation, rater 61 positioned in 

the lower half of the sample distribution for extraversion (-0.01 logits; mean = 0.51) while they 

ranked slightly below the mean for conscientiousness (0.22 logits; mean = 0.60).  Meanwhile, 

rater 82 was somewhat higher than average in extraversion (1.36; mean = 0.51) and slightly 

higher in conscientiousness (0.68 logits; mean = 0.60) but certainly well within one standard 

deviation in both instances. 

 

Given the lack of occurrence of a socially desirable response pattern across all three traits it 

seems more probable these individuals are simply highly agreeable, and the overfit reflects a lack 

statistical variance in their responses because almost all the items were simply too easy for these 

raters. 

 

For agreeableness overfit, there is one possible individual who could be attempting to manage 

their social image by limiting their responses to the central categories, rater 4.  62.5% of rater 4’s 

response string consists of the neutral (3) category.  The inclusion of a few ‘agree’ (12.5%) and 

‘disagree’ (25%) responses makes this far from conclusive, however.  It may be the case that 

rater 4 is genuinely neither agreeable nor disagreeable – certainly a possibility given the greater 

person-item targeting around this point on the trait scale (see Figure 7) and so the 16-items 

focussed on agreeableness failed to provide a wide enough variety of statements in sufficient 

numbers for this rater to develop a nuanced response string.  Alternatively, the pattern might be 

explained by the rater’s inexperience at psychological introspection and so ‘neither agree nor 

disagree’ becomes a synonym for ‘I do not really know’.  Rater 4’s behaviour does not impact 

Rasch estimations but again, perhaps it does highlight the limitations of self-report instruments 

already covered in the overfit analysis of extraversion in section 4.1.2a. 
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Table 16 
Overfit Diagnosis for Rater Agreeableness 

Rater 

Item Response String 
(Likert Scale 1= strongly disagree, 5 = strongly agree)  
(items re-ordered from easiest to hardest, left to right)    

21r 9r 69 39 93r 33 57 63r 15r 3 81 27 75r 87r 45 51r 
Infit 
MnSq 

Outfit 
MnSq Diagnosis 

4 3 3 3 4 2 3 4 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 3 2 0.36 0.37 restriction; central 
13 4 3 5 4 4 4 3 4 4 4 3 4 4 3 3 2 0.35 0.39 low discrimination 
43 3 3 3 3 1 3 2 3 3 2 3 2 1 2 2 2 0.48 0.50* restriction; low 
59 4 3 4 4 3 4 3 4 2 2 3 3 2 2 2 2 0.35 0.33 low discrimination 
61 5 4 4 4 4 5 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 4 2 0.31 0.32 restriction; high 
62 4 4 4 4 4 3 4 4 2 2 2 3 2 3 2 2 0.44 0.41 high discrimination 
82 4 5 4 4 4 5 4 4 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 2 0.35 0.40 restriction; high 

* exceeds threshold for overfit 
r = reverse code item; this has been corrected for consistency purposes (high score = high measure) 
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Rater 62 appears for a second time in the overfit tables which might be cause for concern.  

However, on inspecting their response pattern against the Smith’s (1996) diagnosis research, this 

rater’s overfit can be explained by a pattern indicative of high discrimination.  This rater operates 

in an almost binary fashion switching from ‘agree’ to ‘disagree’ at the half-way point on the item 

difficulty string.  The pattern lacks any real transition zone and thus the rater is only really using 

two response codes, which is less statistically informative (Bond & Fox, 2015).  A similar 

diagnosis can also be concluded for raters 13, 43, and 59 whose pattern behaviours, while varied 

in appearance, stem from the same probabilistic cause.  As with rater 62, these individuals are 

not using the full Likert-scale and have restricted the majority of their answers to limited 

categories despite the clear difficulty scaling of the items (see below in this section for a detailed 

report on item functioning).  As item difficulty advances along the string, it becomes much easier 

to predict how these raters will score items because of the already constrained responses on 

earlier items.  The chances of correctly predicting subsequent responses increases to 0.33 (a 3, 2 

or 1) from a maximum base of 0.20 (5, 4, 3, 2 or 1), and is thus, less statistically informative.  

The misfit cases for raters 13, 43, 59 and 62 are not indicative of behavioural phenomena that 

might invalidate the measures for agreeableness, they merely do not contribute useful data to the 

Rasch estimation process. 

 

The Rasch summary statistics for the 16 agreeableness items will now be reported (see Table 15 

above).  The items tapped into the agreeableness trait via a five-point Likert-scale of agreement 

with eight of the 16 items are reverse-coded (a higher agreement score indicates less of the trait).  

The logit values specify item ‘difficulty’ where negative values indicate items which are easier to 

agree with, while positive values denote items that are more difficult to agree with.  The mean 

item difficulty was 0.00 logits (SE = 0.12).  The SD for the 16 agreeableness items was 0.65 

logits; conservative SD for the wider (hypothetical) item population was 0.61 logits.  This wider 

dispersal of items across the trait scale was therefore better than for extraversion, and already 

visually evident in a comparison of person-item histograms (see Figures 6 and 7).  Item 51r (“If 

someone has cheated me once, I will always feel suspicious of that person.”) was the most 

difficult to agree with from this set (1.62 logits, SE = 0.15) (important note: SE reported in the 

summary table for max/min rows represents the largest and smallest SEs in the data set as a 
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whole, and are not associated, necessarily, with the reported difficulty values in those rows.  

Therefore, SE reported here is for the item – see Appendix 14).  The easiest item to agree with 

was another reverse-coded item, 21r (“People think of me as someone who has a quick temper.”) 

with a difficulty of -1.17 logits (SE = 0.13).  The (real) RMSE for items of this trait was 0.12, 

indicating a low spread of prediction errors (Linacre, 2019a). 

 

Item Separation (4.93) suggests a much broader spread of difficulty within the agreeableness 

item set than for the extraversion set.  These 16 items are sufficiently diverse enough to detect 

nearly 5 statistically discrete levels of agreeableness and the probability that these agreeableness 

items have been correctly sequenced along the trait continuum is also high (Item Reliability = 

0.96) (Bond & Fox, 2015). 

 

No fit analysis was conducted for the agreeableness items as the mean-square values ranged 

between 0.81 – 1.29 for Infit and 0.82 - 1.32 for Outfit, demonstrating that the items were stable 

enough to produce productive measures (Linacre, 2019e).  A full report on these values of all 

agreeableness items can be viewed in Appendix 14. 

 

 4.1.2c  Conscientiousness 

The person-item histogram for rater conscientiousness in Figure 8 presents a visual account of 

the distribution of the conscientiousness of the rater sample (n = 86) in relation to the difficulty 

of the conscientiousness statements from the HEXACO personality inventory (n = 16).  The x-

axis defines the two components on a shared interval scale: A) the conscientiousness trait, 

measured in logits and B) instrument statements (items) located by their difficulty to be agreed 

with.  The y-axis represents the count of individual raters, or items located at specific values 

along the conscientiousness continuum.  The upper, blue histogram indicates a somewhat 

normally distributed rater sample that is mesokurtic but with positive skew.  The sample leans 

towards higher conscientiousness, overall.  The lower, red histogram suggests the distribution of 

items was leptokurtic and failed to bracket the rater sample with a spread of item difficulty 
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values towards the positive (more conscientious) end.  Consequently, raters at the upper 

extremes of the conscientiousness trait may be less precisely estimated; standard errors may be 

larger and reproducibility of the measures (KR-20) lower (Bond & Fox, 2015; Linacre, 1997). 

There are too few, very easy to agree with statements for highly conscientious people (at least for 

this sample). 

 

 

Figure 8.  Histogram of Rater Conscientiousness 

 

Though it is beyond the scope of this study to investigate the functioning of the HEXACO 

inventory the cursory results from this sample suggest a person-item targeting issue which may 

be of interest to developers of personality inventories.  It is possible, however, that this issue 
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arose due to the domain specific nature of the study and participants.  Those interested in 

teaching, testing or contributing to research, and thus self-selected into the study, might be 

individuals with a tendency to be higher in trait conscientiousness.  Elements of teaching and 

rating work: diligently observing rules and regulations, careful and thorough decision making 

when creating tasks or engaging with rating scales, organising schedules, and accepting the 

responsibilities (and pressure) inherent in judging human performance certainly seem to fit the 

psychological definition of conscientiousness (Ashton & Lee, 2008; Lee & Ashton, 2004, 2009; 

McCrae & Costa: 2010).  Nevertheless, approximately 13 participants in this study were unable 

to disagree with enough of the statements targeting this trait.  One solution for future testing 

studies that use the HEXACO inventory, vis-à-vis conscientiousness, might be the addition of 

domain specific items pertinent to English teachers or test raters (e.g., the statement “I would 

give a higher score to a candidate that was nervous but who was trying hard” might tap into the 

rule adherence aspect of conscientiousness). 

 

Table 17 provides more summary statistics on trait conscientiousness for the rater sample.  Mean 

conscientiousness was 0.6 logits with a SE of 0.27, confirming the overall positive skew.  The 

“true” level of conscientiousness for this sample lies somewhere between 0.33 – 0.87 logits with 

a 68% degree of probability.  The Standard Error of the Mean (0.06 logits) reveals that the 

deviation of the sample from the hypothetical rater population mean is very small, residing 

somewhere between 0.54 – 0.66 logits.  The Standard Deviation for this sample was 0.56 logits, 

while the “true” population Standard Deviation which is adjusted for measurement error is 

estimated to be 0.46 logits.  The most conscientious rater was 58 with a value of 2.17 logits (SE 

= 0.42), the least conscientious rater was 42 with a value of -0.51 (SE = 0.24).  It is clear then, 

that the person-item targeting issue highlighted by the histogram data in Figure 8 has impacted 

estimate precision (almost doubling the confidence interval) at this end of the trait scale.  The 

statistical average of the standard errors (RMSE) is 0.31. 
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Table 17       
Summary Statistics of Rater Conscientiousness     

RATERS (n=86) 
Conscientiousness 

(logits) 
Model 

SE 
Infit Outfit 

MnSq ZStd MnSq Zstd 
Mean 0.60 0.27 1.01 -0.14 1.02 -0.12 
SEM 0.06 0.00 0.06 0.17 0.06 0.17 
SD (sample) 0.56 0.04 0.54 1.61 0.55 1.58 
Max 2.17 0.42 3.26* 3.88 3.60* 3.91 
Min -0.51 0.24 0.24** -3.69 0.24** -3.59 

       
RMSE (real)                    0.31     
True SD (real)                 0.46   
Separation (real)              1.51   
Person Reliability (real)  0.70   
Test Reliability (KR-20) 0.73   

ITEMS (n=16) Difficulty (logits) 
Model 

SE 
Infit Outfit 

MnSq ZStd MnSq Zstd 
Mean 0.00 0.12 1.01 -0.03 1.02 0.02 
SEM 0.09 0.00 0.06 0.42 0.07 0.44 
SD (sample) 0.38 0.01 0.24 1.69 0.27 1.77 
Max 0.86 0.13 1.61 3.67 1.61 3.53 
Min -0.48 0.11 0.68 -2.50 0.66 -2.60 

       
RMSE (real)               0.12       
True SD (real)            0.34   
Separation (real)         2.81    
Item Reliability (real) 0.89     
* = suggests response behaviour that degrades the accuracy of the Rasch Model (MnSq > 2) 
** = suggests response behaviour that overfits the Rasch Model (MnSq < 0.5)  

 

Regarding Separation, the results indicate that the hypothetical ‘rater population’ from which the 

sample was drawn has around one and a half statistically distinct levels of conscientiousness.  

Person Reliability was 0.70, while KR-20 was 0.73.  This lower threshold is again the result of a 

narrow spread of items in relation to the rater sample distribution. 

 

Table 17 suggests that there might be serious issues regarding the accuracy of measures due to 

the data misfitting the Rasch model.  The extremely high (> 2) mean-square scores indicate the 

need for an analysis of fit to determine whether these individuals’ survey response behaviour has 

distorted the measurement system significantly (Bond & Fox, 2015; Linacre, 2019e).  A full 
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table (Rasch Estimates of Rater Conscientiousness) of the relevant person-trait fit scores can be 

found in Appendix 15.  Of the 86 raters sampled, three individuals (11, 18, 37,) had response 

patterns that underfit the Rasch model.  These raters were removed from a subsequent 

Winsteps® (Linacre, 2019c) analysis and the overall impact of the reanalysis was to decrease 

conscientiousness measures by an average of -0.03 logits.  The greatest decrease in estimation 

change was -0.13 logits, while the greatest increase was 0.11 logits.  The impact these three 

underfitting raters have had on the measures of conscientiousness is even smaller than that 

computed for the severity estimates, hence the original estimate data were retained for regression 

analysis.  This further supports the notion that having raters complete this survey remotely and 

online has not introduced excessive noise into the estimation process due to environmental 

factors that could not be predicted or controlled by the study (time on task, external distractions, 

noises etc). 

 

Rater conscientiousness estimates were then examined for significant overfit by highlighting 

raters in the Rasch Estimates of Rater Conscientiousness table (Appendix 16) with infit/oufit 

mean-square values below 0.5 logits.  There were 16 raters displaying overfit (identified by the 

double asterisks).  Smith’s (1996) diagnostic guidelines were used in conjunction with Table 18 

to help infer possible behaviours behind the overfit.  Results indicate that at least part of the 

overfit could be attributed to the earlier identified person-item fit issue.  Five individuals (20, 26, 

35, 40, 74) have restricted response patterns; these raters have responded with high categories 

(agree, strongly agree) on 75% to 94% of the item string.  As with the previous overfit analyses 

in section 4.1.2a (extraversion) and 4.1.2b (agreeableness) it is unlikely that this overly 

predictable behaviour is indicative of socially desirable responding, in this instance.  The mean 

estimate for item difficulty (0.00 logits, SE = 0.12) was lower than that of this rater sample’s 

conscientiousness (0.60 logits, SE = 0.27), and items failed to bracket the most conscientious end 

of the rater sample.  Furthermore, none of the five raters above have been previously flagged for 

a similar response pattern in either the overfit tables for extraversion or agreeableness traits.  It is 

more probable that the highly restricted responses of these individuals are due to the overall 

higher self-reported conscientiousness for the sample as a whole and the lack of more difficult 

items with which they could disagree.
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Table 18                 
Overfit Diagnosis for Rater Conscientiousness                    

 

Item Response String in order of difficulty 
(Likert Scale 1= strongly disagree, 5 = strongly agree)  
(items re-ordered from easiest to hardest, left to right)    

Rater 32 38r 8 56r 44r 80r 26 50r 20r 14 62 74r 92r 2 68 86 
Infit 

MnSq 
Outfit 
MnSq Diagnosis 

2 4 4 4 3 3 4 3 2 3 4 3 3 3 2 2 1 0.34 0.35 low discrimination 
3 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 4 4 4 3 3 3 2 2 0.25 0.25 low discrimination 
5 4 4 4 4 4 2 3 3 4 3 4 3 3 3 2 1 0.39 0.4 low discrimination 
20 4 4 5 4 4 4 4 3 4 5 4 3 4 2 4 3 0.48 0.45 restriction; high 
21 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 4 4 5 3 3 3 4 4 2 0.36 0.34 low discrimination 
26 4 4 4 4 5 4 5 5 4 4 4 4 4 5 3 3 0.44 0.43 restriction; high 
35 5 5 5 4 4 4 4 3 4 4 4 3 3 4 4 4 0.44 0.45 restriction; high 
40 5 4 4 5 4 5 4 4 4 4 4 5 4 4 4 3 0.32 0.35 restriction; high 
45 4 4 3 4 4 3 3 4 2 3 3 2 4 4 2 2 0.51* 0.49 low discrimination 
56 3 3 2 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 0.33 0.34 restriction; central 
59 4 3 3 3 3 4 3 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 3 2 0.23 0.24 restriction; central 
60 3 4 4 4 3 4 3 4 4 3 3 4 2 4 3 1 0.46 0.46 low discrimination 
61 4 4 3 3 3 4 4 3 3 4 4 4 3 2 2 2 0.29 0.29 low discrimination 
62 4 4 4 4 4 5 3 4 3 4 3 4 4 3 3 3 0.29 0.29 low discrimination 
74 4 3 4 4 4 5 4 4 4 4 4 2 4 4 3 2 0.47 0.47 restriction; high 
75 3 3 4 3 4 4 2 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 0.32 0.32 restriction; central 

* exceeds threshold for overfit          
r = reverse code item; this has been corrected for consistency purposes (high score = high measure)   
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Eight of the 16 raters (2, 3, 5, 21, 45, 60, 61, 62) display ‘low discrimination’ in their response 

strings.  Their general progression fits model expectations (easier items to the left of the table 

coded higher in agreement, with scores descending towards greater disagreement as items on the 

table increase in difficulty), but the progress is truncated due to the lack of more difficult items 

with which to disagree.  This truncation results in an unusually broad transition zone, such that 

between 75% and 94% of response strings in this group of raters fall within the ‘agree’ and 

‘neither agree nor disagree’ dichotomy.  This, in turn, results in over predictability of subsequent 

responses due to self-imposed restrictions on prior category selections, arguably caused by the 

overall easiness of items targeting this personality trait.  To exemplify, if an individual rater has 

selected category 4 on the previous four items, it is much more likely that the next response will 

be either 4 or 3 than any other option (given our understanding of overall difficulty for this item 

set).  Low discrimination, in this instance, is not indicative of any self-report behaviour that 

would invalidate measures of conscientiousness. 

 

Three individuals (56, 59, 75) display a potentially worrying pattern of restricting their responses 

to the central category (3 = neither agree nor disagree) particularly given the overall easiness of 

this specific item set.  Rater 56 responded ‘neither agree nor disagree’ to 81% of the survey, 

raters 59 and 75 each used the middle category for 56% of their responses.  Such pervasive use 

of a single category suggests these individuals are answering conservatively, and that this in turn 

may indicate a ‘response strategy’ of avoidance rather than truthful self-reporting which was 

highlighted by earlier research (Conjin et al., 2016; Ferrando, 2014).  To investigate the 

plausibility of this explanation behind the overfit further, one might predict that individuals who 

are attempting to use avoidance strategies to mute their personality trait measures would do so 

across multiple traits.  Referring to the overfit diagnostic tables for extraversion (see section 

4.1.2.a) and agreeableness (see section 4.1.2.b) traits only a single rater (59) presents continued 

predictability in their response pattern.  However, rater 59’s overfitting responses for 

agreeableness were attributed to low discrimination (for a full explanation of this pattern see 

section 4.1.2b).  It therefore seems uncharitable to ascribe the cause of ‘conservative responding’ 

to any of the individuals in this instance, given that the pattern has not been replicated across all 
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three traits by any single rater identified above.  Regardless, the over-predictability of these three 

raters does not distort the Rasch estimates of conscientiousness for this study.  

 

Attention will now turn to the functioning of the 16 items of the conscientiousness scale as 

reported in the Rasch summary statistics for this trait (see Table 17).  The items used the same 

five-point Likert scale as reported for traits extraversion and agreeableness.  The item difficulty 

measure was also constructed as in the previous two analyses, the higher the logit value, the less 

likely raters are to agree with said item.  The mean item difficulty was 0.00 logits (SE = 0.12).  

The SD for the 16 conscientiousness items was 0.38 logits and these were sampled from a 

hypothetical item population whose SD was almost identical (0.34 logits).  Item 86 (“People 

often call me a perfectionist.”) was the most difficult of this set (0.86 logits, SE = 0.11) (please 

note, the reported SE in text here is taken from Appendix 16.  The SE reported in Table 17 is the 

maximum SE from this data set).  The easiest item to agree with was item 32 (“I often push 

myself very hard when trying to achieve a goal.”) with a difficulty of -0.48 logits (SE = 0.13).  

The (real) RMSE for items of conscientiousness was 0.12, demonstrating a low, average error 

variance (Linacre, 2019a). 

 

Item Separation (2.81) implies that the 16 conscientiousness items are diverse enough to be 

grouped into almost three statistically discrete levels of difficulty.  Item Reliability (0.89) 

indicates a reasonable degree of certainty to these three difficulty ordering levels (Bond & Fox, 

2015). 

 

As with both the extraversion and agreeableness results, no diagnostic fit analysis was carried 

out for the conscientiousness items as the infit values fell between 0.68 – 1.61, while the outfit 

values ranged between 0.66 – 1.61.  These values are within the nominal threshold (0.5 – 2.0) for 

productive measurement under the Rasch model (Linacre, 2019e).  For a full report of fit values 

for the 16 HEXACO-PI-R (Lee & Ashton, 2018) conscientiousness items, see the Rasch 

Estimates of Item Difficulty and Fit for Conscientiousness, Appendix 16. 
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In conclusion, this overall subsection (4.1.2) outlined the results from a Rasch analysis on three 

psychological personality traits (extraversion, agreeableness, conscientiousness).  These traits 

were constructed from the self-reported answers from 86 raters to a psychological instrument 

known as HEXACO-PI-R (Lee & Ashton, 2018).  Applying the Rasch model to the self-report 

data produced interval scale values which were necessary for the subsequent Hierarchical 

Multiple Regression (see section 4.2), an essential step towards answering RQ1.  Furthermore, 

the analysis here presented was useful in examining both the raters’ response behaviours as well 

as the psychological instrument items’ performance, for idiosyncrasies.  If either raters’ 

responses or items’ functioning substantially deviate from Rasch model predictions, then this can 

threaten the validity of the estimates.  Allowing later analyses, or conclusions on the nature of 

the rating process to be built on potentially inaccurate or misleading statistical foundations is best 

avoided; a detailed investigation of rater and item performance against the Rasch model adds 

weight to the validity of estimates. 

 

The first issue highlighted during the Rasch analysis in this chapter is that of person-item 

targeting.  For two of the three personality traits under examination (extraversion, 

conscientiousness) in this study, the rater sample reported higher than average levels such that 

many of the HEXACO items for these traits were too easy to agree with.  The agreeableness 

items, on the other hand, displayed good fit and distribution across the range of the sample.  The 

reduced range of responses from such closely grouped item distributions may have induced 

excessive error margins as well as reduced test reliability scores.  However, the results showed 

this not to be the case.  Average standard error estimates for extraversion (0.30) and 

conscientiousness (0.27) traits were almost identical to those of the agreeableness trait (0.28), 

which was much better targeted by its HEXACO items.  Furthermore, error margins of around 

0.30 are about as good as to be expected from a sample of 86 individuals producing response 

strings from 16 items (Linacre, 1994).  Measures of reliability (KR-20) were also reasonably 

consistent (extraversion = 0.86, agreeableness = 0.79, conscientiousness = 0.73), strengthening 

the conclusion that the person-item targeting issue did not impact the estimation of personality 

trait IVs in any substantive way. 
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Fit analyses indicated that some raters did produce response patterns which distorted, to a very 

limited extent, the measurement process for all three personality traits.  However, the impact 

upon trait estimates caused by these unexpected response behaviours was small and statistically 

insignificant, so no re-estimation procedures were necessary.  Fit analyses also highlighted 

several individuals in each of the three traits who were too predictable, and some discussion was 

made as to the nature of these highly regular patterns.  Of the three hypothesised explanations 

(socially desirability, avoidance strategies, introspective ability) for overfit, social desirability 

presented the greatest threat to the validity of the instrument and hence estimates derived from it. 

However, an analysis of individual participant’s response strings suggested socially desirable 

responding was unlikely to have presented significant problems for the estimation process. 

Therefore, the self-reported personality trait data provided by the 86 participants was productive 

under the Rasch model and provided useful estimates of extraversion, agreeableness and 

conscientiousness. 

 

Finally, the study also examined the functioning of the 48 HEXACO-PI-R items for the three 

personality traits (Lee & Ashton, 2018).  The results showed that the extraversion and 

conscientiousness scales may have benefitted from more difficult to agree with items and that 

perhaps future research might look into the creation of domain specific statements of agreement 

which can tap into aspects of professional work-life.  However, the impact of this overall 

easiness was statistically insignificant for the purposes of Rasch estimation.  Additionally, all 

items displayed good precision (RMSE: extraversion = 0.13, agreeableness = 0.12, 

conscientiousness = 0.12), high reliability (extraversion = 0.94, agreeableness = 0.96, 

conscientiousness = 0.89) and fit values that were within thresholds for productive measurement.  

The Rasch model functioned as intended and has produced useable measures of extraversion, 

agreeableness and conscientiousness for all 86 raters.  These values will form the interval scale 

independent variables of interest in the subsequent section. 
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4.1.3 Hierarchical Multiple Regression 

This section will report the results of a Hierarchical Multiple Regression (HMR) on four 

demographic control variables’ (Sex, Time Teaching, Test Experience Time, Test Experience 

Level; see sections 2.5 and 3.5.1b for details) and three independent variables’ (eXtraversion, 

Agreeableness, Conscientiousness; see sections 2.8, 2.9 and 3.5.1b for details) impact upon the 

dependent variable of Rater Severity.  The data will directly address RQ1: How is raters’ 

severity affected by their personality traits or experiential factors? 

 

The report begins (subsection 4.1.3a) by following statistical procedures outlined in Larson-Hall 

(2010) and Ross and Willson (2017) and incorporating checks for assumptions (linearity, normal 

distribution of errors, multicollinearity and homoscedasticity) that are necessary to ensure that 

the data will yield valid results (Darlington & Hayes, 2017; Gelman & Hill, 2006).  The 

assumption check regarding sample size is not included here as it has already been met and 

addressed in section 3.5.1b, when presenting the HMR model used in this study.  The second 

subsection (4.1.3b) reports the main experimental data of the HMR proper.  All following tables 

and figures for both assumptions and regression analysis were produced in IBM SPSS v.23.0 

(IBM Corp., 2015). 

 

 4.1.3a Assumptions of a Multiple Regression Analysis 

The first assumption of multiple linear regressions is that there is a linear relationship between 

the DV and IVs.  Figure 9 indicates there is a random distribution of positive and negative 

residuals across the entire range of IV predicted values, without strong off-centre skew (the 

dotted loess line closely matches the idealised regression model -the solid line) (Cohen et al., 

2002).  The relationship between the DV and IVs appears sufficiently linear and so the data meet 

the criteria for this assumption.  To be able to draw valid conclusions from the HMR, the data 

must also not violate the assumption that the error terms (residuals) are normally distributed 

(Darlington & Hayes, 2017; Larson-Hall, 2010).  To check for normal distribution or errors a 

Shapiro-Wilk test (Table 19) was performed along with a visual inspection of a Q-Q plot (Figure 

10).  The Shapiro-Wilk test showed a non-significant departure from normality, W (86) = 0.99, p 
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= 0.94.  Furthermore, the supporting Q-Q plot also shows the quantile plots matching the 

hypothetical distribution line very closely.  It is fair to conclude that Rater Severity does not 

violate the assumption of normality. 

 

Figure 9.  Scatterplot of Residuals vs Predicted Values 

 

 
Table 19 

Test of Normality for Dependent Variable (Severity) 
 Shapiro-Wilk 

Statistic df Sig. 
Severity .993 86 .937 
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A third assumption is of homoscedasticity, or homogeneity of variance (Larson-Hall, 2010).  

This is where the variance of Rater Severity (DV) across each of the IVs is constant.  According 

to Larson-Hall (2010: 196) this can be checked for in a scatterplot of “the studentised residuals 

(what SPSS calls *SRESID) and the predicted value of the standardised residuals (*ZPRED).”  

The scatter plot was reproduced and was identical to the one seen in Figure 10.  Again, the 

random scattering and lack of strong trend in the loess line from the model regression line 

suggests that the data is homoscedastic and therefore the third assumption is met. 

 

 

Figure 10.  Normal Q-Q Plot of Dependent Variable (Severity) 
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A final test for multicollinearity was made using collinearity statistics of Tolerance and Variance 

Inflation Factor (VIF).  According to Cohen et al. (2003) VIF values greater than 10, and or 

Tolerance values of 0.10 or less indicate probable multicollinearity involving the associated IV.  

Observing Table 22 (the coefficients table from section 4.1.3b, below), it is clear to see that 

multicollinearity was not a concern for any IVs used in this study.  Collinearity statistics for all 

IVs cross each of the three models specified for the regression fell within acceptable ranges (VIF 

= 1.016 – 1.287, Tolerance = 0.777 - 0.984).   

 

In conclusion, all necessary conditions regarding the regression model assumptions were met and 

thus regression model estimates are more likely a product of the IVs than inappropriate data 

which violates regression model specifications.  Consequently, the research can now address the 

findings of the HMR proper. 

 

 4.1.3b Hierarchical Multiple Regression Analysis 

To investigate the hypothesis that rater severity is a function of three rater personality traits, a 

three-block hierarchical multiple regression analysis was performed to evaluate the prediction of 

Rater Severity from Sex, Time Teaching, Test Experience Time, Test Experience Level, 

Agreeableness, Conscientiousness, and eXtraversion.  The results provided a partial confirmation 

for the research hypothesis.  For further details see Tables 20, 21 and 22 that present the HMR 

results for model summaries, ANOVA and coefficients, respectively.  It is important to note here 

that when reporting results regarding specific predictor effects below, the study uses 

unstandardised coefficients (B) rather than the standardised coefficient (β) because the IVs of 

interest already share the same measurement scale (logits) as the DV.  The standardised 

coefficient (β) is measured in units of standard deviation and thus more appropriate when IVs 

use different measurement scales (Fox, 2008). 
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Table 20 
HMR Model Summary 

Model R 
R 

Square 
Adjusted 
R Square 

Std. Error of 
the Estimate 

Change Statistics 
R Square 
Change F Change df1 df2 

Sig. F 
Change 

1 .326a .106 .062 1.09869 .106 2.407 4 81 .056 
2 .438b .192 .130 1.05789 .086 4.184 2 79 .019 
3 .485c .235 .167 1.03573 .043 4.417 1 78 .039 
a. Predictors: (Constant), Test_Exp_Level, Sex, Time_Teaching, Test_Exp_Time 
b. Predictors: (Constant), Test_Exp_Level, Sex, Time_Teaching, Test_Exp_Time, Conscientiousness, 
Agreeableness 
c. Predictors: (Constant), Test_Exp_Level, Sex, Time_Teaching, Test_Exp_Time, Conscientiousness, 
Agreeableness, eXtraversion 

 
 
Table 21 
HMR ANOVAa 

Model 
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

1 Regression 11.623 4 2.906 2.407 .056b 
Residual 97.777 81 1.207   
Total 109.400 85    

2 Regression 20.988 6 3.498 3.126 .008c 
Residual 88.412 79 1.119   
Total 109.400 85    

3 Regression 25.727 7 3.675 3.426 .003d 
Residual 83.673 78 1.073   
Total 109.400 85    

a. Dependent Variable: Severity 
b. Predictors: (Constant), Test_Exp_Level, Sex, Time_Teaching, Test_Exp_Time 
c. Predictors: (Constant), Test_Exp_Level, Sex, Time_Teaching, Test_Exp_Time, 
Conscientiousness, Agreeableness 
d. Predictors: (Constant), Test_Exp_Level, Sex, Time_Teaching, Test_Exp_Time, 
Conscientiousness, Agreeableness, eXtraversion 
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Table 22 
HMR Coefficientsa 

Model 

Unstandardized 
Coefficients 

Standardized 
Coefficients 

t Sig. 

95.0% 
Confidence 

Interval for B 
Collinearity 

Statistics 

B 
Std. 

Error Beta 
Lower 
Bound 

Upper 
Bound Tolerance VIF 

1 (Constant) -.683 .299  -2.282 .025 -1.278 -.087   

Sex -.235 .296 -.088 -.794 .429 -.823 .353 .900 1.111 

Time_Teaching .002 .001 .179 1.567 .121 -.001 .005 .847 1.181 

Test_Exp_Time -.003 .002 -.159 -1.380 .171 -.008 .001 .836 1.196 

Test_Exp_Level -.229 .144 -.177 -1.588 .116 -.517 .058 .890 1.123 

2 (Constant) -.469 .318  -1.473 .145 -1.102 .165   

Sex -.293 .285 -.110 -1.028 .307 -.862 .275 .895 1.117 

Time_Teaching .002 .001 .154 1.395 .167 -.001 .005 .838 1.193 

Test_Exp_Time -.003 .002 -.129 -1.159 .250 -.007 .002 .826 1.211 

Test_Exp_Level -.374 .148 -.288 -2.521 .014 -.669 -.079 .784 1.276 

Agreeableness -.558 .193 -.312 -2.892 .005 -.942 -.174 .881 1.136 

Conscientiousness -.023 .207 -.011 -.110 .913 -.435 .390 .984 1.016 

3 (Constant) -.519 .312  -1.660 .101 -1.141 .103   

Sex -.313 .280 -.117 -1.119 .267 -.870 .244 .894 1.119 

Time_Teaching .002 .001 .128 1.172 .245 -.001 .004 .827 1.209 

Test_Exp_Time -.003 .002 -.140 -1.284 .203 -.007 .002 .824 1.214 

Test_Exp_Level -.345 .146 -.266 -2.370 .020 -.635 -.055 .777 1.287 

Agreeableness -.534 .189 -.298 -2.821 .006 -.910 -.157 .877 1.140 

Conscientiousness -.130 .209 -.064 -.620 .537 -.546 .287 .926 1.080 

eXtraversion .299 .142 .218 2.102 .039 .016 .581 .908 1.101 

a. Dependent Variable: Severity 
 

For the first block analysis, the four independent (control) variables (Sex, Time Teaching, Test 

Experience Time, Test Experience Level) were analysed.  The results of the first block HMR 

analysis revealed the regression model did not explain a statistically significant proportion (p 

> .05) of the variance in Rater Severity, R² = .106, F (4, 81) = 2.407 p =.056, n.s.).  Additionally, 
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none of the control/demographic variables appeared to predict Rater Severity at all (see Table 22, 

Coefficients).  

 

The second block analysis added the independent variables Agreeableness and 

Conscientiousness.  This time, the second model did explain a statistically significant proportion 

(p < .05) of the variance in Rater Severity, R² = .192, F (6, 79) = 3.126 p = .019).  With the 

addition of Agreeableness, the explanative power of the model increased.  Importantly, under 

model 2 the control variable Test Experience Level also became a statistically significant 

predictor of Rater Severity.  In model 2, Test Experience Level and Agreeableness, together, 

accounted for 19% (R² = .192) of the variance in Rater Severity.  Controlling for Agreeableness, 

the regression coefficient associated with raters’ Test Experience Level [B = -.374, 95% CI 

(-.669, -.079) p = .014] suggests that with each additional category increase of Test Experience 

Level, Rater Severity decreased by 0.37 logits.  Controlling for Test Experience Level, the 

regression coefficient associated with raters’ Agreeableness [B = -.558, 95% CI (-.942, -.174) p 

= .005] suggests that with each logit increase in this personality trait, Rater Severity decreased 

by over half a logit (-.558). 

 

The third block analysis added the final independent variable eXtraversion.  This third model 

also explained a statistically significant proportion (p < .05) of the variance in Rater Severity and 

this variance was over and above that for model 2, R² = .235, F (7, 78) = 3.426 p = .039).  Under 

model 3, Test Experience Level, Agreeableness and eXtraversion together explained 23.5% of 

the variance in Rater Severity, with eXtraversion accounting for 4% (ΔR² = .043) of that total.  

Controlling for the two personality traits (Agreeableness and eXtraversion), the regression 

coefficient associated with raters’ Test Experience Level [B = -.345, 95% CI (-.635, -.055) p 

= .020] indicated that with each additional category increase of Test Experience Level, Rater 

Severity decreased by a little over a third of a logit.  Controlling for Test Experience Level and 

eXtraversion, the regression coefficient associated with Agreeableness [B = -.534, 95% CI 

(-.910, -.157) p = .006] implied that when this personality trait increased by one logit, Rater 

Severity decreased by a little over half a logit.  Controlling for Test Experience Level and 

Agreeableness, the regression coefficient associated with eXtraversion [B = .299, 95% CI 
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(.016, .581) p = .039] suggested that when rater extraversion increased by one logit their severity 

also increased by a third of a logit. 

 

The change in statistical significance for the control variable Test Experience Level from non-

significant (p = .116) in Model 1 to significant in models 2 (p = .014) and 3 (p = .020) with the 

addition of Agreeableness and eXtraversion prompted an analysis of interaction to better 

understand the relationships between these predictors.  PROCESS v4.1 macro (Hayes, 2022) for 

SPSS was used to conduct moderation analyses. The first analysis (see Table 23) assessed the 

moderating role of Agreeableness on the relationship between Test Experience Level and 

Severity. The test for unconditional interaction, which shows the change in R² due to the 

interaction (x*w) was not statistically significant (R²∆ = .006, F (2, 80) = 0.28 p = .76). The 

second analysis (see Table 23) assessed the moderating role of eXtraversion on the relationship 

between Test Experience Level and Severity. The test for unconditional interaction was also not 

statistically significant (R²∆ = .001, F (2, 80) = 0.06 p = .94).  PROCESS v4.1 macro (Hayes, 

2022) was then used to conduct a mediation analysis.  The study assessed the mediating roles of 

Agreeableness and eXtraversion on the relationship between Test Experience Level and Severity.  

The results revealed a statistically significant indirect effect for the upper most category 

(“experience with standardized tests”) of Test Experience Level on Severity through 

Agreeableness (B = .26, SE = 0.12, 95% CI [0.06, 0.05]) thus supporting pathway H1. 

Additionally, Test Experience Level had a statistically significant reductive impact on 

Agreeableness (B = -.48, t(83) = -3.2, p = < .01), but only for the highest category (“experience 

with standardized tests”). No such mediating effects on severity were found for trait eXtraversion 

(see Table 23). Furthermore, the direct effects of the Test Experience Levels “experience with in- 

house tests” (B = -.64, t(81) = -2.18, p < .05) and “experience with standardized tests” (B = -.76, 

t(81) = -2.77, p < .01) on Severity in the presence of the mediator (Agreeableness) were found to 

be statistically significant. Therefore, Agreeableness partially mediated the relationship between 

Test Experience Level and Severity. 
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Table 23         
Analyses for Interaction             

Moderation       
Unconditional Interaction R2∆ F df1 df2 p  

Test_Exp_Level*Agreeableness 0.006 0.28 2 80 0.76  
Test_Exp_Level*eXtraversion 0.001 0.06 2 80 0.94  
                  

Mediation        

Test Exp 
Level 

Total 
Effect 
(Test_Exp
_Level -> 
Severity) 

Direct 
Effect 
(Test_Exp
_Level -> 
Severity) 

  Confidence Intervals   

Relationship 
Indirect 
Effect 

Lower 
Bound 

Upper 
Bound 

t-
statist
ics Conclusion 

inhouse -0.58 -0.64 H1: 
Test_Exp_L

evel -> 
Agreeablene

ss -> 
Severity 

0.06 -0.12 0.29 0.57 

Partial 
Mediation standardised -0.55 -0.76 0.25 0.06 0.52 2.21 

   H2: 
Test_Exp_L

evel -> 
eXtraversion 
-> Severity 

0.001 -0.12 0.1 0.02 

No 
Mediation       -0.04 -0.24 0.09 -0.56 

* = in reference to level 0 (no experience)      
 

 

 

In conclusion, the results reveal a complex interaction between two personality traits and a rater 

characteristic that predict rater severity.  In model 1 none of the demographic control variables 

predicted Rater Severity with statistical significance.  However, with the introduction of the 

personality traits Agreeableness and eXtraversion, Test Experience Level became a statistically 

significant covariate that accounted for almost half (10.6%) of the overall variance in Rater 

Severity (23.5%). A follow up mediation analysis suggested that Test Experience Level’s 

interaction with severity was partially mediated by Agreeableness. The mediation was limited to 

the upper most category of experience level (individuals who had been trained in high stakes 

speaking test such as IELTS, Eiken etc) but conflictive in nature.  While Test Experience Level, 
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in general, appeared to have a direct negative effect on severity (increasing leniency between 

-.64 and -.76 logits), the highest level of that characteristic (experience with standardised tests) 

predicted lower Agreeableness and through this mediation predict a degree of severity (.26 

logits).  The second largest predictor was Agreeableness which explained a further 8.6% of the 

variance, and finally eXtraversion explained the remaining 4.3% of variance in Rater Severity.  

The relationships between these three predictors and Rater Severity appear to have been linear in 

nature and statistically significant (p-values of .05 or lower).  The direction of linearity is also of 

note; raters with experience of standardised speaking tests were likely to be more lenient than 

raters with no testing experience or experience of in-house programs.  This finding runs counter 

to earlier research on rater severity and experience (Bonk & Ockey, 2003; Kang et al., 2019)  

Raters who were more agreeable were also more likely to be lenient in their scoring which 

supports similar findings from earlier research (Bernardin et al., 2009; Dewberry et al., 2013; 

Yun et al., 2005). Perhaps somewhat unexpectedly, raters who were extravert were more likely 

to be severe in their scoring; implying that greater introversion predicts more leniency when 

observing and scoring speaking test performances. This finding is in contradiction to earlier 

research by Cheng et al. (2017).  Also of note, this study did not echo the findings from earlier 

research (Bernardin et al., 2009; Dewberry et al., 2013) of a statistically significant association 

between Conscientiousness and Rater Severity. 
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4.2 Qualitative Results and Discussion 

This section presents and discusses two types of qualitative data (written and stimulated recall 

interview commentary) which address RQ2: How do raters of differing personality traits and 

experiential factors perceive various aspects of co-constructed discourse between the examiner 

and candidate? 

 

The first sub-section (4.2.1) describes the overall nature of the written commentary requested 

from all raters’ final video observations.  Broad macro-themes and sub-themes that characterise 

this sample of raters in their overall approach to rating, and their perceptions of examiner and 

test-taker behaviours were identified and discussed in order to further our understanding of the 

rating process with respect to the existing literature (for an analysis of this literature see section 

2.5 in the literature review). This section adopts a broad brushstrokes discussion of the sub-

themes, as each will be elaborated upon in section 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 where the sub-themes are 

discussed in relation to the effects of rater personality and aspects of experience. 

 

Sub-sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 cover two levels of thematic analyses which sought to answer RQ2 

by examining how raters of differing severity and with differing characteristics that were 

identified as statistically significant in the quantitative results (i.e., Experience Level, 

eXtraversion and Agreeableness) perceived three aspects of speaking test performance:  a) 

examiner behaviours with respect to the candidate or management of the test, b) cognitive 

strategies used to facilitate rating, and c) candidate behaviours with respect to language 

performance or in response to unusual, unique or non-standard examiner behaviours. 

 

The second sub-section (4.2.2) begins to narrow the focus of analysis from a broader 

examination of all written commentary to a selected examination of the extremes.  The written 

commentary from the most and least severe raters (+/- 1 SD) of the sample was compared and 

contrasted.  The third sub-section (4.2.3) narrows the focus down further to the level of the 

individual. Three raters took part in SRIs where they were focused upon specific events within a 

sample of the video performances.  This section provides a Conversation Analysis (CA) of the 
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candidate-examiner test interactions/events and then discusses what individual interviewees key 

into, noting the variety of themes which can occur despite those individuals being exposed to 

identical stimuli.  Finally, each of these sub-sections (4.2.2 and 4.2.3) contains a discussion of 

themes with respect to the literature surrounding rater experience as well as the psychology of 

agreeableness and extraversion which provides triangulation with the quantitative findings. 

 

4.2.1 An Overview of Themes from Rater Written Commentary 

For their final video rating, each rater was asked to volunteer their thoughts on (A) any aspects of 

the interaction between candidate and examiner that they noticed in particular and (B) whether 

they thought those behaviours had affected their rating, (and if so how).  All 86 raters, provided 

detailed commentary, from which a total of 206 thematic codes were generated.  For a detailed 

explanation of the coding methodology see section 3.5.2.  Some of the sub-themes were unique 

to this study and not identified by earlier research surrounding the rating process (see section 2.4 

for the review of relevant literature).  A codebook matrix is reproduced in Table 24 to provide an 

overall, definitional understanding of all codes identified in the data.   

 

Table 24 
Codebook Matrix 

Macro-Theme: Cognitive Approaches to Rating 
Thematic 
Code 

Definition Example 

Comparative 
(COMP) 

How candidate compares to that of a 
previous candidate (from this 
administration or earlier) or broader 
student population (e.g., drawing on 
personal teaching experience) 

Although I gave other students B2 ratings across 
the board, this student was clearly the most 
competent of the 12 I viewed 

Global 
(GLO) 

An overall impression of language 
performance, rather than citing specific 
criteria as evidence. 

The candidate had a high level of English 

Analytic 
(ANA) 

Referring to scales to decide score or 
explicitly recalls a descriptor while assessing 
a candidate 

I think there were times where the descriptor 
seemed to be advocating a more generous 
rating, and there were times where you could 
interpret the same description as slightly more 
severe 

Rating 
Interference 
(RI) 

Rater explicitly talks about their job of 
assessing being hindered or facilitated by an 
examiner behaviour 

it does seem rather difficult to score interaction 
when it can be affected by the demeanour of the 
examiner 
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Confirmatory 
(CONF) 

Comments suggesting rater has made a 
provisional score and uses performances 
from later tasks to reaffirm or change this 
initial impression  

her English isn’t absolutely perfect but it’s much 
better than I expected. And I guess because it’s 
better than I expected it would’ve pushed up the 
score up a lot. 

Candidate 
Focus 
(CF) 

Rater asserts their attention is focused on 
candidate. Or they may explicitly reference 
excluding examiner factors from their 
assessment of performance. 

My rating score was based merely on the 
candidate's interaction and the score I gave was 
not related to the examiner at all 

Bias 
(Bi) 

References to personal criterion as 
important in measuring L2 proficiency. 

For me, a candidate's ability to formulate 
questions is important in assessing their 
grammar ability. 

Macro-Theme: Perceptions of Test Taker 
Thematic 
Code 

Definition Example 

Grammar 
(Gr) 

References to grammar broadly or specific 
errors 

she was grammatical in her answer. But her 
answer was “I like listening to music and 
watching movies” basic kind of response. 

Fluency 
(Fl) 

References to fluency broadly or specific 
instances of pauses and fillers, repair etc. 

Probably thinking the use of Japanese pausing 
strategies like “etto” might bring her down a bit 

Lexis 
(Lx) 

References to vocabulary broadly or specific 
errors, use of uncommon words, synonyms 
etc 

she [candidate] came out with words like 
‘Worse’, which is a good word 

Interaction 
(Int) 

References to interaction broadly or 
disposition, conversation ability, responding 
to follow up questions 

her kind of conversation ability was what I was 
focusing on here, like, how she interacted and 
how she responded 

Pronunciation 
(Pro) 

References to pronunciation broadly or 
specific instances of stress, intonation, 
effects of L1 pronunciation 

his accent was very strong. Katakana 
pronunciation was pretty strong I thought 

Non-linguistic 
(NLc) 

References to body language which impacts 
performance but not alluding to effort 

the way she [candidate] reacts to questions, the 
kind of confidence she gives off 

Task 
Fulfilment 
(TF) 

Rater mentions degree to which candidates 
complete the task or if communication 
breaks down. 

Sort of on topic, but not exactly what I would 
expect 

Ideas 
(Id) 

References to how candidate delivers ideas 
in conversational or academic style, if they 
go off on tangents etc. (organisation), 
sophistication, novelty, factual correctness 
of ideas (knowledge) 

she came up with quite a good answer, which 
was not what you’d imagine that the question 
was about pornography and violence where 
actually she’s talking about the, whatever, the 
effect on the eyes 

Effort 
(EFc) 

References to candidate’s positive 
demeanour, gestures, perseverance despite 
low ability.  

she seemed more willing than other students to 
test her limits. Thus, she may have received 
higher ratings on some points than other 
students who were shy about expressing 
themselves but may have had equal abilities. 

Macro-Theme: Perceptions of Examiner 
Thematic 
Code 

Definition Example 

Non-linguistic 
(NLe) 

References to body language (or lack!) 
impacting candidate performance 

The man also used gestures and added emphasis 
to clarify difficult words ("limit" and "interact") 
that likely helped students to understand the 
meaning 
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Patience 
(Pat) 

References to how much time examiners 
do/do not give candidates before assisting, 
moving on 

the examiner occasionally jumped in to clarify a 
point a little too soon, rather than giving the 
candidate a moment longer to think about it and 
work it out themselves 

Rapport 
(Rap) 

References to how examiners make 
candidates feel, or examiners body 
language, demeanour, atmosphere with 
respect to creating positive/negative 
environment 

this examiner was very clear in his instructions, 
and created a comfortable environment through 
his body language and facial expressions 

Pushing 
(Push) 

References to how examiner moderates 
their language or questioning to the level of 
candidate.  Some examiners like 
moderation, some prefer candidate to be 
pushed to see their limit 

The interviewee got into a comfortable zone and 
was never really tested for the upper levels of 
her grammar and vocabulary. 

Co-
construction 
(Co-Con) 

Rater comments that show AWARENESS of 
examiner behaviour impacting candidate 
performance BUT does NOT reference any 
impact on THEIR rating process 

she looked at the examiner and his smile or nod 
seemed to motivate her to continue trying to 
express her thoughts and attempt to answer 
more clearly 

Test 
Management 
(TM) 

References to examiner’s time keeping or 
management style 

examiner seemed less preoccupied with 
timekeeping than many of the others 

Feedback 
(FB) 

References to examiner being an active 
listener: 

a) summarising candidates answer 
back to them,  

b) making evaluations (that’s great, 
you’re right etc.) 

c) using back channelling (I see, oh, 
mmm, uh-huh etc) 

she said "hmmmm" and "I see" quite often and 
did not add much beyond that 

Topic Shift 
(TS) 

References to how examiner introduces 
new topics/questions or changes the topic 

Rather than saying 'Please start' or 'Time to 
finish', the examiner often said 'OK'. 

Topic 
Extension 
(TE) 

Refers to examiner’s method for eliciting 
extended responses. They might pause, use 
tokens (yeah? mmm) or use candidate 
answers to establish a follow up. 

He repeated her answer, and then following up 
with a more specific question, to reinforce her 
understanding. 

Supply 
(Sup) 

References to examiner assisting candidate 
language.  Examiner may offer vocabulary 
by finishing candidate’s sentence, or in a 
question as a check for understanding 

the examiner coached the candidate how to 
begin the roleplay even though it was clearly 
written on the roleplay card 

Reformulation 
(Ref) 

References to examiner 
changing/simplifying/repeating a question 
prompt for the benefit of the candidate 

He made the specific to be in the cinema and 
then he modified it to be what have you watched 
recently. Then he clarified it by saying on DVD. 

Effort 
(EFe) 

Comments regarding examiner trying to 
maintain dialogue, involve low proficiency 
candidate or competently administrating 
the exam 

He’s [examiner] playing his role. He’s giving her 
all this information waiting for something to 
come back. I think he’s playing his role very well 

Prosodic 
Adjustment 
(ProA) 

References to examiner accent, pacing, 
stress, intonation, emphasis when asking 
questions, giving instructions 

what I’m noticing is that she was speaking quite 
quickly, the examiner 
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This section will now summarise the overall character of rater written commentary in terms of 

macro-themes.  The intention is to provide a very broad-brush interpretation of meaning:  What 

are the general observational foci and thought patterns of speaking test raters at the sample level?  

This general characterisation of the sample serves as a backdrop against which the study can 

contrast the subsequent, more detailed examination (see section 4.2.2) of sub-themes within the 

contexts of extraversion, agreeableness and test experience level to build a case for causation 

with regards to the quantitative results. 
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Figure 11.  Alluvial Plot of Macro Themes and Sub-Themes 

Figure 11 provides a visual overview of the relative contributions (raw counts of individual 

references in parentheses) and connections between the macro-themes (left side) and sub-themes 

(right side) from the written commentary data.  There were three overarching macro-themes to 

the rater commentary, of which Examiner Perceptions was the largest, comprising about 72.4% 

(149 codes) of the data set (206 codes).  That this theme is the largest is perhaps unsurprising 

given the elicitation questions put to raters.  However, it does indicate that the raters were largely 
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paying heed to, and focused on, addressing those questions rather than pursuing their own 

agenda.  The Examiner Perceptions theme consisted of 13 sub-themes which categorise the 

different types of observations made by raters with regards to examiners’ linguistic, non-

linguistic or test management behaviours.  Many of the Examiner Perception sub-themes carried 

a value judgement on behalf of the rater on how that examiner behaviour had affected (either 

advantageously or disadvantageously) the test-taker’s performance.  The relevant key findings 

regarding the macro-theme of Examiner Perceptions are elaborated upon from this point forward.  

The most numerous comments made by raters when observing examiners were how well they 

established Rapport (30 of 149 codes, 20%).  There seems to have been a consensus among the 

rater sample that making test takers feel at ease and creating a positive test environment was an 

important and expected job of the examiners.   

 

Commentary reveals that raters consider Rapport to be established via “demeanour” (body 

language), friendly and polite instructions and conveying interest in the test taker: 

Rater Comment 

3 examiner was very clear in his instructions, and created a comfortable environment through his body 

language and facial expressions 

18 her voice was reassuring, she smiled, she made eye-contact, and used physical back-channelling 

(nodding) as well as verbal back-channelling (How many students went on the trip (to Disney Land?), Do 

you want to work at the City Hall in your Hometown?, etc.) to help establish rapport 

51 the examiner seemed to have genuine interest in the candidate. 

 

The process by which rapport is established – through visual cues – is similar to earlier findings 

from research into paired format speaking tests and the way that test takers go about establishing 

rapport with each other (May 2009).  In that study, the body language or visual cues were picked 

up on by raters and considered indicative of higher interactional effectiveness.  Raters in this 

study were also quick to notice the potential for rapport to impact an interaction, either via a test-

taker’s confidence, performance, or perception of their own performance: 

Rater Comment 
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63 The examiner did an excellent job by being supportive and listening carefully, while also smiling and 

nodding when appropriate…The way the examiner did his job didn't affect my rating of the student 

because I had already given the student the highest marks based on her English ability.  There was not 

much the examiner could have done to alter that. 

8 examiner seemed more 'professional'…perhaps there was a lack of more social interactional features 

that help to build rapport…it may well have affected the student's performance. 

21 Examiner…seemed annoyed with student; didn't try to have student relax. At one point during teacher's 

explanation of the role play, I thought student started crying. [examiner] was very intimidating. 

 

 

The second macro-theme from rater comments was termed Cognitive Approach and accounted 

for an additional 21.3% (44 codes) of commentary.  This theme is characterised by references 

which either a) suggest, directly or indirectly, how the raters were mentally processing a 

performance to arrive at a judgement or b) highlight an apparent dichotomy in the way raters 

choose to perceive test interactions.  Regarding the mental aspects of the judgement process, the 

most frequent sub-theme was Global (GLO) which represented 27% of cognitive approach data.  

When asked to justify their scores, raters tended towards referencing overall impressions of 

language performance: 

Rater Comment 

9 I believe the candidate gave her best within the conditions. 

79 Notwithstanding the candidate's very low English ability, I thought… 

14 the candidate still did enough to achieve a B2 rating in every category, in my opinion. 

 

And this was at the expense of citing specific instances of test-taker performance with reference 

to the scales and descriptors or asserting explicitly that they reference the scales which is in 

direct contradiction to and despite training in, the TEAP protocols (see Appendix 8): 

Rater Comment 

62 the student was given a lot of scaffolding, but she was hardly able to communicate effectively. She can 

probably neither understand nor explain even basic ideas clearly 

44 I paid attention to the rubric only when determining the ratings. 
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Furthermore, the analytic approach to rating comprised a much smaller portion of cognitive 

approach codes (13.6%). This cognitive divergence (on the part of raters) away from the 

prescribed model of speaking provided by the test (i.e., the rating scales) was earlier identified by 

Orr (2002).  Given its predominance within the data set over the Analytic approach, the findings 

from this study seems to support Orr’s (2002) conclusions on the nature of the rating process: 

creating impressionistic summaries of performance is a prominent and inherent approach to 

processing complex social interactions.  The later more detailed thematic analysis of individual 

raters (sections 4.2.2, 4.2.3) will examine what role, if any, a rater’s personality or 

experience/training may have had in altering this seemingly innate cognitive behaviour. 

 

A further theme revealed with respect to rater cognition is the apparent dichotomy in the way 

raters chose to recognise and account for the concept of co-construction within their rating 

process, something noted by May (2009) in her research comparing two individual raters but was 

not defined explicitly.  Approximately 20% (see Figure 11) of cognitive approach codes 

referenced an awareness of how examiner behaviours facilitated or complicated the job of 

assessment, which this study defined as Rating Interference (RI): 

Rater Comment 

32 examiner stayed still and did not interact much with the candidate. this made it easier to focus attention 

on what the student was saying. 

31 I have never examined for this test, but it does seem rather difficult to score interaction when it can be 

affected by the demeanour of the examiner. 

26 I do not think he directly impeded my evaluation of the speaker as some of the examiners did by 

confusing the candidates or making them nervous. 

 

A roughly equal proportion of the data (16%) indicated that raters, while aware of variations in 

examiner behaviour, attempted to focus their attentions on the test-taker and ignore the examiner, 

which the study defined as Candidate Focus (CF).  In essence, despite an awareness of spoken 

discourse as co-constructed, some raters consciously choose to apply a blind spot over the 

examiner and evaluate test-taker output in isolation, irrespective of if or how an examiner could 

have moulded that output: 
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Rater Comment 

51 I tried to focus on the candidate and not so much on the interviewer. 

11 My rating score was based merely on the candidate's interaction and the score I gave was not related to 

the examiner at all. 

64 [the examiner] was able to achieve an easy rapport. This did not affect my rating, because I was focused 

mainly on the responses of the candidate. 

 

So again, this surface level pass on the qualitative data yields evidence of two very distinct 

cognitive approaches to observing and processing interaction and the issue to address is – might 

personality or test experience explain this dichotomy in any meaningful way? 

 

The final macro-theme to emerge from the rater comments was defined as Test Taker Perception 

and accounted for the remaining 6.3% (13 codes) of commentary.  A little over half of the 

commentary (7 of the 13 codes) refer to two sub-themes which were termed Task Fulfilment 

(TF) and Effort (of the candidate) (EFc).  These sub-themes appear to again strengthen Orr’s 

(2002) discoveries regarding raters holding an innate, preferred cognitive approach to 

interpreting performance.  Take the sub-theme Task Fulfilment (TF), for example, where test-

taker performance was characterised as the degree to which a test taker could complete tasks: 

Rater Comment 

50 for the role play [the examiner] should have clarified that she was not interviewing him for a job but for 

a student/ class report. I graded her slightly lower because she was not quite on task 

56 The [test taker’s] English level was pretty low, he could not complete some of the tasks 

78 Candidate misunderstood role play task. She gave him advice instead of asking what kind of advice he 

would give…but her overall performance was easily B2, in my judgment. 

86 because he [test taker] clearly attested to not being able to answer, his accuracy scores dropped down 

to Below A2 

 

Again, the comments are factual statements that summarise breakdowns in communication 

between test takers and examiners and frequently precede global evaluations of language 

proficiency that do not reference specific categories from the rating scale.  Regarding the Effort 

(EFc) sub-theme, rater perceptions tended to highlight overall attitudinal dispositions rather than 
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instances of language output.  Raters’ impressions of test takers’ Effort appears to have been 

inferred from body language cues or an apparent willingness to persevere with a task despite 

breakdowns in communication: 

Rater Comment 

44 the candidate was looking down…seemed to not be interested or engaged in the topics of the exam. 

These issues did not affect my rating, as I paid attention to the rubric only when determining the ratings. 

49 Both the candidate and examiner attempted to communicate regardless of the candidate’s lack of 

English-speaking ability. Both showed a positive attitude and were smiling…I did not rate the candidate 

differently because of this, but thought about scoring her interactional effectiveness as B1 rather than 

A2… 

59 she seemed more willing than other students to test her limits. Thus, she may have received higher 

ratings… 

 

This facet of performance might be considered a personal criterion of language performance and 

thus off-scale.  Effort does not feature as a component of any of the rating categories of the 

TEAP rating scale (See Appendix 4).  However, it is far from clear (given the rater excerpts 

above) whether the perception of Effort impacted scoring.  Prior research has already noted that 

raters, even those with experience in the particular test format, can continue to incorporate off-

scale criteria (e.g., Ang-Aw & Chuen Meng Goh, 2011; Eckes, 2008).  Of the three raters whose 

excerpts on Effort were selected for inclusion into this discussion, one had experience with in-

house testing (44), and another (49) had received standardised training for Eiken STEP. 

To summarise, the written commentary can be grouped into two overarching foci – Perceptions 

and Cognitive Approach.  Perceptions were focused on what raters observed during a test 

performance and can be further categorised depending upon which of the two interlocutors is 

being focused upon – examiner or candidate.  Cognitive Approach refers to the rationalisation 

processes raters employed to evaluate spoken performances.  The degree to which examiners 

successfully established Rapport (Rap) was the perception most frequently noted by raters in this 

study.  Raters appeared cognisant of the role that examiners play in dictating the social aspect of 

the test environment and how the atmosphere generated can affect test-takers confidence and/or 

performance.  When it came to the test takers, the degree of Task Fulfilment (TF) and Effort 

(EFc), were the most frequently occurring themes.  Raters focused on whether test takers were 
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able to complete the tasks from the test, with breakdowns in communication indicating lower 

test-taker proficiency.  Additionally, raters also generated impressions of test-taker attitude 

towards the test irrespective of language output.  This theme of summative or broad-brush 

impressions of performance was also a significant component of thematic data surrounding rater 

cognition.  When it came to the process of judging language proficiency, the raters, more 

frequently, summarised performance holistically (GLO), rather than breaking down aspects of 

performance according to the analytic scales supplied with the TEAP test.  The significance of 

these findings perhaps lies in lending weight to earlier research by Orr (2002) which suggests an 

innate tendency towards holistic summarisation of speaking test performance in some raters.  

The findings from this study also suggest this “innate holistic” approach to judging persists 

despite training.   

 

 4.2.2 A Thematic Analysis of Rater Written Commentary 

Following the brief overview of the overall rater written commentary, this section examines only 

the written commentary from the extreme tails of the rater severity distribution to develop a 

broad impression of behavioural tendencies from these two sub-samples.  For an explanation of 

how and why this was done, see section 3.5.2.  Table 25 provides an overview of the 20 

individuals who comprise the most and least severe raters (+/- 1 SD or greater/under) from this 

study.   

 

This table was added to help contextualise the thematic analysis by providing quickly referrable, 

salient quantitative data at a glance.  The table ranks raters by severity in descending order, from 

most severe/lenient to 10th most severe/lenient.  The table includes each rater’s fair average 

score, a value computed in Rasch that estimates the score that each rater would have awarded the 

same hypothetical candidate had all factors been held constant (Linacre, 2019b).  The fair 

average score is estimated in Logits, and this is then re-converted back into the original units of 

the rating scale, which in the TEAP test is the CEFR competency band nomenclature.  Next, the 

table refers to the three predictors of severity revealed in the quantitative results (see section 

4.1.3b).  Test Experience Level refers to the three categories of rater experience surrounding 

speaking tests (0 = no experience, 1 = experience with in-house speaking tests, 3 = experience 
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with high-stakes standardised tests like IELTS).  Agreeableness and eXtraversion refer to the 

respective personality trait predictors and are measured in equal interval scaled units known as 

Logits (Bond & Fox, 2015).  Higher positive values denote greater degrees of the trait, lower or 

greater negative values denote less of the trait or more of its opposing dimension.  The final 

column refers to the specific video/candidate that the rater provided commentary upon. 

 

Table 25 

Demographic & Independent Variable data of Most and Least Severe Raters 
Rater 

ID 

Severity 

(Logits) 

Fair Average Score 

CEFR (Logits) 

Test Experience 

Level 

Agreeableness 

(Logits) 

eXtraversion 

(Logits) 

Video 

commented upon 

Most Severe Raters (+1 SD in Severity, or greater) 

62 2.31 <A2 (1.86) 0 0.07 0.98 12 

2 1.92 <A2 (1.95) 1 0.21 0.64 1 

68 1.39 A2 (2.07) 0 -0.22 1.47 7 

1 0.94 A2 (2.18) 0 0.58 1.97 12 

58 0.86 A2 (2.19) 0 -0.36 1.97 9 

16 0.79 A2 (2.21) 1 -1.27 0.81 3 

69 0.64 A2 (2.25) 0 0 2.66 8 

22 0.64 A2 (2.25) 2* -1.17 3.5 9 

59 0.48 A2 (2.30) 0 -0.07 -0.08 10 

12 0.42 A2 (2.31) 0 0.91* 1.58 11 

Most Lenient Raters (-1 SD in Severity, or under) 

7 -3.21 B1 (3.40) 2 1.18 0.2 6 

31 -2.98 B1 (3.34) 2 -0.07 0.42 6 

41 -2.75 B1 (3.27) 1 -0.07 0.27 4 

84 -2.67 B1 (3.24) 0* 1.09 -0.16 5 

32 -2.59 B1 (3.22) 2 -0.51* -1.27 7 

71 -2.44 B1 (3.18) 2 -0.9* -0.16 10 

10 -2.29 B1 (3.13) 1 0.91 0.35 9 

52 -1.99 B1 (3.04) 1 -0.14 -0.16 3 

3 -1.98 B1 (3.04) 1 -0.07 0.57 2 

40 -1.91 B1 (3.02) 1 1.09 1.26* 3 

* indicates a predictor value that goes in the opposite direction to the regression model expectations presented in 

section 4.1.  For example, a highly lenient rater who displays high disagreeableness (-1SD), where they would be 

expected to be highly agreeable (+1SD) 
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As noted in the introductory outline to the qualitative analysis (see 4.2), an evaluation and 

comparison of the themes prevalent within these two extremes of the rater sample will address 

RQ2: How do raters of differing personality traits and experiential factors perceive various 

aspects of co-constructed discourse between the examiner and candidate? 

 

In short, the study begins to dig deeper and examine the data set at a more granular level.  This 

section breaks down the themes by severity and leniency to reveal overarching behaviours that 

typify the two extremes of the rater sample represented in this study.  Which of the themes 

identified in the overview of the written commentary (Rapport, Task Fulfilment, Effort and 

Global Rating Approach) (see section 4.2.1) or indeed new ones, might be generally associated 

with severity?  Which appear to associate with leniency?  The section then revisits the literature 

surrounding personality and test experience to examine how (or indeed whether) these predictors 

explain the differences in behaviour observed.  It is critical to note here that the analysis does not 

attempt to parse the thematic analysis by individual predictors (agreeableness, extraversion and 

test experience) as this would be an artificial de-construction of the data and fail to acknowledge 

the, likely, complex interactions between all three within individual raters’ minds.  Instead, the 

study takes a more holistic approach; It describes a narrative of the differences in rating 

behaviour between selected groups of raters who broadly conform to the regression model 

expectations of the three predictor variables (Test Experience Level, Agreeableness and 

eXtraversion) but importantly, includes the relevant biographic/demographic data of individual 

raters within the discussion for added contextualisation. 

 

The analyses below compare the sub-themes identified in the rater written commentary by 

macro-theme groupings according to their order of frequency in the data set (based on the results 

from section 4.2.1).  Therefore, in sub-section 4.2.2a, the macro-theme of Examiner Perceptions 

will be explored from the points of view of both severe and lenient raters.  The similarities and 

differences in their perceptions are described and illustrated (with selected excerpts of 

commentary).  Then, rater’s Cognitive Approaches are covered in sub-section 4.2.2b, and a 

discussion of Candidate Perceptions is covered in sub-section 4.2.2c. Finally, sub-section 4.2.2d 
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concludes with a discussion of rater differences with respect to the predictor variables and 

referencing the relevant testing and psychological literature. 

 

4.2.2a How lenient vs severe raters perceived examiner behaviours 

Comparing the comments of the 10 top-most severe raters against those of the 10 top-most 

lenient revealed a clear distinction with regards to how raters cognitively process and then 

interpret co-constructed speaking test performances.  Firstly, it is important to state that both 

severe and lenient raters were cognisant of the co-constructed nature of spoken interaction.  

Rater 2, (somewhat extravert [0.64 logits], experience with in-house tests) a highly severe (1.92 

logits) participant noted how different examiners’ approaches to conducting the tests might have 

changed the test takers’ performances: 

Rater Comment 

2 I found it interesting on how each examiner did the process slightly differently and that this could in fact 

influence the student's performance 

 

While an introverted (-0.16 logits), very lenient (-1.99 logits) rater (52) with experience of in-

house speaking tests, noted how test taker 3’s apparent naturalness had allowed, in their opinion, 

the examiner to alter their own spoken output: 

Rater Comment 

52 …the candidate is quite natural in her speech, so I think the examiner was able to be more natural. 

 

Despite their differing personality dispositions and severities, both raters displayed an awareness 

of the ability of both candidate and examiner to be able to influence one another’s output within 

the test interactions.   

 

However, there may be fundamental differences in how severe and lenient raters incorporated the 

theme of co-construction into their cognitive schema, vis-à-vis judging performance and 

awarding scores which is now discussed.  The first chief difference between the most severe and 
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most lenient raters (with regards to their written commentary) lies in the sub-theme of Patience 

(Pat).  Patience refers to the amount of time that examiners gave test takers to develop their 

responses before assisting them or moving on to another question.  With highly lenient raters, 

commentary indicated that examiner displays of patience were frequently viewed in a positive 

manner.  Patience was, in their view, a core competency of test management skills and a 

necessary in allowing candidate to give their best performance.  For rater 7 (a highly agreeable 

person [1.18 logits] with experience and training in Eiken STEP), by displaying Patience the 

examiner had allowed the candidate time to generate language output which the raters could then 

observe and score: 

Rater Comment 

7 The examiner was patient with the candidate and allowed, and encouraged, the candidate to keep 

speaking. This helped create enough material to establish the grades. 

 

Rater 3 (experienced with in-house speaking tests but not an especially agreeable [-0.07 logits] 

person) was concerned that an examiner’s lack of Patience could cause candidates to not be 

given complete instructions and therefore, by implication, underperform:  

Rater Comment 

3 some examiners handed the questions to the student before fully completing the instructions for that 

part of the test…they may have missed important points in the oral instructions. 

 

In contrast, severe raters interpreted these displays of Patience less frequently and in a more 

negative light.  Rater 12 (a highly extravert [1.58 logits] personality with no prior test 

experience) noted, with rather colourful imagery, how Patience can function as a method for 

revealing a candidate’s true language limitations, rather than an opportunity to produce as much 

output as possible: 

Rater Comment 

12 Some other examiners did not "give the student some rope" to the extent that this one [examiner] did. 

 

For rater 69 (also highly extravert [2.66 logits] and lacking prior testing experience), it is implied 

that Patience was a technique to be used selectively rather than comprehensively.  The 
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examiner’s use of Patience with candidate 8 (fair average score of <A2) served as an 

accommodation which allowed raters time to assess lower proficiency candidates more 

accurately: 

Rater Comment 

69 He gave her plenty of wait time, and I think that was good because we are after the level of the learner, 

and she just couldn't really make answers. 

 

Furthermore, severe raters were more likely to pick up on and negatively assess instances of 

other accommodative behaviours, specifically Supply (Sup) and Reformulation (Ref).  ‘Supply’ 

refers to instances where an examiner provides language to a candidate perhaps in the form of 

correcting a vocabulary error or finishing off their sentence and is a natural aspect of human 

communication (Piai et al., 2016) that examiners have exhibited in earlier research (Brown, 

2003; Lazaraton, 2002; Seedhouse & Egbert, 2006). Rater 22 (trained in Eiken STEP but very 

low in agreeableness [-1.17 logits], highly extravert [3.5 logits]), for example, shows awareness 

of how examiner 9’s behaviour of suggesting possible answers to questions (as a means of 

signposting the meaning of the question) introduces unfairness to the test that may have altered 

candidate 9’s performance.  Rater 22 also queries how this behaviour may, in fact, be non-

standard or accommodative in nature, questioning this examiner’s management strategy. 

Rater Comment 

22 The examiner offered answers to the candidate which may have helped her more than other candidates 

with other examiners. I am not sure what the guidelines for examiners say about this particular issue. 

 

Rater 1 (an inexperienced rater, highly extravert [1.97 logits]) focuses on an instance of 

Reformulation (Ref).  Reformulation refers to episodes where an examiner recasts or repeat a 

prompt/question in order to assist the candidate: 

Rater Comment 

1 he rephrased his answers a number of times to enable the candidate to understand things more 

easily…which made completion of the task a smoother process for the candidate. 
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In this excerpt, rater 1 notices multiple instances of the examiner simplifying his answers during 

the roleplay component of the TEAP test and notes that doing so may have assisted the candidate 

in comprehending the content of the examiner’s responses and thus made asking follow-up 

questions based on that content easier.  While there were no comments highlighting either of 

these two examiner behaviours from the lenient group, it is important to caution, as is the case 

with all qualitative data – absence of evidence does not imply evidence of absence.  

Nevertheless, given the findings surrounding Patience (Pat) these two additional themes lend 

support to the argument being made – over-accommodation was viewed as assistance by severe 

raters, whereas lenient raters tended to interpret such activity as part and parcel of allowing 

candidates to excel.   

 

In summary, the more lenient raters from this sample were inclined to interpret many examiner 

behaviours not as accommodations but as ‘facilitators’; the examiner behaviours afford 

candidates the opportunity to “give their best”.  In contrast, the more severe raters from this 

sample see these accommodative behaviours as just that – assistance or help; thus certain 

examiner behaviours function as proxy signals of low proficiency on the part of the candidate. 

Indeed, earlier research by Ross & Berwick (1992) also noted that over-accommodation on the 

part of the examiner  had potential to affect “the power of the probe” and thus skew perceptions 

of performance (Ross & Berwick, 1992: 169).  Their findings revealed that proficiency 

modulated the tendency for examiners to over-accommodate certain candidates.  In an attempt to 

engage candidates that the examiners assumed were of lower proficiency, they would employ 

more ‘foreigner-talk’.  Ross and Berwick (ibid.) argued that such behaviours could inhibit more 

proficient candidates from “giving their best” or, alternatively, masking the limitations of less 

proficient candidates. 

 

Regarding the theme of Rapport (Rap), which was a main finding from the written commentary 

as a whole, it seemed to have been a common observation by raters from both ends of the 

severity extreme suggesting that it may be an important component of spoken interactions from 

the point of view of raters observing those interactions. 
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The next section examines the ways in which severe and lenient raters differed in how they 

mentally approached the task of rating.  For the discussion of how the predictors (Test 

Experience Level, Agreeableness and eXtraversion) might explain the differences in perceptions 

of examiner behaviours between lenient and severe raters see section 4.2.2d. 

 

4.2.2b How lenient vs severe raters cognitively approached the task of rating 

The rater written commentary reveals a surprisingly similar set of themes regarding how raters 

reported their mental processes when it came to rating the performance videos (see Alluvial plot, 

Figure 11).  Both lenient and severe raters referenced three main cognitive approaches that have 

been identified in earlier research – Comparative (COMP), Global (GLO), Analytic (ANA) (e.g., 

Ang-Aw & Chuen Meng Goh, 2011; Brown et al., 2005; Orr, 2002).  There were no clear 

preferences for a particular approach for either of the two rater severity extremes in this written 

commentary data set.   

 

However, there was some difference with regards to a new theme emerging from this data set – 

Rating Interference (RI).  Rating Interference, as exemplified below, refers to commentary in 

which raters explicitly discuss how examiner behaviours hinder or facilitate a raters’ cognitive 

load in either a general sense or in reference to a specific examiner-candidate interaction within a 

performance: 

Rater Comment 

31 Some humour was used in the interview (sometimes students sleep), which [the candidate] clearly 

understood.  She seemed quite relaxed…it does seem rather difficult to score interaction when it can be 

affected by the demeanour of the examiner.  

 

It is possible that cognitive load is induced differently in the two severity groups.  The crux of 

the issue here is due to how these two rater groups acknowledged the co-constructed nature of 

spoken interaction.  OPIs involving an examiner as an interlocutor can have inherent power 
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asymmetries which lead to examiner dominance and greater reactivity on the part of the 

candidate (e.g., Lazaraton, 1992; Van Lier, 1989; Young & Milanovic, 1992), and thus 

interlocutors demeanour, attitude and contributions can influence candidate performance (e.g., 

Brown, 2003; McNamara, 1997).  For lenient raters, increased cognitive load stemmed from the 

difficulty they had in ascertaining appropriate compensation for candidates in situations where 

that individual’s responses had been, seemingly, shaped by the interlocutor – in this study, 

examiner (May, 2009).  It could be argued that under such circumstances these raters ‘gave the 

benefit of the doubt’ to candidates and this, partly, explains their tendency toward leniency, 

something that has been noted in earlier research (McNamara & Lumley, 1997).  For example, 

rater 31 (an experienced IELTS examiner, neutral agreeableness [-0.07 logits]) picks up on one 

examiner’s use of humour (see example above).  In rater 31’s view, humour helped the candidate 

feel at ease and they ponder, in general terms, how variable examiner personability and methods 

for establishing rapport can change the nature of a conversation.  Another rater (41, experienced 

with in-house tests, neutral agreeableness [-0.07 logits]) explicitly acknowledges, how one 

examiner made their job of assessing the International Effectiveness scale easier: 

 

Rater Comment 

41 Of all the questions and rating, I found "Interactional Effectiveness" problematic with regards to 

backchanneling…I wasn't really aware of [candidates] being able to backchannel in the time limit. The 

examiner in video 4 seemed to allow enough time for backchanneling to occur, albeit briefly, hence I 

gave [candidate] 4 a B2 

 

In this excerpt the examiner afforded the candidate an opportunity to display a particular 

criterion from the scales (back-channelling) and that in doing so it is implied that rater 41 scored 

the candidate higher than they otherwise might have done.  Finally, rater 32 (an experienced 

IELTS examiner, highly introvert [-1.27 logits]) illustrates the opposite end of the issue 

surrounding co-construction: 

Rater Comment 

32 examiner stayed still and did not interact much with the candidate. this made it easier to focus attention 

on what the student was saying. I doubt this affected my rating. 
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Here the rater notices the examiner’s minimalist rapport and seems to acknowledge this as less 

interfering on their rating process.  In their view, greater cognitive effort was freed for observing 

candidate output which again suggests that lenient raters are more predisposed to allocating a 

degree of mental processing power to rating candidates’ contributions to a performance with 

respect, and in relation to examiners’ influences. 

 

The only reference to RI from the severe rater group came from the most severe rater in the study 

sample, rater 62.  This individual (inexperienced, extravert [0.98 logits]) was critical of the 

examiner’s approach to the roleplay section.  The rater suggested that the examiner’s failure to 

explore the boundaries of the candidate’s language proficiency complicated their job of rating 

because the rater could not comfortably define the candidate’s limits: 

Rater Comment 

62 leaving some obvious information out deliberately would have helped me gauge whether the student 

was able to ask follow-up questions, for example, why do you have problems with back-benchers in your 

class? 

For severe raters then, perhaps an increased cognitive load stems from the degree of uncertainty 

in awarding scores caused by “poor examiner elicitation” inadequately revealing the upper 

bounds of candidate proficiency.  Under this interpretation it could be the case that severe raters 

might decide to ‘err on the side of caution’ with regards to awarding more generous scores to 

candidates, awarding scores only on candidate output irrespective of how that output may have 

been limited by inadequate examiner elicitation skills. 

 

It may be premature to speculate on the nature of rater cognition based on a single rater’s 

comment.  Therefore, it is useful to provide additional support in the form of new 

behaviours/themes that were identified across the written commentary more broadly rather than 

the extreme ends (of the severity continuum) specifically.  This new sub-theme was termed 

Candidate Focus (CF).  CF refers to commentary in which raters communicate, explicitly, that 
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their attention is focused solely on the candidate or that they are consciously ignoring examiners 

while making their assessments: 

Rater Comment 

64 The examiner spoke clearly and confidently, and was able to put the candidate at ease from the 

beginning. She was able to achieve an easy rapport.  This did not affect my rating, because I was focused 

mainly on the responses of the candidate. 

78 none of the aspects of the interaction affected my grading because in the training for this research 

project I was only offered training on how to grade students, and nothing about how to figure the 

examiners into the grading process. 

51 the examiner did not affect my rating for the candidate. He was clear with his instructions and responses 

so that the candidate seemed that she was relaxed during the interview. I tried to focus on the 

candidate and not so much on the interviewer. 

 

 

The three excerpts above serve as a contrast to the earlier theme of RI, where raters reported 

added difficulty in arriving at a score for candidate performances, which they saw as having been 

co-constructed.  What the CF sub-theme seems to suggest is that some raters appear to make a 

conscious decision to ignore the impact context might have had on candidate output.  Comments 

frequently suggested an awareness of examiner behaviours and their impact in establishing 

rapport but that what ultimately mattered was what the candidate produced and not the 

contextual conditions by which that output had been produced: 

Rater Comment 

45 It was clear that the examiner had failed to prepare for the test in any meaningful way… I did not 

consciously allow the examiner's shortcomings to affect how I rated the candidate. I felt some sympathy 

for her but objectively tried to follow the grading protocol as laid out by the descriptors. 

 

These types of comment were present throughout the sample (made by both severe and lenient 

raters), for example; raters 64 [0.29 logits severity], 78 [-0.78], 51 [-0.18], and 45 [-0.63]) but 

became more prevalent as severity increased, and particularly among raters with no prior testing 

experience and lower agreeableness.  There were no instances of the sub-theme RI and CF 
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occurring in a single rater’s commentary and so these sub-themes may represent two 

fundamentally different approaches to the observation and assessment of spoken performance. 

 

Based on the limited number of examples, it is possible to suggest that cognitive load may have 

been triggered differently in this study’s rater sample depending upon their tendency for severity, 

which in turn resulted in different rating dispositions.  Lenient raters seemed to have experienced 

greater difficulty in assigning ratings when they perceived examiners’ behaviours to have 

potentially negatively affected candidates’ responses.  During these instances, their pre-

disposition tended to be to score in favour of the candidate.  Conversely, severe raters appeared 

to have experienced increased cognitive load in scoring when the perceived examiners’ 

behaviours to have failed to adequately reveal candidates’ limits.  In these instances, their pre-

disposition tended to be to score output seemingly without regards for contextual factors which 

may have impeded or limited it.  A broader analysis of written commentary in general seems to 

support a possible dichotomy to the rater sample with regards to how raters dealt with elements 

of context (examiners) impacting performance.  Particularly prevalent among more severe, 

inexperienced and/or disagreeable raters was the sub-theme of Candidate Focus.  Some raters 

from the sample, while being aware of the variability in examiner behaviours, made a point to 

ignore these factors in deriving proficiency scores, rating candidates on their language output 

irrespective of how that output may have been constrained or facilitated by the examiners. 

 

For the discussion of how the predictors (Test Experience Level, Agreeableness and 

eXtraversion) might explain the differences in how lenient and severe raters experience Rating 

Interference and Candidate Focus, see section 4.2.2d. 

 

4.2.2c How lenient vs severe raters perceived candidate behaviours 

Perceptions of candidate behaviours and performance were low overall in the written 

commentary, with no sub-themes emerging from the most lenient rater group at all.  Regarding 
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the severe rater group, the sub-theme analysis suggested a small degree of off-scale biases had 

been incorporated into their (explanations of) assessments:   

Rater Comment 

16 The candidate was highly competent (she said she had spent her junior year in high school abroad). Her 

mannerism, slang (she used "like" a lot!), affected my rating more than the examiner did 

59 she seemed more willing than other students to test her limits. Thus, she may have received higher 

ratings on some points than other students who were shy about expressing themselves, but may have 

had equal abilities. 

 

The TEAP rating scale (see Appendix 4) defines the criterion ‘Fluency’ in terms of speaking 

speed and, as proficiency increases, fewer hesitations.  However, rater 16 (very severe [0.79 

logits], in-house experience, highly disagreeable [-1.27 logits]) considered ‘good’ fluency to 

(also) include speech with fillers.  In their view the candidate’s use of a more native-like filler 

was indicative of a higher language competency and was a component of influence in their 

assessment of that candidate, despite its absence from the rating scale criteria.  Prior research has 

shown that the use of fillers can be both positively and negatively evaluated by raters and the 

current research would seem to add further support to this (Brown, Iwashita & McNamara, 

2005).  Then there is the issue of ‘Effort’.  This sub-theme has been observed in earlier research 

where it has been defined as either A) visual cues of body language that infer a willingness to 

engage with test tasks (Orr, 2002), or B) an impression of perseverance in replying to examiners’ 

probes or willingness to attempt extended turns, despite low proficiency (Ang Aw & Chuen 

Meng Goh, 2011; Brown, 2006).  In this study, rater 59’s (inexperienced, neutral in 

agreeableness [-0.07 logits] and extraversion [-0.08 logits]) comment matches the type B 

definition of effort as rater 59’s phrasing “willing…to test her limits” suggests more so an 

attempt to persevere at conversation than mere body language but it may also include 

impressions of the latter.  Rater 59 also acknowledges that this display of effort has probably 

made them more generous with their scores (and thus by implication applies harsher ratings 

when not observing this candidate behaviour) despite the TEAP scales not explicitly referencing 

‘effort’ for any of the skills (see Appendix 4).  It is also possible that certain phrasing (“Limited 

attempt to carry out part 2”, “Sometimes dependent on examiner”) within the Interactional 

Effectiveness scale might have led to rater 59 to believe effort was subsumed within this 
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overarching scale.  Varying interpretations of fuzzy descriptors leading to different mental 

models of performance has been noted before (Brown, 2006).  In this study, the off-scale criteria 

‘effort’ is associated more so with severity than leniency and that absence of evidence of 

candidate ‘effort’ could lead to lower scores.  The quantitative findings indicate that a predictor 

of severity is test level inexperience (i.e., increasing the degree of training/standardisation a rater 

is exposed to increases the probability of them being more lenient).  This adds additional 

information to the field as many of the prior research studies involved the use of trained and 

experienced raters (Ang Aw & Chuen Meng Goh, 2011; Brown, 2006; Eckes, 2008; Orr, 2002). 

One final consideration with regards the sub-theme of ‘Effort’ is the cultural and educational 

context from which this data was gathered - Japan.  The concept of ‘effort’ or “trying one’s best” 

is a central component of the national culture and identity, particularly surrounding the language 

and ethos of study and work (Jones, 2015; Linhart & Frühstück, 1998; Meek, 1999).  In fact the 

concept is so intertwined with the educational ethos that the national, high-stakes English testing 

program EIKEN includes it as a criterion in the speaking test: “Examinees are evaluated on their 

responses to each of the tasks and for their attitude toward actively engaging in communication.” 

(Eiken, 2021).  In this regard, it may be that some raters have adopted this localised cultural 

expectation into their personal assessment criteria for language performance.  Though further 

research into this issue would be required but that is beyond the scope of this study. 

 

Regarding the most frequent test-taker perception referenced in the overview of written 

commentary (see section 4.2.1), the Task Fulfilment (TF) theme did not occur in the comments 

from either the most lenient or most severe cluster of raters.  However, when looking at the 

written data as a whole, the four occurrences of the TF theme were associated with more lenient 

raters (though not necessarily the most lenient).  No references to TF were made by raters with 

severity scores greater than -0.1 logits (rater 56 = -2.36, rater 86 = -1.53, rater 78 = -0.78, rater 

50 = -0.11).  It must be cautioned that the sample skewed slightly towards leniency overall (see 

section 4.1.1) and so there may be a stochastic effect which accounts for the occurrence of the 

TF sub-theme from only lenient raters.  All four comments are directed towards the same two 

candidate performances.  Candidate 1 (with a fair average score of B1) was commented upon by 

rater 50 (inexperienced, very disagreeable [-0.58 logits], extravert [1.16 logits]) and rater 78 
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(trained in Eiken STEP, neutral agreeableness [0.0 logits], neutral extravert [0.42 logits]) who 

both gave average raw scores of B2 to this performance.  Their comments are reprinted here for 

convenience:   

Rater Comment 

50 for the role play [the examiner] should have clarified that she was not interviewing him for a job but for 

a student/ class report. I graded her slightly lower because she was not quite on task 

78 Candidate misunderstood role-play task. She gave him advice instead of asking what kind of advice he 

would give…but her overall performance was easily B2, in my judgment. 

 

Candidate 7 (with a fair average score of Below A2) was commented upon by rater 56 

(inexperienced, slightly disagreeable [-0.22 logits], neutral extravert [0.42 logits]) who awarded 

an average raw score of high A2 to this performance, and rater 86 (trained in Eiken STEP, highly 

disagreeable [-1.17 logits], highly introvert [-1.48 logits]) who gave an average raw score of 

A2/B1.  Their comments are also reprinted here for convenience:   

Rater Comment 

56 The [candidate] English level was pretty low, he could not complete some of the tasks 

86 because he [candidate] clearly attested to not being able to answer, his accuracy scores dropped down 

to Below A2 

 

Two of the comments (by raters 50 and 86) hint at a concept identified in earlier research termed 

as a synthetic/confirmatory cognitive approach to rating (see section 2.4) (Ang-Aw & Chuen 

Meng Goh, 2011; Brown, 2006).  The raters formed an initial impression of proficiency, which 

may have been somewhat generous due to the cognitive ease of the first stage of the test.  Then, 

these raters seem to have been adjusting this initial proficiency score based on the candidates’ 

abilities to adequately fulfil the demands of the role-play task (with the concept of Task 

Fulfilment being independently constructed by each rater him/herself).  These raters’ comments 

indicate a cognitive approach of ‘subtraction’ where raters set a proficiency estimate and then 

begin to look for points of failure which cause penalties to be applied.  A further hint towards 

leniency is in rater 78’s comment.  As with rater 50, rater 78 notices candidate 1’s 

misinterpretation of the role-play task instructions, but they choose to ignore this new data point, 

and seemingly instead weigh it against an overall holistic impression of the candidate’s 
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proficiency.  For rater 56, Task Fulfilment seems to serve as a proxy signal for language 

proficiency more broadly (rather than a component of it) such that it might be the acts of being 

on task and/or task completion (to the rater’s satisfaction) which earn significant score increases 

rather than necessarily the ‘finesse’ of how the candidate completed the task, i.e. the variety and 

sophistication of pronunciation, grammar, lexis, fluency and interactional skills as required by 

the TEAP analytic scale (see Appendix 4).  

 

In conclusion, there was very little in the written commentary to suggest that raters were 

selectively attending to different aspects of the TEAP scales which could account for the variety 

in severity observed in the quantitative results.  However, there was a small degree of personal 

bias in the comments of two of the most severe raters.  It appeared that these individuals had 

personalised/modified the scale of fluency to include elements not specified in the TEAP scale 

criteria and created an entirely new scale akin to ‘Effort’.  Displays of native-like dysfluency as 

well as breakdowns in communication which were considered to have arisen from a candidate’s 

willingness to push their communicative limits were seen as worthy of higher scores.  Regarding 

lenient raters, personal bias appeared in the form of a focus on Task Fulfilment (TF) and that 

possibly, some lenient raters were taking a confirmatory approach to the scoring of proficiency 

with regards to this sub-theme.  Whether these rater behaviours are generalisable to the broader 

population of raters would require further research, but it is perhaps a starting point for 

explaining how some raters are more severe than others.   

 

4.2.2d  How predictors might explain the differences between lenient and severe raters 

In this section the present study explores a different question – why are some raters more severe 

than others?  Can the behaviours and perceptions reported in sections 4.2.2a, 4.2.2b, and 4.2.2c 

be theoretically explained in terms of test experience level, agreeableness, or extraversion?  In 

doing so, the study is triangulating the quantitative findings with the qualitative analysis and thus 

providing additional argumentation for accepting the possibility that the predictors are (at least) 

partly causing rater severity/leniency rather than merely correlated with it. 
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Higher agreeableness is associated with prosocial behaviours that are aimed at benefitting others, 

hence agreeable people often seek to be cooperative in social activities (Ashton & Lee, 2008; 

Bernardin et al., 2009; Corr & Matthews, 2009).  It might be reasonable to argue that for raters 

high in agreeableness, the social event of a speaking test is framed within a prosocial expectation 

of cooperation.  The accommodative behaviour of patience, exhibited by examiners in this study 

was picked up on by agreeable raters and was regarded positively and an important, cooperative 

skill.  Patient examiners provided the ‘platform’ from which candidates could display their 

optimal performance.  Where agreeable raters expressed concern that examiner behaviours may 

have impeded candidate opportunity they experienced increased cognitive load, the consequence 

of which was to view candidate performance more favourably.  A tendency towards leniency (in 

favour of the candidate) where expectations of cooperation have been not forthcoming (on the 

part of the examiner) might be a new interpretation to similar findings from earlier research 

(McNamara & Lumley, 1997).  Such behaviour is also in keeping with the psychological 

literature around agreeableness which argues that agreeable individuals are more forgiving, 

lenient and tolerant and that this functions as a risk-avoidant strategy to reduce the potential for 

damage to social relationships (Ashton & Lee, 2008; Dewberry et al., 2013; Graziano et al., 

2007; Kane et al., 1997).  Conversely, individuals low in trait agreeableness (more disagreeable) 

within the HEXACO model may display higher impatience and can be more critical of others 

shortcomings (Ashton & Lee, 2008; K. Lee & Ashton, 2009).  Again, perhaps it is reasonable to 

postulate that for raters low in agreeableness, speaking tests are less cooperative endeavours, and 

more opportunities to observe a candidate’s limitations (for rating purposes); disagreeable people 

tend to be more judgemental and “are rather critical of others' shortcomings” (Ashton & Lee, 

2009; Lee & Ashton, 2004).  Given this understanding of agreeableness it is perhaps less 

surprising to see the disagreeable raters comments referring to examiner’s use of patience, 

reformulation and support as forms of assistance.  Disagreeable raters (who are less patient) may 

have seen examiners’ cooperative behaviours as overly accommodative and thus disruptive to 

their purpose of evaluating the candidate’s upper limit.  This was exactly the type of comment 

made by the most severe (2.31 logits) rater in the sample (rater 62, inexperienced, neutral 

agreeableness [0.07 logits], highly extravert [0.98 logits]) regarding the issue of poor examiner 

elicitation skills.  Perhaps the more disagreeable raters were inclined to interpret the examiners 

behaviour as a proxy signal of lower proficiency in lieu of observable input from the candidates.  
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Consequently, as agreeableness decreased in the participant sample, raters’ willingness to use 

examiner accommodations as evidence of candidates’ shortcomings increased.  Thus, 

disagreeable raters may have tended to rate more severely. 

 

When it came to cognitive approaches to rating, severe raters expressed fewer instances of rating 

interference caused by the co-constructed nature of the performances.  Some severe raters even 

suggested that they were hyper-focused on the candidates’ and thus scoring output irrespective of 

how it may have been shaped by aspects of context (the examiner).  In explaining these 

differences from a theoretical perspective, perhaps raters’ experience level might be the best 

explanatory variable.  In this study, experience level referred to greater degrees of testing 

standardisation and training and was associated with greater leniency.  This correlation was 

irrespective of any time component.  One explanation might be in relation to cognitive load and 

the limited capacity of human working memory causing people to perform sub-optimally at tasks 

which are new to them (R. C. Atkinson & Shiffrin, 1968; Clark, Nguyen, Sweller, & Baddeley, 

2006). Research has shown that inexperienced/novice raters can be unsystematic in their use of 

scales and descriptors, sometimes applying a score intended for one analytic scale to another 

facet of performance and take much more time to address these issues than more experienced 

raters (Kim, 2015), focus more on fluency than accuracy (Duijm et al., 2018), display more 

inconsistent scoring patterns (Barkoui, 2011; Bonk & Ockey, 2003) and take a longer time to 

arrive at final scores (Sakyi, 2003).  It could be argued that all of these idiosyncrasies may be the 

symptoms of inexperienced raters’ working memory having exceeded its capacity as they 

struggle to cope with the many complex challenges involved in rating.  It is also worth noting 

that speaking tests frequently must be rated within a finite time frame due to the temporary 

nature of verbal communication which would further stress working memory by adding a time 

pressure to the task.  Inexperienced raters may have to expend more conscious effort in 

processing the various aspects of rating (e.g., accessing and referencing an analytical rating scale 

while observing a performance and deriving a number of individual evaluations for various 

aspects of said performance) which more experienced raters do not by virtue of having dedicated 

behavioural schemas for more aspects of the rating task (Elliott, Kurz, Beddow, & Frey, 2009).  

It is likely that the ongoing, re-training sessions that are scheduled by high stakes test developers 
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are what facilitate the development and maintenance of these behavioural schemas more so than 

time as a rater per se, as research suggests the effects of training do not persist long after the 

training session anyway (Congdon & McQueen, 2000; Lumley & McNamara, 1995).  It is 

important to recall at this point the earlier Rasch fit analysis (section 5.1.1) which showed that 

only 10 of the 86 raters were inconsistent (misfitting) in their rating pattern (see Appendix 9) and 

were comprised of a mix of experience levels.  This could be interpreted as evidence that the 

training had afforded a degree of consistency for the duration of the rating session 

(approximately 2.5 - 3 hours for twelve, approximately ten-minute videos).  Perhaps the single 

training session, that the inexperienced rater group underwent, was simply insufficient for 

developing persistent behavioural schemas.  Thus, these participants chose to focus more on the 

candidate half of the discourse without having to also contextualise that performance within the 

frame of examiner influence, which would require additional load on working memory. 

Conversely, observation of the whole performance may have allowed the more experienced 

raters to observe instances of ‘anomalous’ examiner behaviour and compensate candidates where 

necessary, leading to an overall tendency to leniency, while inexperienced raters could only rate 

candidate’s performance. 

 

Regarding observations of the candidates, the most severe raters were much more likely to 

incorporate personal biases into their scoring.  Severe raters reported valuing physical or 

linguistic evidence which indicated that candidates appeared to be confronting the challenge of 

the test (exerting effort).  For lenient raters, a candidate’s ability to complete a task may have 

also been indicative of higher proficiency regardless of the degree of examiner accommodation 

which may have facilitated such an outcome.  These phenomena can be explained in terms of all 

three predictors: Test Experience Level, Agreeableness and eXtraversion.  Higher severity was 

associated with inexperience and these individuals were more likely to reference a fuzzily 

defined concept of ‘Effort’, which is not part of the TEAP scales.  This seems to support earlier   

research by Wolfe et al. (1998) who revealed inexperienced essay raters were more likely to 

reference off-scale criteria in their justifications for scores.  If raters were expecting to observe 

instances of a skill/criterion which the test examiners were not primed to facilitate, nor scales 

appropriately quantify, it stands to reason that this might lead to more severe scoring behaviours 
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in those raters so inclined.  Agreeableness may also help to explain raters’ personal biases when 

observing candidate performances.  As previously outlined, agreeableness is a prosocial trait and 

agreeable people tend to be cooperatively minded where disagreeable people may stubbornly 

defend their point of view (Ashton & Lee, 2008).  Further to this, there appears to be some 

research supporting the notion that higher agreeableness predicts conformity, and disagreeable 

people are less likely to adhere to social expectations or group pressures (Deyoung, Peterson, & 

Higgins, 2002; Kosloff, Irish, Perreault, Anderson, & Nottbohm, 2017).  In light of this 

understanding of personality, it seems possible that raters low in agreeableness might be more 

likely to hold onto personal constructs of proficiency (defending their point of view) where more 

agreeable raters could more readily conform to the expectations of ‘the group’ during training 

sessions (cooperation, social pressure to conform).  So how might rater imposed, off-scale 

criteria account for increases in severity?  While the number of points which can be awarded for 

a performance or category of the rating scale remains constant, the requirements for its allocation 

have increased for the more disagreeable raters.  These individuals require extra performance 

criteria from the candidates for them to award the same score; their threshold for marginal 

performances (where a candidate who was on the borders between two performance bands might 

be scored in the higher band) has increased, thus they become more severe overall. 

 

Finally, we might explain severe raters off-scale comments in terms of extraversion.  

Extraversion is a prosocial trait where willingness to take the lead, displaying enthusiasm for and 

confidence in social interactions are key (Ashton & Lee, 2008; Lee & Ashton, 2004).  Perhaps 

then, as rater extraversion increases, individuals may also want to see evidence of these 

performative aspects of the social interaction in addition to the language performance.  These 

implicitly understood extravert behaviours are communicated and conceptualised as the theme 

‘effort’, and highly extravert raters may award more generous scores to candidates who can 

display certain cues for extraversion, and hence overall severity increases.  Testing research 

(outlined in section 2.7) suggests that extravert candidates tend to initiate topics more often and 

talk more overall (Nakatsuhara, 2011), while raters tend to award more extravert candidates with 

higher L2 speaking scores (Berry, 1994; Ockey 2009).  It may even be the case that these 
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tendencies derived from a certain type of rater - for example, those higher in prosocial 

personality traits as identified in this study. 

 

This study employed an explanatory sequential design and thus the attempt in this section was to 

explore a variety of explanations that can account for why raters’ experience level, agreeableness 

and extraversion might account for the variance in severity observed in the quantitative results.  

Naturally, further research would be required to confirm or refute any of the hypotheses posed 

above. 

 

4.2.3 A Thematic Analysis of Stimulated Recall Interviewee Commentary 

This section is the culmination of a continual narrowing of scope that has been applied 

throughout the thematic analysis in this study.  The aim was to examine the variety of rater 

observations and thought processes (with regards to their ratings) from the macro level of the 

sample to the extreme ends of the rater severity sample, and thus to the individual.  Did 

individual raters with differing characteristics (experience level or personality traits) observe and 

interpret particular aspects of candidate-examiner interaction from the video tests differently?  If 

so how?  Whereas the written commentary probed every single rater from the study to volunteer 

their thoughts in a more free-form manner (raters were instructed via a guiding question on 

survey but were otherwise unrestricted in what they wrote or how detailed they decided to make 

their commentary), the SRIs allowed a more structured and controllable method for the 

collection of qualitative data based off identical, and repeated stimuli - the video excerpts).  

Examining the differences in focus or thought processes of individual raters to each of the video 

stimuli not only provides greater contextualisation but also allows a more direct comparison of 

individual raters observations/thoughts against highly specific instances of performance.  For a 

more detailed understanding of the methodology behind collection of this data see section 3.4.4, 

as well as the interview protocol instruction sheet in Appendix 7. 
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The three participants selected for the SRI process were chosen based on where they fell along 

the rater samples’ severity distribution such that there was one participant who was 

(approximately) representative of high, medium and low severity.  Furthermore, selection was 

also influenced by the results from the quantitative findings such that, individuals were also 

matched to the appropriate predictor values for their respective degree of severity as close as 

feasible given cost, time and participant availability constraints.  All three participants had two of 

the three predictor variables agree or strongly agree with their severity estimates.  Two of the 

participants (rater 81 and 67) had a single instance of a predictor variable which ran counter to 

the regression model expectations for their given estimate of severity.  A table (Table 26) of the 

three SRI participants and their demographic information is reproduced here which details the 

severity and exact predictor profiles for each SRI participant. 

 

Table 26   
SRI Participants' Predictor Variable Estimates  Heat Scale** 

Rater 
ID 

Rater Severity 
(Logits) 

Test Experience 
Level 

Agreeableness eXtraversion  strongly agrees 
(Logits) (Logits)  agrees 

81 1.31 2 -0.74 0.57  neutral 
67 0.04 0 -0.22 -0.16  disagrees 
80 -1.23 2 0.58 -0.08  strongly disagrees 

** indicates degree to which predictor values agree with the regression model 
expectations for the corresponding level of severity.  For example, a highly lenient 
rater who displays high disagreeableness runs counter to the model and would be 
coloured red.   

 

To provide additional contextual information to the SRI commentary, a further table is included 

(Table 27) which gives details on how each SRI participant originally scored the SRI video 

performances on each of the five categories of the TEAP scale (Pronunciation, Fluency, Lexical 

Range & Accuracy, Grammatical Range & Accuracy, Interactional Effectiveness).  These scores 

can also be compared to the statistically computed Fair Average (for further explanation on this 

statistic see section 4.1.1). 
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Table 27 
Contextual Data for SRI Video Excerpts and Participants' Raw Scores 

SRI 
Video 

Excerpt 
Task 

Fair Average 
Score for Video 

Rater ID 
TEAP Scale Raw Scores 

CEFR (Logits) Pr Fl Lx Gr Int Eff. 

5 Interview 
<A2 81 A2 <A2 <A2 <A2 <A2 
1.56 67 <A2 <A2 <A2 <A2 A2 

  80 A2 <A2 <A2 A2 <A2 

12 Interview 
A2 81 A2 A2 <A2 <A2 A2 

2.24 67 A2 A2 A2 A2 B1 
  80 B1 B1 A2 A2 B1 

2 Roleplay 
B2 81 B2 B2 B2 B2 B2 

3.97 67 B2 B2 B2 B2 B2 
  80 B2 B2 B2 B2 B2 

6 Roleplay 
B1 81 B1 A2 B1 A2 A2 

2.93 67 A2 A2 A2 A2 B1 
  80 B1 B1 B1 B1 B2 

4 Extended 
Interview 

B1 81 A2 A2 A2 A2 A2 

2.62 67 A2 B1 A2 A2 B1 
  80 B1 B1 A2 B1 B2 

9 Extended 
Interview 

A2 81 A2 A2 A2 <A2 A2 

2.37 67 A2 A2 A2 A2 B1 
  80 B1 A2 A2 A2 B1 

 

The following sub-sections combine analyses from two aspects of the study to form a narrative 

record of rater thoughts and decisions surrounding their scoring judgements that is firmly nested 

within its context.  Firstly, for each of the six video excerpts, a transcript is displayed along with 

an analysis of a series of examiner behaviours and candidate reactions.  These excerpt analyses 

are presented in the order that the video excerpts were shown to the three SRI participants.  The 

viewing order during the SRIs followed the tasks/phases of the TEAP test (warm-up interview, 

role play, extended interview) rather than sequentially by video number.  The third phase of the 

test (monologue) was excluded from analysis or materials because examiner turns were simply 

too short.  Secondly, nested between the analyses of each instance of candidate-examiner 
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interactions, there will be a discussion (including selected quotations) of participant reactions to 

that section of the video excerpt. 

 

4.2.3a Video Excerpt 5 

Video excerpts 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 cover part of an interaction between candidate 5 (C5) (fair 

average score <A2) and examiner 5 (E5) in the opening task of the TEAP test, a two-minute 

interview.  Overall, the examiner in this excerpt uses a repertoire of language accommodations to 

provide a low proficiency student with as much opportunity as possible to provide a language 

sample for rating despite the warm-up interview being the least cognitively demanding part of 

the test. 

Video Excerpt 5.1 

Turn C/E transcription 

1 E: Ummm (0.5) ok let's begin:: ((looks up smiles)) (0.5) So first (0.2)((shuffles pen and papers)) I'd like to 
learn a little bit about you= 

2 C: =ok ((nods))                              
3 E:  =A::nd what do you like to do in your free time? ((looks up smiles looks down presses electronic 

device looks up)) 
4 C: Errrr (0.4) I sleep (0.3) I nnn heheh sometimes sleep nnnn = 
5→ E:  = mmmmm ((smiles nods)) 
6 C:  = mmm attowa study nnnn etto test= ahh near test 
7→ E:                                                                  = oh ri:ght ((smiles nods)) 
8 C: Mmm because I study test mmm ((nods)) 
 

While E5 does not have any formal testing training or experience prior to the study, she is a very 

experienced teacher (20.5 years) which perhaps helps her to very quickly grasp C5’s need for 

interlocutor support and hence employ her main behavioural strategy in this excerpt - back-

channelling.  In Turn 5 and 7, E5 makes use of a continuer (‘mmmm’) and a newsmarker (‘oh 

ri:ght’), which are coupled with non-linguistic smiling and nodding.  Judging from the frequent 

use of fillers and pauses, it is clear from the transcript that C5 struggles to construct replies with 

complexity beyond prefabricated chunks and even the pauses frequently during his turn to search 

for words.  The examiner’s feedback behaviour is perhaps done to accommodate the candidate 

and give him the time he needs to plan and construct his replies, thus serving as a form of 
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positive feedback which may have helped the examiner to build rapport in this early stage of the 

test (e.g., Brown, 2003). 

 

This theme of Feedback (termed FB in the codebook matrix, see section 4.2.1, Table 24 for more 

details), which is evident in this section of the excerpt was only specifically referenced by the 

lenient rater (80) for this section of the excerpt (though it was mentioned by rater 81 in a later 

segment, see later in the section): 

Rater Comment 

80 she gave the signals of encouragement, you know, recognizing words that he used. I think my 

understanding is, it was effective. She didn’t try to cut him off but tried to encourage him to continue to 

construct a sentence 

 

Rater 80’s overall opinion of this behaviour was positive, it was an ‘effective’ examiner skill and 

appears to acknowledge its role as important in establishing rapport with the candidate.  

However, rather than giving the impression of greater language proficiency on the part of the 

candidate, rater 80 acknowledges E5’s use of verbal and non-verbal feedback as a co-

constructive aspect of the performance which affords (rather than facilitates or obstructs) the 

candidate more time to ‘give their best’.  It may also be the case that this behaviour brought to 

the fore the immediate issue of the candidate’s straining to construct grammar beyond 

memorised chunks and, in that sense, could have functioned as a spotlight on this limitation of 

the candidate’s language ability.  The sub-theme ‘Grammar’ (Gr) is certainly a focus of rater 

80’s evaluative comment on this section, despite them giving the candidate a higher (A2) than 

the overall fair average score for grammar for this candidate (<A2): 

 

Rater Comment 

80 his inability to put together a sentence. Just isolated words. But she gave him the space to try to 

improve on it. 
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Rater 67, the more neutral severity interviewee, begins by indirectly acknowledging E5’s 

feedback behaviours.  His comment seems very much a summative assessment of the examiner’s 

personality or disposition (‘sympathetic character’) as rater 67 interprets the back-channelling as 

indicative of genuine interest rather than as a test management strategy:   

Rater Comment 

67 she seems a sympathetic character. Like she generally seems interested in what he is saying...I was more 

focused on the people being interviewed than the interviewers. 

 

Then, rater 67 follows up with an explicit clarification of how the examiner’s demeanour had 

affected their cognitive processes by explicitly stating that they paid little attention to the 

examiners in general.  Taken at face value, rater 67 chose to observe candidate utterances, 

irrespective of how the examiner’s back-channelling may have impacted their perception of this 

phase of the interaction.  This theme of ‘Candidate Focus’ (CF) appears to be something noted at 

indirectly in an earlier study (May, 2009) but was also an important theme in the earlier written 

commentary (see section 4.2.2). 

Rater Comment 

81 She’s very meek... It’s quite good for the examinee because it’s going to help put him at ease. He is a 

relatively low proficiency speaker. 

 

During this phase of the video excerpt, the severe rater’s (81) comment also suggests that he too, 

made an initial impression on the examiner’s demeanour (‘meek’) and considered back-

channelling as having created a positive test environment (this theme is termed ‘Rapport’ [Rap]) 

(‘help put him at ease’).  Rater 81 acknowledges that, in this instance, the examiner’s role in co-

constructing the performance (by not being domineering) has been to the benefit of the candidate 

(‘it’s quite good for the examinee’).  This observation is quickly followed up with a reference to 

the candidate’s proficiency (‘relatively low’) suggesting the rater has already begun developing a 

‘Global’ (GLO) impression of the candidate’s language proficiency.  This cognitive approach to 

evaluation is in contrast to rater 80’s more ‘Analytical’ (ANA) approach which he did by 

evaluating specific grammatical output (or rather lack of).  Of further note is the fact that despite 

this apparent early difference in cognitive approach, both raters had experience and training in 
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high-stakes test assessment; rater 80 with IELTS and rater 81 with FCE (currently known as 

Cambridge B2 First). 

 

Turns 9 and 22 in excerpt 5.2, provide examples of another of E5’s tendency towards higher 

accommodation in this excerpt – topicalisation.  C5 is struggling to provide extended turns and 

so, to assist him in providing as much of a language sample as possible, she uses follow up 

questions in relation to the candidate’s responses to extend the topic (e.g., Brown, 2003; 

Seedhouse & Harris, 2011). 

Video Excerpt 5.2 

Turn C/E transcription 

9→ E: How many (0.3) when you sleep (0.3) how many hours do you usually sleep? ((shuffles papers looks 
up)) 

10 C: I sleep hmmm [seven] ((places fingers of one hand on palm of other)) nnn ahh about seven hour 
11→ E:                           [mmmmm]  
12 E: I see((nods)) (1.0) And umm ((opens hands)) I'm sure there are many events at your high school = 
13→ C:                                                                                                                                                                       = mmm 
14 E: Which event did you enjoy the most? ((looks up smiles)) 
15 C: Oh etto I enjoy etto school =trip  I go to Tokyo nnh ((gestures with right arm)) 

16→ E:                             = mm ((smiles nods)) 
17 C: Err (0.8) I errr (0.8) ((gestures with left arm)) 
18→ E: Ahhh ((nods smiles)) 
19 C: Disney Land ((gestures with right arm)) 
20→ E: Mmm ((smiles)) 
21 C: I first trip (0.3) my first trip ((points with both hands at his chest)) go to Disney Land [nhhh] 
22→ E:                                                                                                                                                     [((nods smiles)) 

how many] students went (0.3) on the trip? 
 

Only the lenient (80) rater explicitly mentioned E5’s method of ‘Topic Extension’ (TE).  He 

noted, in positive terms (‘a good way to evaluate comprehension’), how E5’s topicalisation 

gambit had, in their view, probed the degree to which the candidate understood the nature of the 

conversation at that point.  The operationalisation of the construct ‘Interaction’ (at least partially) 

in such terms was noted by Ducasse and Brown (2009).  Furthermore, the candidate’s display of 

‘comprehension’ to E5’s topicalised questions had caused rater 80’s impression of C5 to 

improve, although it seems to not have ultimately led him to have awarded a higher score in the 

end (rater 80 scored C5 at <A2 for Interaction which is about the fair average for this candidate.) 
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Rater Comment 

80 He seemed to improve a little bit actually. With the follow up questions. She followed up on the sleep 

issue with a related question and then the school event, he understood well.  She asked follow-up 

questions which were related to his answers which is a good way to evaluate comprehension. 

 

For the neutral rater 67, this section merely reinforced his view of E5’s competency in terms of 

‘Test Management’ (TM).  He noted this by drawing on recollections of earlier video tests where 

other examiners had been too domineering (‘should have kept his or her mouth shut’) or had 

assisted candidate output (‘tossing in a prompt leading the student’) and contrasting them with 

E5’s handling of the test (‘this [examiner] didn’t do any of that’).  These comments suggest that 

rater 67 may have viewed these examiner behaviours as negatively impacting either the 

candidate or his attempts at rating.  This ‘Comparative’ (COMP) approach to rating (where raters 

draw on their memories of candidates from earlier test sessions to benchmark a current 

candidate’s test performance) has been noted in earlier research (e.g., Ang-Aw & Chuen Meng 

Goh, 2011; Orr, 2002).  However, this is perhaps the first recorded instance of this cognitive 

approach being employed with respect to examiner behaviours, further suggesting that at least 

some raters not only perceive behavioural differences in examiners, but also ascribe some form 

of a competency value to them, or a proficiency estimate of the examiner in general (e.g., 

McNamara & Lumley, 1997). 

Rater Comment 

67 I can think of a few instances when I thought that the other [examiners], maybe should have kept his or 

her mouth shut and let the student carry on, without tossing in a prompt leading the student in one 

direction or another. I don’t think this [examiner] did any of that 

 

Rather than raise the issue of follow-up questions, rater 81 now turns his attention to the theme 

of ‘Feedback’ (FB).  Rater 81 seems to have noticed E5’s almost habitual use of verbal back-

channelling but not the non-linguistic aspects (‘There is a bit of “I see” quite often’).  As with 

the lenient rater (80), rater 81 also positively acknowledges the co-constructive nature of this 

behaviour with a minor difference.  Where rater 80 viewed such back-channelling as, perhaps, a 

component of rapport which allowed the candidate space to develop their responses, rater 81 

may have interpreted the examiner’s back-channelling as continued ‘Effort’ (EFe) on the part of 
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the examiner in maintaining dialogue (‘she’s trying to stimulate the candidate to expand more’).  

However, rater 81 seems to have viewed such behaviour in a positive manner; his comment even 

suggesting that, perhaps, steering the candidate towards achieving ‘their best’ might be a 

component of ‘competent examining’ (from rater 81’s perspective) (‘I know what it’s like to be 

in the examiner’s shoes. When you’re trying to get the candidate to just kind of do as much as 

they can and show you what they can do.’).   

Rater Comment 

81 There is a bit of “I see” quite often... she’s trying to stimulate the candidate to expand more. But he 

isn’t…I know what it’s like to be in the examiner’s shoes. When you’re trying to get the candidate to just 

kind of do as much as they can and show you what they can do.  

 

 

In the final part of the video (excerpt 5.3), E5 exhibits two further behaviours of note.  In Turn 

23, C5 clearly misunderstands the question posed (‘How many students went on the [school] 

trip?’) and replies, incorrectly, by stating his age.  Rather than intervene and explicitly correct 

the student (e.g., Seedhouse & Egbert, 2006) or rephrase/recast the question (e.g., Lazaraton 

2002; O’Sullivan & Lu, 2006), examiner 05 instead opts to approve his answer with the use of a 

response token and nod (Turn 24).  It seems evident that the candidate is unaware of his error 

and still hesitant on how else to expand his turn and so the examiner decides to close the topic 

down with a response token and generic topic shift (Turn 26).  This topic shift is further signalled 

via a non-linguistic behaviour as E5 uses an exaggerated raising of her eyebrows as a signal for 

the candidate to take over the turn.  Finally, in turn 27 C5 still seems to have been straining with 

the cognitive demands of recalling vocabulary on the fly, and his speech is filled with pauses.  

Nevertheless, C5 manages to construct a reasonable reply, which E5 engages with 

enthusiastically by using an explicit statement of interest (e.g., Brown, 2003; Lazaraton, 2002) in 

turn 28. 

Video Excerpt 5.3 
Turn C/E transcription 
22 E:                                                                                                                                                     [((nods smiles)) 

how many] students went (0.3) on the trip?= 
23 C:                                                                              = etto I'm seventeen years old ((places right hand into left 

hand)) 
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24→ E: (nods) ok 
25 C: Nnn [err] nnn 

26→ E:         [oh I see] I see (0.5) What kind of job would you like to have in the future? ((raises eyebrows 
questioningly)) 

27 C: Err etto (0.5) ehh I want to (1.0)((scratches eyebrow)) err work (1.0) public (1.0)  nnn city hall ahh 
28→ E: Ohhh right! (0.5) Do you want to work in the City Hall in ((gestures with both hands to C)) your town? 
29 C: Ahh YES 
30 E: ((smiles )) ((nods)) 
31 C: My town nnhh ((nods)) 
32 E: ((smiles)) I see (0.5) Well (0.2) thank you! ((looks down)) (1.5) And now I would like you to interview 

me = 
 

In response to E5’s avoidance of support or correction for C5’s incorrect answer in turn 23, the 

more lenient (80) and neutral (67) raters both positively assess this behaviour (rater 80, ‘Good’; 

rater 67, ‘She does a good job of interviewing him.’) while also commenting that other strategies 

that the examiner may have employed such as correcting (‘She didn’t correct him’) (e.g., 

Seedhouse & Egbert, 2006) or reformulating (‘she doesn’t have another go at it’) (e.g., Brown, 

2003; Seedhouse & Egbert, 2006) could have been less optimal in their views.   

Rater Comment 

80 Good, I mean again she didn’t correct his misunderstanding, she asked how many students he said “17 

years old” and nonverbal signals, she didn’t give much away. She is just there to listen and to open the 

space for him to talk. 

67 he bobbles the question, doesn’t he? She asks how many students, and he answers with how old he 

was, but she doesn’t say "no what I said was..." she doesn’t have another go at it. She sits there politely 

listening to him…smiling… and then moves on with the script.  She does a good job of interviewing him. 

 

Raters 80 and 67 also appear to echo the theme of ‘Patience’ (Pat) which centres around giving 

candidates time and opportunity to generate language output.  In the analysis of written 

commentary (section 4.2.2), ‘Patience’ was associated with more lenient raters, and this tendency 

seems to have occurred again at the level of the individual.  Rater 80 (lenient) notes that ‘She is 

just there to listen and to open the space for him to talk’, while rater 67 (neutral) comments that 

‘She sits there politely listening to him…smiling…and then moves on with the script’.  The theme 

of ‘Patience’ appears as a contrastive element in their comments and serves to reinforce the 

possibility that this ‘skill’ (for these two raters) was considered preferrable to correction or 

reformulation as a component of competent examination. 
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The theme of ‘Bias’ (Bi) with respect to candidate ‘Effort’ (EFc) (referenced as test-taker 

presentation in Orr, 2002) was also raised by rater 67.  In reference to the candidate’s failure of 

comprehension in turn 22/23 rater 67 references the candidate’s non-linguistic behaviour from 

turn 23 (‘he said he was 17 and he held up, you know he did this (points to hand) for the 7 of 17’) 

and considered it evidence of him displaying a genuine desire to get his message across or to 

make himself understood (‘he’s trying and I give him credit for that’) (Ang-Aw & Chuen Meng 

Goh, 2011).  Indeed, there is much research to show that non-linguistic behaviours are an 

integral part of visually-based interaction (in both L1 or L2) and not solely employed as coping 

strategies during communication breakdown (Eskildsen & Wagner, 2013; Kasper & Burch, 

2016; Mori & Hasegawa, 2009; Roever & Kasper, 2018)  Moreover, rater 67 seems to have 

factored this non-linguistic behaviour into their assessment of the C5’s language proficiency 

score, which may (at least partially) explain their slightly higher (A2) than fair average score for 

this candidate’s Interactional Effectiveness (<A2).  It should be noted here that this theme of 

‘Bias’ in rater 67’s awareness of C5’s non-linguistic behaviours is not necessarily inappropriate 

given the integral nature of it in visually mediated discourse, rather it is ‘Bias’ in the sense that it 

was not explicitly mentioned in the TEAP scale descriptors (see Appendix 4) and may thus be 

defined and scored inconsistently or not at all by different raters. 

Rater Comment 

67 he really was trying to communicate with her.  Even when he didn’t have the language that he needed 

he kept trying.  I noticed that he said he was 17 and he held up, you know he did this (points to hand) for 

the 7 of 17.  So he’s trying and I give him credit for that 

 

During this part of the test discourse, rater 81 (severe) chose to comment upon a ‘Non-

Linguistic’ behaviour (hand gestures) of the examiner in turn 28, rather than the examiner’s 

explicit statement of interest (‘Ohhh right!’).  This action may have been accommodative in 

nature for rater 81 (‘it cued the candidate’) and could have served as a signpost for useful 

vocabulary, or perhaps it was intended to emphasise the TRP boundary.  In turn 31, C5 

minimally elaborates his answer further by repeating back to E5 her suggestion that he would 

like to work in his hometown with a correct, but minor, change to the possessive pronoun.  It is 

unclear from the rater’s comment whether he viewed the examiner’s behaviour in a positive or 

negative way, however.   
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Rater Comment 

81 I did notice there was a gesture. When he was talking about working at city hall. Like she was gesturing 

that would he like to work in city hall in his town. Certainly, it cued the candidate.  I don’t think it would 

have affected my rating particularly. I was probably more concentrated on the candidate rather than the 

examiner. 

 

It is at this point that rater 81 (severe) highlights another theme which was more common among 

severe raters from the written commentary (see section 4.2.2), ‘Candidate Focus’ (CF).  This 

theme occurs where rater assert that they exclude examiner behaviours from their assessment 

process, or that they focus their attention exclusively on the candidate.  Despite noticing E5’s 

display of accommodation, rater 81 appears dismissive of its impact upon his scoring (‘I don’t 

think it would have affected my rating particularly’).  They further elaborate that their primary 

focus was the candidate, and this suggests that rater 81 has assessed aspects of C5’s performance 

in and around turn 22/23 regardless of how it may have been potentially influenced by the 

examiner.  In this instance, rater 81’s stated focus on the candidate does not seems to have 

impacted his scoring as it (generally) falls in line with the fair average estimate for C5 (<A2).  It 

is also possible that there may be a ‘floor and ceiling’ effect to any impact on scoring that a 

‘candidate focused’ approach to rating might have.  The candidate was simply too low 

proficiency to take advantage of the assistance offered and thus the rater felt justified in not 

having to factor it into their rating, although this would need to be the subject of further research. 

 

The analysis now moves onto an excerpt of video 12, which charts an interaction between a 

different candidate-examiner dyad undertaking the same phase of the TEAP test as analysed 

here. 

 

4.2.3b Video Excerpt 12 

Video excerpts 12.1, 12.2 and 12.3, again focus on the two-minute, introductory interview 

between candidate 12 (C12) and examiner 12 (E12).  E12 is the most experienced teacher of the 

examiner group with just over 23 years of experience with Japanese university students.  
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However, he has no prior experience of in-house or standardised speaking tests.  In summary, the 

excerpt shows E12 displaying a series of accommodative behaviours employed to provide a low-

level candidate with more opportunities to expand on her often very minimal replies.  

Video Excerpt 12.1 

Turn C/E transcription 

1 E: Ok ((smile)) ((looks at C then down again)) let’s begin= 

2 C:                                                                                               =hai, (.) yes, haha 

3→ E: first I’d like to LEARN(.) ((nod)) ((looks at C)) a little bit about you ((nod)) (1.0) so (.) part one 
((looks at C)) interview (.) ((looks at C)) two minutes (.) OK ((check watch)) (2.0) what do you like 
to do ((looks at C)) (.) in your (.) FREE time? ((checks watch)) 

4 C: Mmm ((looks up)) I like listening to music ((looks up)) and watching (2.0) movie 

 

In turn 3 (excerpt 12.1), perhaps as an immediate reaction to the candidate’s earlier use of 

Japanese to acknowledge the beginning of the test, E12 makes heavy use of prosodic adjustment 

(e.g., Lazaraton, 2002; Seedhouse & Egbert, 2006) and non-linguistic nods to parse the key word 

from his first question (free time).  The act of him checking his watch (a non-linguistic 

behaviour) is deliberate and exaggerated, perhaps to emphasise the TRP boundary for the 

candidate or maybe to reinforce the time limit of the task.   

 

With regards to the examiner’s prosodic adjustment and physical gesturing to emphasise 

elements of his instructions, only the severe (81) and lenient (80) raters provide any commentary, 

with the neutral rater (67) opting to comment on the candidate.  Rater 81 refers to the theme 

‘Prosodic Adjustment’ (ProA) without the non-linguistic component and shows awareness that 

this behaviour may have helped the candidate to understand and engage with the task, thus co-

constructing the discourse (e.g., McNamara, 1997; Roever & Kasper, 2018; Nakatsuhara, 2008). 

Rater Comment 

81 He is a lot slower and his speech was kind of, he hesitates between tone units, potentially making it 

easier for the candidates 
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Rater 80, takes a contrasting perspective of E12’s ‘Prosodic Adjustment’.  This lenient rater 

perceives the behaviour positively, as a component of ‘Rapport’.  Rater 80 notes that the 

examiner’s deliberate pacing and emphasis was, primarily, to help the candidate ‘feel relaxed’.  

He also adds E12’s pacing likely assisted comprehensibility for C12 but does not mention the 

implications it may have had in co-constructing a ‘better’ performance. 

Rater Comment 

80 The accent has been modified to make it easier to understand. But very slow and distinct speech.  Soft, 

slow, pace for the student to feel relaxed. It was fine. 

 

For this opening exchange, rater 67’s focus is on the candidate’s outgoing personality (‘cheerful 

and eager and trying hard’) which is an element of the off-scale theme ‘Effort’ (Orr, 2002; Ang-

Aw & Chuen Meng Goh, 2011).  Rater 67 seems to have conflated candidate demeanour with 

language performance (perhaps as an element of Interactional Effectiveness) which later causes 

some ‘Rating Interference’ (RI).  Rater 67 appeared to struggle in reconciling the examples of 

actual candidate discourse (reality) against his own expectations of her ability based on external, 

non-language factors. 

Rater Comment 

67 She is cheerful and eager and trying hard. At the beginning during the first couple answers, I think, I was 

expecting more from her later in the interview. And I ended up feeling that I had been a bit misled as to 

her level of ability by her first one or two answers. 

 

 

Turning to video excerpt 12.2 below, in turn 5, after a brief reply E12 topicalizes a follow up 

question to extend the discourse (e.g., Brown, 2003).  This time, in addition to prosodic 

adjustment, E12 uses a hand gesture to draw attention to the key topic of movies as well as the 

prepositional phrase that specifies location (in the cinema).  The British vocabulary (cinema) 

appears to be unknown to the candidate and she uses a simple continuer with question intonation 

to show her lack of understanding.  In turn 7, E12 responds to this breakdown in communication 

by repeating his original question without the subordinate prepositional phrase that contained the 

unknown vocabulary (a reformulation, e.g., Brown, 2003; Lazaraton, 2002).  This repair allows 
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the candidate to answer the question appropriately, if somewhat minimally, with the name of a 

character from a series of films rather than any specific film title.  

 

In turn 9, E12 provides verbal feedback to her reply with an explicit statement of surprise 

coupled with raised eyebrows before attempting to extend her reply by topicalising a follow up 

question.  This topicalisation is, however, grammatically simplified and exemplifies Long’s 

(1981) ‘foreigner talk’ approach to facilitating understanding in discourse between native and 

non-native, English-speaking participants.   

Video Excerpt 12.2 

Turn C/E transcription 

5→ E: ((looks at C)) (.h) so erm (.) what ((looks at C)) ((hand gesture)) movie (.) have you watched (.) 
[recently?] (0.5) in the ((hand gesture)) [cinema] 

6 C: [mmm]                                                        [cinema] ahh hmm? ((smile)) hahaha 

7→ E:                                                                       [Mmm] ((nods)) ((hand gesture)) What movie ((looks at C)) 
have you watched ((hand gesture)) recently? 

8 C: Ahh ((slides back on chair)) mmm ((looks up)) harry potter 

9→ E:  Oh ((raises eyebrows)) you watched ((hand gesture)) on DVD? 

10 C: yes 

 

The lenient (80) and severe (81) raters focus on E12’s ‘Reformulation’ (Ref) of his follow up 

question about the films in turns 5/7 while rater 67’s attention is drawn to the examiner’s 

grammatically truncated topicalisation in turn 9 (subsumed under the ‘Prosodic Adjustment’ 

theme in this study).  The difference between rater 80 and 81’s interpretation of this section of 

discourse appear to parallel earlier argument presented in section 4.2.2a on how examiner 

accommodations might affect “the power of the probe” and thus impact rater scores by skewing 

perceptions of performance (Ross & Berwick, 1992).  In rater 80’s view, the examiner was 

replicating a more genuine conversation style (‘that’s natural discourse’) by reformulating his 

question.  He seems to have reached this conclusion after observing the candidate struggle with 

the word ‘cinema’ (‘She wasn’t able to talk about watching a movie in the cinema…’).  Rater 80 

acknowledges that it could have helped the candidate (‘Did he facilitate her? Is that a bad 
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thing?’) but seems to have accepted that it was necessary in facilitating the candidate to ‘give 

their best’ (‘If he didn’t do that, she wouldn’t have been able to answer.’).  It may be the case 

that this interpretation of ‘natural discourse’ at least partly explains rater 80’s more lenient 

scoring of C12.  This candidate received higher than fair average (A2) scores from rater 80 in 

three of the five scale (Pronunciation= B1, Fluency = B1, and Interactional Effectiveness = B1).  

Rater Comment 

80 she wasn’t able to talk about watching a movie in the cinema.... he changed the question to encourage 

to her answer.  If he didn’t do that, she wouldn’t have been able to answer.  It’s not giving her the 

answer. Still requires her to think.  Did he encourage her? Did he facilitate her? Is that a bad thing? I 

think that’s natural discourse 

 

 

Rater 81’s perception of E12’s reformulation is one of ‘Patience’ (Pat) (‘he’s not giving very 

much wait time for the candidate to kind of piece it together themselves’, ‘Doesn’t really give her 

a chance.’).  He seems to be suggesting that the examiner was too quick in reacting to the 

candidate’s clarification.  Then the rater considers how the examiner may have interfered with 

their rating process (‘Doesn’t really give her a chance.  Could well have affected my impartiality 

rating her.’), before suggesting that he may have reduced his score for the candidate.  Rater 81 

seems to interpret the breakdown in communication as ultimately due to C12 (either her limited 

lexical knowledge or interlanguage problems) despite the rater’s awareness of the co-constructed 

nature of the interaction and its outcome (‘Is it a vocabulary issue?  Or is it just needing to 

process what he said in L1 first before she can formulate an answer?’).  Perhaps, in attempting 

to assist the candidate, the examiner (in the eyes of the rater) failed to reveal the capabilities or 

drew attention to her limitations.  Consequently, rather than ‘give the benefit of the doubt’ to 

C12, it seems rater 81 decided to ‘play it safe’ in terms of assessment.  A comparison of C12’s 

fair average proficiency score (A2) to rater 81’s score for lexis (<A2) seems to substantiate this 

as a plausible interpretation. 

Rater Comment 

81 he's prompting there with cinema. It may have affected me because its showing that he’s not giving very 

much wait time for the candidate to kind of piece it together themselves. Is it a vocabulary issue?  Or is 
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it just needing to process what he said in L1 first before she can formulate an answer?  Doesn’t really 

give her a chance.  Could well have affected my impartiality rating her.  Particularly, maybe, low listen 

comprehension based on lack of lexical knowledge. 

 

 

Rater 67 is drawn to E12’s ‘foreigner talk’ (Long, 1981) in turn 9, negatively assessing it in 

terms of desirable examiner behaviour (‘It would have affected my rating of him if I had been 

grading him as an interviewer’).  The rater does not, however, appear to consider it as 

accommodative or affecting his assessment of the candidate; his attention is still focused upon 

the candidate’s outgoing personality.  Rater 67 continues his descriptive impression of C12’s 

‘Effort’ (EFc) (Ang-Aw & Chuen Meng Goh, 2011; Orr, 2002) in engaging with the test 

(‘eager’, ‘willing, enthusiastic’, ‘a nice person to be around’).  Of note is that rater 67 awarded 

C12 fair average scores (A2) on all scales bar one – Interactional Effectiveness which was scored 

more generously (B1).  Perhaps, to some degree, rater 67’s assessment of Effort contributed to 

the higher Interactional Effectiveness score. 

Rater Comment 

67 So, there is where he said you watch on DVD.  It would have affected my rating of him if I had been 

grading him as an interviewer, but I don’t think it affected my rating of her.   Again, eager, 

communicative. She certainly doesn’t act like she was ordered to do this. She sounds like a willing 

enthusiastic participant in this.  Seems like a nice person to be around 

 

 

In turn 12 (video excerpt 12.3, below), the candidate responds to a question using a truncated 

response (modifier+noun) that omits any subjects or verbs.  In turn 13, the examiner summarises 

the candidate’s answer back at her (e.g., Brown, 2003).  While this formulation may be his way 

of taking on the role of an active listener, it is also possible that E12 is using a formulation as a 

strategy to buy himself some time to consider how to move the dialogue on.  The filler (‘err’) he 

uses at the end of the formulation suggests the latter could be the case. C12 merely nods in 

agreement with his summary of her response, so the examiner, once again seeks to extend her 
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response by asking a follow-up question based on previous information in turn 15 (topicalisation: 

see Brown, 2003; Seedhouse & Egbert, 2006).   

 

C12 again clearly struggles to formulate a reply to this topic extension, managing only a 

fragmented attempt at a basic SVO structured utterance with large pauses (turn 16).  This seems 

to reveal the candidate’s lack of grammatical knowledge.  She instinctively recalls the chunk ‘I 

played’ but perhaps realises that play and dance do not collocate.  However, she is unable to, 

after several seconds, form a more appropriate utterance or use the simple past form “I danced”.  

In turn 17, E12 seems to check his understanding by summarising her response back at her, and 

she nods, gestures her hands in a dancing motion (turn 18) and repeats the word “dance” to 

confirm his clarification.  Much like with O’Sullivan and Lu’s (2006) research, the reformulation 

appears to have impacted the candidate’s language minimally, if at all.  In turn 19, E12 infers 

what the candidate wants to say because he utters an extended newsmarker (‘ohh’) and then 

supplies a more correct, though heavily simplified modifier+noun phrase, indicative of the 

‘foreigner talk’ (Long, 1981) which E12 seems to employ.  C12 then repeats this corrected 

phrase back at him as confirmation (turn 20).  This short exchange demonstrates how C12’s lack 

of grammar/lexical knowledge threatened a breakdown in communication which resulted in the 

examiner having to employ a strategy to negotiate meaning but in doing so this may have aided 

the candidate in completing the task more sufficiently (if only slightly so).  

Video Excerpt 12.3 

Turn C/E Transcription 

11 E:  Ok ((looks down)) (.)(.h) Now I’m sure there have been (.) many ((hand gesture)) events ((looks at 
C)) (0.4) at your high school,(0.4) which event (.) did you enjoy the most? ((nods)) ((hand gesture)) 
((looks at watch)) 

12 C: Mmm ((looks up)) school festival 

13→ E: Ok (.) you ((hand gesture)) enjoyed school festival err 

14 C:                                                                 ((nods)) 

15→ E: Why did you enjoy the school festival the most? ((looks down)) 

16 C: I played mmm I:: mmm (8.0) dance ((hand gestures))    

17→ E: You did dance= ((nods)) 
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18 C:  ((nods))          =dance= ((hand gestures)) 

19→ E:                                       =Ohh ((looks down)) dance [performance] 

20 C:                                                                                        [haha] dance performance 

 

Only rater 80 made specific reference to E12’s use of formulations from video excerpt 12.3.  He 

appeared to interpret it as a form of ‘Feedback” (FB), whereby the examiner was checking C12’s 

intended meaning and/or comprehension (‘he repeated her answer…to reinforce her 

understanding’).  It seems that rater 80 was acknowledging C12 as ‘low proficiency’ and that 

E12’s method of feedback was in response to this.  The rater also raised the issue of ‘Patience’ 

(Pat), pondering whether summarising C12’s answers back to her may have stifled her 

opportunity to expand further, apparently without explicit reference to why that approach had 

originated in the first place (C12’s truncated response in turn 12). 

Rater Comment 

80 He repeated her answer, and then following up with a more specific question, to reinforce her 

understanding... he’s not giving her the answer. Though it would be interesting to see what her answer 

would be if he didn’t reinforce and restate her previous answer. 

 

 

With regards to the issue of ‘Supply’ (Sup) that occurred in this part of the discourse (turn 19), 

all three raters noticed the behaviour and had different impressions on how it impacted the 

performance and their evaluation of it.  Lenient rater 80 indicated that he saw E12’s behaviour as 

a means to extend the topic (e.g., Brown, 2003; Seedhouse & Harris, 2011) (‘He’s prompting her 

to say something more specific’).  In this sense rater 80 saw the examiner’s facilitative behaviour 

as a positive attempt in pushing the candidate to “giver her best” while also simultaneously 

acknowledging the potential it had for affecting “the power of the probe” (Ross & Berwick, 

1992: 169) (‘I could see that perhaps he shouldn’t have done that to give her an answer, but I 

don’t think it affects her overall performance as such’).  Ultimately, rater 80 concluded that 

E12’s accommodation did not affect C12’s performance (‘I don’t think it affects her overall 

performance’) although it is worth noting that he gave higher scores (B1) than the fair average 
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for C12 (A2) for all categories except two: Lexical Range & Accuracy and Grammatical Range 

& Accuracy.  

Rater Comment 

80 there he’s prompting her to say something more specific. Does it affect the grading? Grades are pretty 

low. B1s, A2s. You know this is something very minuscule as well. I mean I could see that perhaps he 

shouldn’t have done that to give her an answer, but I don’t think it affects her overall performance as 

such. 

 

 

The severe rater (81) noted both the examiner’s ‘Supply’ (Sup) and the manner in which it was 

conveyed - with foreigner talk (Long, 1981) (‘He is putting words in her mouth. And he’s using 

non-standard English, like “you did dance”’).  The rater was aware of the examiner’s intentions 

to accommodate C12 (‘he thinks he’s helping’) but reacted negatively to it.   Rater 81 considered 

E12’s behaviour as disruptive to their task of rating (‘Rating Interference’ [RI]) (‘it kind of 

disrupted the test. I think I had to watch this 3 times. I think I was wanting him to be quiet so I 

could listen to her’) as well as detrimental to the candidate (‘he’s somewhat hindering her 

performance’).  At this point the theme ‘Candidate Focus’ (CF) becomes relevant again as rater 

81 states that, in his view, raters must score candidate output irrespective of how the 

performance may have been co-constructed, or even obstructed (‘it’s a test of what the candidate 

can do, not what the examiner is scaffolding the candidate to do. Or limit the candidate in 

doing’).  Certainly, in terms of Lexical Range & Accuracy and Grammatical Range & Accuracy, 

rater 81 did score C12 below (<A2) the fair average (A2). 

Rater Comment 

81 he is putting words into her mouth. And he’s using non-standard English, like “you did dance” so I know 

he thinks he’s helping... he’s somewhat hindering her performance and. I think I did rate this [video] 

quite low. It was kind of bizarre and it kind of disrupted the test. I think I had to watch this 3 times. I 

think I was wanting him to be quiet so I could listen to her. She doesn’t say much, but at the end of the 

day, it’s a test of what the candidate can do, not what the examiner is scaffolding the candidate to do. 

Or limit the candidate in doing. 
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Rater 67 interpreted E12’s use of ‘Supply’ (Sup) as an aspect of ‘Effort’ (Efe) on behalf of the 

examiner (‘he tried to formulate a complete sentence for her.  What is It … you did a dance 

performance or something like that. So he, too, is fully engaged in this’).  This was viewed 

favourably by rater 67, and E12’s ‘full engagement’ was a useful attempt at coaxing the best 

possible performance out of the candidate (‘He seems like a very sympathetic character, and is 

trying to bring out the best in the student’).  The comments also suggest that rater 67 views 

‘Effort’ as how a ‘good’ examiner should behave.  (‘He seems like a good confident interviewer 

to me’).  Furthermore, rater 67 also considers examiner ‘Effort’ to be intertwined with the theme 

of ‘Co-Construction’ (Co-Con).  The rater notes that how examiners (in general) decide to 

conduct an interview with respect to ‘get(ting) a good interview out of the [candidate]’ would 

affect how the candidate reacts (‘the [examiners] behaviour could and would have an effect on 

the way the interview goes’ ‘the student isn’t going to work as hard’) and thus change their 

rating (‘whether it goes well or not is going to affect my rating of the [candidate]’).  Rater 67 

does, however, stop short of suggesting that he consciously attempted to compensate or adjust 

his scores for the candidate based on examiner behaviours. 

Rater Comment 

67 I noticed after that she said dance, and he tried to formulate a complete sentence for her.  What is It … 

you did a dance performance or something like that. So, he too is fully engaged in this. He seems like a 

very sympathetic character and is trying to bring out the best in the student. He seems like a good 

confident interviewer to me.  the interviewer’s behaviour could and would have an effect on the way 

the interview goes. Whether it goes well or not. And whether it goes well or not is going to affect my 

rating of the student. And if like these two, the interviewer is trying to get a good interview out of the 

student, then my ratings would probably be higher.  if the student perceived the interviewer as 

unsympathetic or even hostile or indifferent. Then, the student is not going to work as hard on his or her 

end to give a good interview. 

 

One final aspect to Rater 67’s comments regarding candidate’s turn 16 is his reference to the 

candidate’s earlier replies with respect to the fragmented and simplistic utterance of that turn 

(‘this time around all she could manage was the one word’).  The rater’s comments suggest at 

that particular moment and for that particular aspect of C12’s performance rater 67 was utilising 

a ‘Confirmatory’ (CONF) (e.g., Brown, 2006; Ang-Aw & Chuen Meng Goh, 2011) approach to 
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evaluating the candidate’s language proficiency.  The rater had already generated an impression 

of proficiency and the utterance in turn 16 had caused them to reassess this impression, possibly 

reducing their initial estimate. 

Rater Comment 

67 this is where I thought, whoa, she answered the first few questions so nicely but this time around all she 

could manage was the one word. Dance. I would have expected her to be able to string together some 

sort of an answer to that rather than one word. 

 

The SRI analysis now moves to examine rater comments regarding the next phase of the test 

where the candidate poses questions to the examiner who has assumed the role of a high school 

teacher in phase 2 of the TEAP – the Roleplay. 

 

4.2.3c Video Excerpt 2 

The video excerpts 2.1 and 2.2 set out the role-play interaction that occurred between candidate 2 

(C2) and examiner 2 (E2) in part two of the TEAP test.  Overall, while E2 made use of a couple 

of linguistic accommodations, he tended to rely on repetitive use of a single non-linguistic 

accommodation, perhaps to facilitate the flow of interaction.  This examiner had prior TEAP 

training and experience, so it is probable that this is reflected in his more limited set of 

behaviours. 

Video Excerpt 2.1 

Turn C/E Transcription 

1→ E That's very interesting (0.2) OK thank you (0.3) Umm NOW I WOULD LIKE YOU to interview ME (0.3) 
Here are the instructions 
(E passes task card) 

2 C Thank you 
3→ E For our class report you will interview a high school teacher (0.2) and (0.2) I am the high school 

teacher ((points to self)) You should ask me about the topics on this card ((points to card)) (0.2) You 
have 30 seconds to read the card and think about what to say ((nods)) 

 

At the task boundary, we observe E2’s deviation from the Interlocutor Frame and only instance 

of rapport building in the form of an explicit topic shift in Turn 1 (excerpt 2.1, above) which 

serves to positively evaluate the candidate’s final comment from the initial warm up interview 
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(e.g., Brown, 2003; Lazaraton, 2002).  However, this is quickly succeeded by a generic shift 

(‘OK thank you’) followed by the instructions to set up the next task.  In delivery of the task 

instructions (Turns 1, 3) the examiner uses prosodic adjustment to emphasise who will take on 

what role along with physical gestures (pointing) to emphasise the roles (e.g., Lazaraton, 2002; 

Seedhouse & Egbert, 2006).  This early accommodation may have been due to the very non-

reactive posture of C2, who rarely gave any back-channelling to signify comprehension. 

 

None of the three interviewed raters mentioned E2’s positive evaluation in turn 1, instead the 

main themes that emerged from their commentary were on the use of ‘Prosodic Adjustment’ 

(ProA), and how that interfered with their rating (Rating Interference [RI]), a process that was 

marked by ‘Global’ (GLO) assessments.  

 

Regarding E2’s ‘Prosodic Adjustment’ (ProA), there was a marked difference in interpretation of 

this behaviour from all three raters, though they all perceived it somewhat negatively.  Rater 80 

apparently considered E2’s speech as more native-like rather than adjusted (‘Perhaps he was a 

bit quick, in speaking’) and that this was a reactive adjustment made by the examiner.  He 

considered that perhaps E2 had assessed C2’s ability based on their earlier interactions and had 

decided to speed up their speaking to better match the (perceived) capability of the candidate 

(‘that is based on her performance in part 1 as well’). Rater 80 implies that this makes the 

interaction seem more fluent when compared to some other examiners (‘The other examiners 

were more slow [sic] and deliberate in giving instructions but this is more fluent’).  There could 

be slightly negative connotations associated with rater 80’s comments regarding E2’s ‘fluent’ 

delivery of instructions.  In reference to his rating process, he dismisses E2’s delivery as having 

had any influence on his rating by making a ‘Global’ (GLO) reference to C2’s ability (‘No 

because, I gave her B2 across the board. She is at quite a high level’) (e.g., Orr, 2002).  This 

phrasing may suggest that rater 80 could have been willing to account for E2’s behaviour in his 

rating process in some way, had the candidate not already achieved the maximum score possible 

for the TEAP test (B2). 
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Rater Comment 

80 Perhaps he was a bit quick, in speaking. But perhaps that is based on her performance in part 1 as well. 

The other examiners were more slow [sic] and deliberate in giving instructions but this is more fluent. 

Not to say its unclear but in comparison to the previous examiners more fluent. [Interviewer prompt 

“Would this have affected your rating?”] No because, I gave her B2 across the board. She is at quite a 

high level. 

 

For severe rater 81, E2’s delivery of instructions was perceived negatively also.  In his view E2’s 

delivery was ‘a bit quiet’ and could potentially have caused difficulties for the candidate through 

not being able to hear the instructions correctly.  Rater 81 then directly acknowledges that this 

behaviour, or behaviour like it, could hinder their assessment of the candidate (‘Rating 

Interference’ [RI]) and thus they were willing, in theory (though they do state it was unlikely in 

this instance), to compensate the candidate for the ‘poor’ examiner behaviour (‘rate her a little 

more higher [sic] to…mitigate anything from the examiner’) in much the same way as raters had 

done in earlier research by McNamara and Lumley (1997).  The actual ramifications of this 

theme in this instance are not quantifiable nor qualifiable as rater 81 awarded candidate 2 the 

maximum score (B2) for all five scales. 

Rater Comment 

81 his speech is a bit quiet.... it could cause listening comprehension problems for this candidate, But, she 

seems to understand, or believes that she understands enough so far to through the task.  I don’t think 

it would have affected my rating as such but it possible could have maybe made me rate her a little 

more higher [sic] considerately to sort of mitigate anything from the examiner but I doubt it. 

 

For rater 67 (neutral severity), E2’s pacing and stress during the opening instructional turn were 

a threat to ‘Rapport’ (Rap) building because it did not appropriately match the candidate’s level 

(‘He tends to talk in way that is more appropriate for a low-level student. But almost patronizing 

for her’) and as such may have been perceived by C2 as insulting.  The rater justifies this mis-

match of behaviour to candidate ability with a summarising C2’s proficiency with a ‘Global’ 

(GLO) evaluative statement (‘she obviously understands just about everything he’s saying’) 

which was a cognitive approach noted by Orr (2002).  While rater 67 considers the examiner’s 

pacing and word stress as rapport-breaking in some regards, he ultimately thought that it was 
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unlikely to have negatively impacted the co-constructed aspects of performance vis-à-vis the 

candidate (‘I don’t think it would drag down the overall level of the interview’).  This appears to 

have been reflected in their scores (B2 for all scales) which matches the fair average score for 

this candidate (B2) and is the highest score possible on the TEAP analytic scales (see Appendix 

4).  

Rater Comment 

67 He tends to talk in way that is more appropriate for a low-level student. But almost patronizing for her 

because she obviously understands just about everything he’s saying.  I don’t think his behaviour 

affected my rating at all. I’m trying to think what effect pitching your side of the interview too low would 

have. I don’t think it would drag down the overall level of the interview. If anything, maybe she’s sort of 

chucking and going wow he thinks I’m an idiot. 

 

 

It is throughout video excerpt 2.2 (Turns 5, 13, 15, 17) that we observe E2’s main 

accommodative behaviour – non-linguistic Turn Relevance Place (TRP) signifiers in the form of 

non-linguistic nodding or smiles (or a combination of both).  At the end of instructions to the 

candidate as well as the end of his responses, the examiner seems to telegraph to the candidate 

that it is now her turn.  However, E2’s use of nodding in Turns 11 and 17, may serve another 

purpose.  C2 is somewhat non-reactive and does not use verbal back-channelling during the 

examiner’s utterances.  It seems possible that E2’s nodding, while giving their response, is a non-

linguistic attempt to garner a more natural feedback pattern. 

 

Also of note in Turn 17 are two unique behaviours.  In response to C2’s question in Turn 16 

which probes into his reasons for becoming a teacher, E2 seems to break character and initiate a 

longer turn that is perhaps informed by real world experiences and thus, arguably, reduces 

opportunity for the candidate to ask further follow up questions (and hence display greater 

proficiency).  Towards the end of this extended response E2 again telegraphs the imminent turn 

taking opportunity with a summarising formulation (“basically this is for that reason…”) (e.g., 

Lazaraton, 2002).   
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Video Excerpt 2.2 
Turn C/E Transcription 
4  (30.0) 
5→ E OK (0.2) You have two minutes ahh to ask me ahh any questions ((smile)) 
6 C Hello (0.2) May I ask you some questions? ((smile)) 
7 E Yes 
8 C Umm what grade do you teach? 
9 E Umm I'm teaching umm the second year of high school now 
10 C And:: what subject do you teach? 
11→ E I'm teaching mostly English courses umm that are err with writing and grammar and some ((nods)) 

reading ((nods)) courses ((nods)) (0.4) in English 
12 C OK (0.2) ((smile)) Are there any problems in your class? 
13→ E No I don't think there's any serious problems ((looks upwards)) (0.2) Sometimes the students ahh 

have a difficult time focusing ((leans forward and back)) so I try to keep them interested by giving 
them interesting activities to do ((leans forward and back and nods)) 

14 C ((0.3) OK ((nods and smiles)) (0.2) Are there any advice for future high school teachers? 
15→ E I think that (0.2) err if that teaching in a high school, teachers should try to be patient with the 

students and understand that learning takes time and umm (0.2) and the teachers should also be 
patient with themselves ((touches hand on chest)) as well as the students ((nods and smiles)) 

16 C ((nods)) OK (0.3) umm (0.3) ((frowns down, looks up smiles)) Why did you start to think to be a 
teacher? 

17→ E Oh ((sways left and right)) well it's because I like to be around young people and when I'm around 
young people I feel excited about learning and I feel that I can give them encouragement and help 
them to learn (0.2) so:: basically this is for that reason (0.2) to be around uh learning environment 
((smiles nods)) 

18 C ((nods)) ((smiles)) 
19 E Ok thank you ((looks at C)) may I have the card [back] please? ((holds out hands))  
20 C                                                                                     [yes] ((hands back card)) 
 

The theme ‘Non-Linguistic’ behaviour with respect to E2’s use of nodding and smiling at the 

TRP boundaries was only raised by severe rater 81.  This rater has not only noticed the behaviour 

but even indicates its intended purpose (‘he’s quite telegraphing his turn is finished. He’s got 

that tick of nodding his head’).  Rater 81’s comments also hint at a negative connotation because 

a later comment gives the impression that, absent C2’s display of adequate grammar control, he 

may have been inclined to rate the candidate’s performance lower (‘I don’t think this would have 

affected my rating. She’s got enough in there with her question formation’).  This finding seems 

to support earlier research by Ross and Berwick (1992) who noted how in their attempts to assist 

or be supportive of candidates, examiner’s over-accommodation could impede candidate 

performance. 
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Rater Comment 

81 Now he’s quite telegraphing his turn is finished. He’s got that tick of nodding his head. But I don’t think 

this would have affected my rating. She’s got enough in there with her question formation, even though 

there’s a couple of small errors 

 

Rater 67 begins his commentary on this section of the video by focusing on E2’s ‘Prosodic 

Adjustment’ (ProA) and does not explicitly reference the non-linguistic behaviour.  The rater 

positively assessed the examiner’s Prosodic Adjustment (‘He doesn’t sound patronizing, 

condescending or anything’, ‘he’s doing a good job’) which contrasts with his earlier negative 

assessment of the examiner’s method for introducing the task in turns one and three (‘He tends to 

talk with his hands in way that is more appropriate for a low-level student. But almost 

patronizing for her’).   

Rater Comment 

67 He doesn’t sound patronizing, condescending or anything. He doesn’t resort to any sort of gestures to 

clarify what he’s saying. He is speaking slowly, to be sure slowly and clearly. But not patronizingly slow. I 

think he is doing a good job as an interviewer. 

 

 

Regarding turn 17 where E2 appears to break character and (arguably) monopolise the task with 

an extended response, neutral rater 67 and lenient rater 80’s comments centre around the theme 

of ‘Effort’ (EFe) and ‘Co-Construction’ (Co-Con).  Rather than interpret E2’s behaviour as 

reducing candidate opportunity, rater 67 considered it an instance of genuine communication 

(‘…being thoughtful…giving meaningful answers’), while rater 80 saw it as examiner diligence 

(‘he’s [examiner] playing his role by giving enough detail’).  In their eyes, examiner ‘Effort’ 

may have been a positive influence for the candidate in some way (Rater 67 ‘He’s not just going 

through the motions, he’s trying to do his bit to get a good interview out of this’; Rater 80 ‘the 

examinee can pick up something specific and interact with that’).  This may also imply that these 

two raters are aware of how discourse is a ‘mutual achievement’ (May, 2009) and that examiners 

help to co-construct TEAP test roleplay performances (Brown, 2003; McNamara, 1997; 

Nakatsuhara, 2008) (Rater 67 ‘when he said that students have trouble focusing, I think she in 
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the next segment goes on to ask, what do you do if they fall asleep. And so I give her credit for 

that.’).  The examiner is not a mere prop for the candidate to speak at, but an integral part of the 

context whose answers could facilitate or hinder the candidate’s ability to ask follow-up 

questions (Rater 80 ‘his answers are detailed and interesting, to encourage some communication 

from her’).  Incorporating aspects of examiner replies into follow-up questions is a criterion of 

the higher proficiency band (B2) of TEAP Interactional Effectiveness scale (see Appendix 4) and 

in fact all three interviewed raters scored candidate 2 at the B2 level for Interactional 

Effectiveness which was the fair average score for this individual. Certainly, rater 80 makes 

direct reference to doing just this in his evaluation of C2 (‘she didn’t hone in on a specific part of 

their answer’ ‘she’s playing a role I suppose without too much interactional effectiveness’), 

although curiously, rater 80’s evaluation quite succinctly indicates they thought C2 was not very 

effective (‘she’s pretty dead’) in this regard yet, ultimately, awarded her the maximum score. 

Rater Comment 

67 But I as noticed she was possibly the only student who got far enough into this role play to be adlibbing 

questions. A lot of students asked do you have any advice for future teachers, but when he said that 

students have trouble focusing, I think she in the next segment goes on to ask, what do you do if they 

fall asleep. And so that I give her credit for that. He continues being thoughtful and giving carefully 

considered, and reasonably original, and meaningful answers. He’s not just going through the motions, 

he’s trying to do his bit to get a good interview out of this. 

80 an important part of part two was the interaction or effectiveness of the examinee. And he’s [examiner] 

playing his role by giving enough detail. Where the examinee can pick up something specific and interact 

with that. But she didn’t hone in on a specific part of their answer. He’s playing his role very well. I mean 

she’s playing a role I suppose without too much interactional effectiveness. Again, his answers are 

detailed and interesting, to encourage some communication from her, but it wasn’t forthcoming was it.  

for that interactional effectiveness part, we can see that’s pretty specific to part two, and she was pretty 

dead. He’s playing his role. He’s giving her all this information waiting for something to come back. I 

think he’s playing his role very well. 
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4.2.3d Video Excerpt 6 

Video excerpts 6.1 and 6.2 record an interaction between candidate 6 (C6) and examiner 6 (E6) 

during part two (roleplay) of the TEAP speaking test.  This excerpt highlights E6’s regular use of 

a variety of accommodative behaviours, including instances of repair (e.g., Seedhouse & Egbert, 

2006) which may have assisted the candidate’s performance. 

Video Excerpt 6.1 

Turn C/E transcription 

1→ E: [Oka:y], ((waves hands)) ((looks at C, looks down))  

2 C: [ok] ((looking at Examiner))    

3→ E: err now we are going to move to [part two]  

4 C:                                                            [part two] ((nods))     

5→ E: err now I would like you ((points to C then himself)) to interview [me::] erm (0.3) 

6 C:                                                                                                                  [mmm]   

7→ E: For a class report you ((gestures to C then to himself)) ((looks up at C, looks down)) will 
interview a [high school]  

8 C:                       [mmm] 

9→ E teacher (0.3) and I ((looks up at C then down))((points to himself)) am the [high school] 
teacher.   

10 C:                                                                                                                                     [mmm] 

11 E: You should ask me questions about the topics on this card (1.0) erm (3.0) ((reaches to the 
side to pick up card)) ok ((passes card to C)) (1.0)  

12 C:  ((looks down at card and begins to read))  

13→ E: erm (1.0) ((points to notes)) you have thirty seconds to read the card and think about 
what to say, (0.5) ok? 

14 C: ((still reading/looking down)) ok 

15→ E: ((shuffles papers)) (24.0)               [ok] err… ((nods)) ((looks at C)) 

16 C:                              ((looking down)) [ok] (2.0) ok hello may I ask you ((looks at E)) some 
questions? 

17 E: Sure ((smiles)) ((looks down at notes)) 
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From the beginning of the interaction, E6 (turns 1-13) uses non-linguistic gestures in 

combination with prosodic adjustment to telegraph the upcoming change of task as well as 

delineate key roles and expectations for the task (e.g., Lazaraton, 2002).  C6 appears to follow 

and comprehend the examiner’s explanations with plenty of back-channelling in the form of 

continuers and nodding (e.g., Ducasse & Brown, 2009).  C6 receives the role card in turn 12 and 

immediately begins reading it as E6 is finishing his explanation in turn 13.  C6 verbally 

acknowledges E6’s request for understanding at the end of turn 13 but seems engrossed in 

reading the prompt which might suggest she is able to juggle the cognitive demands of these two 

aspects interaction in a foreign language (L2 reading and L2 spoken response) simultaneously. 

 

In turn 15, E6 seems unsure as to how to regain C6’s attention (she is still focused on the card) 

and employs a response token followed by an extended filler as an indicator for the candidate to 

begin the task (e.g., Brown, 2003).  Of note here is that, in contrast to the examiner’s 

instructions, he did not give C6 the full thirty seconds.  C6, still looking at the card, replies to 

E6’s elicitation almost immediately with her own response token and begin to ask her first 

question, only visually acknowledging the examiner again toward the very end of her utterance. 

 

Regarding the initial instructions for the roleplay task, the severe and neutral raters (81, 67 

respectively) were somewhat critical of E6’s approach to shifting the topic but focused on 

different behaviours.  For rater 81, the issue was with Non-Linguistic (NLe) aspects of the 

examiner’s behaviour, specifically a lack of adequate eye contact (‘He’s not really making much 

eye contact’), which in their view could have undermined ‘Rapport’ (Rap) (‘I don’t how quite at 

ease the candidate is though’).  For rater 81, examiner eye contact seems to have been important 

in helping candidates to feel more relaxed which, in turn, could have helped them to perform 

better (‘When you are worried a bit more you kind of have that little bit extra cognitive load, and 

it’s not gonna [sic] free up as many linguistic resources for you’).  Despite rater 81’s awareness 

of the co-constructed nature of discourse (Brown, 2003; McNamara, 1997; Nakatsuhara, 2008), 

he makes an explicit declaration that observing such interaction would not have interfered with 

his rating process or scores (RI) (‘it certainly wouldn’t have affected my rating but might have 

affected candidate performance’).  This conviction appears reflected in his scoring; rater 81 
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scored C6 at the A2 level on three of the five scales (including Interactional Effectiveness) when 

the candidate’s fair average was B1, suggesting he was slightly more severe than average for this 

performance. 

Rater Comment 

81 He’s not really making much eye contact with the candidate. He’s nice and loud though. I don’t how 

quite at ease the candidate is though. But, it certainly wouldn’t have affected my rating but might have 

affected candidate performance. When you are worried a bit more you kind of have that little bit extra 

cognitive load, and it’s not gonna [sic] free up as many linguistic resources for you in the middle of a 

test. 

 

For rater 67, the negative assessment of E6’s performance was centred around the themes of 

“Task Management’ (TM) and ‘Co-construction’ (Co-Con).  Rater 67 was the only individual to 

notice that the examiner had failed to adhere to the IF by not providing the specified reading time 

(‘He says I’m going to give you 30 seconds to think about it, but I don’t think its anywhere 

near’).  The rater was cognisant of how this oversight could have limited the candidate’s 

opportunity in some way and that it was the examiner’s responsibility to “coax a better 

performance out of [the candidate]”, thus displaying an implicit understanding of discourse as 

co-constructed by the examiner (McNamara & Lumley, 1997).  As with rater 81, rater 67 denies 

that the issue of ‘Task Management’ would have affected his rating process which seemed firmly 

‘Candidate Focused’ (CF) at this point (‘just rating her performance’, ‘I don’t think his lack of 

preparation affected my rating of what she was saying’).  The implication here being that, unlike 

McNamara and Lumley’s (1997) research, this rater did not compensate the candidate for what 

he perceived as ‘poor’ examiner skill at this point in the video.  Certainly rater 67’s scores may 

reflect this statement; he scored C6 consistently more severely (A2) than the fair average for that 

candidate (B1).  

Rater Comment 

67 He says I’m going to give you 30 seconds to think about it, but I don’t think its anywhere near 30 

seconds. So, I would say he’s a big of a greenhorn as an interviewer.  A less experienced or less prepared 

interviewer very well may not get as good as a performance out of the candidate. So, as that stands it’s 

possible that my rating of her was lower than it would have been. Had she had a more experienced 

interviewer, who could have coaxed a better performance out of her. But just looking at her 
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performance, just rating her performance. No, I don’t think his lack of preparation affected my rating of 

what she was saying. 

 

Turning to video excerpt 6.2 (below), E6’s language accommodation comes as C6 begins to 

struggle with the demands placed on her grammatical/lexical competency by the interview task.   

The candidate has difficulty either understanding the meaning of the word grade (“Ask questions 

about the grade he/she teaches”, part of the prompt, see Appendix 8) or, perhaps, formulating 

questions requiring the auxiliary verb ‘do’ as C6 forms a statement inflected as a question 

initially (turn 18).  The examiner (turn 19) uses a nod and pause strategy (e.g., Brown, 2003) to 

wait and see if the candidate will realise her need to correct the grammar.  C6 seems to 

acknowledge this hint and attempts a recast, which is, again, incorrect (turn 20).  In turn 21, E6 

supplies the correct wh-question structure with prosodic adjustment and a non-linguistic head 

tilting, perhaps seeking clarification of meaning from the candidate (e.g., Seedhouse & Egbert, 

2006; Seedhouse & Harris, 2011).  C6 acknowledges the clarification but does not make use of 

the corrected grammar.  This lack of initiative in candidates to capitalise on examiner-supplied 

vocabulary has been noted in earlier research (O’Sullivan & Lu, 2006). 

 

In turn 24, C6 attempts a follow up question that is heavily truncated.  The addition of the 

clarification “second” she adds as an afterthought suggests that this truncation is due to her 

struggling with the grammatical demands of this task.  Although the intended meaning seems 

clear in this context (“How long have you been teaching second grade for?”) this time E6 does 

not supply a full correction, instead opting to simply re-state his original answer again in turn 25.  

Video Excerpt 6.2 

Turn C/E transcription 

18→ C: (2.0) ((looks down at prompt)) I want to your, ((waves hand)) (0.4) I want to know (1.0) 
your grade? (1.0) grade? ((looks up at E)) 

19→ E: ((nods)) ((looks at C)) 

20→ C: ((waves hand))((looks down at prompt)) (3.0) your grade. Mmm what’s (1.0) your grade? 
(1.0) What’s your grade? 

21→ E: ((tilts head)) What’s, what, what grade do I:: TEACH? ((points to himself)) ((nods)) 
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22 C: Grade teach teach ((nods)) 

23 E: Ahh err ((looks down)) I teach err ((looks at C)) second and third grade ((nods)) 

24→ C:  Ohh ((nods)) ((smiles)) (1.0) very long? Second? 

25→ E: ((nods)) ((drops smile)) second grade (.) and third grade 

26 C: Second grade ((looks down)) and third [grade] ahh:: ok ok ok 

27 E:                                                                      [yeah] ((nods)) ((looks down)) 

 

All three raters addressed the issue of examiner ‘Supply’ (Sup) from this part of the interaction 

but with three very different themes and interpretations of events emerging from their comments. 

Rater 80 (lenient) echoes a finding from the earlier written commentary (section 4.2.2a) 

surrounding ‘Rating Interference’ (RI).  Rater 80 appears to recognise the ‘Co-Constructive’ 

(Co-Con) nature of E6’s grammatical supply in turn 21 (‘That was a big “give me” wasn’t it?’) 

and its potential facilitative effect upon the candidate’s following utterances (‘I would say the 

wrong thing to do since we are trying to evaluate their [candidate's] ability’).  It is the final 

chunk of this rater’s commentary that may hint towards examiner over-accommodation being 

seen as a ‘proxy signal’ of ‘lower’ candidate speaking proficiency (‘This is not B1. Giving her 

the answer is obviously the wrong thing to do. B1 is better than that.).  It could be argued that 

rater 80 has taken E6’s correction of the wh-question structure as assistive (‘a big give me’) and 

assistance reflects ‘lower’ proficiency discourse (‘This is not B1’) thus, C6 may be of lower 

proficiency than rater 80 originally estimated (‘B1 is better than that. I’m interested to see what 

happens next whether she has improved’).   

Rater Comment 

80 what grade do I teach? That was a big 'give me' wasn’t it? I would say the wrong thing to do since we are 

trying to evaluate their [candidate's] ability.  This is not B1. Giving her the answer is obviously the wrong 

thing to do. B1 is better than that. I’m interested to see what happens next whether she has improved 

 

 

For Rater 67 (neutral), E6’s correction of the candidate’s question form was positively evaluated 

(‘Is that helpful behaviour?  Yeah, I think it is’) and fell under the theme of examiner ‘Effort’ 

(Efe).  Rater 67 interpreted the supply as a genuine breakdown in communication (‘He is not 
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sure what she’s trying to say’).  By clarifying the intended meaning the examiner was, perhaps, 

assisting the candidate in giving them more opportunity to show what they could be capable of 

(‘keep the ball rolling’) rather than wasting the time available by allowing them to struggle (‘if 

he had simply listened to her stumbling…I don’t think that would have been productive…’).  

Rater Comment 

67 He is not sure what she’s trying to say and he offers what he thinks she’s trying to say to get 

confirmation. And it turns out yes that is what she’s trying to say. Is that helpful behaviour?  Yeah, I think 

it is. In terms of trying to keep the interview, keep the ball rolling. Better than if he had simply listened 

to her stumbling through the question and not checked what she was trying to say. No, I don’t think that 

would have been productive as afar as the interview goes.  Did it affect my rating of her? I don’t think it 

did.  my rating of her up to this point was based on what she was saying. 

 

 

Severe rater 81’s observations on examiner supply are somewhat dismissive of it, instead 

centring around the theme of ‘Candidate Focus’ (CF).  The rater’s opening comments indicate a 

negative view of the examiner’s accommodation in turn 21 (‘He’s making a bit of a meal out of 

it’).  He seems to view the examiner’s clarification as a corrective approach more suitable for the 

classroom (‘There is no real need to negotiate meaning because it’s not a lesson, it’s a test’).  

Rater 81 then indicates that the behaviour would not have caused him to adjust his ratings as he 

was focused on candidate output in terms of accuracy, seemingly regardless of how that output 

could have been assisted by the examiner’s behaviour (‘I would have been looking at the 

candidate and she’s got errors in there’). 

Rater Comment 

81 That’s funny isn’t it. Presumedly if you were role playing with some teaching at a high school, that would 

automatically know that. They would be like, “yeah, I teach second grade or third grade”. He’s making a 

bit of a meal out of it. There is no real need to negotiate meaning because it’s not a lesson, it’s a test. 

The examiners behaviour wouldn’t have affected my rating. I don’t think.  I would have been looking at 

the candidate and she’s got errors in there. 

 

The SRI analysis now moves onto examine the observations of the three rater participants to two 

final videos which cover the final phase of the TEAP test -the extended interviews.  
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4.2.3e Video Excerpt 4 

Excerpt 4.1 details a section of dialogue between candidate 4 (C4) and examiner 4 (E4) from part 

four (Extended Interview) of the TEAP speaking test.  This excerpt reveals E4 to consistently 

display linguistic and non-linguistic accommodations to the candidate who struggles with the 

higher cognitive demands of this section. 

Video Excerpt 4.1 

Turn C/E transcription 

1 E: ((looks at C)) Right then, ((shakes hands)) so now I’d like to ask you some question on 
↑↑different topics. ↑↑  

2 C:  ((nods))                                 ((nods)) 

3 E: ((looks at C)) ((shakes hands)) So first let’s talk about the internet. ((looks down)) Should 
parents limit children’s ((looks at C)) use (.) of the internet? 

4 C: ((nods)) 

5→ E: Do you think parents should say ((hand gesture)) you can only use the internet ((hand 
gesture)) for an hour, [ten minutes] ((nods)) 

6 C:                                         [mmm]  (3.0) ehh (2.0) mmm(.h) it (1.0)  

7→ E:                                                                                                   ((raises eyebrows)) 

8 C: human eyes ((points to eye)) etto, expect ((motion gesture)) [blue light] heh from 
internet  ((motion gesture)) 

9→ E:                                                                                 ((nods))                 [mmm] 

10 C: In internet, nnn computer= 

11→ E:  ((nods))                =yes ((nods)) 

12 C:                                =mm it is bad, bad ex:: ((motion gesture)), ººnn nandakkeºº 
(0.5) bad, eff, effort mmm but children mmm children should uh take uh some uh 
information from books urhh hehe 

13 E: ((nods))  I see I see ((looks down)) ok a::nd (1.0) let’s talk about ((wrings own hands)) 
online study 

 

Almost immediately, in Turn 5 of excerpt 4.1, E4 moves away from the Interlocutor Frame (IF) 

and reformulates the question (e.g., Lazaraton, 2002) asked in Turn 3 to make more of a 

statement that qualifies the meaning of the word “limit”.  The use of a non-linguistic hand 

gesture with “for an hour, ten minutes” seems to also reinforce the examiner trying to convey 
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meaning to the candidate or draw attention to the key words.  At the end of this turn the examiner 

displays a nod seemingly to signal a Transition Relevance Place (TRP) (Mondada, 2014; Roever 

& Kasper, 2018). 

 

In the subsequent Turns 7 - 11, C4 appears to be struggling with the higher cognitive load of this 

task but E4 displays a lot of patience and support in allowing the candidate to try and form an 

extended response.  E4 uses a non-linguistic behaviour (raising eyebrows) to encourage C4 to 

continue, perhaps as a form of encouragement after initially stalling in Turn 6.  In Turns 9 - 12 

C4 has only managed to utter somewhat fragmented responses.  C4 pauses, uses non-linguistic 

hand gestures and falls back to her L1 (Japanese) attempting to recall vocabulary, but does so 

incorrectly (using “effort” in place of “effect”).  Nevertheless, E4 continues to provide 

backchanneling via linguistic (‘mmm’, latched ‘yes’, ‘I see’) and non-linguistic (nods) 

behaviours.  This backchanneling, which is evident in E04’s interaction throughout this extract, 

makes it appear that E4 is acknowledging and understanding C4’s contribution (e.g., Brown, 

2003).   

 

The main themes raised by raters based on the events in excerpt 4.1 were to do with E6’s 

‘Reformulation’ (Ref) and the original ‘Idea’ (Id) presented by the candidate in turns 8 – 12.  

Regarding the examiner’s reformulation of the question prompt in turn 5, all three raters shared 

the same opinion; it was negatively received.  The raters thought that the examiner’s 

reformulation was presented too quickly (rater 67 ‘she rephrased the questions, before, perhaps 

she even needed to’; rater 81 ‘She’s quite fast, and she has very short wait time’), or that the 

alternative phrasing was more difficult than the original question (rater 80 ‘how she rephrased it 

was more complicated’).  All three seemed to indicate that patience would have been more 

appropriate in this instance because the candidate likely need more processing time (rater 67 ‘I in 

her situation, perhaps would have been inclined to wait longer’; rater 80 ‘I’d give the student 

time to think about the scripted question’; 81 ‘maybe the candidate needed a bit more time to 

process the question’).   
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Rater Comment 

67 she rephrased the questions, before, perhaps she even needed to. She asked the question, and didn’t 

get an immediate response from the student, and took that to mean that the student had not 

understood the question, whereas as I in her situation, perhaps would have been inclined to wait longer 

for rephrasing it. 

80 The way she rephrased the question I don’t think that it necessarily helped with understanding. If it’s a 

scripted question, my view would be that the examiner stick to that question. Because how she 

rephrased it was more complicated perhaps.  I wouldn’t rephrase it. I’d give the student time to think 

about the scripted question 

81 She’s quite fast, and she has very short wait time. I don’t think I really noticed this the first time. But just 

watching it in that segment, its like oh god yeah, she’s rather fast. She didn’t really need to clarify 

herself, because maybe the candidate needed a bit more time to process the question.  I don’t think it 

would have affected my rating much. I’m more interested in the candidate than the examiner. 

 

 

Raters 67 and 80 then move on to discuss a unique aspect of C4’s utterance - the content of her 

reply.  This off-scale criterion was noted in earlier research (e.g., Ang-Aw & Chuen Meng Goh, 

2011; Brown, Iwashita & McNamara, 2005) and was recorded under the theme of ‘Ideas’ (Id) in 

the codebook matrix (see section 4.2.1, Table 22).  The raters refer to what C4 was saying and 

not only how (grammar, fluency, pronunciation etc.) she was saying it.  Lenient rater 80 frames 

C4’s utterance in ‘Comparative’ (COMP) terms because of its uniqueness which made the 

candidate stand out to them versus other candidate on this task (‘I remember this student giving a 

different response in terms of physical harm. Everyone else talked about you know undesirable 

websites’).  Neutral rater 67 seems to frame the candidate as, perhaps, more intellectual or at 

least, more prepared/informed than other candidates (‘the student has got a bit of information 

about this topic. Blue light is not something I would have expected her to come up with in any 

language’).  In turn this seems to have worked in C4’s favour as rater 67 positively evaluates C4 

for her ‘Ideas’ (‘She is providing an interesting interview’).  Two earlier studies have shown that 

both trained and untrained raters can judge speaking test discourse in terms of content and 

comprehensibility and that grammar, vocabulary and pronunciation errors were only penalised if 

they impacted comprehensibility of the content (Sato, 2011, 2014).   However, rater 80 and 67 do 

also juxtapose this awareness of C4’s intellectual capacity or perhaps originality, against the 
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linguistic aspects of C4’s discourse.  Rater 80 referenced the grammatical aspect of the utterance 

(‘Sentence grammatically was okay’).  Rater 67 cited issues with fluency (‘stumbling over her 

words’), falling back into L1 (‘saying “nandakke”’) and vocabulary (‘saying it has bad efforts 

instead of bad effects’) as examples of her language limitations.  However, rater 67 may have 

accounted for some aspect of C4’s ‘Ideas’ (or originality) into his scoring (‘So I give her credit 

for that’) and that this may have been in either the Fluency or Interactional Effectiveness scales 

as these were rated at B1 while the other scales were scored at A2.  Though C4 displayed 

somewhat limited L2 proficiency, rater 67 and 80’s comments on C4’s topic development 

suggest that by approaching the topic from a uniquely medical perspective C4 (wittingly or 

unwittingly) was constructing an academic/intellectual identity for herself (in the eyes of the 

raters), and this may have helped to positively influence the raters perception of her to some 

degree (e.g., Seedhouse & Harris, 2011).  

Rater Comment 

80 I remember this student giving a different response in terms of physical harm. Everyone else talked 

about you know undesirable websites. But this student talked about the physical effects. And she gave a 

response. Sentence grammatically was okay. 

67 the student has got a bit of information about this topic. Blue light is not something I would have 

expected her to come up with in any language, much less English. She is providing an interesting 

interview. Though not an especially good one in terms of her English. she is stumbling over her words, 

saying “nandakke” and saying it has bad efforts instead of bad effects. But the ideas she is trying 

communicate are interesting. So. I give her credit for that 

 

 

The key themes from rater 81’s (severe) comments for C4’s reply were based in purely language 

proficiency terms.  Rather than address the content, rater 81 describes C4’s performance in terms 

of the TEAP scales ‘Grammar’ (Gr), ‘Fluency’ (Fl) and ‘Lexis’ (Lx).  Where the other raters saw 

ideas expressed in C4’s response (rater 80 ‘talked about the physical effects’, rater 67 ‘the 

student has got as bit of information about the topic’), rater 80 attributed this instead to lexical 

knowledge (‘She’s got some very good vocabulary there’) which was subsumed within a broader 

evaluation of the candidate’s language proficiency (‘I’m looking at the candidate, and I’m seeing 

that well, her grammar is not fantastic and there are lot of little hesitations in there’).  Perhaps 
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this difference may, in part, explain rater 81’s more severe scoring (A2 for all scales) of C4 

whose fair average was B1. 

Rater Comment 

81 But again, primarily I’m looking at the candidate, and I’m seeing that well, her grammar is not fantastic 

and there are lot of little hesitations in there, that bit. They are not totally unnatural, but they are not 

very natural. She gets her message across. She’s got some very good vocabulary there. Sort of on topic, 

but not exactly what I would expect, but I mean you can’t expect everybody’s answers to be. It’s within 

the bounds set.  She’s got the lexis, but she doesn’t have anything to join it together with, at this stage. 

She seems fairly at ease with this examiner, which is nice. 

 

 

4.2.3f Video Excerpt 9 

Video excerpts 9.1 and 9.2 present a brief discourse between candidate 9 (C9) and examiner 9 

(E9) during the final stage of the TEAP test – the extended interview.  E9 is one of the most 

experienced testers in the examiner group with 5 years’ experience as an examiner for a national 

standardised test in Japan with a speaking component (EIKEN test).  E9 provides a contrast to 

other examiner excerpts in the SRI materials, and this is possibly due to his prior training and 

experience.  E9’s overall behaviour might best be described as non-reactive.  He displays very 

few feedback or rapport building behaviours during his interview. 

 

E9 begins this new section of the test (in turn 3) with an explicit topic shift (e.g., Seedhouse & 

Harris, 2011) and uses prosodic adjustment (e.g., Seedhouse & Egbert, 2006) to help draw the 

candidate’s attention to the upcoming topic’s broad theme of the internet.  During the exchange 

E9 also frequently shifts his gaze from the prompt to the candidate especially when using 

prosodic adjustment which suggests this behaviour might be his means of gauging visual cues of 

comprehension from C9. 
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Video Excerpt 9.1 

Turn C/E transcription 

1 E: ((looking down)) >>Now I would like to<< ask you some [questions] 

2 C:                ((nods))                                              ºº[ok]ºº 

3→ E: on different ((looks at C and at prompt again)) topics. Err (0.3) first ((looks at/sets timer)) let’s talk 
about ((looks at C)) (0.3) the internet. ((looks at prompt)) Should parents limit children’s ((looks at 
C)) [use of the internet?] 

4 C:  [ok] ermmmmm (5.0) hehe. (1.0) if, if the children is so too young (1.0) child- shou- 
parents should (0.5) limit but (1.5) for example I err university student and so on (0.4) not should, 
should not limit (0.5) and so on. 

 

 

Only rater 80 (lenient) and 81 (severe) made direct reference to the themes of ‘Prosodic 

Adjustment’ (ProA) in excerpt 9.1.  Rater 80 notices E9’s eye movements (‘reading from the 

script’) and pacing (‘slow, deliberate’) and then, perhaps because he viewed the behaviours as 

appropriate (‘the questions seem very articulate’), states that his main focus had been on the 

candidate (‘I wasn’t focusing on the examiner’).  This ‘Candidate Focus’ (CF) takes the form of 

evaluative comments regarding C9’s fluency (‘Hesitation notable around the A2 area’).  The 

rater also employing a ‘Comparative’ (COMP) element to his assessment of C9’s fluency 

because he frames his evaluation in terms of how it did not meet or exceed that of C4’s 

performance from the SRI in section 4.2.3e (‘Whereas the other candidate wasn’t’).    

Rater Comment 

80 again slow, deliberate, reading from the script, I presume. She understood. According to the rating scale 

I remember her taking time. There is something about taking time. Hesitation, reformulation. Hesitation 

notable around the A2 area. Whereas the other candidate wasn’t. And he doesn’t stop her or anything.  

I wasn’t focusing on the examiner because the questions seem very articulate, mechanical. 

 

 

Rater 81 appeared to adopt a more positive outlook (‘nice little pauses’) on E9’s ‘Prosodic 

Adjustment’ (ProA), connecting it to the theme of ‘Feedback’ (FB) but as an expectation from 

the candidate.  Rater 81 seems to indicate that he views E9’s pacing as a deliberate strategy for 
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the candidate to implement some form of back-channelling (‘Nice opportunity for the candidate 

to show she understands’).  It seems that rater 81 may have been waiting for candidate displays 

of visual and verbal feedback as indicators of comprehension and thus evidence of the candidate 

meeting a particular criterion of the TEAP Interactional Effectiveness scale (‘Effective active and 

receptive communication’; see TEAP scales in Appendix 4) and thus displays an Analytic 

(ANA) approach to the rating process by referencing candidate performance to specific scale 

criteria.   

Rater Comment 

81 He’s got nice little pauses between the question words. Nice opportunity for the candidate to show she 

understands. Good stuff so far. Is she showing that she understands? Does she have any clear 

difficulties? And if she has any difficulties, she’s not showing that. 

 

 

Moving to video excerpt 9.2, during C9’s response in turn 4, E9 listens while remaining 

completely motionless but maintaining eye contact on the candidate.  He also provides no 

linguistic forms of feedback (e.g., Brown, 2003; Lazaraton, 2002) until he takes up his turn (turn 

5) where he utters a response token and then a generic topic shift (e.g., Seedhouse & Harris, 

2011), before introducing the next question which is prosodically adjusted.  C9 fails to 

comprehend the question, however and makes a request for clarification in turn 6.  E9 complies 

with the request, and in turn 7 simply re-states the question as per the prompt but with the same 

prosodic adjustment.  During this act of reformulation, E9’s gaze is firmly on the prompt rather 

than the candidate.  It soon becomes clear that this section of the test is beyond the capabilities of 

this candidate as she admits her failure to comprehend some aspect of the question.  At this point 

(turn 9), E9 uses the only instance of active listening/rapport building behaviours by 

acknowledging C9’s struggle by uttering an assessment (“that’s fine”) (e.g., Seedhouse & 

Egbert, 2006), which seems to be an act of sympathy towards the candidate’s inability to grapple 

with the demands of the task. 
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Excerpt 9.2 draws out two different observational foci from the three raters, with the severe (81) 

and lenient (80) raters centring on the examiner’s approach to a breakdown in communication in 

turn 7 while rater 67 focused on the issue of examiner’s non-reactive posture. 

Video Excerpt 9.2 

5→ E: ((looks at timer)) ((looks at prompt)) ((looks at C)) Ok, ok thank you. Are there any advantages to 
studying online rather than in a classroom? ((looks at C)) 

6 C:  hehe ((looks down)) ((touches hair))  mmm (3.0) I’m not (1.0) good (0.5) idea anno err (.h) please 
(0.3) please one more time= 

7→ E: ((looks at prompt))              =So are there any advantages to studying online ((looks at C)) rather than 
in a classroom? 

8 C: (1.5) ººclassroom ºº ((touches side of head)) (3.0) areh ºº mmm ºº (4.0) hehe I (3.0) I can’t 
understand  hehe  [sorry] 

9→ E ((smiles))                 [Ok oh] that’s fine that’s fine. So, let’s talk about the media (0.4) the media, let’s 
talk about the [media]….  

10 C:                           [media] 

 

 

Rater 81 acknowledges E9’s ‘Reformulation’ (Ref) (‘repeating the question there’) and quickly 

begins to reflect on why that breakdown could have occurred and seems to frame the event 

trigger as the candidate’s lack of vocabulary (‘If you don’t understand online maybe, then again 

media is a word used in Japanese’, ‘due to lack of lexis. Which is kind of surprising, some of 

things she doesn’t know as a university student’).  This rater then states that his rating was likely 

affected by this element of interaction and that the cause, in their view, was that the candidate 

should have known an academic word (‘yeah that would have affected my rating, that she 

doesn’t know sort of common academic lexis’).  The rater also notes that this expectation is 

reasonable as the word ‘online’ is also the same in Japanese (this is correct as it is a loan word 

adapted to the Japanese syllabary used for foreign words [katakana] - オンライン).  Rater 81 

references the examiner behaviour in excerpt 9.2 in positive terms (‘this examiner is good’) with 

specific mention of ‘Prosodic Adjustment’ (ProA) again, noting that the examiner did not 

employ any obvious ‘foreigner talk’ (Long, 1981, 1983) (‘He’s not speaking 

unnaturally…dumbing down your speech’).  Rater 81 then expands his thoughts on the use of 
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foreigner talk more generally, rather than specific to excerpt 9.2.  He infers that excessive 

Prosodic Adjustment (foreigner talk) often negatively impact candidates (‘I think a lot of people 

think they’re being helpful by doing this, but don’t realize that maybe there actually hindering 

the candidates’).  Given this apparent understanding of the co-constructed nature of spoken test 

discourse the follow up statement by rater 81 is quite unexpected.  The rater, despite bemoaning 

the issue of foreigner talk being a “hinderance” then declares that he adopts a Candidate Focus 

(CF) to rating (‘It’s always down to observing the candidate as to how I rate them, and you only 

have the candidate’s language to do that really’).  The comment indicates that despite knowing a 

candidate’s performance may have been impeded, the rater chooses to evaluate the output 

irrespective of how it may have been, in this case limited by an element of the test context. 

Rater Comment 

81 repeating the question there just to ensure the candidate understands. If you don’t understand online 

maybe, then again online is a word used in Japanese. She probably is pushing upwards towards pre-

intermediate. She’s not there yet, due to lack of lexis. Which is kind of surprising, some of things she 

doesn’t know as a university student.  But, yeah that would have affected my rating, that she doesn’t 

know sort of common academic lexis. This examiner is good, good a setting her at ease. He’s not 

speaking unnaturally, which is always the danger when working with lower intermediate, and 

elementary level students that sub subconsciously dumbing down your speech. I don’t think it really 

helps. I think at times it makes it even less comprehensible. Sounds less natural. I think a lot of people 

think they’re being helpful by doing this, but don’t realize that maybe there actually hindering the 

candidates at the end of the day. It’s always down to observing the candidate as to how I rate them, and 

you only have the candidate’s language to do that really. 

 

Rater 80’s commentary focused on E9’s ‘Reformulation’ (Ref) rather than the non-linguistic 

aspects of the examiner’s interview style.  He picks up on E9’s simple approach of re-stating the 

question as presented on the prompt (‘He didn’t overcompensate, he didn’t change it, he didn’t 

rephrase it’).  The rater’s overall impression of the examiner’s approach here is evidently 

positive (‘he’s playing his role well.  No. That was good’) and he goes onto show awareness of 

how examiners can co-construct performances by noting how, for example, rephrasing the 

prompt could change the candidate’s answer (‘rephrasing it in simpler terms, that would affect 

the performance and would make her performance, not genuine’).   
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Rater Comment 

80 He didn’t overcompensate, he didn’t change it, he didn’t rephrase it. He didn’t emphasize and didn’t put 

stress on anything other than what he did previously. Maybe spoke a little bit more loudly. But, he’s 

playing his role well.  No. That was good. He’s playing his role well and saying okay and then moved on. 

You know without any, any signs of disapproval or feeling embarrassed.  She’s at that A2 level with some 

B1 for pronunciation and interactional effectiveness. So, her inability to understand, or inability to 

provide an answer I was focused on. Because his role, he’s playing his role. You know if he’s prompting 

her and rephrasing it in simpler terms, that would affect the performance and would make her 

performance, not genuine 

 

 

For Rater 67 excerpt 9.2 highlights the impact of E9’s lack of ‘Feedback’ (FB) and how that may 

have negatively Co-Constructed (Co-Con) the test performance.  Rater 67 raises the issue of E9’s 

lack of verbal feedback (‘I don’t think he gives her any feedback, in terms of “yes”, “I see”’) 

and his colourful commentary on the absence of visual feedback drives home the examiner’s 

complete lack of non-linguistic behaviours too (‘He really is almost like one of those statues on 

Easter Island’).  The rater appears critical of E9’s statue-like behaviour, suggesting it was 

unhelpful in contributing to the development of the interaction (‘not much interaction between 

interviewer and candidate’, ‘his lack of engagement’) appears also speculates that it may have 

impeded the candidate, presumably by affecting rapport and making the candidate more nervous 

(‘It’s possible that his lack of engagement resulted, caused her to not do as well as she might 

have’).  Rater 67’s final scores for C9 were in line with the fair average (A2) across all scales 

except Interactional Effectiveness which was scored more generously (B1).  While it may be 

tempting to conclude that the higher score for the Interactional Effectiveness scale might be a 

compensatory boost due to E9’s “lack of engagement”, we must temper this assumption due to 

later comments from this rater.  Rater 67 asserts that any possible changes to his scores that 

might have occurred could have only been as a result of examiner behaviour rather than in 

response to it (caused my ratings of her to be lower than they might have been with a more 

engaged interviewer’).  In this sense this rater’s understanding of co-construction seems to place 

them outside of the event rather than integral to it, which contrasts with rater comments from 

earlier research (McNamara & Lumley, 1997). This conceptualisation of his own role and lack of 
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agency within the test event has been noted earlier by this individual (see section 4.2.3b) and also 

dovetails with their ‘Candidate Focused’ (CF) approach to the cognitive aspects of their role as 

rater (see section 4.2.3a). 

Rater Comment 

67 So, once she starts her answer I’m not sure that he moves a muscle. He sits there, and he listens to her. I 

don’t think he gives her any feedback, in terms of “yes”, “I see”.  He really is almost like one of those 

statues on Easter Island. He gives the question and then there’s not a bit of movement, until either the 

answer is finished or, in this case the student asking for him to repeat the question. Not that much, give 

and take, not much interaction between interviewer and candidate.  It’s quite possible that, the way he 

is behaving at his end is not really helping her to produce the best results she can.  It's possible that his 

lack of engagement resulted, caused her to not do as well as she might have. And therefore, caused my 

ratings of her to be lower than they might have been with a more engaged interviewer. 

 

 

4.2.4 A Summary of Participant’s Themes from the Stimulated Recall Interviews 

This section provides an overview and summative description of each of the three SRI 

participant’s rating foci with respect to the key macro and sub-themes that were examined in 

sections 4.2.3a-f.  The summaries highlight the breadth of themes between each rater as well as 

some key similarities and differences between these three raters with respect to how they 

perceive co-constructed discourse between candidates and examiners.  The aim of this section is 

to provide further illustration of how individuals of varying personality dispositions, experience 

levels and severities have interpreted and, in some instances, provided different ratings on the 

same test stimuli (excerpts of candidate - examiner discourse).  To this end, and to situate the 

findings within the necessary context relevant to the RQs of this study, the summative 

descriptions of each individual SRI participant begin with an overview of the relevant 

demographic data of each of rater.  Then a graphical plot of the key themes by each rater 

precedes the descriptive summary as a means of providing a visual ‘finger-print’ of each 

participant’s rating approach. 
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4.2.4a A Summary of Rater 81’s Themes  

Rater 81 was the fourth most severe rater in the sample (n = 86) with a severity estimate of 1.31 

logits.  In contrast to the regression model predictions, this rater was trained (one month’s 

experience with the British Council FCE test).  However, in line with the regression predictions 

this individual was disagreeable (-0.74) and somewhat of an extravert (0.57 logits).  An overview 

of the key themes raised in the analysis based on the comments from this individual can be seen 

in Figure 12. 

 

The top three sub-themes, accounting for 40% of rater 81’s comments, connect cognitive 

approaches (Candidate Focus, Rating Interference) with a perception of examiner behaviour 

(Prosodic Adjustment) that begin to outline this rater’s understanding of the co-constructed 

nature of speaking tests vis-à-vis their rating process.  For rater 81, ‘Prosodic Adjustment’ 

(ProA) generally held negative connotations, it was viewed as a deliberate attempt to help 

candidates and thus mask candidate limitations.  The rater was particularly unfavourable towards 

examiner ‘foreigner talk’ (Long, 1981) suggesting that rather than being assistive in 

comprehension it was disadvantageous for the candidate.  He also thought foreigner talk was a 

distracting element and interfered with his ability to rate (RI).  Since his attention was drawn to 

the artificially parsed and stressed utterances of the examiner, he was less attuned to what he 

regarded as his main focus – candidate output. In the earlier written commentary (section 4.2.2b) 

another severe rater (rater 62) has suggested that distracting examiner behaviours caused 

interference in their rating also and that it did so because, for example, accommodative 

behaviours prevent the rater from comfortably defining the candidate’s language performance 

limits. 
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Figure 12. Alluvial Plot of Themes from Rater 81’s SRI Commentary 

 

This connects with another key theme from this rater ‘Candidate Focus’ (CF) that refers to 

commentary which implies the rater is paying greater (if not exclusive) attention to candidate 

displays of language or behaviour.  It may also refer to outright statements of excluding 

examiner factors that may have helped shape the discourse.   Rater 81 suggested that regardless 

of how examiners may have attempted to assist (or inadvertently hinder) candidates via 

prosodically adjusting their instructions or responses, his job was to evaluate a candidate’s 

utterances in isolation.  Rater 81 was also quite explicit in his belief that this focus on candidate 

output be done regardless of how an examiner may have impacted it.  This idea of ‘Candidate 

Focus’ (CF) where raters seem to apply a mental version of “horse blinders” over the examiner’s 

contributions to the discourse was noted in the written commentary from more severe raters in 
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section 4.2.2b.  However, it is important to note that rater 81 did not make sole use of this 

cognitive approach to rating.  There was a single instance of rater 81 being prepared to award a 

higher score in a compensatory manor (e.g., McNamara & Lumley, 1997) because the examiner 

was giving instructions too quietly. 

 

Other examiner behaviours, specifically Supply (Sup), Rapport (Rap), Patience (Pat), Non-

Linguistic behaviours (NLe), Reformulation (Ref), frequently carried negative connotations in 

rater 81’s commentary.  While rater 81 showed awareness of the examiners’ intentions (to assist 

the candidate), in their view such assistance served as a proxy signal which indicated that the 

candidate was a ‘lower’ level speaker because the examiner was trying to help them.  Again, this 

finding supports an earlier interpretation of this theme from the written commentary on severe 

raters (see section 4.2.2a).  However, this perception of examiner behaviours, to some degree, 

contradicts rater 81’s stated rationale for his cognitive approach of focusing solely on candidate 

output.  On the one hand, he argues that a rater’s job is to observe and rate candidate output 

regardless of how the examiner may have helped or hindered (‘it’s a test of what the candidate 

can do, not what the examiner is scaffolding the candidate to do. Or limit the candidate in 

doing’).  Yet on the other hand, rater 81 also appears to have observed examiner 

accommodations and factored them into their evaluation of the candidate’s proficiency.  In at 

least one case (candidate 12) this may have caused rater 81 to award lower than average scores. 

 

Regarding the theme of Test-Taker Perceptions, rater 81 generally favoured reporting language 

proficiency in terms of what he observed the candidate produce in terms of ‘Grammar’ (Gr), 

‘Lexis’ (Lx) and ‘Fluency’ (Fl).  A single ‘Analytic’ (ANA) cognitive approach indicates that he 

was also applying these observations against the scale descriptors as specified by the TEAP test. 

Rater 81 also employed an instance of the ‘Global’ (GLO) approach to rating where an 

individual generates an overall impressionistic evaluation of language performance without 

reference to any scales or descriptors.  Given that the ‘Global’ cognitive approach occurred while 

observing the opening task of a test, while the ‘Analytic’ approach occurred observing a final 

task may indicate that, to some degree, these cognitive approaches are context dependent or that 
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raters will use a mixture of approaches if their preferred one is inappropriate for whatever reason, 

something noted in earlier research (Ang-Aw & Chuen Meng Goh, 2011). 

 

4.2.4b A Summary of Rater 67’s Themes  

Rater 67 was neither severe nor lenient (0.04 logits), had no prior testing experience or training, 

and was slightly disagreeable (-0.22 logits) and slightly introverted (-0.16 logits).  An overview 

of the key themes raised in the analysis based on the comments from this individual can be seen 

in Figure 13. 

 

Figure 13. Alluvial Plot of Themes from Rater 67’s SRI Commentary 
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Many of the observations surrounding the theme of Examiner Perceptions from rater 67 appear 

to suggest an awareness of Co-Construction (Co-Con).  In rater 67’s opinion, how examiners 

chose to conduct themselves and interact with the candidate would shape the interaction and thus 

he held an expectation for examiners’ demeanour – namely that they be accommodative and 

facilitative. Specifically, comments related to the sub-themes of ‘Effort’ (EFe), ‘Feedback’ (FB) 

and ‘Task Management’ (TM) were positively assessed.  Rater 67’s expectation from the 

examiners was to display ‘Effort’ (EFe) in getting the candidate to ‘give their best’ performance 

even to the point that ‘Supplying’ (Sup) a candidate with a complete formulated sentence was 

perceived as facilitative to this end goal.  Rater 67 also perceived ‘Feedback’ (FB) as an 

important component in the examiners co-constructing a positive and friendly atmosphere.  This 

rater seemed to value displays of genuine interest in the candidate which, in his view, helped the 

candidate to relax as well as contribute more to the discourse (thus ‘give their best’).  To further 

emphasise this rater’s expectations of examiner as facilitators, the rater’s comments regarding 

E12 heavy ‘foreigner talk’ were that it was rapport breaking and, at times, even “patronising”; in 

rater 67’s opinion the examiner’s ‘Prosodic Adjustment’ (ProA) had hindered the candidate’s 

ability to perform as well as they might have done. 

 

Regarding the theme of Cognitive Approaches to rating, rater 67 displayed a somewhat wider 

variety of themes than the severe (81) or lenient raters (80) with, perhaps, ‘Candidate Focused’ 

(CF) being the recurring sub-theme from this rater’s commentary.  In this sense, rater 67 adopted 

a perspective on rating that was very similar to that of the severe rater (81), thought to a lesser 

degree (based purely on raw count of codes).  While rater 67’s view of spoken test discourse was 

fundamentally co-constructive (he saw it as desirable that examiners facilitate a good 

performance), he asserted that candidate output should be evaluated in isolation, irrespective of 

how contextual factors may have shaped it.  In this sense it seems that rater 67 regards himself as 

a dis-embodied element outside of McNamara’s (1997) test-as-social-event, merely observant of 

language produced.  Concerning the scoring of C6, it is possible that this ‘Candidate Focus’ (CF) 

contributed to the lower than fair average scores awarded by rater 67.  Other themes suggest rater 

67 was possibly less focused on the criteria of the scales, instead generating an impressionistic 

(‘Global’ [GLO]) and personalised (‘Bias’ [Bi]) evaluation of candidates’ language proficiency.  
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Rater 67 referenced some aspect of C2’s demeanour or body language to generate an impression 

of her listening comprehension (‘she obviously understands just about everything he’s saying’), 

for example.  He also displayed a Bias (Bi) for including non-linguistic aspects of performance 

into his assessment of C5 which were not explicitly part of the TEAP scale criteria.  

Furthermore, this bias may have contributed to rater 67’s more lenient scoring of this candidate 

(in terms of Interactional Effectiveness). 

 

The issue of off-scale biases in scoring is further reinforced by the themes drawn out of the Test 

Taker Perceptions.  The two sub-themes from rater 67’s perceptions regarding language 

proficiency referenced aspects of the candidates that were not specified by the rating scales – 

‘Effort (EFc) and ‘Ideas’ (Id).  Rater 67, with candidates 5 and 12, seemed to pick up on displays 

of non-linguistic communication signals typical of spoken behaviour (Eskildsen & Wagner, 

2013; Kasper & Burch, 2016; Mori & Hasegawa, 2009; Roever & Kasper, 2018).  He also 

(possibly) had trouble parsing candidate demeanour from language performance (‘she is cheerful 

and eager and trying hard’), which combined with the non-linguistic signals, resulted in some 

difficulty in deriving a proficiency estimate for the candidates (‘I ended up feeling I had been a 

bit mislead as to her level of ability’).  It is possible that this inclusion of ‘Effort’ into the 

evaluation of language proficiency was due either to rater 67’s lack of experience or standardised 

training with speaking tests (ignoring that received after enrolment in this study) (e.g., Orr 2002), 

or the adoption of local (Japanese) cultural expectations when it comes to study noted earlier in 

section 4.2.2c (Linhart & Frühstück, 1998; Meek, 1999).  Regarding the ‘Ideas’ (Id) theme, this 

was raised in response to C4’s attempt at a more academic reply (e.g., Brown, Iwashita & 

McNamara, 2005), with rater 67 seemingly viewing the candidate as more intellectual and 

original as a result.  Perhaps this theme of ‘Ideas’ (Id) accounted for his more generous scores for 

the Fluency and Interactional Effectiveness scales.  Sato’s (2011, 2014) research showed that 

speech content was an important facet to some raters who would only factor language errors into 

their scoring if those errors impacted their comprehension of said content.  In other words, did 

the form impact the message? 
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4.2.4c A Summary of Rater 80’s Themes  

Rater 80 was a lenient rater, who did not diverge from the regression model predictions in any 

significant way.  He was lenient (-1.23 logits) and had prior training and experience in high-

stakes testing (4 years’ experience with IELTS) and was agreeable (0.58 logits).  Regarding 

extraversion, this rater neither conformed to nor violated the regression prediction as the rater 

was an ambivert (-0.08 logits).  An overview of the key themes raised in the analysis based on 

the comments from this individual can be seen in Figure 14. 

 

 

Figure 14. Alluvial Plot of Themes from Rater 80’s SRI Commentary  
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Beginning with the theme of Examiner Perceptions, rater 80 displayed awareness of the role 

examiners can play in the ‘Co-Construction’ (Co-Con) of spoken performances.  For this rater, 

‘co-construction’ was synonymous with ‘facilitation’.  Many of the examiner accommodations 

rater 80 referred to (e.g., ProA, FB, Rap, TE, EFe, Sup) generally carried positive connotations.  

To his mind, some behaviours assisted the candidate in giving as good a performance as 

possible, even when cognisant of the fact that it might raise issues of fairness (e.g., regarding an 

instance of ‘Supply’ [Sup] with E12, ‘he’s prompting her to say something more specific...I 

mean I could see that perhaps he shouldn’t have done that to give her an answer, but I don’t 

think it affects her overall performance as such’).  It is important to note that rater 80’s positive 

evaluation of the sub-theme of ‘Supply’ (Sup) was not universal and could also serve as a ‘proxy 

signal of low candidate proficiency’ much as it did for severe rater 81 (e.g., regarding a later 

occurrence of ‘Supply’ (Sup) by E6 ‘That was a big 'give me' wasn’t it? I would say the wrong 

thing to do since we are trying to evaluate their [candidate's] ability.  This is not B1. Giving her 

the answer is obviously the wrong thing to do. B1 is better than that. I’m interested to see what 

happens next whether she has improved’).  How rater 80 viewed ‘Supply’ (Sup) was therefore, 

perhaps, highly dependent upon other unspecified contextual factors. 

 

Still further behaviours were facilitative of candidate performance in a more indirect sense – by 

fostering an inter-personal atmosphere which was encouraging (e.g., regarding an instance of 

‘Feedback’ [FB] with E5, ‘she gave the signals of encouragement’) and non-confrontational 

(e.g., regarding an instance of ‘Prosodic Adjustment’ [ProA] with E12 ‘Soft, slow, pace for the 

student to feel relaxed. It was fine’).  Rater 80 considered behaviours such as ‘Prosodic 

Adjustment’ (ProA), ‘Feedback’ (FB) and ‘Patience’ (Pat) to be important behaviours for 

establishing ‘Rapport’ (Rap), and good rapport was key to establishing an environment under 

which a candidate’s best performance would be more likely. 

 

When it came to the task of judging candidates’ spoken performances, rater 80’s explicit 

commentary on his Cognitive Approach highlighted a ‘Comparative’ (COMP) method of 

assessment.  His statements suggest an approach (in the case of C9) that benchmarked the 

currently observed performance against his impressionistic memory of previous performances to 
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derive an evaluation in an almost rank-ordered fashion (e.g., Ang-Aw & Chuen Meng Gog, 

2011; Orr, 2002).  The ‘Candidate Focus’ (CF) sub-theme is also associated with the 

commentary from which the ‘Comparative’ sub-theme was derived.  It is possible that in this 

instance, rater 80’s attention is not of the ‘horse-blinkers’ variety observed with rater 81.  

Instead, it could represent a shift of attention towards the candidate after an evaluation of the 

examiner’s behaviours had been deemed facilitative (‘I wasn’t focusing on the examiner because 

the questions seem very articulate’). Interpreting the ‘Candidate Focus’ (CF) sub-theme in this 

way allows for greater congruence with the rater 80’s overall attitude towards ‘Co-Construction’ 

(Co-Con) mentioned earlier in this section as well as the written commentary from more lenient 

raters overall (see section 4.2.2b). 

 

While rater 80’s ‘Comparative’ (COMP) approach to rating might suggest a more holistic (e.g., 

Orr, 2002), rather than analytical (e.g., Brown, Iwashita & McNamara, 2005) means of deriving 

scores of spoken interactions, the sub-themes of ‘Grammar’ (Gr) emerging from his commentary 

regarding Test Taker Perceptions suggest a more complex picture, or even of a balanced 

approach that incorporates a variety of cognitive modes used as the need arises (e.g., Ang-Aw & 

Chuen Meng Goh, 2011; Hongwen, 2015).  Rater 80’s only other explicit reference concerning 

Test Takers was the sub-theme of ‘Ideas’ (Id) which was connected to the ‘Comparative’ 

(COMP) sub-theme surrounding C4’s (arguable) academic approach to the task.  The candidate 

had successfully managed to pique the raters interest by effectively differentiating her response 

from the similar replies offered by other test takers.  While the rater did appear to also include 

C4’s grammar as an element of his evaluation, other research has shown that aspects of speech 

production might be factored out of scoring if they do not impact comprehensibility (Sato, 2011, 

2014).  In the case of C4 perhaps it did not; rater 80’s focus on ‘Ideas’ (Id) may have accounted 

for his higher (B2) than fair average score (B1) in the Interactional Effectiveness scale. 
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5 Conclusion            

 

The thesis concludes with a synthesis of the study that provides a summary of the background, 

aims, and methodological approach utilised (section 5.1).  Next the conclusion provides a 

condensed review of both the quantitative and qualitative findings (section 5.2), followed by a 

discussion of the theoretical and practical contributions that this research makes to the field of 

language testing (section 5.3).  The final section (5.4) is dedicated to covering the limitations of 

the study, its instruments and methodology and closes with some remarks on possible directions 

for future research into rater personality within language testing. 

 

5.1 Synthesis of the Study 

 5.1.1 Background and Aims 

This study sought to understand whether and to what degree personality traits could explain the 

variance observed in rater severity which can persist despite training in a direct speaking test 

used for university entrance admissions in Japan (Eiken TEAP).   

 

Speaking test scores are increasingly being used to make high-stakes decisions (for employment, 

immigration, university admissions) about learners in many countries.  Ensuring that these scores 

reflect a learner’s skill fairly and accurately is critical.  Test developers are constantly trying to 

ensure that factors other than language proficiency are excluded from candidates’ scores.  One 

roadmap which is already used by high stakes test developers to help validate their speaking tests 

is the socio-cognitive framework (O’Sullivan, 2015; Taylor, 2011; Weir, 2005).  Research also 

strongly suggests that what examiners say and how they interact with test-takers can change the 

performance (e.g., Brown, 2003; Nakatsuhara, 2008).  Furthermore, what raters perceive within 

the performance with regards to examiners behaviours can also impact final scores (McNamara 

& Lumley, 1997).  Test scores can reflect factors other than solely L2 proficiency.   
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Research within language testing has shown that test-taker’s personality (specifically trait 

Extraversion) interacts with elements of a test context (size and composition of interlocutor 

groupings) and this can influence how much a test taker might decide to say and how they co-

construct the discourse (Berry, 1994; Nakatsuhara, 2011; Ockey, 2009; O’Sullivan, 2008).  

Personality explains some of the variance in test-taker behaviour.  Who a test taker is, to some 

degree, affects how they interact and how much they talk.  That the study of personality in 

language testing has only been considered from the point of view of the test-taker is curious 

especially given our understanding of speaking tests as social events between all participants 

(McNamara, 1997).  Research from the fields of medicine and business have shown small 

correlations between certain personality traits of raters and greater leniency in scoring.  

Specifically, it appears higher Extraversion, Agreeableness and Conscientiousness predict 

greater leniency (Bernardin, 2009; Cheng, Hui & Cascio, 2017; Dewberry, Davis-Muir & 

Newell, 2013).  Therefore, is it possible that who we are (when acting as raters) affects how we 

judge performance? 

 

Consequently, the aim of this study was to examiner whether a leading theoretical framework for 

speaking test validation needs updating to include raters’ personality as a component of scoring 

validity due to the co-constructed nature of spoken interaction (McNamara, 1997). 

 

 5.1.2 Review of Methodological Approach 

This study employed a mixed-methods approach, specifically an exploratory sequential design 

with a case-selection component.  This exploratory design was necessary to address the chief 

limitation of purely quantitative data – correlation does not imply causation.  While the 

quantitative data may identify a pattern, it is the qualitative data that will provide triangulation 

and help to explain how (and perhaps) why the pattern formed. 

 

To generate estimates of severity, 12 video speaking tests were created for raters to view and 

produce judgements on.  The instrument chosen was the Eiken Test of English for Academic 
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Purposes (TEAP).  The TEAP test is a 10-minute interview between one examiner and one test 

taker.  The test has four phases such that as the test progresses the cognitive demands placed 

upon the test taker increase.  Raters use an analytic scale for scoring purposes.  The scale 

consists of five categories – pronunciation, lexical range and accuracy, grammatical range and 

accuracy, fluency and interactional effectiveness.  In each category a test taker can receive a 

score that corresponds to the CEFR competency bands (below A2, A2, B1 and B2).  The 12 

video tests were uploaded to a secure online server to be reviewed remotely by the raters. 

 

The study enrolled 86 raters from across Japan.  They were native-speaker teachers working full 

or part-time at universities.  Each rater received training in the TEAP protocols (although the 

training materials were created by the researcher, they were based on the researchers own 

experience of the official TEAP test’s initial, distance recruitment and training materials at the 

time the materials were created in 2016).  They were given a password and link to the server and 

there they watched and rated all 12 videos in one session, at a time of their choosing.  On the 

final video raters were asked to provide commentary on the examiner and the rationale for their 

rating.  Finally, once all ratings were submitted, raters were then asked to complete a self-report 

personality inventory. 

 

The instrument used to generate estimates of raters’ Extraversion, Agreeableness, and 

Conscientiousness is known as HEXACO (Ashton & Lee, 2008; Lee & Ashton, 2009) and it 

operationalises a six-factor model of personality which is closely related to the more widely 

known Five Factor Model (McCrae & Costa, 2006; 2010). 

 

Rach analysis (Linacre, 2019) was used to generate interval scale measures of the dependent 

variable - Rater Severity (based on their scoring of the videos) and the three personality factors 

under investigation (eXtraversion, Agreeableness, Conscientiousness).  The Rasch analysis also 

indicated that the estimates for the DV and three IVs were not misfitting or disruptive to the 

estimation process.  Nor were they likely the result of significant ‘Socially Desirable Response’ 

behaviours (Conjin et al., 2016; Ferrando, 2014). This data was then fed into a Hierarchical 
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Multiple Regression and a moderation and mediation analysis. All checks for assumptions 

(linearity, normal distribution of errors, multicollinearity and homoscedasticity) that are 

necessary to ensure that the data will yield valid results were also performed (Darlington & 

Hayes, 2017; Gelman & Hill, 2006).  The personality data was also used to identify individuals 

who were extremely high or low in any of the three personality traits.  Three individuals were 

selected and agreed to a Stimulated Recall Interview where they were asked to review specific 

events from the video material and provide further detailed commentary on what they observed 

of the test-taker – examiner interaction and how they judged the performance.  Both this 

interview commentary as well as the written commentary from all 86 raters was transcribed and 

then subjected to two cycles of coding to develop a codebook matrix for the subsequent 

Thematic Analysis (Creswell & Clark, 2018; Saldaña, 2016). The codebook was independently 

verified by two independent co-coders with inter-coder reliabilities of 91.1% (for written 

commentary codes) and 90.4% (for the SRI transcripts) being achieved.  The remainder of the 

written and SRI commentary was then subject to analysis using the finalised version of the 

codebook matrix with the main themes from each of the three SRI participants discussed in 

section 4.2.3. 

 

5.2 Main Findings 

From the outset of this study, two research questions were posed to facilitate the collection of 

two types of data - quantitative and qualitative.  Thus, the findings will be compartmentalised 

and summarised in reference to these two data formats and their associated RQs. 

 

5.2.1 Quantitative Findings 

The quantitative research question and associated sub-questions posed by this study were: -  

RQ1: How is raters’ severity affected by their personality traits or experiential factors?  Are the 

relationships statistically significant? What is the effect size?  What is the nature (linearity, 

direction) of the relationships, if any?  
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The study found a complex interaction between two personality traits (Agreeableness and 

Extraversion) and a rater characteristic (Test Experience Level).  These three variables predict 

rater severity, and this finding is statistically significant where the alpha level is set to 5% (.05). 

However, although trait Conscientiousness was identified as important predictor in rater severity 

from the health and business literature (Bernardin et al., 2009; Dewberry et al., 2013), such a 

result could not be repeated in this research.  Conscientiousness was not a statistically significant 

predictor of severity in this sample of 86 university teachers rating speaking tests in Japan. 

 

The three predictors together accounted for 23.5% of the variance in the dependent variable 

(Rater Severity), which for the social sciences, is classed as a small effect size (Cohen, 1988, 

1992).  The largest contributor was Test Level Experience which accounted for 10.6% of that 

total variance.  This predictor referred to an individual’s degree of training on speaking tests but 

with no temporal component (which was its own control variable).  Thus, the degree of training 

and standardisation to which participants had been subjected to prior to enrolment was negatively 

associated with rater severity.  Comparing the difference between the first two categories (no 

experience > in-house experience) of raters’ level of experience, severity decreased by almost 

two-thirds of a logit (B = -.64).  Comparing the difference between the first and third categories 

(no experience > standardised test experience) of raters’ level of experience, severity decreased 

by a little over three quarters of a logit (B = -.76).  This finding contrasted some earlier language 

assessment research where experience was associated with more severe ratings (Bonk & Ockey, 

2003; Kang et al., 2019).  However, the influence of Test Experience Level on severity was far 

more complex as a subsequent mediation analysis suggested that the single highest category of 

Test Experience Level impacted severity through trait Agreeableness.  Through this pathway, the 

category “experience with standardised tests” predicted lower agreeableness (B = -.48) and 

consequently higher severity, though the degree of predicted severity (B = .26 logits) was much 

less than the direct effects which predicted leniency (B = -.64 and -.76). Though further research 

would be required to disentangle the exact nature of the relationship between Text Experience 

Level and Agreeableness, it is possible that the mediation represents a survivorship bias. Perhaps 

the role of high stakes test rater is simply more appealing to individuals higher in 

disagreeableness and thus they a more likely to appear in this higher category. 
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Agreeableness explained 8.6% of the variance in rater severity.  Agreeableness refers to an 

individual’s tendency for displaying prosocial attitudes such as forgiveness, tolerance, patience, 

altruism, and cooperation rather than conflict (Ashton & Lee, 2008; Graziano et al., 2007).  

Individuals’ tendencies for prosocial behaviour were negatively associated with their severity in 

rating.  As agreeableness increased by one logit, severity decreased by a little over half a unit (B 

= -.534).   

 

Finally, trait extraversion explained 4.3% of variance in severity. Extraversion refers to an 

individual’s tendency to seek out and engage in social activities as well as take on leadership 

roles in those activities (Ashton & Lee, 2008).  Individuals’ tendencies for being leaders and/or 

socialisers were positively associated with their severity in rating.  As extraversion increased by 

one logit, severity also increased by a third of a logit (B = .299). 

 

The regression coefficients for the independent variables of ‘Test Experience Level’, 

‘Agreeableness’ and ‘eXtraversion’ would also fall under the classification of medium, large and 

medium effect sizes respectively and refer to trends across a sample (Cohen, 1988, 1992).  At the 

individual test taker level these effects sizes can result in wildly divergent scores for the same 

performance.  To contextualise the impact that these three factors had on individual rater’s scores 

from this study sample, Rasch analysis can be used to generate fair average scores which tell us 

what score each rater would have given the same hypothetical test taker had all factors been held 

constant (Linacre, 2019b).  The two most extreme raters in this study sample were 7 and 62.  

Rater 7 was the most lenient rater, who was high in agreeableness and also trained in Eiken 

STEP.  Rater 62 was the most severe, and was somewhat extravert, of neutral agreeableness and 

inexperienced with speaking tests.  Where rater 62 would award a test taker an A1 on the CEFR 

scale, rater 7 would have rated that very same hypothetical performance at B1, a clearly non-

trivial difference that could potentially affect high-stakes decisions such as university admissions 

in the case of the Eiken TEAP test (Eiken, 2016).  The practical implications of this finding are 

discussed in sub-section 5.3.3.  However, it is especially important to state that the raters 
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enrolled in this study went through training based on the researcher’s own experience of the 

TEAP initial selection and training materials from Eiken in 2016.  These results are not 

necessarily reflective, nor critical of the official TEAP training process. 

 

5.2.2 Qualitative Findings 

The qualitative research question and associated sub-questions posed by this study were more 

complex and thus each sub-question will be addressed independently: 

RQ2: How do raters of differing personality traits and experiential factors perceive various 

aspects of co-constructed discourse between the examiner and candidate?   

The findings were broadly consistent across the two levels of analysis (written commentary and 

SRIs) such that it is possible to provide a generalised summary of the differences in how raters 

perceived examiner behaviours and their function in co-constructing spoken test discourse.  

Analysis of written commentary from all 86 raters suggested that three examiner behaviours 

(‘Patience’ [Pat], ‘Supply’ [Sup] and ‘Reformulation’ [Ref]), may have been perceived very 

differently by raters of differing severity in this study.  Examiners who gave test takers time to 

develop their responses (Patience), corrected vocabulary errors or finished off a candidate’s 

utterance (Supply) were viewed in a positive manner by lenient raters.  These, generally more 

experienced, agreeable and introvert raters saw examiner displays of ‘Patience’ and ‘Supply’ as 

necessary in allowing candidates to give their best performance.  This notion of ‘facilitation’ as 

an integral component of examiner’s role in co-constructing spoken test discourse was also a 

main theme arising from the lenient (80) and neutral (67) rater’s SRI commentaries.  Both of 

these raters saw the examiner’s role as one of fostering a non-confrontational and friendly 

environment.  This allowed candidates to feel comfortable while also facilitating as good a 

performance as possible even when such assistance may have clearly unfairly advantaged the 

candidate (such as instances where examiners supplied vocabulary or finished a candidate’s 

utterance).  In contrast, ‘Patience’, ‘Supply’ as well as the simplified/repeated prompt questions 

(‘Reformulation’ [Ref]) by examiners were viewed in a more negative light by severe raters 

based on their written comments.  These, generally, less experienced, more disagreeable and 

more extravert raters interpreted these behaviours as assistive in nature and thus obfuscating of 
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the test takers ‘true’ language limitations.  So too at the individual level, were examiner 

accommodations generally perceived unfavourably.  Rater 81’s SRI commentary indicated that 

he also found instances of examiners modulating their delivery of instructions or emphasising 

certain keywords (Prosodic Adjustment’ [ProA]) as well as ‘foreigner talk’ (Long, 1981) as an 

unfair assistance that allowed candidates to engage with tasks or impede them in displaying their 

best performance.  Furthermore, these differences in perceptions between lenient and severe 

raters are consistent with, and could be explained, at least partially, by the HEXACO theory of 

trait agreeableness (Ashton & Lee, 2009).  Higher agreeableness is associated with the 

expectation of cooperation in social events as well as being more forgiving, lenient and tolerant 

of others mistakes in general (Ashton & Lee, 2008; Graziano et al., 2007; Kane et al., 1997).  

Examiner accommodations could have been viewed, by more agreeable raters, as integral 

elements of cooperative and co-constructed discourse which provide a platform for the candidate 

to “give their best”.  Where examiner exhibited behaviours the raters considered not conducive 

to an atmosphere of cooperation, they may have chosen to compensate the candidate with a more 

lenient score, something noted in earlier research (McNamara & Lumley, 1997). 

 

Regarding raters’ perceptions of test-taker contributions to the co-constructed test event, analysis 

of raters’ written commentary revealed a tendency for the more experienced, agreeable, and 

introverted raters (lenient) to value ‘Task Fulfilment’ (TF) while severe (less experienced, 

disagreeable, extravert) raters valued candidates’ ‘Effort’ (EFc).  Both perceptions were forms of 

personal bias and not specified by the TEAP rating scales (see Appendix 4).  However, bias was 

much more prevalent among the most severe raters’ written commentary.  ‘Task Fulfilment’ (TF) 

referred to comments surrounding how well a candidate completed a specific task or whether 

communication had broken down making task completion difficult or impossible.  When it came 

to experienced, agreeable, introverted (lenient) raters’ evaluations of ‘Task Fulfilment’, they 

appeared to take a confirmatory approach to rating of the type identified in earlier research by 

Ang-Aw and Chuen Meng Goh (2011) as well as Brown (2006).  These lenient raters formed an 

initially generous estimation of the test taker based on the easier beginning task and then 

adjusted this initial impression based on how they personally perceived the candidates’ 

adequately completing the second task (role-play).  It may have also been the case that simply 
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being able to navigate the task was sufficient evidence, in their eyes, of language proficiency, 

and thus no readjustment to the initial score was warranted.  To some degree it appeared that 

lenient raters may opt to value the ability to complete a task more so than the ‘finesse’ of how 

the candidate completed the task according to the analytic components of language proficiency 

such as grammar, pronunciation, lexis etc.  For the less experienced, disagreeable and extravert 

(severe) raters candidate ‘Effort’ (EFc) was seen as positive.  These raters seemed to pick up on 

candidates’ “willingness to test their [own] limits” that seems to reinforce findings from earlier 

research in this area of off-scale biases (Ang-Aw & Chuen Meng Goh, 2011; Brown, 2006; Orr, 

2002).  Under this framing, these raters would interpret instances of native-like dysfluency and 

breakdowns in communication as evidence of candidates pushing themselves beyond their 

comfort zone, interpreted as admirable among more severe raters.  The inclusion of a further off-

scale criteria in rater comments was also observed at the individual level in comments made by 

the neutral (67 – inexperienced, slightly disagreeable, slightly introverted) and lenient (80 - 

experienced, agreeable, ambivert).  These raters also appeared to value ‘Ideas’ (Id) where 

candidates are noted for and perhaps differentiated from ‘the masses’ because of their attempts at 

giving more academic replies to prompts. 

 

When it comes to triangulating quantitative findings with qualitative data it was possible to 

theoretically frame severe raters’ off-scale bias (‘Effort’, EFc) in terms of the trait extraversion.  

Extraverts are socially oriented people who enjoy and feel energised from social situations and 

are confident in and happy to take leadership roles in groups (Ashton & Lee, 2008; Lee & 

Ashton, 2004).  ‘Effort’ could be interpreted as an extravert’s conceptualisation of the 

performative aspects (e.g., showing their enjoyment at the interaction, leading the discourse) of 

the social test event.  Breakdowns in communication are a signal of a candidate’s enthusiasm for 

the opportunity to be social (in another language), for example.  Testing research has already 

shown that higher extraversion in candidates is linked to higher L2 speaking test scores (Berry, 

1994; Nakatsuhara, 2011; Ockey, 2009).  However, it is likely that the effect could interact with 

other test-taker characteristics in a much more complex way (e.g., O’Sullivan, 2008). 
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RQ2b: Do their differing perceptions impact upon their rating process?  If so, how? 

Both the written and SRI commentary from this study seem to support a dichotomy in the way 

raters tended to cognitively process the impact that examiner behaviours had on candidate 

performance, a dichotomy which maps onto the leniency-severity continuum to some degree.  

More experienced, agreeable and introvert (lenient) raters expected examiners to facilitate 

candidates in ‘giving their best’ performance.  When they perceived examiners to have been 

inadequate in this regard, and to the point where it may have negatively impacted candidate 

performance, the lenient raters experienced increased cognitive load (Rating Interference, [RI]).  

These raters struggled to reconcile an appropriate score for the candidate in light of the 

realisation that the examiner was not ‘facilitative enough’.  In contrast to this the more 

inexperienced, disagreeable and extravert (severe) raters saw the examiners’ role as at times one 

of being able to comfortably define a candidate’s language limitations, where examiner 

accommodation might serve either to obfuscate this process or function as a proxy signal of 

‘low’ proficiency in a candidate.  Sometimes, in the eyes of the more severe raters, the use of 

accommodative behaviours acted as an extra signal that a candidate was ‘low’ level because the 

examiner ‘had to help them’.  Perhaps as a means of combating the additional cognitive load 

some severe raters adopted a Candidate Focus (CF), an approach perhaps best summed up with a 

choice quote from a severe rater: 

“The examiner spoke clearly and confidently and was able to put the candidate at ease from the 

beginning. She was able to achieve an easy rapport.  This did not affect my rating, because I was 

focused mainly on the responses of the candidate.”  

(Rater 64, somewhat experienced, disagreeable, extravert) 

 

There was a tendency for severe raters to apply “horse blinders” to test discourse with respect to 

how examiners may have helped co-construct it.  For an explanation of the practical implications 

of this finding see sub-section 5.3.3). 
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RQ2c: Do the differing perceptions and rating processes impact upon raters’ final judgements of 

test-taker proficiency? 

There was evidence throughout both types (written commentary and SRI interviews) of the 

qualitative data which suggested that rater perceptions of examiner behaviour as well as their 

cognitive approaches could, at times, have affected their final scores of candidate proficiency.  

The evidence came in both ‘explicit’ and ‘implicit’ forms.  The ‘explicit’ evidence refers to rater 

assertions of scoring intent, where raters declared that they had or would be willing to adjust 

their scores based on certain observed behaviour or as a consequence of particular cognitive 

processes.  For example, some raters, had incorporated off-scale biases (‘Effort’ [EFc] or ‘Task 

Fulfilment’ [TF]) into their performance expectations, and so the presence or absence of these 

factors in a given performance sometimes led to rater statements that outright declared or heavily 

implied that they had or were adjusting their scores to reflect their specific bias: 

“she seemed more willing than other students to test her limits. Thus, she may have received 

higher ratings on some points than other students who were shy about expressing themselves…” 

(Rater 59, inexperienced, neutral agreeableness, extravert) 

“for the role play [the examiner] should have clarified that she was not interviewing him for a 

job but for a student/ class report. I graded her slightly lower because she was not quite on 

task” 

(Rater 50, inexperienced, very disagreeable, extravert) 

 

The ‘implicit’ evidence refers to instances where certain themes referring to examiner 

accommodations or biases occurred in conjunction with scores for individual candidates that 

deviated from the statistically derived fair average scores for said candidate.  A specific example 

would be with the different interpretations and scoring surrounding candidate 12’s initial opening 

interview.  C12 was struggling to extend her explanation of what she enjoyed at her high school 

festival. In response E12 responded to her utterance with a more grammatically correct form 

(‘Supply’ [Sup]) which C12 then recast back to him in affirmation.  In this short exchange we 

note three very different perceptions, rationalisations and, ultimately, scores for C12 which, 
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importantly, diverged from the Rasch generated fair average score.  In the case of severe rater 81 

(experienced, disagreeable, somewhat extravert), he considered E12’s facilitation, as well as the 

manner in which it was conveyed – with ‘foreigner talk’ (Long, 1981), as distracting for him and 

also detrimental to the C12’s performance (‘he is putting words into her mouth. And he’s using 

non-standard English, like “you did dance” so I know he thinks he’s helping... he’s somewhat 

hindering her performance’).  Later comments insinuate that the examiner caused a degree of 

‘Rating Interference’ (RI) and that, in order to complete his task, rater 81 adopted a cognitive 

approach of ‘Candidate Focus’ (CF) which meant that he attempted to rate C12’s output 

regardless of how it may have been assisted or obstructed by the examiner’s behaviours (‘it’s a 

test of what the candidate can do, not what the examiner is scaffolding the candidate to do. Or 

limit the candidate in doing’).  The raters’ final scores were lower (<A2) than the fair average 

(A2) for two of the five scales and the rater’s own comment even suggests that this may have 

been due to the examiner’s behaviours (‘I think I did rate this [video] quite low. It was kind of 

bizarre and it kind of disrupted the test. I think I had to watch this 3 times. I think I was wanting 

him to be quiet so I could listen to her.’).  In contrast to this, lenient rater 80 (experienced, 

agreeable, ambivert) interpreted the interaction as a positive facilitation aimed at helping C12 to 

“give her best” (rater 80: ‘He’s prompting her to say something more specific’) and that he did 

not (‘think it affects her [C12’s] overall performance’).  This rater’s final scores for C12 were 

more lenient (B1’s in three of the five scale) than the fair average (A2) and it could be argued 

that his perception or attitude on how the examiner interacted with the candidate may have 

played some part in this case. 

 

Based on the thematic analyses presented in this study it seems plausible to argue that raters (in 

this study) perceived and interpreted candidate-examiner interactions in very different ways, 

which sometimes led to the exact same candidate performance video being scored very 

differently.  It is also possible to further argue, based on the quantitative findings and theory 

around personality, that these differences in severity can be, to some degree, explained by who a 

rater is despite their training, or indeed, even because of it.  For a consideration of the practical 

implications of this finding see sub-section 5.3.3. 
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5.3 Contributions to the Field of Language Testing 

This section discusses the contributions and implications that this study has made to the field of 

language testing from both the theoretical and methodological standpoints.  Practical 

contributions are addressed alongside future research directions in section 5.5.   

 

 5.3.1 Theoretical Contributions 

The study has contributed to our understanding of spoken interaction within the confines of a 

speaking test in two ways: A) it deepens our understanding of the co-constructed nature of 

spoken interaction (McNamara, 1997) and, B) it contributes additional knowledge to the socio-

cognitive framework (Chalhoub-Deville & O’Sullivan, 2020; Taylor & Galaczi, 2011; Weir, 

2005) for test validation such that test developers may now have additional information with 

which to address concerns around scoring validity in speaking tests. 

 

As McNamara (1997) argued, speaking test scores reflect more than just what is inside a 

candidate’s head, tests are social events that involve the rater.  Findings from this study support 

and expand upon McNamara and Lumley’s (1997) argument that raters observe examiner 

behaviours and factor it into their scoring.  Raters may have fundamentally different expectations 

with regards to examiner facilitation/accommodations (specifically the degrees and forms of 

accommodation/assistance they employ with candidates). Some raters may choose to consider 

how various examiner behaviours have influenced candidate responses (Rating Interference, RI), 

while others opt to ignore the examiners, attempting to assess only the candidate output 

regardless of how the context may have assisted or impeded it (Candidate Focus, CF).  In some 

instances, based on raters’ own statements these perceptions or cognitive approaches led to score 

adjustments.  Thus, it could be argued that McNamara’s (1997:453) model of interaction in 

performance assessment goes even further than he originally outlined.  In some instances, 

additional contextual information about the examiner’s contribution is being monitored and 

weighed via a separate pathway which exists outside of and independently of the task-

performance-rating scale pathway.  The findings from this study might therefore propose this 
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notion be included in (represented by the red dotted lines in Figure 15) our understanding of 

interaction in spoken performance assessment. 

 

The main aim of the study was to explore whether raters’ personalities might account (at least 

partially) for their tendency to be severe when awarding proficiency scores.  The testing 

literature (see section 2.7) had explored this concept as a feature of test-taker characteristics, 

finding that candidates’ extraversion can have consequences for their final scores in direct 

speaking test environments.  Consequently, personality is currently featured only as a sub-

component of the test-taker characteristics in the socio-cognitive framework (Weir, 2005; 

Taylor, 2011).  The results of this research suggest that personality, specifically the traits 

Agreeableness and to a lesser degree Extraversion, can modulate raters’ tendencies to be severe 

and as such we might perhaps consider (after replication studies) updating the socio-cognitive 

framework by adding rater personality as a sub-component of scoring validity.  Ideas for 

addressing the practical implications of these findings are discussed in sub-section 5.3.3. 

 

 

Figure 15.  Updated Visual of Interaction in Performance Assessment to Include Additional 

Elements of Co-construction (adapted from McNamara, 1997:453) 
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5.3.2 Methodological Contributions 

The first contribution was in the method used to address the limitations inherent in any self-

report instruments such as the HEXACO-PI-R (Lee & Ashton, 2009) used in this study – people 

can respond to surveys in a way that appears more socially acceptable (Socially Desirable 

Responding, SDR) (see section 6.4 for details).  Research by Conjin et al. (2016) and Ferrando 

(2014) suggested that some individuals prone to SDR may try to ‘play it safe’ by overusing the 

middle categories.  To identify such behaviour, the study adapted a misfit analysis approach 

developed by Wright and Stone (1979) and expanded by Smith (1996) to better contextualise the 

muted-mean square values that could have been indicative of SDR.  In doing so, the study 

exhibited one way that research which makes use of self-report instruments may address the 

(quite valid) criticisms and concerns that wider scientific community may have of research that 

makes use of said instruments. 

 

Building on the recommendations of Rogers (2018), this study also attempted to better 

understand the nature of ‘experience’ as it pertains to raters of speaking tests.  Previous research 

had defined ‘experience’ in many different ways depending upon the goals and participants of 

those studies (Bonk & Ockey, 2003; Duijm et al., 2018; Isaacs & Thomson, 2013; Kang et al., 

2019; H. J. Kim, 2015; Trofimovich & Isaacs, 2012).  This study defined experience in terms of 

two common aspects of experience (length of experience and amount of training) into separate 

variables for inclusion into the quantitative analysis of rater severity.  The results from this study 

suggest that it is the degree of standardised training which is the contributing factor in rater 

leniency but not the length of time that raters had been part of those testing programs.   

 

A final methodological contribution was the way in which the study attempted to address a 

common criticism of purely quantitative research – that correlation does not imply causation.  

The study employed two levels of qualitative analysis from two different modes of collection 

dovetailed with a theoretical understanding of personality traits in order to triangulate the 

quantitative results.  Written commentary attempted to observe unstructured comments and infer 
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patterns to the rating processes across the rater sample.  Then SRIs probed individuals on 

specific excerpts of test performance and examined how they differed (or not) in their 

interpretation of said excerpts and why they rated in the way that they did.  The study also 

included an evaluation of this qualitative data against the theory surrounding personality traits to 

examine whether recorded rating behaviours and processes could be considered congruent with 

said traits.  Though it would never be possible (nor scientific) to objectively state “experience 

and agreeableness cause leniency” or “extravert raters are more severe”, by providing qualitative 

support at two levels of resolution and measuring that evidence against theoretical expectations, 

this study provided a method of triangulating quantitative and qualitative data together in such a 

way as to provide supporting evidence for a causal relationship. 

 

 5.3.3 Practical Implications 

Initially, this section cautions test designers on an ethical issue regarding the misrepresentation 

of the results of the study with respect to personality traits.  After this clarification on the limits 

of interpretation pertaining to quantitative data the section then goes on to outline how test 

developers might go about addressing the theoretical ramifications that this study raises 

concerning scoring validity in a practical way.  This outline also includes a mock-up sample of 

the type of training material that could be made by test developers in future. This was done to 

begin exploring how theory might inform practice, thus contributing towards a more training-

based solution to reducing the effects of personality and experience on raters’ severity.  

 

 When considering the practical uses for and implications of the findings from this study, it is 

foremost necessary, from an ethical point of view, to stress the importance of what should not be 

implemented as a consequence of this research.  Testing bodies should not impose personality 

instruments on prospective raters in some form of selection or filtering protocol as part of hiring 

practices.  The data from this study indicates that on a population level there is a tendency for 

experienced and agreeable people to be lenient and extravert people to be more severe (with the 

mediation effect of agreeableness complicating the association between experience and severity), 

but these personality traits only explain 12.9% of the variance in rater severity.  Thus, at the level 
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of the individual there was great diversity in what raters perceived of examiners, how they 

tackled the cognitive aspects of rating and how generous they were when awarding proficiency 

scores.  Therefore, applying a generalised tendency about a group to make a priori decisions 

about an individual is unethical and unscientific. 

 

Perhaps a more personal and practical solution can be proposed as a means for addressing the 

issues of experience and personality impacting raters’ severity – one of awareness raising.  

Additional research would be needed to flesh out in a much more comprehensive way the full 

variety of examiner behaviours that raters observe as well as the full variety of cognitive 

approaches they can opt to employ while attending to the task of rating.  This work could fashion 

the basis of a sort of Rater Behavioural Codex.  Then later research, using larger samples of 

raters from across a wider selection of educational contexts and cultures, could perform more 

quantitative studies that correlate specific groups of rater behaviours to general levels of 

experience, ranges of agreeableness, and ranges of extraversion.  The culmination of this body of 

research would then form the basis of training materials.  Raters in high-stakes assessment 

contexts could take personality instruments and receive the results confidentially.  They could 

then review the sections of the Rater Behavioural Codex that pertained to their particular 

experience level or trait disposition to become more explicitly aware of the types of rating 

behaviour they may be prone to and the consequences of those behaviours in terms of how they 

impact candidate scores. In this way it may be possible to reduce the variance in severity by 

providing raters with greater awareness as to their own behaviours.  Figure 16 is a mock-up of 

what a rater undergoing training might receive after they had completed a personality instrument 

and undergone a first round of training to generate their baseline severity.  The training aid 

provides the individual with their personality and severity values along with an interpretation of 

what they mean (thought this is not supplied in the mock-up).  In the bottom box are some rating 

behaviours that have been selected from the Rater Behavioural Codex and pertaining to the 

rater’s combination of traits. The interpretation section includes a series of descriptions or 

statements that explain how the rater may be behaving in such a way as to be overly lenient.  The 

materials also instruct the rater to reflect on the behaviours (in the ‘What to do next’ section) as 

they begin the next round of rating.  In this way it may be possible to further reduce the variance 
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in severity by inducing self-reflection on key divergent rating behaviours.  The statements and 

example behaviours in figure 16 are not definitive but impressionistic of how awareness raising 

training materials could be employed by practitioners further in the future. 

 

However, the effectiveness of awareness raising training is debatable.  For example, within the 

field of SLA there has been research and discussion on the use of Positive Psychology (via 

awareness raising activities) in the L2 classroom to reduce negative emotions and enhance 

linguistic progress (Dewaele, Chen, Padilla, & Lake, 2019; Seligman, Ernst, Gillham, Reivich, & 

Linkins, 2009). However, they continue to debate the degree to which such actions are 

achievable on more stable traits such as personality.  The researcher would also caution whether 

it would be ethical, were such a thing possible.  Is it within an educators remit to (consciously 

and deliberately) alter the personality of their students? Nevertheless, traits are temporally stable 

and thus difficult to change over short periods of time suggesting that awareness raising tasks 

may have limited impact (Asendorpf, 2009; Deary, 2009).  This points to the importance of 

double rating that enables any biased ratings to be flagged, and the TEAP Speaking test is indeed 

assessed by two raters: one is an interlocutor-examiner who uses a holistic rating scale, and the 

other is a rater who assess video-recorded performances using a set of analytic scales (see 

Appendix 4 for scales). Another practical solution could be to look at developing a hybrid test. 

This test would combine both human and digitally mediated tasks, as well as include both 

computer and human raters. In this way it would be possible to minimise the impact of 

personality on severity variance while also allowing a richer realisation of the speaking construct 

that human mediated tests enable.  This idea is explored in greater depth in section 5.4 as it 

requires much more research to put into practice. 
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Figure 16.  A mock-up of rater training materials incorporating elements of the Rating 

Behavioural Codex 
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5.4 Limitations and Directions for Future Research 

While the findings of this study present evidence that raters’ experience, agreeableness and 

extraversion can impact how raters observe, interpret and ultimately score spoken interaction, it 

is important to acknowledge the number of limitations inherent in a study such as this one, and 

indeed social science research more broadly. 

 

The study employed voluntary response sampling, which can suffer from a limitation known as 

self-selection bias.  According to Salkind (2010), volunteers who self-select themselves into 

studies may have a strong interest in the subject under investigation and therefore might not be 

representative of the population more generally.  The use of a more robust probability-based 

sampling strategy (such as a simple random sample) was unfeasible for this study.  For one, there 

does not exist a definitive list of all native-speaker teachers currently employed in Japan from 

which to draw.  Secondly, compiling such a list is an enormous task, and beyond the scope and 

resources of this study, not to mention potentially unethical outside of some officially 

recognised, national body.  Finally, were such a list available from which to draw a truly random 

sample, it would not be possible, nor ethical, to compel those individuals selected to undertake 

the study.  Despite the potential for voluntary response sampling to introduce a self-selection 

bias into the data, the demographic information collected from raters (see Table 1, section 3.2.1), 

does not seem to support such a conclusion (if we assume those individuals who are interested in 

testing are more likely to become involved in testing in some capacity during their teaching 

career).  Of the 86 raters enrolled, 41 (47.7%) reported having had no experience of testing, 19 

(22.1%) reported having experience as an examiner or rater with in-house speaking tests, and 26 

(30.2%) reported having experience as an examiner or rater in a high-stakes, commercial 

speaking test (IELTS, Eiken TEAP etc.) which requires standardised training and qualification.  

The sample contains an almost equal proportion of self-selected participants with and without 

experience (assuming experience is an indicator of interest) in testing.  Nevertheless, it is 

possible that the individuals who enrolled on the study are not representative of the broader 

speaking test rater population in Japan and so replication studies might be one way to gain a 

more representative sampling of the wider rater population.  
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The study employed intercoder agreement as a means for providing reliability and accountability 

of the qualitative data.  Although both Creswell and Clark (2018) and Mackey and Gass (2016) 

recommend intercoder agreement for qualitative methodologies, it is not without its critics.  

Some researchers have argued that intercoder agreement fundamentally contradicts the essence 

of qualitative research - that of subjective or personalised interpretation (Braun & Clarke, 2006; 

Holloway & Jefferson, 2013).  Under this constructivist philosophy, qualitative methodology, in 

principle, rejects the notion of an objective singular “truth” in favour of multiple perspectives 

that can enrich our understanding of complex social contexts (Bauer, Gaskell, & Allum, 2000; 

O’Connor & Joffe, 2020).  Further to this, they argue that the concept of reliability when applied 

to qualitative data can be misleading.  Rather than providing accountability of a process by 

which a single ‘reality’ or objective truth is revealed, intercoder agreement only shows that 

coders can reach an interpretational consensus when provided with a coding matrix (Joffe & 

Yardley, 2004; O’Connor & Joffe, 2020).  Coders have been trained to interpret the data in the 

way prescribed by the researcher and thus intercoder agreement scores reflect a “training effect” 

rather than a single ‘reality’ in the data which has been realised by multiple people.  Therefore, it 

is possible that the recurrence of certain themes and sub-themes identified across the two types 

of qualitative data are a product of this aspect of the methodological approach. 

 

Another methodological limitation of the research was surrounding data collection.  In order to 

facilitate as large a sample size as possible, in addition to payment it was thought that flexibility 

in completing the assigned work would function as an incentive to enrol.  Consequently, it was 

decided that raters would be able to undergo online training and complete all aspects of rating as 

well as the personality instrument survey remotely, at a time of their choosing.  Remote scoring 

of semi-direct human-rated tests is already in use with some high-stakes examinations e.g., 

British Council Aptis (Knoch, Fairbairn, & Huisman, 2015), TOEIC (Everson & Hines, 2010). 

However, given that the researcher could not control the circumstances under which all raters 

operated it is possible that this data collection method affected raters’ rating behaviour or 

response pattern in some way.  To investigate this and possibly control for it (by removing 

individuals deemed to be too stochastic in their responses) the study performed Rasch fit 
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analyses on the dependent variable (rater severity) and independent variables (extraversion, 

agreeableness, conscientiousness) data collected through this manner (see sections 4.1.1 and 

4.1.2).  The fit analyses suggested that if the online collection method had in some way affected 

rater behaviour, that behaviour had not impacted the estimation process for rater severity in any 

substantive way. 

 

In connection with the issue of data collection, a final important limitation much be addressed, 

and it is one which is common to all studies that employ the use of self-report instruments - 

Socially Desirable Responding (SDR).  In circumstances where individuals may fear being 

judged critically by peers or those of higher social standing, they may choose to behave or 

respond in ways that paint them in a more positive light and which may be incongruent to their 

natural inclinations (Paulhus, 2002, 2017).  It could be argued, therefore, that the estimates of the 

independent variables are not truly reflective of individuals’ trait dispositions.  This study, in an 

attempt to examine whether SDR could have been an issue, conducted a Rasch fit analysis, 

looking for response patterns that might be indicative of SDR based on observations from earlier 

research (Conijn, Sijtsma, & Emons, 2016; Ferrando, 2014) (see sections 3.5.1a and 4.1.2 for 

more details).  While the findings suggested that several participants may have relied on central 

response categories (to avoid appearing at the extreme ends of any particular personality trait), 

the response patterns were not endemic to the participant sample, nor did they impact the Rasch 

estimation process.  Nevertheless, the appearance of these response behaviours does suggest that 

the criticism of data collected by self-report instruments is somewhat valid. 

 

The section now moves on to briefly outline four opportunities for future research.  Firstly, based 

on the findings in section 5.3.2 concerning the complexity surrounding raters’ test experience, 

and in the absence of replication studies, it is perhaps prudent to consider the concept of 

experience is as a potentially multi-faceted aspect of a raters background.  Thus, future research 

may wish to parse and define experience into multiple dimensions depending upon specific 

factors of a researchers aims and context.  In this way we may better come to understand which 

aspects of experience are salient to any specific avenue of enquiry.  It may also help to better 

understand and standardise the testing community’s definition of the concept of ‘experience’. 
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A second opportunity for future researchers might be to duplicate the current study, in part to 

address the replication crisis which persists across many fields of research (Collaboration, 2012; 

Ioannidis, 2005; Schmidt, 2009). These future studies could, at the same time, increase the rater 

sample size for greater statistical power and a richer and more varied qualitative data set.  

Researchers might also a) replicate the study in different countries thus accessing a variety of 

different candidate L1s and cultural backgrounds, b) have raters assess test interactions that 

involve a mixture of different nationality candidates, or c) use tests with different task types that 

facilitate the employment of different interactional patterns  – all of which might help to enrich 

the Rater Behavioural Taxonomy (see section 5.3.3) and perhaps provide greater localisations for 

said rater training material. 

 

A third area of interest might be with regards to digitally mediated speaking tests.  It remains 

unclear if rater personality could impact performance scores derived from semi-direct tests that 

may employ quasi-interactional tasks (e.g., Aptis, TOEFL iBT).  It may prove useful to see how 

the use of pre-recorded, computer delivered instructions and prompts (instead of an 

interlocutor/examiner) might alter the rating behaviours of, for example, the more agreeable 

raters (who tended to expect examiners to facilitate candidates in giving as good a performance 

as possible).  A similar line of investigation with the use of video-conferencing technology to 

enable online examiner-candidate interactions (e.g., Nakatsuhara, Inoue, Berry, & Galaczi, 2021)  

could also be of merit.  Furthermore, some very recent research has begun to take digital 

mediation a step further, with the use of ‘computer partners’ (a type of basic AI).  Ockey and 

Chukharev-Hudilainen (2021) looked at how raters perceived and scored performances when 

candidates were paired with either a human or computer interlocutor.  The results showed that 

candidates’ interactional competence skills were scored much higher when paired with a human 

and that rater comments showed that while they acknowledged the benefits of standardisation 

computer partners brought to assessment, they still perceived human partners as more authentic 

and natural.  Raters generally reported that computer partners were too abrupt, did not give 

lower-level candidates enough time to speak, whereas human partners provided opportunity to 

demonstrate ability.  These responses appear very similar to the themes revealed in the present 
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study where raters saw examiners as important facilitators of candidate performance.  It would 

be interesting to see to what degree these views were universal across the rater sample or 

whether rater personality could have played a role in the perception of computer partners as less 

natural or authentic. 

 

Lastly, future research into rater personality might wish to consider examining the remaining 

traits from the HEXACO model of personality – Honesty-Humility, Emotionality and Openness 

to Experience.  As far as the researcher is aware, these traits have not received any attention 

within the language testing literature, and it could prove useful to establish scientifically whether 

they too can explain the variance in rater severity.  Of particular interest might be the trait 

Honesty-Humility which is considered to play an important role in social interactions (Ashton, 

Lee, & de Vries, 2014; Corr, 2016). 
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Appendix 1 – Rater Demographics Survey Form      

 
 

Rater ID       (video #)                                   (             ) 

Please circle your sex  

Male 

 

Female 

 

How long have you been teaching 
English in Japan? 

years months 

   

Do you have any experience or 
training as an interlocutor for 
speaking tests? 

 

If Yes, please specify the test and 
your length of involvement 

 

 

 

Yes/ No 

 

 

 

Test:                           .     

 

Length of involvement 

 

        Years 

          Months 

         Weeks 

   

Do you have any experience or 
training as a rater for speaking 
tests? 

 

If Yes, please specify the test and 
your length of involvement 

 

 

Yes/ No 

 

 

Test:                           .     

 

Length of involvement 

 

        Years 
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          Months 

                 Weeks 
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Appendix 2 – Examiner Demographics Survey Form      

 
Examiner ID       (video #)                                   (             ) 

Please circle your sex  

Male 

 

Female 

 

How long have you been teaching 
English in Japan? 

years months 

   

Do you have any experience or 
training as an interlocutor for 
speaking tests? 

 

If Yes, please specify the test and 
your length of involvement 

 

 

 

Yes/ No 

 

 

 

Test:                           .     

 

Length of involvement 

 

        Years 

          Months 

         Weeks 

   

Do you have any experience or 
training as a rater for speaking 
tests? 

 

If Yes, please specify the test and 
your length of involvement 

 

 

Yes/ No 

 

 

Test:                           .     

 

Length of involvement 

 

        Years 

          Months 
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                 Weeks 
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Appendix 3 – Candidate Demographics Survey Form      

 
Candidate ID          (video #)                                    (             ) 

Please circle your sex Male Female 

How old are you? years  

   

How long have you been 
studying English? 

years months 

   

If you have studied English 
abroad, please indicate the 
country and duration. 

country weeks 

   

Please circle any speaking tests 
you have taken before. 

None 

TEAP 

EIKEN 

IELTS 

TOEIC 

TOEFL 

Speaking test 
score:                     . 

 

Overall test 
score:                     . 

 

Test date:                    . 

 

 Other: 
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Appendix 4 – Adapted TEAP Analytic Scale        
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Appendix 5 -  SRI Video Excerpt Transcripts       
Transcription Project Title: Video 2 
Date of Transcription: 31/08/16- 
Speaker Codes: C= Candidate,  E= Examiner 
 
Turn 
# 

C/E transcription CA Comment 

1 E That's very interesting (0.2) OK thankyou 
(0.3) Umm NOW I WOULD LIKE YOU to interview ME 
(0.3) Here are the instructions 

Generic and 
explicit 
topic shift 
 
Prosodic 
adjustment 

2 C Thankyou  
3 E For our class report you will interview a high 

school teacher (0.2) and (0.2) I am the high 
school teacher ((points to self)) You should 
ask me about the topics on this card ((points 
to card )) (0.2) You have 30 seconds to read 
the card and think about what to say ((nods)) 

Prosodic 
adjustment 
 
Non-ling 
(Transition 
Relevance 
Place) 

4  (30.0)  
5 E OK (0.2) You have two minutes ahh to ask me 

ahh any questions ((smile)) 
Non-ling 
(TRP) 

6 C Hello (0.2) May I ask you some questions? 
((smile)) 

 

7 E Yes  
8 C Umm what grade do you teach?  
9 E Umm I'm teaching umm the second year of high 

school now 
 

10 C And:: what subject do you teach?  
11 E I'm teaching mostly English courses umm that 

are err with writing and grammar and some 
((nods)) reading ((nods)) courses ((nods)) 
(0.4) in English 

Non-ling 
(Function 
of this 
nodding? 
Request for 
feedback as 
C is non-
reactive?) 

12 C K (0.2) ((smile)) Are there any problems in 
your class? 

 

13 E No I don't think there's any serious problems 
((looks upwards)) (0.2) Sometimes the students 
ahh have a difficult time focusing ((leans 
forward and back)) so I try to keep them 
interested by giving them interesting 
activities to do ((leans forward and back and 
nods)) 

Non-ling 
(TRP) 

14 C ((0.3) OK ((nods and smiles)) (0.2) Are there 
any advice for future high school teachers? 

 

15 E I think that (0.2) err if that teaching in a 
high school teachers should try to be patient 
with the students and understand that learning 
takes time and umm (0.2) and the teachers 

Non-ling 
(TRP) 
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should also be patient with themselves 
((touches hand on chest)) as well as the 
students ((nods and smiles)) 

16 C ((nods)) OK (0.3) umm (0.3) ((frowns down, 
looks up smiles)) Why did you start to think 
to be a teacher? 

 

17 E Oh ((sways left and right)) well it's because 
I like to be around young people and when I'm 
around young people I feel excited about 
learning and I feel that I can give them 
encouragement and help them to learn (0.2) 
so:: basically this is for that reason (0.2) 
to be around uh learning environment ((smiles 
nods)) 

(new 
behave) 
Signaling 
imminent 
turn 
completion 
 
(new 
behave) 
detailed 
life story 
 
Non-ling 
(TRP) 

18 C ((nods))((smiles))  
19 E Ok thank you ((looks at C)) may I have the 

card [back] please? ((holds out hands))  
Generic 
topic shift 

20 C     [yes] ((hands back card))  

 
Transcription Project Title: Video #5 
Date of Transcription: 20th March 2018 
Speaker Codes: C= Candidate,  E= Examiner 
 
Turn 
# 

C/E transcription CA Comment 

1 E: Ummm (0.5) ok let's begin:: ((looks up 
smiles))(0.5) So first (0.2)((shuffles pen and 
papers)) I'd like to learn a little bit about 
you= 

 

2 C: =ok ((nods))                               
3 E:  =A::nd what do you like to do in your free 

time? ((looks up smiles looks down presses 
electronic device looks up)) 

 

4 C: Errrr (0.4) I sleep (0.3) I nnn heheh 
sometimes sleep nnnn = 

 

5→ 

E:  = mmmmm ((smiles nods)) back 
channel 
(feedback) 
Non-ling 
(feedback) 

6 C:  = mmm attowa study nnnn etto test ahh near 
test = 

 

7→ 

E:  = oh ri:ght ((smiles nods)) Back 
channel 
(feedback) 
Non-ling 
(feedback) 

8 C: Mmm because I study test mmm ((nods))  
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9 

→ 

E: How many (0.3) when you sleep (0.3) how many 
hours do you usually sleep? ((shuffles papers 
looks up)) 

Topicalisat
ion 
(topic 
extension) 

10 C: I sleep hmmm seven ((places fingers of one 
hand on palm of other)) nnn ahh about seven 
hour = 

 

11 

→ 

E:  = mmmmm I see((nods))(1.0) And umm (opens 
hands) I'm sure there are many events at your 
high school = 

Back 
channel 
(feedback) 
 
Generic 
Topic shift 

12 C:  = mmm  
13 E: Which event did you enjoy the most? ((looks up 

smiles)) 
 

14 C: Oh etto I enjoy etto school trip  I go to 
Tokyo nnh((gestures with right arm)) = 

 

15 E:  = mm ((smiles nods)) Pausing 
(topic 
extension) 
 
back 
channel/non
-ling 
(feedback) 

16 C: Err (0.8) I errr (0.8) ((gestures with left 
arm)) 

 

17 E: Ahhh ((nods smiles)) back 
channel/non
-ling 
(feedback) 

18 C: Disney Land ((gestures with right arm))  
19 E: Mmm ((smiles)) back 

channel/non
-ling 
(feedback) 

20 C: I first trip (0.3) my first trip ((points with 
both hands at his chest)) go to Disney Land 
nhhh 

 

21 

→ 

E:                                    [((nods 
smiles)) how many] students went (0.3) on the 
trip?= 

Topicalisat
ion 
(topic 
extension) 

22 C:  = etto I'm seventeen years old ((places right 
hand into left hand) 

 

23 E: (nods) ok Non-ling 
NEW 
“Approval” 
opposite of 
refutation  

24 C: Nnn err nnn  
25 

→ 

E:         [oh I see] I see (0.5) What kind of 
job would you like to have in the future? 
((raises eyebrows questioningly)) 

General 
Topic Shift 
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26 C: Err etto (0.5) ehh I want to (1.0)((scratches 
eyebrow)) err work (1.0) public (1.0)  nnn 
city hall ahh 

 

27

→ 

E: Ohhh right! (0.5) Do you want to work in the 
City Hall in ((gestures with both hands to C)) 
your town? 

Engaging 
(rapport) 
Non-ling 
emphasis 
location 
Topicalisat
ion 
(topic 
extension) 

28 C: Ahh YES  
29 E: ((smiles )) ((nods)) Non-ling 

Back 
channel OR 
topic 
extension??
? 
 

30 C: My town nnhh ((nods))  
31 E: ((smiles)) I see (0.5) Well(0.2) thank 

you!((looks down)) (1.5) And now I would like 
you to interview me = 

General 
Topic Shift 

 
Transcription Project Title: Video #6 

Date of Transcription:  26th March 2018 

Speaker Codes: C= Candidate,  E= Examiner 

 

Turn 

# 

C/E transcription CA Comment 

1 E: [Oka:y], ((waves hands))((looks at C, looks 
down))  

 

Non-ling 

2 C: [ok] ((looking at Examiner))     

3 E: err now we are going to move to  

[part two]  

 

Prosodic 
adjustment 

 

Explicit 
topic shift 

4 C:         [part two] ((nods))      
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5 E:                    err now I would like you 
((points to C then himself)) to interview 
[me::] erm (0.3) 

 

Non-ling 

 

6 C:  [mmm]    

7 E: For a class report you ((gestures to C then 
to himself)) ((looks up at C, looks down)) 
will interview a [high school]  

Non-ling 

8 C:              [mmm]  

9 E teacher (0.3) and I ((looks up at C then 
down))((points to himself)) am the [high 
school] teacher.   

Prosodic 
adjustment 

 

Non-ling 

 

10 C:          [mmm]  

11 E: You should ask me questions about the topics 
on this card (1.0) erm (3.0)((reaches to the 
side to pick up card)) ok ((passes card to 
C)) (1.0)  

 

12 C:  ((looks down at card and begins to read))   

13 E: erm (1.0)((points to notes)) you have thirty 
seconds to read the card and think about what 
to say, (0.5) ok? 

Prosodic 
adjustment 

14 C: ((still reading/looking down)) ok  

15 E: ((shuffles papers)) (24.0) [ok] err… ((nods)) 
((looks at C)) 

Token (NEW 
behavior) 
signals to C 
to start 

Non-ling 

16 C:                              ((looking down)) 
[ok] (2.0) ok hello may I ask you ((looks at 
E)) some questions? 

 

17 E: Sure ((smiles)) ((looks down at notes)) non-ling 

back channel 

18 C: (2.0)((looks down at prompt)) I want to 
your,((waves hand)) (0.4) I want to know 
(1.0) your grade? (1.0) grade? ((looks up at 
E)) 
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19 E: ((nods)) ((looks at C)) pausing 

20 C: ((waves hand))((looks down at prompt)) (3.0) 
your grade. Mmm what’s (1.0) your grade? 
(1.0) What’s your grade? 

 

21 E: ((tilts head)) What’s, what, what grade do 
I:: TEACH? ((points to himself))((nods)) 

Supply 

Prosodic 
adjustment 

Non-ling 

22 C: Grade teach ((nods))  

23 E: Ahh err ((looks down)) I teach err ((looks at 
C)) second and third grade ((nods)) 

Non-ling 

24 C:  Ohh ((nods))((smiles)) (1.0) very long? 
Second? 

 

25 E: ((nods))((drops smile)) second grade (.) and 
third grade 

Non-ling 

Reformulation 

Prosodic 
adjustment 

26 C: Second grade ((looks down)) and third [grade] 
ahh:: ok ok 

 

27 E:                         [yeah] 
((nods))((looks down)) 

non-ling 

28 C:  Err What subject ((waves hand)) (1.0) do you 
((looks at E)) teach? 

 

29 E: I teach writing=  

30 C: =Writing?=  

31 E: =English [writing] ((nods)) ((looks down at 
prompt)) 

reformulation 

32 C:              [English writing] ((gestures 
writing)) oohh err (1.0) What’s the problem 
(0.3) ((looks at E)) in the writing ((writing 
gesture)) class? 

 

33 E: Err sometimes in the afternoons students are 
very sleepy ((nods)) ((smiles)) 

non-ling 

34 C: Ahh haha ((smiles)) ((looks down at prompt)) 
err (1.0)((waves hand)) err what (1.5) mmm 
(1.0) what do you do: ((looks at E)) WHEN the 
students sleep? ((hand gesture)) 

Non-ling 

35 E: I normally just ((mimes waking student with 
hand)) go over and [gently] (1.0)((smiles)) 

Non-ling 
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rock them like that ((rolls head)) until they 
wake up ((nods)) 

(miming) 

36 C:                     [mmm]  ((nods)) 
((smiles)) ohh haha ((looks down at prompt)) 

 

37 E: Sometimes ((looks down)) I just leave them 
((looks at C)) ((nods)) 

Non-ling 

38 C: Ahh haha ((looks down at prompt)) ok (0.5) 
err please advice for future ((looks at E)) 
high school teachers. 

 

39 E: ((looks at C)))(.h) (0.3) I think err the 
advice for future high school teachers i::s 
erm (1.0) to just try to learn to be 
[patient] and to erm [empathize] ((gestures 
to C)) with the students and understand (0.3) 
how difficult it is for them ((smiles)) 
((nods)) ((looks down)) 

Prosodic 
adjustment 

 

Non-ling 

40 C:                                    [mmm]  

        [mmm]  haha((smiles))((nods))((looks 
down at card)) 

 

41 E: (2.0) ok ((looks at C)) ((holds hand out))  Generic Topic 
shift 

Non-ling 

42 C: Ok? ((looks at E))((hand prompt back))  

43 E: ((looks at notes)) thank you  

 
Transcription Project Title: Video #9 

Date of Transcription: 19th March 2018 

Speaker Codes: C= Candidate,  E= Examiner 

 

Turn 

# 

C/E transcription CA Comment 

1 E: ((looking down)) >>Now I would like to<< ask 
you some questions  

Prosodic 
adjustment 

2 C:  ((nods)) ºº[ok]ºº  

3→ 
E: on different((looks at C and at prompt 

again))topics. Err (0.3) first ((looks 
at/sets timer)) let’s talk about ((looks at 
C)) (0.3) the internet. ((looks at prompt)) 

Explicit 
Topic shift 
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Should parents limit children’s ((looks at 
C)) use of the internet? 

 

Prosodic 
Adjustment 

 

Non-ling 
(look on “the 
internet” to 
est topic) 

4 C:  [ok]   ermmmmm (5.0) hehe. (1.0) if, 
if the children is so too young (10.) child- 
shou- parents should (0.5) limit but (1.5) 
for example I err university student and so 
on (0.4) not should, should not limit (0.5) 
and so on. 

 

5→ 
E: ((looks at timer))         ((looks at 

prompt))  ((looks at C)) 

 

Ok, ok thank you. Are there any advantages to 
studying online rather than in a classroom? 
((looks at C)) 

Passive 
listening/ 
(new)non-
reactive 

 

Generic topic 
shift 

 

Prosodic 
Adjustment 

6 C:   [hehe] ((looks down))((touches hair))    
mmm (3.0) I’m not (1.0) good (0.5) idea anno 
err (.h) please (0.3) please one more time= 

 

7 E:    ((looks at prompt))  [eh]           
((looks down))=So are there any advantages to 
studying online ((looks at C)) rather than in 
a classroom? 

Prosodic 
Adjustment 

 

Reformulation 

8 C: (1.5) ººclassroom ºº  ((touches side of 
head)) (3.0) areh ºº mmm ºº (4.0) hehe I 
(3.0) I cant understand  hehe  [sorry]= 

 

9→ 
E ((smiles)) Ok oh         =that’s fine that’s 

fine. So let’s talk about the media (0.4) the 
media, let’s talk about the media….  

(new)Closing 
with sympathy 

 

Explicit 
Topic Shift 
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10 C:  [media]  

11   Overall 

No back 
channel 
disengaging 

Non-reactive 
in general 

 

 

 

 

 
Transcription Project Title: Video 12# 

Date of Transcription: 14th March 2018 

Speaker Codes: C= Candidate,  E= Examiner 

 

Turn 

# 

C/E transcription CA Comment 

1 E: Ok ((smile))((looks at C then down again)) 
let’s begin (1.5)  

 

2 C:            [hai,(.)yes,haha]  

3 

 

→ 

E: first I’d like to LEARN(.)((nod))((looks at 
C))a little bit about you ((nod)) (1.0) so 
(.) part one ((looks at C))interview 
(.)(looks at C) two minutes (.) OK ((check 
watch))(2.0) what do you like to do ((looks 
at C))(.) in your (.) FREE time? ((checks 
watch)) 

Prosodic 
Adjustment 

 

Non-ling (nod 
signals TRP) 

4 C: Mmm (looks up) I like listening to music 
((looks up)) and watching (2.0) movie 

 

5 

→ 

E:    ((looks at C))(.h) so erm (.) what 
((looks at C))((hand gesture)) movie (.) 
have you watched (.) recently? (0.5) in the 
((hand gesture))cinema 

Topicalization 

Prosodic 
adjustment 

Non-ling 
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(specify 
location) 

6 C:         [mmm]    

cinema ahh hmm? ((smile)) hahaha 

 

7→ 

E:                      Mmm ((nods)) ((hand 
gesture)) 

What movie ((looks at C)) have you watched 
((hand gesture)) recently? 

Reformulation 

8 C: Ahh ((slides back on chair))mmm((looks up)) 
harry potter 

 

9 E:  Oh ((raises eyebrows)) you watched ((hand 
gesture))on DVD? 

Non-ling 

Engaging 

10 C: yes  

11 

 

→ 

E:  Ok ((looks down)) (.)(.h) Now Im sure there 
have been (.) many ((hand gesture)) events 
((looks at C))(0.4) at your high 
school,(0.4) which event (.) did you enjoy 
the most? ((nods))((hand gesture))((looks at 
watch)) 

Generic Topic 
shift 

 

Prosodic 
Adjustment 

12 C: Mmm ((looks up)) school festival  

13→ 

E: Ok (.) you ((hand gesture)) enjoyed school 
festival err 

Active 
listening 

14 C:   ((nods))  

15→ 

E: Why did you enjoy the school festival the 
most? ((looks down)) 

Topicalization 
Prosodic 
Adjustment 

16 C: I played mmm I:: mmm (8.0) dance ((hand 
gestures))    

(new) no 
repair attempt 

17→ 

E: You did dance ((nods)) Active 
listening 
(check 
understanding) 

18 C: ((nods)) dance ((hand gestures))  

19 

→ 

E:                [Ohh] ((looks down)) dance 
performance 

Supply 
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20 C:                         [haha] dance 
performance 

 

21 

→ 

E:  Ok last question (.h) what kind of JOB 
(.)((looks at C))((hand gesture)) would you 
LIKE to have (.) in the future? ((checks 
watch)) 

Explicit Topic 
Shift 

 

Prosodic 
Adjustment 

22 C:  I want to (.) be a teacher (0.5) Japanese 
teacher 

 

23→ 

 

E: A::nd would you like to be a Japanese 
teacher at err ((hand gesture))high school 
university or (0.3) junior high or= 

Topicalization 

 

Non-ling 

24 C:                 [ahh]   

=junior high school (nods) 

 

25→ 

E:  (nods) ok ((looks 
down)) and in your area((looks at C)) or far 
away? ((hand gesture)) 

topicalization 

26 C: (0.3)((hand gesture))((smile))(0.4) in aichi 
haha::: 

 

27 E: [ok] ((nods)) thank you ((checks watch)) 
that’s two minutes thank you very much= 

 

28 C: =thank you  
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Appendix 6 - HEXACO-PI-R          

 

 

 

 
© Kibeom Lee, Ph.D., & Michael C. Ashton, Ph.D. 

 

  

HEXACO-PI-R  

 (SELF REPORT FORM) 
 

 

 

DIRECTIONS 

 
On the following pages you will find a series of statements about you.  Please 
read each statement and decide how much you agree or disagree with that 
statement.  Then write your response in the space next to the statement using 
the following scale: 
    5 = strongly agree 
    4 = agree  
    3 = neutral (neither agree nor disagree) 
    2 = disagree 
    1 = strongly disagree 
 

Please answer every statement, even if you are not completely sure of your 
response.   

 

 

Please provide the following information about yourself. 
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1  I would be quite bored by a visit to an art gallery. 

2  I clean my office or home quite frequently. 

3  I rarely hold a grudge, even against people who have badly wronged me. 

4  I feel reasonably satisfied with myself overall. 

5  I would feel afraid if I had to travel in bad weather conditions. 

6  If I want something from a person I dislike, I will act very nicely toward that person in order to get 
i  7  I'm interested in learning about the history and politics of other countries. 

8  When working, I often set ambitious goals for myself. 

9  People sometimes tell me that I am too critical of others. 

10  I rarely express my opinions in group meetings. 

11  I sometimes can't help worrying about little things. 

12  If I knew that I could never get caught, I would be willing to steal a million dollars. 

13  I would like a job that requires following a routine rather than being creative.  

14  I often check my work over repeatedly to find any mistakes. 

15  People sometimes tell me that I'm too stubborn. 

16  I avoid making "small talk" with people. 

17  When I suffer from a painful experience, I need someone to make me feel comfortable. 

18  Having a lot of money is not especially important to me. 

19  I think that paying attention to radical ideas is a waste of time. 

20  I make decisions based on the feeling of the moment rather than on careful thought. 

21  People think of me as someone who has a quick temper. 

22  I am energetic nearly all the time. 

23  I feel like crying when I see other people crying. 

24  I am an ordinary person who is no better than others. 

25  I wouldn't spend my time reading a book of poetry. 

26  I plan ahead and organize things, to avoid scrambling at the last minute. 

27  My attitude toward people who have treated me badly is "forgive and forget". 

28  I think that most people like some aspects of my personality. 

29  I don’t mind doing jobs that involve dangerous work. 

30  I wouldn't use flattery to get a raise or promotion at work, even if I thought it would succeed. 

 

Continue…  
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31  I enjoy looking at maps of different places. 

32  I often push myself very hard when trying to achieve a goal. 

33  I generally accept people’s faults without complaining about them. 

34  In social situations, I'm usually the one who makes the first move. 

35  I worry a lot less than most people do. 

36  I would be tempted to buy stolen property if I were financially tight. 

37  I would enjoy creating a work of art, such as a novel, a song, or a painting. 

38  When working on something, I don't pay much attention to small details. 

39  I am usually quite flexible in my opinions when people disagree with me. 

40  I enjoy having lots of people around to talk with. 

41  I can handle difficult situations without needing emotional support from anyone else. 

42  I would like to live in a very expensive, high-class neighborhood. 

43  I like people who have unconventional views. 

44  I make a lot of mistakes because I don't think before I act. 

45  I rarely feel anger, even when people treat me quite badly. 

46  On most days, I feel cheerful and optimistic. 

47  When someone I know well is unhappy, I can almost feel that person's pain myself. 

48  I wouldn’t want people to treat me as though I were superior to them. 

49  If I had the opportunity, I would like to attend a classical music concert. 

50  People often joke with me about the messiness of my room or desk. 

51  If someone has cheated me once, I will always feel suspicious of that person. 

52  I feel that I am an unpopular person. 

53  When it comes to physical danger, I am very fearful. 

54  If I want something from someone, I will laugh at that person's worst jokes. 

55  I would be very bored by a book about the history of science and technology.   

56  Often when I set a goal, I end up quitting without having reached it. 

57  I tend to be lenient in judging other people. 

58  When I'm in a group of people, I'm often the one who speaks on behalf of the group. 

59  I rarely, if ever, have trouble sleeping due to stress or anxiety. 

60  I would never accept a bribe, even if it were very large. 
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61  People have often told me that I have a good imagination. 

62  I always try to be accurate in my work, even at the expense of time. 

63  When people tell me that I’m wrong, my first reaction is to argue with them. 

64  I prefer jobs that involve active social interaction to those that involve working alone. 

65  Whenever I feel worried about something, I want to share my concern with another person. 

66  I would like to be seen driving around in a very expensive car. 

67  I think of myself as a somewhat eccentric person. 

68  I don’t allow my impulses to govern my behavior. 

69  Most people tend to get angry more quickly than I do. 

70  People often tell me that I should try to cheer up. 

71  I feel strong emotions when someone close to me is going away for a long time. 

72  I think that I am entitled to more respect than the average person is. 

73  Sometimes I like to just watch the wind as it blows through the trees. 

74  When working, I sometimes have difficulties due to being disorganized. 

75  I find it hard to fully forgive someone who has done something mean to me. 

76  I sometimes feel that I am a worthless person. 

77  Even in an emergency I wouldn't feel like panicking. 

78  I wouldn't pretend to like someone just to get that person to do favors for me. 

79  I’ve never really enjoyed looking through an encyclopedia. 

80  I do only the minimum amount of work needed to get by.  

81  Even when people make a lot of mistakes, I rarely say anything negative. 

82  I tend to feel quite self-conscious when speaking in front of a group of people. 

83  I get very anxious when waiting to hear about an important decision. 

84  I’d be tempted to use counterfeit money, if I were sure I could get away with it. 

85  I don't think of myself as the artistic or creative type. 

86  People often call me a perfectionist. 

87  I find it hard to compromise with people when I really think I’m right. 

88  The first thing that I always do in a new place is to make friends. 

89  I rarely discuss my problems with other people. 

90  I would get a lot of pleasure from owning expensive luxury goods. 
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91  I find it boring to discuss philosophy. 

92  I prefer to do whatever comes to mind, rather than stick to a plan. 

93  I find it hard to keep my temper when people insult me. 

94  Most people are more upbeat and dynamic than I generally am. 

95  I remain unemotional even in situations where most people get very sentimental. 

96  I want people to know that I am an important person of high status. 

97  I have sympathy for people who are less fortunate than I am. 

98  I try to give generously to those in need. 

99  It wouldn’t bother me to harm someone I didn’t like. 

100  People see me as a hard-hearted person. 
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Appendix 7 - Stimulated Recall Interview Protocols      

 

Stimulated Recall Interviews with Raters – Main Data Collection 
2018 

 
Instructions for Participant        (READ ALOUD) 

“You have watched and rated 12 speaking test videos.  What we are going to do now is watch 
excerpts from 6 of them again together.  I am interested in what you were thinking at the time 
you were rating the test performances.  I can see the scores that you gave the candidate but I 
don’t know what you were thinking or what you noticed in order to come to these judgements.  
What was in your mind as you were watching the test, Why did you give the scores you gave? 

I’m going to put the IPad in the middle of the table between us both.  As we watch the videos 
again you can pause the video anytime you want.  If you want to describe something form the 
video or comment on your thoughts for this section you can press pause on the screen.  At certain 
points of each video excerpt I will also pause the video to ask you for specific commentary.” 

 

Instructions for Researcher     (DO NOT READ ALOUD) 

After reading the above instructions to the rater, model/show them how to pause the video using 
the touch screen.  Ask them to begin the video and then to comment freely on anything they are 
thinking or noticing.  At a certain timestamp you will have to pause the video as an important 
examiner behaviour will have just occurred.  Use the timestamp table on the next page during the 
SRI to ensure all behavioural events are commented upon by the interviewee.  After pausing at 
these key moments please ask the rater the following question: - 

 

What did you notice about the examiner’s behaviour here? 

Do you think this affected your rating process? If so, how? 

 

If the participant says “I don’t know” or “I don’t remember” accept the comment and move on. 

Do not give concrete reactions, signs of approval/disapproval to participant comments.  Use 
back-channelling instead.  Oh, I see, OK, uh-huh. 
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Appendix 8 – Rater Training Manual        

 
 

TEAP Speaking Test Study 2017 
 

 
 
 

Rater Orientation  
&  

Training Pack 
 
 
 
 
 

Copyright © Alun Roger 2017  
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1 About the Test of English for Academic Purposes (TEAP)   
 

The Test of English for Academic Purposes (TEAP) is a test for university admissions 

purposes developed jointly by the Eiken Foundation of Japan and Sophia University. 

TEAP is designed to measure the English skills needed by Japanese high school 

students to study at the university level in the EFL context of Japan.  TEAP targets 

students in the CEFR ranges of A2-B2.  TEAP follows an interview format between one 

candidate and one examiner.  The test will run for about 10 minutes and comprises 4 

sections.  The 4 sections are summarized in the following chart:  

Task/ Target 

Level 

Time 

(min) 

Cognitive Demands (examples) 

(Grammatical Encoding)          (Conceptualization) 

Example Topics 

(examples) 

Interview 2 -Personal information at 

different temporal frames 

(past, present, future) 

-Ideas, low 

-Discourse framework,  

I-C, low 

Study, languages, 

career, high school 

life, university life 

Roleplay 30s 

(prep) 

2 

(speak) 

-Initiating interaction 

-Asking for 

information/opinions 

-Commenting 

-Ideas, low 

-Discourse framework, 

C-I, high 

Interviewing a high 

school teacher, 

interviewing a 

business owner 

Monologue 30s 

(prep) 

1 

(speak) 

-Agreeing/disagreeing 

-Justifying opinions 

-Elaborating 

-Ideas, mid 

-Discourse framework, 

C, mid-high 

Influence of 

computer games on 

children, security 

cameras in public 

places 

Extended 

Interview 

4 -Expressing opinions 

-Justifying opinions 

-Comparing 

-Speculating 

-Ideas, high 

-Discourse framework, 

I-C, high 

Two questions on 

more abstract topics 

such as politics, 

health, culture, 

environment  
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As you can see the test increase the cognitive demands placed on the candidate.  Task 
1 and 2 should be manageable for A2/B1 level candidates.  Part 3 and 4 are designed 
to tap into the B2 level candidates.  On the next pages you can see the sample 
prompts used in all the videos that you will be rating in this research study.  

-Elaborating 
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2 Sample Prompts   
 

PART 1: Interview  (For Examiner) 

What do you like to do in your free time?  

+1 follow up question 

 

I’m sure there were many events at your high school.  Which event did you enjoy the most?   

+1 follow up question 

 

What kind of job would you like in the future?  

+1 follow up question 

 

PART 2:  Roleplay Card     (for the student) 

Begin your interview with this sentence: “Hello, may I ask you some questions?” 

Ask questions about: 

The grade he/she teaches 

The subject(s) he/she teaches 

The problems in class 

Advice for future high school teachers 

If you have time, you may ask more questions 

 

PART 3:  Topic Card  (for the student) 

 

“It is good to teach English in Japanese elementary schools.” 

 

Do you agree with this statement? Why or why not? 
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PART 4: Extended Q & A (For Examiner) 

 

Topic: Internet 

Should parents limit children’s use of the internet? 

Are there any advantages to studying online rather than in a classroom? 

 

Topic: Media 

Do you think reading newspapers is better than watching the news on TV? 

Do you think social media, such as Facebook and Twitter, are changing the way people interact? 

 

 

 

3 The Rating Scales   
 

To rate the students, you will use an analytic rating scale that has 5 categories: - 

1. Pronunciation 

2.  Fluency 

3.  Lexical Range and Accuracy 

4.  Grammatical Range and Accuracy 

5.  Interactional Effectiveness 

 

You will give each candidate a score for each of these 5 categories listed above. 

 

Please OPEN the separate RATING SCALE document that is also in the Shared Drive 
Folder and familiarize yourself with the descriptors.  Once you have a feel for the 
rating scale proceed to the next chapter. 

================================================================ 
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4  Training & Examples 

 
When using the rating scale and watching the video performances, it may be helpful to 
approach rating by first forming a hypothesis of the candidate’s ability, testing your 
assumptions and confirming a sustained performance. 

 

Forming a hypothesis 

During Part 1 and 2 you should try to get an impression of a candidate’s rough level in 
each of the five rating categories. 

 

Testing assumptions 

During Part 3 you will be able to test whether the candidate continues to display that 
performance by focusing on the descriptors at that level OR ABOVE.  Part 3 makes 
more cognitive demands so if the candidate’s performance seems to exceed your 
original hypothesis you can adjust your claim and focus on the next level for Part 4. 

 

Sustained performance 

You may find that candidates satisfy some descriptors at the next higher level (at any 
point in the test).  But candidates must satisfy ALL descriptors in the category and 
sustain that performance for the whole test to be awarded the rating. 

 

e.g. for a candidate to be awarded a B1 in pronunciation he must produce intelligible 
speech with noticeable L1 influence on stress, intonation and individual sounds for the 
whole performance.  If he displayed instances of mispronunciation which made it 
difficult for you to understand the utterance, then he would have failed to maintain a B1 
performance and thus should be given A2. 

 

Formulate hypothesis > Test > Confirm sustainable performance 
 

 

OK, let’s look at some examples, please watch Video Example 1 in the shared Google 
Drive. 
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The candidate from Video Example 1 would score as follows: - 

Pronunciation B1 

Fluency B1 

Lexical Range & Accuracy B2 

Grammatical Range & Accuracy B1 

Interactional Effectiveness B1 

 

This candidate scored B2 for lexical range and accuracy because she had the range of 
vocabulary to deal with all the questions asked despite the occasional incorrect choice, 
but this didn’t impede communication. 

 

Now you try.  Please watch Video Example 2 in the shared Google Drive.  As you 
watch use the Rating Scale to give the candidate performance scores.  You can use the 
table below for your notes: 

 

Pronunciation  

 

Fluency  

 

Lexical Range & Accuracy  

 

Grammatical Range & Accuracy  

 

Interactional Effectiveness  

 
 

 

When you have finished scoring - Go to the next page to check the 
benchmark scores.  
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The candidate from Video Example 2 would score as follows: - 

 

This candidate scored B1 for Interactional Effectiveness because he signalled 
communication problems effectively, if somewhat awkwardly.  Once in Part 1 when he 
explained that he was searching for but could not remember the English word for Sport 
Day (@1min 40).  Then again in Part 4 he asked for the question to be repeated.  Also, 
in Part 2 there was some brief evidence of back-channelling when he asked the 
examiner if she had any other problems with classes besides keeping them awake. 

 

TRAINING COMPLETE!  Onto the main event…. 

 

Please refer to the email for the next instructions regarding the main rating. 

  

Pronunciation A2 

Fluency A2 

Lexical Range & Accuracy A2 

Grammatical Range & Accuracy A2 

Interactional Effectiveness B1 
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Appendix 9 – Rasch Estimates of Rater Severity       
Appendix 9       
Rasch Estimates of Rater Severity         

Rater ID 
Severity 
(logits) S.E. 

Fair Average 
(4 band scale) Infit MnSq Infit Zstd Outfit MnSq Outfit Zstd 

1 0.94 0.27 2.18 0.59 -2.55 0.54 -1.87 
2 1.92 0.28 1.95 0.96 -0.16 0.82 -0.35 
3 -1.98 0.28 3.04 0.74 -1.41 0.62 -0.68 
4 -1.23 0.27 2.82 0.75 -1.28 0.6 -1.15 
5 -1.46 0.27 2.88 0.86 -0.68 0.78 -0.46 
6 -1.31 0.27 2.84 0.81 -0.96 0.63 -1.01 
7 -3.21 0.28 3.4 2.15* 4.36 1.78 1 
8 -0.18 0.27 2.49 0.94 -0.27 1.32 1.17 
9 -0.33 0.27 2.53 1.17 0.89 1.19 0.75 

10 -2.29 0.28 3.13 0.66 -1.92 0.51 -0.83 
11 -0.33 0.27 2.53 0.61 -2.23 0.54 -1.9 
12 0.42 0.27 2.31 0.76 -1.33 0.66 -1.4 
13 -0.41 0.27 2.56 1 0.09 1.03 0.21 
14 -0.33 0.27 2.53 0.61 -2.24 0.52 -2.02 
15 -1.61 0.27 2.93 0.95 -0.2 0.92 -0.04 
16 0.79 0.27 2.21 0.78 -1.23 0.71 -1.07 
17 -1.16 0.27 2.79 0.51 -2.93 0.42 -1.99 
18 -0.56 0.27 2.61 1.24 1.18 0.98 0.04 
19 0.04 0.27 2.42 1.28 1.37 2.72* 4.63 
20 -0.48 0.27 2.58 1.7 2.96 2.29* 3.44 
21 -0.48 0.27 2.58 1.41 1.88 2.13* 3.11 
22 0.64 0.27 2.25 0.94 -0.28 0.88 -0.4 
23 -0.03 0.27 2.44 0.76 -1.3 0.88 -0.39 
24 -1.46 0.27 2.88 0.88 -0.57 0.9 -0.12 
25 -1.23 0.27 2.82 0.88 -0.55 1.2 0.64 
26 0.27 0.27 2.36 0.7 -1.68 0.63 -1.55 
27 -1.69 0.27 2.95 0.94 -0.25 0.9 -0.1 
28 0.04 0.27 2.42 0.84 -0.83 1.21 0.82 
29 -1.46 0.27 2.88 0.81 -0.94 0.71 -0.68 
30 0.04 0.27 2.42 0.6 -2.37 0.5 -2.28 
31 -2.98 0.28 3.34 0.61 -2.24 0.48 -0.53 
32 -2.59 0.28 3.22 1.07 0.43 1.01 0.24 
33 -1.31 0.27 2.84 1.21 1.06 1.01 0.15 
34 0.56 0.27 2.27 0.97 -0.11 1 0.08 
35 -0.03 0.27 2.44 0.86 -0.7 1.39 1.41 
36 -1.69 0.27 2.95 0.76 -1.24 0.62 -0.87 
37 0.49 0.27 2.29 1.15 0.8 1.26 0.99 
38 0.19 0.27 2.38 1.28 1.38 1.39 1.42 
39 -1.08 0.27 2.77 0.69 -1.69 0.63 -1.12 
40 -1.91 0.27 3.02 2.12* 4.43 2.54* 2.4 
41 -2.75 0.28 3.27 0.84 -0.8 9* 4.85 
42 -0.41 0.27 2.56 0.81 -0.94 0.73 -0.98 
43 -0.03 0.27 2.44 0.77 -1.21 1.06 0.32 
44 -1.53 0.27 2.91 1.13 0.68 1.54 1.25 
45 -0.63 0.27 2.63 1.2 1.02 1.82 2.32 
46 -0.71 0.27 2.65 1.39 1.78 1.18 0.65 
47 -0.71 0.27 2.65 0.83 -0.82 1.05 0.26 
48 -1.84 0.27 3 0.63 -2.13 0.49 -1.18 
49 -0.56 0.27 2.61 0.69 -1.69 0.58 -1.63 
50 -0.11 0.27 2.47 0.87 -0.6 0.93 -0.19 
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51 -0.18 0.27 2.49 0.89 -0.5 0.8 -0.72 
52 -1.99 0.27 3.04 0.94 -0.24 4.3* 3.88 
53 -0.26 0.27 2.51 0.88 -0.57 1.27 1 
54 0.42 0.27 2.31 1.17 0.92 1.29 1.11 
55 -0.71 0.27 2.65 0.95 -0.2 1.65 1.89 
56 -2.36 0.28 3.15 1.45 2.08 1.15 0.44 
57 -0.41 0.27 2.56 0.51 -2.92 0.45 -2.43 
58 0.86 0.27 2.19 1.06 0.35 1.01 0.13 
59 0.48 0.28 2.3 1.07 0.4 1.26 1 
60 -1.08 0.27 2.77 0.82 -0.89 1.95 2.29 
61 1.24 0.27 2.1 1.13 0.73 0.95 -0.05 
62 2.31 0.28 1.86 1.13 0.7 1.64 1.28 
63 -0.41 0.27 2.56 0.88 -0.55 0.96 -0.05 
64 0.29 0.28 2.35 0.9 -0.45 0.8 -0.72 
65 -1.53 0.27 2.91 0.97 -0.07 0.8 -0.39 
66 -0.63 0.27 2.63 0.87 -0.61 0.78 -0.71 
67 0.04 0.27 2.42 0.97 -0.06 0.84 -0.54 
68 1.39 0.27 2.07 1.2 1.04 1.14 0.53 
69 0.64 0.27 2.25 1.16 0.85 0.98 0.02 
70 -0.33 0.27 2.53 0.95 -0.21 0.85 -0.49 
71 -2.44 0.28 3.18 0.96 -0.13 2.21* 1.65 
72 -0.26 0.27 2.51 1.6 2.65 2.05* 3.06 
73 -1.08 0.27 2.77 0.64 -2.02 0.51 -1.61 
74 0.71 0.27 2.23 1.1 0.58 1.18 0.74 
75 -2.06 0.27 3.06 1.1 0.56 0.87 -0.09 
76 -0.93 0.27 2.72 1.36 1.67 1.16 0.58 
77 0.04 0.27 2.42 1.02 0.16 1.21 0.84 
78 -0.78 0.27 2.68 0.8 -1.02 0.68 -1.06 
79 -1.38 0.27 2.86 1.02 0.17 0.91 -0.12 
80 -1.23 0.27 2.82 0.81 -0.92 2.4* 2.91 
81 1.31 0.27 2.09 0.61 -2.34 0.54 -1.65 
82 -1.46 0.27 2.88 0.64 -2.05 0.77 -0.48 
83 -2.06 0.27 3.06 0.82 -0.91 0.95 0.07 
84 -2.67 0.28 3.24 1.36 1.69 1.06 0.32 
85 -1.84 0.27 3 1.1 0.57 0.87 -0.12 
86 -1.53 0.27 2.91 1.23 1.12 1.06 0.28 

* denotes individuals with misfit >2     
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Appendix 10 – Rasch Estimates of Video Performances     

Appendix 10       
Rasch Estimates of Video Performances          

Video 

Spoken 
Performance 

(logits) S.E. 
Fair Average 
(4 band scale) 

Infit 
MnSq 

Infit 
Zstd 

Outfit 
MnSq 

Outfit 
Zstd 

V1 3.79 0.11 3.72 0.92 -1.15 1 0 
V2 6.32 0.23 3.97 1.24 1.2 3.08* 3.66 
V3 4.73 0.13 3.87 1.13 1.38 1.48 2.54 
V4 -0.06 0.09 2.62 1 0.04 1.02 0.28 
V5 -4.19 0.1 1.56 0.94 -0.95 1.01 0.1 
V6 0.93 0.09 2.93 0.84 -2.55 0.84 -2.55 
V7 -2.78 0.1 1.9 1 0.06 1.01 0.21 
V8 -5.97 0.13 1.19 1.33 3.97 1.19 1.21 
V9 -0.9 0.09 2.37 0.88 -1.73 0.88 -1.7 
V10 1.24 0.09 3.02 0.91 -1.45 0.92 -1.29 
V11 -1.75 0.1 2.14 1.03 0.5 1.03 0.45 
V12 -1.36 0.09 2.24 0.91 -1.23 0.92 -1.08 

* denotes videos with misfit >2      
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Appendix 11 – Rasch Estimates of Rater eXtraversion      

Appendix 11      
Rasch Estimates of Rater eXtraversion       

Rater 
ID 

eXtraversion 
(Logits) S.E. Infit MnSq Infit Zstd Outfit MnSq Outfit Zstd 

1 1.97 0.38 0.52 -1.32 0.56 -1.19 
2 0.64 0.29 0.54 -1.57 0.50 -1.69 
3 0.57 0.28 1.10 0.40 1.05 0.27 
4 1.70 0.35 0.90 -0.12 0.85 -0.28 
5 0.73 0.28 0.44** -2.06 0.43** -2.05 
6 0.50 0.27 0.50 -1.86 0.50 -1.81 
7 0.20 0.27 1.48 1.47 1.44 1.33 
8 0.13 0.27 0.91 -0.18 0.93 -0.14 
9 0.42 0.27 0.89 -0.27 0.92 -0.14 
10 0.35 0.27 0.76 -0.73 0.74 -0.80 
11 0.50 0.27 1.30 0.97 1.26 0.86 
12 1.58 0.34 1.21 0.64 1.09 0.35 
13 0.50 0.27 0.49** -1.90 0.51 -1.76 
14 1.16 0.31 1.88 2.08 1.85 2.01 
15 -0.83 0.29 0.35** -2.53 0.33** -2.61 
16 0.81 0.29 2.00 2.45 2.18* 2.72 
17 0.27 0.27 0.26** -3.42 0.24** -3.47 
18 0.57 0.28 1.43 1.30 1.52 1.47 
19 0.59 0.28 0.53 -1.64 0.57 -1.42 
20 0.42 0.27 0.51 -1.80 0.48** -1.90 
21 -0.67 0.28 0.41** -2.26 0.42** -2.15 
22 3.50 0.62 1.03 0.24 1.54 0.96 
23 -0.75 0.28 1.03 0.19 1.09 0.38 
24 0.89 0.29 1.00 0.12 0.96 -0.01 
25 -0.01 0.27 0.44** -2.20 0.44** -2.20 
26 0.20 0.27 0.79 -0.63 0.79 -0.62 
27 1.36 0.32 1.17 0.56 1.06 0.27 
28 0.57 0.28 1.12 0.47 1.07 0.31 
29 0.98 0.30 0.79 -0.55 0.74 -0.68 
30 0.89 0.29 1.29 0.91 1.33 0.98 
31 0.42 0.27 1.06 0.29 1.18 0.63 
32 -1.27 0.31 1.09 0.37 1.12 0.44 
33 0.98 0.30 0.97 0.02 0.95 -0.03 
34 -0.52 0.27 0.36** -2.63 0.35** -2.63 
35 0.35 0.27 0.41** -2.34 0.44** -2.14 
36 0.27 0.27 2.10* 2.81 2.07* 2.72 
37 -0.83 0.29 1.02 0.18 1.00 0.12 
38 1.07 0.30 1.35 1.02 1.27 0.81 
39 1.16 0.31 0.51 -1.54 0.49** -1.62 
40 1.26 0.32 0.59 -1.18 0.59 -1.19 
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41 0.27 0.27 1.26 0.88 1.27 0.90 
42 0.27 0.27 3.16* 4.63 3.24* 4.66 
43 -0.45 0.27 0.94 -0.09 1.00 0.10 
44 0.65 0.28 2.01* 2.53 1.99 2.44 
45 0.20 0.27 1.04 0.24 1.02 0.17 
46 1.07 0.30 2.43* 3.04 2.64* 3.33 
47 0.65 0.28 1.09 0.38 1.10 0.39 
48 0.35 0.27 1.51 1.53 1.52 1.51 
49 1.70 0.35 1.11 0.39 0.99 0.11 
50 1.16 0.31 0.89 -0.20 0.85 -0.31 
51 0.81 0.29 1.78 2.02 1.66 1.74 
52 -0.16 0.27 1.39 1.23 1.38 1.20 
53 1.70 0.35 0.74 -0.58 0.76 -0.53 
54 -1.09 0.30 0.80 -0.50 0.87 -0.27 
55 -0.37 0.27 0.98 0.03 1.01 0.14 
56 0.42 0.27 0.54 -1.68 0.57 -1.51 
57 0.98 0.30 0.87 -0.29 0.87 -0.28 
58 1.97 0.38 1.74 1.63 1.46 1.15 
59 -0.08 0.27 0.42** -2.32 0.41** -2.35 
60 0.65 0.28 0.50 -1.79 0.51 -1.69 
61 -0.01 0.27 0.98 0.04 0.97 0.02 
62 0.98 0.30 0.43** -1.99 0.45** -1.89 
63 1.26 0.32 0.76 -0.60 0.69 -0.81 
64 0.35 0.27 0.44** -2.18 0.45** -2.07 
65 -1.48 0.33 1.16 0.53 1.15 0.52 
66 0.06 0.27 0.39** -2.51 0.38** -2.54 
67 -0.16 0.27 1.23 0.80 1.23 0.79 
68 1.47 0.33 1.06 0.27 1.26 0.76 
69 2.66 0.46 1.00 0.14 0.87 -0.15 
70 1.16 0.31 0.83 -0.38 0.93 -0.09 
71 -0.16 0.27 0.86 -0.37 0.85 -0.41 
72 0.50 0.27 1.13 0.50 1.25 0.81 
73 0.42 0.27 0.35** -2.75 0.36** -2.61 
74 -0.23 0.27 1.17 0.62 1.16 0.58 
75 0.35 0.27 0.64 -1.24 0.59 -1.41 
76 1.07 0.30 0.88 -0.24 0.84 -0.35 
77 0.42 0.27 1.19 0.67 1.21 0.73 
78 0.42 0.27 0.53 -1.73 0.59 -1.42 
79 0.65 0.28 0.71 -0.90 0.71 -0.86 
80 -0.08 0.27 0.52 -1.81 0.51 -1.84 
81 0.57 0.28 3.42* 4.85 3.65* 5.04 
82 1.36 0.32 0.24** -2.88 0.28** -2.64 
83 0.20 0.27 0.32** -2.98 0.30** -3.05 
84 -0.16 0.27 1.04 0.22 1.06 0.29 
85 0.50 0.27 1.91 2.39 2.05* 2.60 
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86 -1.48 0.33 1.26 0.76 1.34 0.94 
* denotes individuals with misfit > 2 
** denotes individuals with misfit < 0.5 
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Appendix 12 – Rasch Estimates of Item Difficulty and Fit for eXtraversion  

Appendix 12      

Rasch Estimates of Item Difficulty and Fit for eXtraversion 

Item ID 

Item 
Difficulty 

(logits) S.E. 
Infit 

MnSq Infit Zstd 
Outfit 
MnSq 

Outfit 
Zstd 

eX4 -0.40 0.13 0.92 -0.49 0.92 -0.45 

eX10r -0.30 0.13 1.25 1.62 1.20 1.26 

eX16r 0.16 0.12 1.20 1.37 1.15 1.08 

eX22 0.59 0.12 0.76 -1.91 0.78 -1.71 

eX28 -0.97 0.14 0.62 -2.64 0.76 -1.50 

eX34 0.57 0.12 0.93 -0.46 0.97 -0.21 

eX40 0.58 0.12 0.88 -0.91 0.86 -0.98 

eX46 -0.40 0.13 0.74 -1.83 0.75 -1.73 

eX52r -0.33 0.13 0.93 -0.45 0.97 -0.16 

eX58 0.52 0.12 0.93 -0.51 0.90 -0.67 

eX64 0.18 0.12 0.84 -1.17 0.82 -1.27 

eX70r -0.97 0.14 1.17 1.06 1.20 1.17 

eX76r -0.45 0.13 1.50 2.90 1.58 3.24 

eX82r 0.61 0.12 1.61 3.86 1.63 3.89 

eX88 0.52 0.12 1.06 0.49 1.09 0.67 

eX94r 0.08 0.12 0.62 -3.07 0.62 -2.98 

r = reverse code item; higher disagreement denotes more of trait 
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Appendix 13 – Rasch Estimates of Rater Agreeableness     

Appendix 13      
Rasch Estimates of Rater Agreeableness   

Rater 
ID 

Agreeableness 
(logits) S.E. 

Infit 
MnSq Infit Zstd 

Outfit 
MnSq Outfit Zstd 

1 0.58 0.28 0.64 -1.17 0.61 -1.22 
2 0.21 0.27 1.08 0.37 1.11 0.44 
3 -0.07 0.27 0.98 0.03 1.05 0.27 
4 -0.14 0.27 0.36** -2.75 0.37** -2.60 
5 0.14 0.27 0.69 -1.03 0.76 -0.73 
6 0.21 0.27 0.69 -1.03 0.72 -0.89 
7 1.18 0.31 0.76 -0.58 0.77 -0.53 
8 -0.36 0.27 0.55 -1.66 0.67 -1.08 
9 0.36 0.27 0.93 -0.11 0.92 -0.16 
10 0.91 0.29 0.58 -1.30 0.58 -1.25 
11 -0.82 0.29 0.97 0.02 0.97 0.03 
12 0.91 0.29 0.70 -0.85 0.69 -0.84 
13 0.74 0.29 0.35** -2.45 0.39** -2.16 
14 -0.14 0.27 1.22 0.79 1.18 0.66 
15 1.18 0.31 1.01 0.14 0.94 -0.03 
16 -1.27 0.32 1.72 1.70 1.56 1.39 
17 0.07 0.27 0.79 -0.63 0.82 -0.52 
18 0.50 0.28 0.61 -1.33 0.58 -1.37 
19 -0.54 0.28 0.63 -1.21 0.61 -1.26 
20 0.00 0.27 0.59 -1.52 0.58 -1.51 
21 0.14 0.27 0.62 -1.37 0.58 -1.50 
22 -1.17 0.31 1.01 0.14 1.00 0.14 
23 0.00 0.27 0.78 -0.69 0.77 -0.71 
24 -0.22 0.27 1.15 0.58 1.11 0.44 
25 -0.82 0.29 1.28 0.89 1.11 0.42 
26 0.21 0.27 0.76 -0.74 0.75 -0.75 
27 0.66 0.28 1.31 0.97 1.36 1.07 
28 0.07 0.27 1.03 0.20 0.97 0.00 
29 0.48 0.29 1.02 0.18 0.97 0.02 
30 -0.58 0.28 0.58 -1.45 0.53 -1.62 
31 -0.07 0.27 0.64 -1.29 0.61 -1.40 
32 -0.51 0.27 2.17* 2.93 2.20* 2.91 
33 1.32 0.33 1.03 0.22 1.14 0.48 
34 -0.14 0.27 0.92 -0.17 1.00 0.11 
35 0.50 0.28 0.62 -1.25 0.61 -1.26 
36 1.49 0.33 2.78* 3.30 2.69* 3.15 
37 0.91 0.29 1.26 0.81 1.13 0.46 
38 -0.82 0.29 0.88 -0.24 0.96 0.01 
39 0.21 0.27 1.80 2.23 1.81 2.19 
40 1.09 0.31 1.46 1.23 1.45 1.20 
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41 -0.07 0.27 1.59 1.78 1.58 1.70 
42 -0.90 0.29 3.32* 4.39 3.26* 4.22 
43 -0.74 0.28 0.48** -1.83 0.50 -1.70 
44 -0.29 0.27 2.30* 3.27 2.27* 3.13 
45 -0.51 0.27 0.59 -1.42 0.58 -1.45 
46 0.50 0.28 0.66 -1.08 0.67 -1.02 
47 -0.43 0.27 1.06 0.28 1.01 0.14 
48 0.66 0.28 1.36 1.08 1.34 1.00 
49 -0.36 0.27 0.76 -0.77 0.72 -0.90 
50 -0.58 0.28 0.67 -1.05 0.66 -1.07 
51 0.91 0.29 2.40* 3.02 2.29* 2.78 
52 -0.14 0.27 0.92 -0.16 0.89 -0.27 
53 -0.82 0.29 0.71 -0.83 0.69 -0.88 
54 0.28 0.27 1.49 1.48 1.39 1.21 
55 0.00 0.27 1.12 0.48 1.12 0.48 
56 -0.22 0.27 0.86 -0.39 0.84 -0.46 
57 0.32 0.28 0.59 -1.38 0.63 -1.18 
58 -0.36 0.27 1.28 0.95 1.28 0.93 
59 -0.07 0.27 0.35** -2.81 0.33** -2.87 
60 0.21 0.27 1.11 0.43 1.08 0.34 
61 1.28 0.32 0.31** -2.45 0.32** -2.34 
62 0.07 0.27 0.44** -2.24 0.41** -2.35 
63 -0.90 0.29 0.87 -0.28 0.84 -0.37 
64 -0.36 0.27 0.94 -0.10 0.94 -0.09 
65 -0.14 0.27 0.79 -0.66 0.77 -0.69 
66 0.14 0.27 0.52 -1.84 0.56 -1.57 
67 -0.22 0.27 0.70 -1.00 0.71 -0.94 
68 -0.22 0.27 1.03 0.19 0.99 0.09 
69 0.00 0.27 1.16 0.59 1.20 0.73 
70 -0.14 0.27 1.09 0.38 1.09 0.37 
71 -0.90 0.29 0.75 -0.68 0.69 -0.88 
72 0.50 0.28 1.23 0.77 1.25 0.81 
73 0.28 0.27 0.51 -1.85 0.50 -1.84 
74 -0.58 0.28 1.75 2.03 1.72 1.91 
75 0.43 0.27 1.45 1.35 1.48 1.39 
76 0.66 0.28 0.60 -1.28 0.57 -1.38 
77 0.21 0.27 1.71 2.01 1.67 1.88 
78 0.00 0.27 1.33 1.08 1.40 1.25 
79 0.28 0.27 0.67 -1.11 0.62 -1.28 
80 0.58 0.28 0.80 -0.54 0.82 -0.47 
81 -0.74 0.28 1.57 1.58 1.54 1.47 
82 1.39 0.33 0.35** -2.19 0.40** -1.92 
83 0.14 0.27 0.51 -1.87 0.53 -1.73 
84 1.09 0.31 0.73 -0.71 0.74 -0.63 
85 -0.43 0.27 0.97 -0.01 0.88 -0.28 
86 -1.17 0.31 1.33 0.93 1.34 0.94 
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* denotes individuals with misfit > 2     
** denotes individuals with misfit < 0.5     
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Appendix 14 – Rasch Estimates of Item Difficulty and Fit for Agreeableness  

  
Appendix 14 

     
Rasch Estimates of Item Difficulty and Fit for Agreeableness 

Item ID 

Item 
Difficulty 

(logits) S.E. Infit MnSq Infit Zstd Outfit MnSq Outfit Zstd 

Ag3 0.00 0.12 0.96 -0.28 0.98 -0.12 

Ag9r -0.59 0.12 1.13 0.95 1.13 0.93 

Ag15r -0.06 0.12 1.29 2.04 1.32 2.19 

Ag21r -1.17 0.13 1.20 1.26 1.12 0.78 

Ag27 0.16 0.12 0.81 -1.49 0.82 -1.34 

Ag33 -0.28 0.12 0.89 -0.81 0.97 -0.16 

Ag39 -0.39 0.12 1.10 0.73 1.07 0.54 

Ag45 0.79 0.12 1.02 0.21 0.99 -0.01 

Ag51r 1.62 0.15 0.98 -0.06 0.92 -0.46 

Ag57 -0.25 0.12 0.93 -0.50 0.98 -0.14 

Ag63r -0.16 0.12 0.98 -0.08 0.99 -0.02 

Ag69 -0.56 0.12 0.86 -0.99 0.83 -1.21 

Ag75r 0.48 0.12 0.96 -0.26 0.95 -0.30 

Ag81 0.14 0.12 0.93 -0.46 0.94 -0.42 

Ag87r 0.56 0.12 0.82 -1.30 0.85 -1.02 

Ag93r -0.29 0.12 1.16 1.16 1.11 0.82 

r = reverse code item; higher disagreement denotes more of trait 
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Appendix 15 – Rasch Estimates of Rater Conscientiousness     

Appendix 15      
Rasch Estimates of Rater Conscientiousness   
Rater 

ID 
Conscientiousness 

(logits) S.E. 
Infit 

MnSq Infit Zstd 
Outfit 
MnSq Outfit Zstd 

1 0.16 0.25 1.10 0.43 1.10 0.43 
2 -0.02 0.24 0.34** -3.05 0.35** -2.93 
3 0.54 0.26 0.25** -3.28 0.25** -3.20 
4 1.26 0.31 1.06 0.27 1.08 0.33 
5 0.16 0.25 0.39** -2.60 0.40** -2.52 
6 1.47 0.33 0.59 -1.06 0.60 -1.00 
7 0.1 0.25 1.30 1.03 1.30 1.04 
8 1.07 0.3 0.62 -1.06 0.66 -0.90 
9 1.47 0.33 0.85 -0.24 0.91 -0.09 

10 0.91 0.28 1.07 0.31 1.20 0.64 
11 1.71 0.36 3.26* 3.54 3.59* 3.91 
12 1.36 0.32 0.54 -1.27 0.56 -1.15 
13 0.34 0.25 0.61 -1.38 0.60 -1.43 
14 0.54 0.26 1.59 1.65 1.60 1.65 
15 -0.32 0.25 0.94 -0.10 0.99 0.06 
16 -0.02 0.24 1.22 0.81 1.21 0.78 
17 1.36 0.32 0.94 -0.03 0.86 -0.23 
18 0.75 0.27 2.02* 2.44 2.00* 2.35 
19 0.54 0.26 0.94 -0.10 0.93 -0.12 
20 0.83 0.28 0.48** -1.72 0.45** -1.79 
21 0.68 0.27 0.36** -2.42 0.34** -2.49 
22 0.54 0.26 1.46 1.36 1.47 1.35 
23 -0.02 0.24 0.86 -0.41 0.85 -0.47 
24 -0.14 0.24 0.90 -0.25 0.90 -0.27 
25 0.47 0.26 1.23 0.79 1.21 0.72 
26 1.26 0.31 0.44** -1.69 0.43** -1.70 
27 0.75 0.27 0.82 -0.44 0.84 -0.35 
28 0.34 0.25 0.89 -0.28 0.88 -0.32 
29 0.41 0.25 0.84 -0.45 0.84 -0.43 
30 0.22 0.25 0.64 -1.31 0.64 -1.30 
31 -0.02 0.24 0.75 -0.84 0.79 -0.68 
32 0.34 0.25 1.21 0.75 1.22 0.76 
33 0.54 0.26 1.27 0.88 1.20 0.69 
34 0.34 0.25 0.80 -0.60 0.79 -0.62 
35 1.07 0.3 0.44** -1.78 0.45** -1.67 
36 0.16 0.25 1.77 2.23 1.76 2.19 
37 0.28 0.25 2.62* 3.88 2.62* 3.84 
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38 1.26 0.31 1.99 2.11 1.87 1.88 
39 0.34 0.25 0.81 -0.56 0.79 -0.63 
40 1.36 0.32 0.32** -2.20 0.35** -2.04 
41 1.07 0.3 1.61 1.51 1.71 1.67 
42 -0.51 0.25 1.85 2.37 1.90 2.42 
43 0.28 0.25 1.50 1.53 1.49 1.51 
44 -0.02 0.24 0.98 0.02 0.98 0.04 
45 0.16 0.25 0.51 -1.96 0.49** -2.03 
46 -0.02 0.24 1.30 1.06 1.30 1.04 
47 0.28 0.25 1.27 0.92 1.28 0.96 
48 0.99 0.29 1.80 1.90 1.73 1.72 
49 -0.32 0.25 1.09 0.41 1.06 0.31 
50 0.99 0.29 0.77 -0.58 0.79 -0.47 
51 0.75 0.27 1.82 2.05 1.73 1.83 
52 1.16 0.3 0.69 -0.78 0.70 -0.73 
53 1.58 0.35 1.53 1.23 1.16 0.49 
54 0.16 0.25 0.62 -1.42 0.60 -1.47 
55 0.99 0.29 1.47 1.25 1.45 1.18 
56 -0.08 0.24 0.33** -3.13 0.34** -3.01 
57 0.99 0.29 0.72 -0.72 0.81 -0.43 
58 2.17 0.42 0.63 -0.78 0.71 -0.58 
59 0.28 0.25 0.23** -3.69 0.24** -3.59 
60 0.28 0.25 0.46** -2.12 0.46** -2.13 
61 0.22 0.25 0.29** -3.24 0.29** -3.26 
62 0.68 0.27 0.29** -2.89 0.29** -2.78 
63 1.07 0.3 1.39 1.05 1.44 1.14 
64 1.71 0.36 1.51 1.18 1.50 1.17 
65 -0.02 0.24 1.55 1.75 1.53 1.67 
66 0.47 0.26 0.77 -0.67 0.76 -0.71 
67 0.22 0.25 0.84 -0.47 0.87 -0.34 
68 0.61 0.26 1.06 0.28 1.05 0.25 
69 0.68 0.27 1.39 1.16 1.37 1.08 
70 0.68 0.27 1.41 1.20 1.37 1.08 
71 0.54 0.26 0.85 -0.38 0.81 -0.52 
72 0.34 0.25 1.45 1.40 1.51 1.53 
73 1.26 0.31 0.83 -0.32 0.96 0.04 
74 0.68 0.27 0.47** -1.83 0.47** -1.81 
75 0.16 0.25 0.32** -3.11 0.32** -3.07 
76 0.99 0.29 0.77 -0.57 0.82 -0.39 
77 0.04 0.24 1.62 1.91 1.68 2.04 
78 0.34 0.25 0.62 -1.32 0.61 -1.35 
79 2 0.4 0.70 -0.62 0.66 -0.73 
80 0.34 0.25 0.95 -0.06 0.92 -0.17 
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81 -0.45 0.25 1.24 0.86 1.22 0.79 
82 0.68 0.27 0.86 -0.32 0.95 -0.03 
83 0.91 0.28 0.56 -1.36 0.54 -1.38 
84 0.61 0.26 0.97 0.02 0.95 -0.04 
85 0.83 0.28 1.31 0.91 1.31 0.91 
86 0.1 0.25 1.40 1.31 1.39 1.28 

* denotes individuals with misfit > 2     
** denotes individuals with misfit < 0.5     
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Appendix 16 – Rasch Estimates of Item Difficulty and Fit for 
Conscientiousness 

Appendix 16      

Rasch Estimates of Item Difficulty and Fit for Conscientiousness 

Item ID 

Item 
Difficulty 

(logits) S.E. Infit MnSq Infit Zstd 
Outfit 
MnSq Outfit Zstd 

Co2 0.41 0.11 0.87 -0.99 0.85 -1.14 
Co8 -0.34 0.12 0.92 -0.49 0.93 -0.38 
Co14 -0.08 0.12 1.13 0.90 1.12 0.86 
Co20r -0.10 0.12 0.92 -0.55 0.93 -0.46 
Co26 -0.15 0.12 1.07 0.54 1.04 0.32 
Co32 -0.48 0.13 0.87 -0.79 0.84 -1.00 
Co38r -0.44 0.13 0.91 -0.52 0.86 -0.83 
Co44r -0.21 0.12 0.68 -2.42 0.69 -2.28 
Co50r -0.10 0.12 1.61 3.67 1.61 3.53 
Co56r -0.24 0.12 1.25 1.61 1.32 1.95 
Co62 -0.04 0.11 0.68 -2.50 0.66 -2.60 
Co68 0.54 0.11 0.81 -1.50 0.80 -1.61 
Co74r 0.16 0.11 1.15 1.12 1.21 1.47 
Co80r -0.19 0.12 1.21 1.41 1.37 2.24 
Co86 0.86 0.11 1.23 1.63 1.23 1.65 
Co92r 0.39 0.11 0.79 -1.68 0.82 -1.39 

r = reverse code item; higher disagreement denotes more of trait 
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Appendix 17 – University of Bedfordshire Research Ethics Approval   

UNIVERSITY OF BEDFORDSHIRE  
  
Research Ethics Scrutiny (Postgraduate Research Students)  
  
When completing this form please ensure that you read and comply with the following:  
  
Researchers must demonstrate clear understanding of an engagement with the following:  
   
1. Integrity - The research has been carried out in a rigorous and professional manner and due credit 

has been attributed to all parties involved.   
2. Plagiarism - Proper acknowledgement has been given to the authorship of data and ideas.   
3. Conflicts of Interest - All financial and professional conflicts of interest have been properly identified 

and declared.   
4. Data Handling - The research draws upon effective record keeping, proper storage of date in line 

with confidentiality, statute and University policy.   
5. Ethical Procedures - Proper consideration has been given to all ethical issues and appropriate 

approval sought and received from all relevant stakeholders. In addition the research should conform 
to professional codes of conduct where appropriate.   

6. Supervision - Effective management and supervision of staff and student for whom the researcher(s) 
is/are responsible   

7. Health and Safety- Proper training on health and safety issues has been received and completed by 
all involved parties. Health and safety issues have been identified and appropriate assessment and 
action have been undertaken.  

  
The Research Institutes are responsible for ensuring that all researchers abide by the above.  
It is anticipated that ethical approval will be granted by each Research Institute. Each Research Institute 
will give guidance and approval on ethical procedures and ensure they conform to the requirements of 
relevant professional bodies. As such Research Institutes are required to provide the University 
Research Ethics Committee with details of their procedures for ensuring adherence to relevant ethical 
requirements. This applies to any research whether it be, or not, likely to raise ethical issues. Research 
proposals involving vulnerable groups; sensitive topics; groups requiring gatekeeper permission; 
deception or without full informed consent; use of personal/confidential information; subjects in stress, 
anxiety, humiliation or intrusive interventions must be referred to the University Research Ethics 
Committee.   
  
Research projects involving participants in the NHS will be submitted through the NHS National 
Research Ethics Service (NRES). The University Research Ethics Committee will normally accept the 
judgement of NRES (it will never approve a proposal that has been rejected by NRES), however NRES 
approval will need to be verified before research can commence and the nature of the research will 
need to be verified.   
  
Where work is conducted in collaboration with other institutions ethical approval by the University and 
the collaborating partner(s) will be required.   
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The University Research Ethics Committee is a sub-committee of the Academic Board and is chaired by 
a member of the Vice Chancellor’s Executive Group, appointed by the Vice Chancellor and includes 
members external to the University   
  
Research Misconduct: Allegations of Research Misconduct against staff or post graduate (non-taught) 
research students should be made to the Director of Research Development.   
  
UNIVERSITY OF BEDFORDSHIRE  
  
Research Ethics Scrutiny (Annex to RS1 form)  
  
SECTION A  To be completed by the candidate  
  
Registration No:   1513791  
  
Candidate:  Alun Evan Meredydd Roger  
  
Degree of: PhD Language Testing          
  
Research Institute: CRELLA  
  
Research Topic:  Examining the Role of Personality in L2 Speaking Tests  
  
External Funding: None  
  
The candidate is required to summarise in the box below the ethical issues involved in the research 
proposal and how they will be addressed. In any proposal involving human participants the following 
should be provided:  
  

• clear explanation of how informed consent will be obtained,   
• how will confidentiality and anonymity be observed,   
• how will the nature of the research, its purpose and the means of dissemination of the 
outcomes be communicated to participants,  
• how personal data will be stored and secured  
• if participants are being placed under any form of stress (physical or mental)  identify 
what steps are being taken to minimise risk  

  
If protocols are being used that have already received University Research Ethics Committee (UREC) 
ethical approval then please specify. Roles of any collaborating institutions should be clearly identified. 
Reference should be made to the appropriate professional body code of practice.  
  

Informed Consent and Dissemination of Outcomes – Participants will receive an 
information sheet (see sample) in their L1 detailing the goals of the study, the activities they 
are to undertake, the benefits to them of taking part, a notification of their rights to withdraw 
from the study and a notification on privacy and confidentiality procedures.  The participants 
will then be asked to read and sign a consent form (see samples) before taking part in the 
study or receiving any payments.  
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Confidentiality and Anonymity - Demographic information of those taking part in the video 
performances will not be displayed on their video at any point.  The videos will be placed into 
an encrypted folder.  Only participant raters will be given the password for the folder.  
Participants will be assigned an ID code for the study to avoid real names being associated 
with certain response patterns.  
  
Personal Data – All study data will be stored in digital form on an encrypted external hard 
disk.  The data will be erased upon completion of the study.  Consent forms will be stored in a 
locked filing cabinet in a private office.  

  
  
Answer the following question by deleting as appropriate:  
  

1. Does the study involve vulnerable participants or those unable to give informed consent 
(e.g. children, people with learning disabilities, your own students)?  

         No  
  
If YES: Have/will Researchers be DBS checked?  

         Not applicable  
  

2. Will the study require permission of a gatekeeper for access to participants (e.g. schools, 
self-help groups, residential homes)?          

         No  
  

3. Will it be necessary for participants to be involved without consent (e.g. covert 
observation in non-public places)?            

         No  
  

4. Will the study involve sensitive topics (e.g. sexual activity, substance abuse)?  
         No  
  

5. Will blood or tissue samples be taken from participants?       
         No  
  

6. Will the research involve intrusive interventions (e.g. drugs, hypnosis, physical exercise)? 
     No  

  
7. Will financial or other inducements be offered to participants (except reasonable 
expenses)?      No  

  
8. Will the research investigate any aspect of illegal activity?  No  

  
9. Will participants be stressed beyond what is normal for them?  

No    
                                                                

10. Will the study involve participants from the NHS (e.g. patients) or participants who fall 
under the requirements of the Mental Capacity Act 2005?      

         No  
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If you have answered yes to any of the above questions or if you consider that there are other 
significant ethical issues then details should be included in your summary above. If you have 
answered yes to Question 1 then a clear justification for the importance of the research must be 
provided.  
  

*Please note if the answer to Question 10 is yes then the proposal should be submitted through NHS 
research ethics approval procedures to the appropriate NRES. The UREC should be informed of the 
outcome.  
  

Checklist of documents which should be included:  
  
Project proposal (with details of methodology) & source of funding  
  

Included  

Documentation seeking informed consent (if appropriate)  
  

Included  

Information sheet for participants (if appropriate)  
  

Included  

Questionnaire (if appropriate)  
  

Included  

(Tick as appropriate) 
   
  

Applicant declaration  
  

I understand that I cannot collect any data until the application referred to in this form  
  

has been approved by all relevant parties. I agree to carry out the research in the  
  

manner specified and comply with the statement of ethical requirements on page 1 of  
  

this form. If I make any changes to the approved method I will seek further ethical  
  

approval for any changes.  
  

  
  

  
  
  
  
 Signature of Applicant:       Date: 2016, May 20th  

   
   
  
 Signature of Director of Studies:  Date: 6 June 2016  
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This form together with a copy of the research proposal should be submitted to the  
Research Institute Director for consideration by the Research Institute Ethics  

 Committee/Panel    
  
Note you cannot commence collection of research data until this form has been approved  
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SECTION B  To be completed by the Research Institute Ethics Committee:  
  

Comments: Approved in RI meeting   
  
  
  
Approved  
  
Signature Chair of Research Institute Ethics Committee:  

  
  

                            Date: 09/06/2016  
  
This form should then be filed on the student’s record  
  
  
  
If in the judgement of the committee there are significant ethical issues for which there is not agreed 
practice then further ethical consideration is required before approval can be given and the proposal 
with the committees comments should be forwarded to the secretary of the UREC for consideration.  
  
  
  
There are significant ethical issues which require further guidance  
  
Signature Chair of Research Institute Ethics Committee:  
  

                            Date:  
  
  
This form together with the recommendation and a copy of the research proposal should then be 
submitted to the University Research Ethics Committee  
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